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University of Idaho 

2020 – 2021 University Faculty Meeting Minutes – Pending Approval 

Meeting #1 

Wednesday, September 16, 2020, at 2:30 pm (PT) / 3:30 pm (MT) 

 
Zoom only 

 

President Scott Green Presiding 

 

• President Green called the meeting to order at 2:31 pm (PT).  
President Green opened the meeting expressing gratitude to the Nez Perce people on whose land 
the university stands. The University of Idaho recognizes that it is our academic responsibility to 
build strong relationships with the indigenous people and to ensure integrity of tribal voices. 
 

• In Memoriam – President Green 
President Green read the names of the colleagues who passed away since the last University Faculty 
Meeting. (The list of names is attached to these minutes.) President Green then called for a moment 
of silence. 

  
• Meeting Logistics – Faculty Secretary Sammarruca 

Secretary Sammarruca reminded the audience that University Faculty meetings are open to anyone 
wishing to attend and that the Zoom link has been broadly distributed. Meeting participants must 
be eligible members of the faculty in order to vote. She cited policy FSH 1520 II-1 concerning voting 
eligibility. She reviewed the meeting logistics for this Zoom-only general faculty meeting. The polling 
function in Zoom will be used to conduct the votes. Quorum is determined by a one-question survey 
for people to identify themselves as eligible voters. Voting items will be on a separate survey. Zoom 
will tabulate the response. However, after the meeting, we will verify that the votes came from 
eligible voters. Questions should be asked during the Q&A period using the “raise hand” feature. 
This meeting is being recorded and will be available to watch on the Faculty Senate website.  
 

• Quorum count: Faculty Secretary Sammarruca 
99 voting members of the faculty were required for a quorum, and 117 eligible voters were in 
attendance. Thus, a quorum was present. The Secretary noted that the quorum count can be less 
than the number of votes which she records because people may have joined the meeting later. 
 

• Approval of minutes 
President Green asked if there were any edits to the minutes of the 2019-2020 University Faculty 
meeting #4, May 6, 2020. The Secretary noted that she corrected two typographical errors on p.8 of 
the minutes. A motion (Kirchmeier/Corry) to approve the minutes of the 2019-2020 University 
Faculty Meeting #4 – with the minor editorial corrections noted above – passed. 
 

• Announcements – President Green 
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o Concerning the smoke situation, a memo from Interim Provost Lawrence and Vice President 
Foisy was sent today to the university community. No in-person classes are allowed on 
September 17 and 18. 

o We will return to normal operation on Monday, September 21. 
o COVID-19 testing will continue as planned. 

 
• Special Orders – Faculty Senate Chair Kirchmeier 

o Proposed Changes/Additions to Faculty-Staff Handbook: FSH 6990 Communicable Disease 
Emergency Response (vote) – Attach. #2 
Chair Kirchmeier provided a brief background and description for the proposed policy. When 
Covid-19 first hit, we quickly realized that we needed to depart from existing policies to respond 
to the pandemic. To that end, we drafted an emergency policy, FSH 6990. This emergency policy 
allowed us to deviate from existing policy only to the extent needed to respond to the 
pandemic. Using the emergency policy 6990, we were able to quickly make changes to our 
existing policies, including: holding the University Faculty Meeting online; extending deadlines 
related to Promotion and Tenure; and changing the grading system to pass/fail. Emergency 
policies like FSH 6990 expire after 180 days. Unfortunately, we are still living with the pandemic 
and, furthermore, the possibility of future health emergencies exists. Therefore, we put 
together a committee of faculty and staff from across the University who created a permanent 
version of FSH 6990 that is basically the same as the emergency FSH 6990. It allows us to work 
together and quickly deviate from existing policy only to the extent necessary to respond to a 
public health emergency caused by a communicable disease outbreak.  
 
There were no questions or comments for Chair Kirchmeier. 
 
Vote: the proposed addition of FSH 6990 was approved with: 93% votes in favor, zero against, 
and 7% abstentions. 

 
o Introduction of new faculty members and recognition of 2020 promoted/tenured faculty, new 

members of the administration, and internal changes in administration. 
Each college dean introduced the new members of the faculty and the faculty who were 
promoted/tenured this year by name and unit. (List of names attached to these minutes.) The 
readers were: 

 Introducing Torrey Lawrence as the newly appointed Interim Provost –  Senate Chair 
Kirchmeier 

 Changes in University Administration – Interim Provost Lawrence 
 Art & Architecture – Dean Shauna Corry 
 Agricultural and Life Sciences – Associate Dean Matt Doumit 
 Engineering – Dean John Crepeau 
 Natural Resources – Department Head Lisette Waits 
 Letters, Arts, and Social Sciences – Associate Dean Mark Warner 
 Science – Dean Ginger Carney 
 Business and Economics – Dean Mark Chopin 
 Education, Health, and Human Sciences – Dean Philip Scruggs 
 Law – Dean Jerry Long 
 Counseling and Testing Center – Dean Blaine Eckles 
 University Library – Dean Ben Hunter 
 WWAMI – Director Jeff Seegmiller 
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• President’s Remarks 

President Green welcomed the new faculty members and those granted promotion and tenure last 
spring.  
 
Our country, state, and higher education are facing serious challenges. Plans with a high level of 
details have been made to reopen our Moscow campus and our Center Executive Officers are 
working to ensure a safe environment for employees and students.   
 
The Provost and his team have implemented a plan for our Moscow campus to ensure that our 
students have the opportunity to attend classes in person. Our faculty continue to deliver the world-
class, transformative education for which we are known. The President has heard many positive 
comments from both students and faculty who are grateful to be back in the classroom.  
 
President Green recognized the faculty’s creativity in delivering great teaching despite the 
pandemic. He described the joy of hearing students practicing the clarinet on the Admin Lawn to 
accommodate for social distancing – the sound of our faculty helping our students develop.  

The President said that his remarks will focus on the ongoing testing efforts meant to keep the 
university open this fall, the enrollment status, and some good news from the past few months.  

The university has tested every student attending in-person classes this fall in Moscow and has 
safely isolated those who tested positive for COVID-19. We have been averaging about 1.1% 
positivity for COVID-19 swabs run through our in-house lab. That includes more than 8,500 tests for 
students, faculty, and staff before and since classes the beginning of classes. 31 students who tested 
positive were cared for in the on-campus isolation facilities. The vast majority have been cleared by 
Public Health to return to their residences. We currently have four students in our isolation facility. 
Surveillance testing will continue to be one tool to keep the virus in check. Last week’s focus was on 
students in two on-campus residence hall wings due to some wastewater surveillance testing that 
came back positive. Six students in those areas tested positive for the virus. The team will continue 
to test random samples and encourages all faculty, staff, and students to participate in ongoing 
testing if asked. Wastewater will be tested twice weekly as part of the surveillance program. 
President Green thanked the employees who volunteered to take part in the ongoing testing, 
especially those who tested because of travel over Labor Day weekend. These ongoing efforts, along 
with the hard work of faculty during the summer to prepare for delivering classes in multiple 
formats, will help keep our in-person experience viable through Thanksgiving Break. The surge in 
cases in Whitman County created additional challenges, but President Green is confident that we 
can keep in-person instruction going if we all follow our protocols. President Green expressed 
appreciation for everyone’s heightened observance of Healthy Vandal pledge rules. Acting 
responsibly is something we owe to each other, and reports indicate we have been doing so. Only 
eight calls have gone to Public Safety and Security regarding face coverings and other COVID-related 
concerns. We must continue on this path, as we should continue to be responsive to changes that 
seem to happen daily. 

The pandemic has had an impact on our numbers. We had  high-quality applications increase by 
16% prior to the fall semester and acceptances rise by 14%. That was before COVID-19. Normally, 
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with those numbers we would be up 3-4% . Final enrollment numbers will not be available until 
October, but we can expect to be down about 5%. About half of that decline occurred in the non-
degree category, or part-time students, so the financial impact is not as substantial as it may appear. 
Also, our dual-credit enrollment is yet to be known, and that can change our numbers. Those 
numbers are better than the 15% decline some projected initially at the start of the pandemic. They 
are a testament to Dean Kahler’s team and SEM’s efforts with both getting new students to enroll 
and to retain the students we have. We’ve already begun recruiting for next year’s class and we are 
well aware of the challenges. Many high schools in the West where we recruit remain closed or, if 
open, are not available for recruiting efforts. We are a destination campus that sells itself, but we 
need to get people here. 

President Green thanked everyone for their efforts, including furlough, to address our deficits. There 
are some significant successes to report. Budget decisions over the past year have cut our cash flow 
burn rate by $22 million, from $23.5 million in FY 2019 to $1.5 million this past fiscal year, and our 
FY20 operating deficit has been reduced from $19 million to under $1 million. We have passed a 
budget that, depending on any lingering effects due to COVID-19 and our related ability to remain 
open for live instruction, should completely eliminate our operating deficit by FY22. Overall budget 
discussions will continue as we review enrollment numbers and changes brought on by the 
pandemic.  

Despite the recent challenges, we have seen a fair amount of validation for our story that will help 
us recruit more students. The University of Idaho was already ranked in the top 6% of all public 
universities, and just this week we saw a jump in our rankings by U.S. News and World Report. We 
broke into the Top 50 in the Best Value rankings – and not just by a small margin. We rose 42 
positions to No. 37 this year – the top two schools on the list are Harvard and Princeton. In fact, the 
list is primarily loaded with private schools. We are ranked 3rd among public universities in the 
nation on that list, behind the University of North Carolina and University of Virginia, which also 
makes us the No. 1 Best Value Public School in the West. We are preparing to market that 
recognition. The Best Value rankings look at our overall academic quality related to our price and 
financial aid picture. It helps that we are able to offer $30 million in scholarships and waivers each 
year, including to the more than 50 Vandal Promise scholars who are getting help bridging the 
$5,000-cost gap in the cost of attendance thanks to donor support. We made significant progress on 
that front and we will continue our fund-raising efforts. 

The best value ranking, and our improvements in both the Public School and National University 
categories, strengthens our position as one of the best public schools in the country and an 
affordable option for students. The President expressed gratitude for what everyone brings to the 
institution. The U of I educational experience, through the work provided by all faculty and staff, 
elevates the lives of our students as they prepare for their experiences beyond the classroom. 
President Green proceeded to congratulate our undergraduate business, undergraduate 
engineering, and undergraduate computer science programs, which were singled out and praised by 
U.S. News. Our work educating students, paired with our research mission, will help get us noticed 
and increase enrollment in future years.  

The President noted that we are making great strides on the research front as well. You may have 
heard that we have been invited to join the Center for the Integration of Research, Teaching and 
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Learning (CIRTL), a network of about 35 research universities across the U.S. and Canada committed 
to enhancing STEM undergraduate education and preparing future STEM faculty. Other members 
include Columbia, Cornell, Johns Hopkins, Michigan State, UCLA, and Yale. We also continue to see 
progress with Idaho CAFE, the nation’s largest agricultural research center we are building in the 
Magic Valley. In yet another step forward, the U.S. Department of Agriculture recently awarded a 
$10 million grant to the University of Idaho to fund research  at the dairy facility that will spur 
bioeconomic research to support sustainability, crop productivity, and nutrient recycling in the 
state’s dairy industry – the third largest in the nation. Moreover, our research working group has 
delivered its white paper providing a roadmap to reach R-1 research status as an institution, which is 
very achievable. 

The President applauded what we have achieved in only a few months both in our response to 
COVID-19 and our ability to provide a transformational experience for our students. He recalled  
experiences from his previous career, working with an unlimited budget to hire world-class talent 
and very competent teams. But the accomplishments he witnessed over this summer would make 
any world-class organization proud. From Dan New working for weeks straight without a break 
setting up our own COVID-19 testing lab, to Cami McClure and her team preparing to receive and 
care for those students who tested positive, to Dan Ewart’s team deploying new technology 
throughout our statewide operations, to Lindsey Brown and Torrey working through the 
complexities of hybrid and reduced occupancy classes, and Toni Broyles coordinating it all. And 
behind each of them were equally committed teams. We still have 10 more weeks before the Fall 
Break, and we know we will face challenges during that time. We will do all we reasonably can to 
respond to those threats to our campus. President Green said he is looking forward to when we can 
again gather in large groups without a computer screen, when COVID is something we can reflect 
upon and be grateful for a return to a more normal pace – a time when we can finally celebrate 
together.  

The President opened the floor to questions. 
Discussion 
A faculty inquired about funding for Higher Education from the State of Idaho. Governor Little has 
restored $99 million for K-12 Idaho public schools using money from federal COVID relief funds. Is 
there any prospect that U of I and other sister institutions will receive a similar restoration of money 
that was cut earlier this year? If so, could that money be used to offset some of the testing and 
screening costs we had to sustain to prepare for the semester? President Green said he was hopeful 
when he learned of the K-12 restoration, but unfortunately the Governor has stated that he cannot 
do more. However – President Green continued – he does not expect more cuts. As for recovering 
some of the costs, he hopes that some form of a Care Act will pass. We have applied for many grants 
– one of them to expand bandwidth capabilities in some Centers in North Idaho. We are waiting for 
an appeal to be cleared so we can begin the work. The Faculty followed up noting that Idaho 
revenue collections for the past two months have come in much larger than forecast. Although two 
months does not make a trend, it does indicate that Idaho’s underlying economy is strong. Has this 
been discussed with the State Board in conjunction with the current budget and the next? President 
Green reported that he does not expect any more holdbacks from the Governor. He is hopeful that 
our situation will improve, thanks to both the “rainy day” funds and the healthy revenue collections. 
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A faculty asked about the R-1 status: what is the status of our progress towards that goal? President 
Green said that the Working Group did great work and, after working on the White Paper, they 
became confident that the goal is achievable.  We will be well-positioned for the year after next. 
Investments in Ph.D. students and postdocs are crucial. The Working Groups are pretty confident.  
We already have the research of an R-1 institution. Increasing investments in Ph.D. students and 
postdocs will be a primary focus. Furthermore, P3 funds will help us get through investments in our 
Ph.D. graduate students and postdocs. 
 
A faculty heard of universities that shut down because of COVID-19 explosions. How are things going 
in universities around the country? President Green replied that it is too soon to say. We are in a 
relatively good position, but we are concerned about what is happening in Pullman. We need to stay 
vigilant. We are aggressively monitoring our environment through surveillance testing and testing of 
wastewater for our living facilities. We are off to a good start and many people are taking notice of 
what we are doing here. But we need to remain focused and react quickly when we see a threat, 
such as the one we have seen in Whitman County.  We will test all of our employees from Whitman 
County and people in the living areas around the dorms where the virus was found in the 
wastewater. Having our own lab is a very unique feature – it gives capabilities we wouldn’t have 
otherwise, and we have been able to help people in the Moscow community. 
 
Hearing no more questions, President Green called for a motion to adjourn. 
 

• Adjournment. 
Motion to adjourn: Meeuf/Kirchmeier. The meeting was adjourned at 3:30 pm (PT). 
 

Respectfully Submitted 

Francesca Sammarruca  

Secretary of the University Faculty 



 
 

DATE:   September 16, 2020 
 
TO:  Francesca Sammarruca, Faculty Secretary 
  Barbara Kirchmeier, Faculty Senate Chair 
   
CC:  Torrey Lawrence, Interim Provost & Executive Vice President 
  Diane Whitney, Policy Coordinator 
  Russell Meeuf, Faculty Senate Vice Chair 
 

FROM:  C. Scott Green, President 

SUBJECT:  Response to items from University Faculty Meeting of September 16, 2020 

 

 

In response to your memo of September 16, 2020 following the University Faculty Meeting 
and pursuant to Faculty-Staff Handbook (FSH) 1520, the item listed immediately below is 
approved.  I have provided approval on a shortened timeframe as the temporary emergency 
policy it replaces expires on this date. 

 FSH 6990 Communicable Disease Emergency Response 
 

In addition, I approve the continuance of the action items initially approved under the 
emergency policy, now authorized under the permanent policy FSH 6990. 

 Timing Extension for P & T Applications During 2021-22 and Beyond, approved 
4/18/20 

 Remote Participation in UFM, as amended 9/11/20 
 



 
 
 
 
 
To:          University of Idaho Faculty and Staff 
 
From:     Francesca Sammarruca, 
                Secretary of the University Faculty 
 
Date:       September 18, 2020 
 
Subject:  Presidential Action on University Policies, Fall 2020 
 
This notice is to communicate presidential actions taken on policies that have been passed through a 
General Policy Report or University Faculty Meeting, as required per FSH 1420 A-1 c. and 1540 C. 
 
The policy listed below was presented and approved by the faculty at University Faculty Meeting No. 1 
on September 16, 2020. See President Scott Green’s memo dated September 16, 2020, available online. 
Under “UFM Presidential Action,” click “2020-2021” and then click “September 18, 2020.” 
 
Approved: 
 

• Faculty-Staff Handbook 
 FSH 6990 Communicable Disease Emergency Response 

 
 

Francesca Sammarruca 
Secretary 
University Faculty 
 
fsammarr@uidaho.edu 
uidaho.edu/facultysecretary 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

https://www.webpages.uidaho.edu/fsh/1420.html
https://www.webpages.uidaho.edu/fsh/1540.html#C.
https://www.uidaho.edu/governance/faculty-senate/reports-actions
mailto:fsammarr@uidaho.edu
https://urldefense.com/v3/__https:/uidaho.us6.list-manage.com/track/click?u=e8b26a2bfdf3335ca7d0c9eef&id=062b9bcc9f&e=2a971c5df9__;!!JYXjzlvb!woB4bHGQV0dDuBKYBH7uhpcn1mtJrqj4pSZA-_UiTLtqUbF0kkDPr-XnaIayUwTjNg$


 

University of Idaho 

2020 – 2021 University Faculty Meeting Agenda 

Meeting #1 

Wednesday, September 16, 2020, at 2:30pm (PT) / 3:30pm (MT) 
ZOOM only 

 

President Scott Green Presiding 

 

I. Call to Order – President Green 
 

II. In Memoriam – President Green 
 

III. Meeting Logistics – Faculty Secretary Francesca Sammarruca 
 

IV. Quorum count – Faculty Secretary Francesca Sammarruca 
 

V. Approval of Minutes (vote) – President Green 
 

• Minutes of the 2019-2020 University Faculty Meeting #4 (May 6, 2020) Attach. #1 
 

VI. Announcements – President Green 
 

VII. Special Orders– Faculty Senate Chair Barbara Kirchmeier 
 

• FSH 6990 Communicable Disease Emergency Response (vote) Attach. #2 
• Reading of new faculty and recognition of promotion and tenure by College Deans 

 
VIII. President’s Remarks and discussion 

 
IX. Adjournment – President Green 

 

Attachments: 

• Attach. #1 Minutes of the 2019-2020 University Faculty Meeting #4 (May 6, 2020) 
• Award #2 FSH 6990 Communicable Disease Emergency Response 
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University of Idaho 

2020 – 2021 University Faculty Meeting Minutes – Pending Approval 

Meeting #4 

Wednesday, May 6, 2020, at 2:30pm (PT) / 3:30pm (MT) 

 
ZOOM only 

 

President Scott Green Presiding 

 

• President Green called the meeting to order at 2:30pm (PT).  
 

• President Green read the names of those who died since the last General Faculty Meeting: 

Dean Lavern Vettrus 
General Manager of ASUI and Student Union Emeritus 

                                                                               April 2020 
 

 
President Green requested a moment of silence in honor of the colleague who passed away. 

 
• Meeting Logistics – Faculty Secretary Sammarruca 

Secretary Sammarruca reminded the audience that meeting participants must be eligible members 
of the faculty in order to vote. She cited policy FSH 1520 II-1 concerning voting eligibility. She 
reviewed the meeting logistics for the first ZOOM-only general faculty meeting. A Zoom link has 
been sent to all faculty. Authentication will be required so only people with “uidaho” emails will 
be able to enter the meeting space. Microsoft Forms will be used for voting by sending the link to 
the meeting participants in the chat feature. Microsoft Forms also authenticates via email 
address. Quorum is determined by a one-question survey for people to identify themselves as 
eligible voters. Voting items will be on a separate survey. Forms will tabulate the response, 
however, after the meeting we will verify that the votes came from eligible voters. 
People will be able to ask questions by raising their hand and the monitor will call on them. 
Public viewing is possible via Live Stream on UI Live. The link will be provided in the Daily 
Register. 
 

• Quorum count: Faculty Secretary Sammarruca 
107 voting members of the faculty were required for a quorum. 158 eligible voters were present. 
A quorum was present. 
 

• Approval of minutes –  
A motion (Kirchmeier/Grieb) to approve the minutes of the 2019-2020 University Faculty 
Meeting #3 (February 26, 2020) as distributed was approved with 140 votes in favor and 19 
abstentions. 

 
• Announcements –  
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o The State of the University Address will be distributed tomorrow as a video.  
o After communications with student leaders, President Green decided to hold the 

commencement for Spring 2020 graduates on August 1. Attendance is optional, but President 
Green hopes that many will attend to support the class of 2020. Graduates will also have the 
opportunity to walk at the December commencement or next May. 
 

• Special Orders – Faculty Senate Chair Grieb  
Chair Grieb expressed appreciation for the work that went into the preparation of the first Zoom 
faculty meeting. There are 30 items to discuss. Attachments numbered 2 through 21 are voting 
items, those numbered 22 through 31 are advisory or informational. The 20 voting items will be 
discussed individually but are regrouped in two polls—the first poll will cover items 2 through 11, 
the second will cover items 12 through 21. 
 
o Proposed Changes/Additions to Faculty-Staff Handbook (vote)  
 UP-20-016: FSH 1565 D-5, Academic Ranks and Responsibilities – Librarian 

This comes as a seconded motion from the Library Affairs Committee. The purpose is to 
update the description of the position to be more consistent with the American Library 
Association and with the way we actually practice. 

 UP-20-018: FSH 1640.89, 1640.90, UCGE and GEAC 
This concerns the merger of two standing committees, UCGE and GEAC. They do closely 
related work and support each other, so it is most efficient to combine them. GEAC will 
be absorbed into UCGE. 

 UP-20-019: FSH 1565, Academic Ranks and Responsibilities – Emeriti 
This policy needed some review and clarifications. Most of the changes are simply 
clarifications, such as: committees on which Emeriti can serve, travel funding, access to 
office supply, library resources, email. All of that is preserved. One of the substantive 
changes is the process for obtaining emeritus status. Eligible faculty now can request 
emeritus status in their resignation letter. If they do not request it, they will be contacted 
by their department and asked whether they wish to request the status. There are rare 
exceptional circumstances under which the emeritus status can be denied to an eligible 
faculty or granted to a faculty otherwise not eligible. Some clarity has been added 
concerning those exceptional circumstances. 

 UP-20-020: FSH 1540, Standing Rules of the University Faculty – UFM Participation 
The 05/06/2020 faculty meeting is being run via Zoom under temporary emergency 
policy due to COVID-19. The proposed revision to FSH 1540 will allow full participation 
via Zoom at any time. This is likely to increase participation. 

 UP-20-023: FSH 1640.08, Admissions Committee 
This change recognizes the need for a wider bandwidth in the Admission Committee to 
process applications more efficiently and to better serve historically underserved 
populations. A representative of the American Language and Culture Program will be part 
of the committee membership. 

 UP-20-024: FSH 3175, Financial Stewardship Responsibilities (move from APM 25.01) 
This creates a new policy on Financial Stewardship Responsibilities. The items in 
attachment #7 have historically been part of the APM. However, APM should be largely 
for procedures, that is, non-policy issues. This item and the next (FSH 3730) are being 
moved to FSH and codified as policy. On the other hand, the items in attachment # 31 
stays in APM since it concerns financial procedures. 

 UP-20-026: FSH 3730, Retirement Privileges and Programs 
This is an update to the OPEB policy communicated this semester. The changes concern 
the eligibility criteria for Tier 1 through 4, see p.35-36 of the meeting binder. 
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o Proposed Changes to the University of Idaho Catalog (vote) 
 UCC-20-62a,b,c: Masters’ Degree Credits, Doctoral Degree Requirements, Non-Degree 

Requirements 
This is to update class level and number of credits required for MS and Ph.D. degrees. To 
reflect best practices as seen by Graduate Council.  

 UCC-20-53: Upper-Division Credit Requirements 
We are changing the number of upper-division credit requirement in the Catalog from 40 
to 36. As we removed the limit on community college credits (previously set to a 
maximum of 70), some adjustments had to be made to not overburden our course and 
curricular demands. 

 UCC-20-55: Independent Study Courses 
The first change is that approval is now with the academic advisor rather than the dean. 
In addition, some language has been added to identify Independent Study Courses (ISC) 
as non-UI sponsored ISC as opposed to correspondence courses. 
 

There was a question from Jim Alves-Foss, Department of Computer Science, about graduate 
credits: of the maximum 45 credits in Doctoral Research and Dissertation, 6 credits of Non-
Thesis Research 599 or Thesis and Research 500 can be included. Because the 45 pure 
research credits now include MS research, are we asking Ph.D. students to take more credits 
of coursework? If so, what was the intention? 
The question was addressed by Jerry McMurtry: the cap of 45 dissertation credits is still the 
same, but now we are allowing to count those additional credits of 599 or 500 towards the 
doctoral study plan. Some students come into the Ph.D. program directly from the BS 
program and never took 500-level credits, others bring those credits from their MS degree. 
There was still some confusion and the discussion continued. Finally, it was clarified that 
students who earn a Thesis MS and then switch to a Ph.D. program bring a number of 
research credits that will be counted towards the 45 research credits, not the 33 coursework 
credits. Thus they will have to take additional courses to satisfy the requirement of 78 credits 
in total. For instance, in Computer Science, 21 credits of coursework and 9 credits of MS 
Thesis are typically required for the research Master’s. Therefore, students who switch to the 
Ph.D. program after earning the MS in Computer Science would have to take additional 12 
credits of lecture-style classes in order to reach the minimum of 33. 
There was a request for clarification from Jodie Nicotra (English Department), about the 
meaning of “workshop” in attachment #9.  
Jerry McMurtry took the question and said that workshop credits are associated with the 
course number 503, designated as “workshop”. 
There were no more questions or comments on attachments #2 to #11. 

 
The votes on the 10 items above were as follows: 

UP-20-016: FSH 1565 D-5, Academic Ranks & Responsibilities - Librarian Attach. #2 
Approve – 160; Do Not Approve – 1; Abstain – 16 
UP-20-018: FSH 1640.89, 1640.90, UCGE and GEAC Attach. #3 
Approve – 158; Do Not Approve – 0; Abstain – 19 
UP-20-019: FSH 1565, Academic Ranks and Responsibilities - Emeriti Attach. #4 
Approve – 158; Do Not Approve – 1; Abstain – 18 
UP-20-020: FSH 1540, Standing Rules of the University Faculty-UFM Participation Attach. #5 
Approve – 168; Do Not Approve – 0; Abstain – 9 
UP-20-023: FSH 1640.08, Admissions Committee Attach. #6 
Approve – 148; Do Not Approve – 7; Abstain – 21 
UP-20-024: FSH 3175, Financial Stewardship Responsibilities Attach. #7 
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Approve – 138; Do Not Approve – 3; Abstain – 35 
UP-20-026: FSH 3730, Retirement Privileges and Programs Attach. #8 
Approve – 134; Do Not Approve – 8; Abstain – 35 
UCC-20-62a,b,c: Masters’ Degree Credits, Doctoral Degree Requirements, Non-Degree 
Requirements Attach. #9 
Approve – 122; Do Not Approve – 28; Abstain – 26 
UCC-20-53: Upper-Division Credit Requirements Attach. #10 
Approve – 146; Do Not Approve – 13; Abstain – 18 
UCC-20-55: Independent Study Courses Attach. #11 
Approve – 158; Do Not Approve – 1; Abstain – 18 

 
Chair Grieb moved to the next set of voting items. He explained that he wishes to make some 
comments on attachment #20, before proceeding with items #12 to #21.  
 UCC-20-54: Replacing a Grade by Repeating a Course 

If a student repeats a course, the highest grade will be the one that counts for their GPA 
and transcripts, for both graduate and undergraduate students. Chair Grieb pointed to a 
mistake in paragraph 2 under E5b in attachment #20. It should say that the highest 
grade earned, not the one earned in the repeated course, is the one that counts. 

 UCC-20-60: First-Year Admission Requirements 
This is an update to reflect updates in the SAT. 

 UCC-20-63: GenEd Catalog Changes 
This removes English 313 and English 317 from the oral communication requirements 
for GenEd. They can still be taken to satisfy any major’s interdisciplinary requirements, 
but they are not allowed to count towards the GenEd oral communication requirements, 
as they are writing courses. 

 UCC-20-13: Posthumous Degrees 
With the recommendation of the Registrar, we now have a policy that allows granting a 
posthumous degree to a student who had substantially completed a degree. 

 UCC-20-32: Changes to B.A. and B.S. in Sociology 
The Criminal Emphasis has been removed. The two emphases are now “Inequality and 
Globalization” and “General Sociology”. 

 UCC-20-64: PEP 495 as Senior Experience 
The only change is the addition of PEP 495 Practicum. This is the perfect capstone for 
students in Movement Science, College of Education. 

 UCC-20-69: COGS Continuing Registration, Finishing Status, Provisional Admission Policy 
This is an update on enrollment policy and registration. Rather than annual enrollment, 
we now have continuous registration and clarity on the “finishing status” for graduate 
students. 

 UCC-20-71: MS in Dietetics and Related Courses 
This proposal from CALS adds a Master’s degree in Dietetics. The required courses and 
resources are described in attachment #18. 

 UCC-20-14: Honors Policy 
This specifies the policy for graduating with honors and the requirements for cum laude, 
magna cum laude, and summa cum laude. 
 

Chair Grieb asked if there were any questions on the items before attachment #20.   
Question: is the posthumous degree policy applicable to past students or only going forward? 
Chair Grieb answered that it is applicable only going forward. 
Question: what counts as continuous enrollment for graduate students? 
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Chair Grieb read the answer: Continuous Enrollment is a special course from which graduate 
students register in place of credit-bearing courses any semester they are not attending the 
U of I. 
Following up on the question whether this special course would show up on the schedule, 
Jerry McMurtry explained that Continuous Registration is a status a student enters into if 
they are not currently taking courses but are in the graduate program. It is basically a 
reduced fee to remain registered in the Graduate School. It will be course 710, while the 
Finishing Status course will be numbered 720. 
There were no more questions or comments on items #12 to #19. 
Discussion on item #20: 
Question from Jim Alves-Foss: years ago, the original wording was put in place because 
undergraduate students were abusing the rules by retaking a class several times until they 
passed or to get a good GPA, even though their combined GPA was not low enough to 
disqualify them. Why are we changing the policy? 
Chair Grieb replied that the policy as it came to Senate from Graduate Council and UCC 
stated that the last grade earned would be the one that counts. This recommendation seems 
to be the most common in colleges and university across the Northwest. To most Senators, it 
didn’t seem fair that a student who had passed a class could later on failed it, so the policy 
was amended by Senate for both graduate and undergraduate students. In the case of P/F, 
if a student first earns a P, retakes the class for a letter grade and fails it, the student will 
keep the P in the course. But, if they earn a letter grade upon retake, P would be replaced 
with the letter grade.  
There were no more questions on item #20. 
Rula Awwad-Rafferty (Interior Architecture and Design) points out some typos item #13. 
Question: what is the standard practice across the country with regard to repeating a course: 
Chair Grieb replied that the most common practice in the Northwest is to take the last grade 
earned, but he is not sure what that is across the country. 

 
 UCC-20-70: Admissions Committee 

This comes from UCC. We have now more clarity on what should be included in a petition 
to the Admission Committee. 
 

The votes on the 10 items above were as follows: 

UCC-20-60: First-Year Admission Requirements Attach. #12 
Approve – 160; Do Not Approve – 2; Abstain – 7 
UCC-20-63: GenEd Catalog Changes Attach. #13 
Approve – 152; Do Not Approve – 4; Abstain – 13  
UCC-20-13: Posthumous Degrees Attach. #14 
Approve – 161; Do Not Approve – 0; Abstain – 8 
UCC-20-32: Changes to B.A. and B.S. in Sociology Attach. #15 
Approve – 149; Do Not Approve – 1; Abstain – 19 
UCC-20-64: PEP 495 as Senior Experience Attach. #16 
Approve – 153; Do Not Approve – 2; Abstain – 14 
UCC-20-69: COGS Continuing Registration, Finishing Status, Provisional Admission Policy Attach. 
#17 
Approve – 148; Do Not Approve – 6; Abstain – 15 
UCC-20-71: MS in Dietetics and Related Courses Attach. #18 
Approve – 154; Do Not Approve – 2; Abstain – 13 
UCC-20-14: Honors Policy Attach. #19 
Approve – 157; Do Not Approve – 0; Abstain – 12 
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UCC-20-54: Replacing a Grade by Repeating a Course Attach. #20 
Approve – 133; Do Not Approve – 21; Abstain – 15 
UCC-20-70: Admissions Committee Attach. #21 
Approve – 150; Do Not Approve – 2; Abstain – 17 

 
A clarification was asked by Diane Carter (Communication) on voting and non-voting items. Chair 
Grieb explained that non-voting items can be of two kinds: 1. very minor changes to FSH or changes 
made for consistency with SBOE policy; 2.  APM items, on which faculty do not vote. 
 

o Minor Amendments Pursuant to FSH 1460 (no vote)  
 UP-20-027: FSH 3920, Dismissal and Discipline of Exempt Employees 
 UP-20-028: FSH 3930, Separation of Classified Employees 

Updates to bring the policy in line with SBOE requirements. 
o Faculty Staff Handbook (Informational Item – no vote) 
 UP-20-012: FSH 3090, Temporary Hourly Employment 

Updates for language consistency. 
 
o Administrative Procedures Manual (Informational Items – no vote) 
 UP-20-008: APM 55.39, Retiree Benefits  

Updates to be in line with Medicare rules. 
 UP-20-009: APM 50.04, Verifying Employment Eligibility for New Employees 

Updates for best practices. A similar description applies to the other APM items. They are 
being updated either to reflect best practices or to reflect what is being done. 

 UP-20-010: APM 50.53, Temporary Hourly Employment 
 UP-20-011: APM 50.55, Writing Results-Oriented Job Descriptions 
 UP-20-021: APM 20.23, Payment Card Processing  
 UP-20-022: APM 40.23, Solid Waste Disposal 
 UP-20-024: APM 25.02 Controls over Deficit Spending; 25.03 Operating Deficits – Prior 

Accumulated Material Deficits; 25.04 Operating Deficits – Current Year; 25.05 
Establishing Required Cash Reserve Targets 
This item addresses the procedures corresponding to the policy in attachment #7. 

 
        There were no more questions. This concluded the Special Orders. 
 
• President’s Remarks and discussion – 

President Green recognized and appreciated the faculty’s hard work during the Spring semester. 
Everyone did an amazing job with the quick transition to online classes (more than 4,000 
sessions).  The class of 2020 has 1700 graduates, the largest Spring class in five years.  
Unfortunately, we cannot recognize these students next week. The Commencement on August 1 
will kick off the return to campus. 
 
We have started plans for a new return to campus. We are implementing a large number of 
safety measures for faculty, staff, and students. We will follow the Governor’s “stages” when 
planning the reopening. By June 15, all functions should return to normal, provided we can do so 
safely. In the Fall, we plan to return to in-person instruction with a combination of “Hy-Flex” 
model to be best prepared for a quick transition. To comply with social distancing, students will 
attend classes on a staggered schedule. We will work hard through the summer and continue to 
work with health officials and the Governor’s office. The silver lining: we have tested our ability to 
deliver classes in the digital learning space. We plan to assemble working groups to explore how 
we can deliver more classes and offer more degrees online. Cher Hendricks and Jerry McMurtry 
will oversee this project. We plan to invest more on our online capabilities. 
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President Green moved to the impact on the budget situation. We had to make tough decisions: 
budget cuts, personnel reduction, furlough, outsourcing. Through the actions taken this year, the 
budget deficit would have been completely eliminated by FY 2022. Unfortunately, COVID-19 and 
additional hold-backs could result in a loss of 15M or more. We expect 3.5M to come from 
federal support. Actually, we did better than expected. Next month, President Green will meet 
with the deans to evaluate the situation. Due to the Governor’s 5% hold-back in addition to the 
previous 2%, we will have to implement mandatory furlough for all employees depending on 
income. An additional charge will start at salaries above 90K up to the highest paid employees to 
lessen the impact on lower paid employees. We have received feedback on the matter: some, 
but not all, think that furlough should fall mostly on the highest-paid employees. A 
communication will be sent by the end of the week. In addition, there is a hiring freeze, and 
paying overtime and paid administrative leave should be avoided. 
 
President Green accepted the recommendations of the Academic Program Prioritization 
Taskforce (APPT). Thanks are due to Torrey Lawrence, John Wiencek, and all the APPT members 
who have evaluated 338 programs. Following those recommendations, the Material Science 
Engineering Department will be closed, while Geography and Geology will be combined. Other 
programs will be reviewed in a consolidation plan. President Green thanked the APPT for their 
hard work. Budget discussions will continue. We plan to reward collaborations and increased 
enrollment.  
 
The white paper from the Sustainable Financial Model Working Group (SFMWG) is completed. 
The model will fix problems with the incremental approach currently used. This Fall we will 
identify the metrics to be used and define the next steps. We still need to define and finalize the 
metrics before the plan can roll out. To that end, we will put together working groups in the Fall. 
We will review results annually to check for unintended consequences. The final plan will be 
shared with university leadership, faculty and staff, to be finalized before implementation. 
 
Public-private partnership for the facility known as the Steam Plant is an opportunity to find 
revenue. By entering in a long-term lease, we can obtain a large payment which we could use for 
an endowment to fund our priorities, such as research and scholarships. Partnership with 
industry brings in more research grant money.  In this way, we would also have funds for 
maintenance rather than relying on the state, which hasn’t always worked well. Brian Foisy is 
working on this. We will not make the deal unless we are sure it is a good one. 
 
Student recruiting for Fall is proceeding virtually. We are a destination campus, so hopefully the 
situation will change soon. Students may consider sitting out a year. Applications are up by 16% 
and admissions by 12%. Strategic Enrollment Management (SEM) will conduct a virtual “UIdaho 
Bound” event, with a tour online. SEM is working hard to ensure that current students return. 
According to a recent survey, a small fraction may not return, either because of COVID-19 or 
financial problems, such as parents’ loss of employment. Let’s be engaged and reach out to 
them and find out what their concerns are. 
 
The President concluded with expressing his appreciation for how quickly the faculty were able to 
pivot. He looks forward to everyone being on campus again. 
 
Discussion –  
A faculty asked whether the report from APPT can be shared. Torrey Lawrence replied that they 
were shared with Senate, but not with complete details, for reasons of privacy and sensitivity. 
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Torrey Lawrence is currently discussing with the committee about the best way to inform 
departments who wish to know their scores and the details of their evaluation. 
 
A faculty questioned that this is an appropriate time to pay 300K to a firm for the Provost search. 
President Green said the cost for the search firm will be more like 60K. To conduct a national 
search is not cheap. 89% of a survey of leadership groups recommended a national search. The 
search for the Vice-President for Research (VPR) was delayed due to COVID-19. The search for 
the new Provost will take longer. The cost will be similar to the one for the VPR. 
 
Can we go beyond (e.g. do more COVID-19 testing) than what is recommended by the general 
directions from Boise? President Green answered that we can. We are working with Gritman, to 
set up our own COVID-19 testing lab to get results in approximately 24-48 hours. 
 
A faculty noted that the decision on outsourcing was good. Also, a furlough that scales with 
salary is fair. But this faculty was devastated by the personnel reduction in the International 
Program Office (IPO). President Green said he understands the concerns, but the reason for the 
reduction in IPO is that the number of international students will go down.  But he agreed on the 
importance of our people being able to operate in a global world and appreciate different 
cultures. Torrey Lawrence added that IPO was not eliminated, although its size was reduced. 
 
A faculty argued that the use of preferred names, rather than legal names, should be allowed 
everywhere on Vandalweb and Bblearn. The President agreed and will look into this. 
 
A faculty thanked the Dean of Students. President Green concurred. He praised how the 
community came together. 
 
There was a request for clarification about “modifications in safety” mentioned in the email that 
was received in the morning. President Green said those modifications include: testing on 
campus, making sure people in dorms are healthy, PPE, and social distancing. 
 
When asked about the magnitude of the mandatory furlough for each salary bracket, President 
Green explained that the scaled furlough will not apply to every salary bracket, but the current 
recommendation is that at least 24 furlough hours will be required of everyone. The details are 
still to be worked out. All that can be said at this time is that there will be a sliding scale. 
 
A faculty inquired whether the building of the “stadium” had stopped. President Green said the 
building of the arena did not stop. The funds for the arena cannot be used for any other 
purposes. In other words, we use it, or we lose it. 
 
Who is the best person to contact with concerns about safety for Fall 2020? President Green 
said they can be addressed directly to him. He meets every day with Blain Eckels and Torrey 
Lawrence. (Blaine Eckels provided his email.) 
 
There was a question on the safety of the air filtration system. President Green said that he does 
not have the expertise to address that question. He will ask Brian Foisy to get an update from 
Facilities. 
 
A faculty proposed a salary cut for those who make more than 140k, in addition to mandatory 
furlough, as done at USU. President Green reiterated that the furlough scale will impact the 
highest-paid individuals to a larger degree. 
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There was a question about protecting faculty at high-risk from COVID-19 complications. 
President Green replied that the university will work with them to accommodate their needs. 
 
President Green closed the discussion encouraging everyone to send additional questions 
directly to him. He thanked Joana Espinoza and Francesca Sammarruca for their work to 
coordinate this Zoom faculty meeting. 
 

• Adjournment – Motion to adjourn: Kirchmeier/Grieb. The meeting was adjourned at 4:24pm (PT). 
 

Respectfully Submitted 

Francesca Sammarruca  

Secretary of the University Faculty 
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attached, to ui-policy@uidaho.edu. 
 
Faculty Staff Handbook (FSH) 
x Addition  Revision*  Deletion*  Emergency  Minor Amendment  
Policy Number & Title: FSH 6990 COMMUNICABLE DISEASE EMERGENCY RESPONSE 
 
Administrative Procedures Manual (APM) 
 Addition  Revision*  Deletion*  Emergency  Minor Amendment  
Policy Number & Title:  

 
*Note: If revision or deletion, request original document from ui-policy@uidaho.edu. All changes must be made using “track 
changes.”  
 
Originator: Diane Whitney, University Policy and Compliance Coordinator  
                                                           
Policy Sponsor, if different from Originator:  
 
Reviewed by General Counsel X Yes ___No  Name & Date:  Kent Nelson, 8/25/20 
 
1. Policy/Procedure Statement: Briefly explain the reason for the proposed addition, revision, 

and/or deletion.  
 

Temporary emergency policy FSH 6990 COVID-19 Emergency Response was adopted 
3/20/2020, allowing the University to depart from existing policy to the extent necessary to 
implement its response to the COVID-19 pandemic. That policy will expire 9/16/2020. In order to 
provide for the University’s continuing response to COVID-19, and to provide for University’s 
response to future communicable disease emergencies, an ad hoc committee was convened to 
draft this FSH 6990 Communicable Disease Emergency Response.  

 
2. Fiscal Impact: What fiscal impact, if any, will this addition, revision, or deletion have? 
  
 None in itself, although actions taken pursuant to it may have fiscal impacts. 
 
3. Related Policies/Procedures: Describe other UI policies or procedures related or similar to this 

proposed change, or that will be impacted by it.  
  

Temporary emergency policy FSH 6990 COVID-19 Emergency Response. Actions taken 
pursuant to the temporary policy may be viewed on the Emergency Action Items page of the 
UI COVID-19 site.  

 
4. Effective Date:  This policy shall be effective on July 1, or January 1, whichever arrives first 

after final approval (see FSH 1460 D) unless otherwise specified in the policy. 
 
 To be effective as of the date of final approval. 
 

 

https://www.uidaho.edu/vandal-health-clinic/coronavirus/emergency-actions
jespinoza
Typewritten Text
Attach #2



FSH 6990 

Communicable Disease Emergency Response 

 

A. Scope. This policy applies to all University of Idaho students and employees. 

B. Purpose. The purpose of this policy is to ensure that the University is able to respond quickly and 
effectively to protect the UI community and the interests of the institution in the event of a public 
health emergency caused by a communicable disease outbreak. 

C. Definitions 

1. Communicable disease: A disease which may be transmitted from one person or an animal to 
another person either by direct contact or through an intermediate host, vector, inanimate 
object, or other means which may result in infection, illness, disability or death.  

2. Outbreak: An unusual rise in the incidence of a disease. An outbreak may consist of a single 
case.  

3. Public health emergency: For the purposes of this policy, a communicable disease outbreak is 
determined to be a public health emergency by local, state, or federal health authorities.  

D. Policy 

 1. Applicability. In the event of a communicable disease outbreak, the president will consult with 
local, state, or federal health authorities as appropriate. If the outbreak is determined by public 
health authorities to be a public health emergency, the president may take action under the 
provisions of D-2. In the absence of a declaration of public health emergency, and if necessary to 
protect the UI community and the interests of the institution,  the president may, after 
consultation with public health authorities, and with the consent of Faculty Senate leadership 
and Staff Council leadership, take action under the provisions of D-2.  

2. Temporary policies and procedures. To the extent necessary to implement or enforce the 
University’s response to a public health emergency caused by a communicable disease 
outbreak, the University may establish temporary policies and procedures which may be 
inconsistent with existing policies and procedures. Prior to final implementation, the 
administration shall seek the input of affected constituencies, Staff Council leadership, and 
Faculty Senate leadership as appropriate and reasonable under the circumstances. Any such 
policy or procedure must be approved by the president or designee and published online, with a 
notice published in the Register as soon as reasonably practical.  

3. Termination. If there is a declaration of public health emergency by local, state, or federal 
authorities, temporary actions under this policy will remain in effect only for so long as the 
declaration of public health emergency remains in effect. In the absence of a declaration of 
public health emergency, actions taken under this policy will remain in effect for up to 180 days.  

Commented [WD(1]: Definition drawn from 
https://healthandwelfare.idaho.gov/Portals/0/Health/Epi/D
isease%20Summaries/Rules%20Regulations.pdf.  

Commented [WD(2]: Definition drawn from 
https://healthandwelfare.idaho.gov/Portals/0/Health/Epi/D
isease%20Summaries/Rules%20Regulations.pdf; committee 
concerned about ambiguity but will address possible 
amendment to definition at later date. 

Commented [WD(3]: Board policy I.E.2.a. states that 
“[f]or the higher education institutions, the Board expects 
the Presidents to obtain the necessary input from the 
faculty, classified and exempt employees, and students, but 
it holds the Presidents ultimately responsible for the well-
being of the institutions, and final decisions at the 
institutional level rest with the Presidents.” 

https://healthandwelfare.idaho.gov/Portals/0/Health/Epi/Disease%20Summaries/Rules%20Regulations.pdf
https://healthandwelfare.idaho.gov/Portals/0/Health/Epi/Disease%20Summaries/Rules%20Regulations.pdf
https://healthandwelfare.idaho.gov/Portals/0/Health/Epi/Disease%20Summaries/Rules%20Regulations.pdf
https://healthandwelfare.idaho.gov/Portals/0/Health/Epi/Disease%20Summaries/Rules%20Regulations.pdf


a. At any time prior to the expiration of 180 days, the president, in consultation with 
Faculty Senate leadership, Staff Councill leadership, and public health authorities, may 
terminate the temporary actions if deemed no longer necessary.  

b. Actions taken under this policy may be granted a one-time 180-day renewal by the 
president. Prior to renewing the actions, the president shall seek input from Faculty 
Senate leadership, Staff Council leadership, and public health authorities. 

E. Effective date. This policy shall be effective as of the date of final approval.  
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University of Idaho 

2020 – 2021 University Faculty Meeting Minutes – Approved at Mtg #3 2.25.2021 

Meeting #2 

Wednesday, December 9, 2020, at 2:30pm (PT) / 3:30pm (MT) 

 
Zoom only 

Provost/EVP Torrey Lawrence Presiding 

 

• Provost Lawrence called the meeting to order at 2:32pm (PT).  
 

• Provost Lawrence read the names of those who died between September 16 and December 1, 2020: 
 

James Bikkie 
Professor Emeritus of Vocational Teacher Education 

October 2020 

Edwin Arthur Dowding 
Professor Emeritus of Agricultural Engineering 

September 2020 

Maynard Axel Fosberg 
Professor Emeritus of Soil Science and Soil Morphology 

September 2020 

Donald R. Johnson 
Professor Emeritus of Zoology 

October 2020 

Arthur “Doc” Partridge 
Professor Emeritus of Forest Resources 

October 2020 

Roger Wallins 
Professor Emeritus of English and Associate Dean Emeritus 

August 2020 

• Provost Lawrence requested a moment of silence in honor of the colleagues who passed away. 
 

• Meeting Logistics – Faculty Secretary Sammarruca 
University Faculty meetings are open to anyone wishing to attend and the Zoom link has been 
distributed broadly.  However, only eligible faculty can vote. We will be using the polling function in 
Zoom to conduct the votes. The first vote will be to determine a quorum. Eligibility criteria are found 
in FSH  1520 II.1. Quorum is determined by a one-question survey for people to identify themselves 
as eligible voters. Voting items will be on separate surveys. Zoom will tabulate the responses and, 
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after the meeting, we will verify that the votes came from eligible voters. People will be able to ask 
questions by using the raise hand function in Zoom and the monitor will call on them. The chat 
function is on, but we ask that you wait for the Q&A period and then raise your Zoom hand. Priority 
will be given to raised hands over questions in the chat. This meeting is being recorded and will be 
available to watch on the Faculty Senate website. 

 
• Quorum count: Faculty Secretary Sammarruca 

100 voting members of the faculty were required for a quorum. 110 eligible voters were counted 
and thus a quorum was present. 
 

• Approval of minutes – Provost Lawrence  
Provost Lawrence asked if there were any corrections to the minutes of the 2020-2021 University 
Faculty Meeting #2 (September 16, 2020). There were none. The minutes of Meeting #2 were 
approved as distributed. 
  

• Announcements – Provost Lawrence 
o We will celebrate our winter graduates with a virtual Winter Commencement. The event can be 

viewed live Saturday, December 12, 2020 at 11:30, at  www.uidaho.edu/commencement  
o Colleges and departments went through the first cycle of the new Promotion and Tenure policy. 

Feedback and suggestions are invited. Please complete the survey at  
https://bit.ly/UIPTFeedback by January 20, 2021. 

o The deadline for completing the mandatory training is December 11. The training is available in 
Bblearn and directions can be found in today’s Register. 

o Faculty may elect to exclude fall 2020 course evaluations through the online survey at  
https://uidaho.co1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_e41KiE1Nhf661IV by  January 5, 2021. 

o Faculty who are up for Promotion and Tenure may request a one-year delay because of the 
pandemic. Requests can be submitted by March 15, 2021 through this link 
https://uidaho.co1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_erKM6dKzZT8i7Jj  
 

• Special Orders– Faculty Senate Chair Barbara Kirchmeier 
 
o Items from Senate Consent Agenda 
 UCC-21-006: Final Exam Schedule for 2021-22 

Senate Chair Kirchmeier asked if there were any requests to move the item from the Consent 
Agenda for discussion. There were none. Absent any objections, the Final Exam Schedule for 
2021-22 was approved as distributed. 
 

o Resolutions 
 Diversity Resolution from Ubuntu  

The Resolution came to Faculty Senate from Ubuntu. Under the leadership of Jan Johnson and 
Kristin Haltinner, the committee drafted a Resolution that reaffirms the U of I commitment to 
supporting equity, diversity, inclusion, and social justice through policy and procedures as well 
as campus and institutional culture. Ubuntu worked with a number of groups on campus over 
a year. Last October, the Resolution was brought to Senate, which adopted it. The Resolution 
is included in the binder for this faculty meeting. Senate Chair Kirchmeier invited everyone to 

http://www.uidaho.edu/commencement
http://www.uidaho.edu/commencement
https://bit.ly/UIPTFeedback
https://bit.ly/UIPTFeedback
https://uidaho.co1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_e41KiE1Nhf661IV
https://uidaho.co1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_e41KiE1Nhf661IV
https://uidaho.co1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_erKM6dKzZT8i7Jj
https://uidaho.co1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_erKM6dKzZT8i7Jj
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join her in thanking Jan, Kristin, and every member of Ubuntu for their excellent work with this 
project and with all the other issues undertaken by the committee. 

 
o Proposed Changes/Additions to Faculty-Staff Handbook (vote)  
 UP-21-02: FSH 1590 Unit Bylaws 

This policy was revised by FAC to clarify procedures for developing and approving Unit Bylaws 
and to update the list of required contents, particularly to reflect the fact that, with the 
adoption of FSH 3500, promotion and tenure procedures should no longer be contained in 
Unit Bylaws. In the interest of efficiency when reviewing bylaws, the Provost will adopt a 
standard university template for Unit Bylaws, consistent with the revised FSH 1590. 
There were no questions or comments. 
Vote – approved with 103 votes in favor. 
 

 UP-21-22: FSH 6100 Title IX Changes 
On May 6, 2020, the US Department of Education issued new regulations amending federal 
policy that mandates how colleges and universities must investigate and adjudicate allegations 
of sexual harassment under Title IX – the federal law prohibiting discrimination on the basis of 
sex in education. The university must adopt a new policy to comply with the new federal 
regulations. The policy was approved by President Green on August 14, 2020, as a temporary 
emergency policy, and must now become a permanent policy. 
There were no questions or comments. 
Vote – approved with 103 votes in favor. 

 
o Proposed Changes to the University of Idaho Catalog (vote) 
 UCC-21-015: Name Change for the Department of Accounting  

Changing the name of the Department of Accounting to Department of Accounting and 
Management Information Systems better reflects the composition of the department. 

 UCC-21-020: Department Name Change for Psychology and Communication Studies 
The new name – Department of Psychology and Communication – is more accurate and 
concise. 

 UCC-21-020: Name Change for the Diversity and Inclusion Certificate 
The new name – Equity and Justice Certificate – better reflects the curriculum, learning 
outcomes, and up-to-date learning on issues of equity and justice. 

 UCC-21-020: Discontinue Emphases in History 
This change has no student impact. 

 UCC-21-021: Discontinue the MAT in Art 
There has not been an MAT in Art for many years. This change will clean up the state inventory 
by completing the official state discontinuation. 

 UCC-21-022: Department Name Change for Sociology and Anthropology 
The name change to “Department of Culture, Society, and Justice” reflects the 
multidisciplinary scope of the programs housed in the department. 
There were no questions or comments. 
Vote on the above six items: 

 UCC-21-015: Change Department Name in Accounting – approved with 115 votes in favor 
 UCC-21-020: Department Name Change for Psychology and Communication – approved with 

113 votes in favor 
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 UCC-21-020: Name Change for the Diversity and Inclusion Certificate – approved with 112 
votes in favor 

 UCC-21-020: Discontinue Emphases in History – approved with 113 votes in favor 
 UCC-21-021: Discontinue the MAT in Art – approved with 115 votes in favor 
 UCC-21-022: Department Name Change for Sociology and Anthropology – approved with 104 

votes in favor 
 

o Proposed Changes to the University of Idaho Catalog (vote), cont. 
 UCC-21-022: Discontinue Emphases in Music Business 

This is to reflect the rapidly evolving business climate and give students more choices and 
flexibility. 

 UCC-21-022: Name Change for Music and Discontinuation of Emphases 
This change will result into a single pathway for the major, which will be named “Applied 
Music.” 

 UCC-21-022: Discontinue Emphases in Sociology 
This change will result in there being one pathway to the Sociology degree. There will be no 
impact on currently enrolled students. 

 UCC-21-022: New Minor in Film & Television 
The new minor will provide focused instruction in technical video production and media 
communication. It will build skills in videography and media production, supporting students in 
a variety of career tracks. 

 UCC-21-023: New UG Certificate in Small Business Management 
The new certificate is designed for the individual who wants to expand and strengthen an 
existing business or start/manage a business. 

 UCC-21-024: Discontinue Molecular Biology and Biotech 
This is in the effort to streamline the undergraduate degree offerings in the Biological 
Sciences. The degree being discontinued had significant overlap with the Microbiology and 
Biochemistry degrees that will continue to be offered. 
Vote on the above six items: 

 UCC-21-022: Discontinue Emphases in Music Business – approved with 111 votes in favor 
 UCC-21-022: Name Change for Music and Discontinuation of Emphases – approved with 110 

votes in favor 
 UCC-21-022: Discontinue Emphases in Sociology – approved with 106 votes in favor 
 UCC-21-022: New Minor in Film & Television – approved with 109 votes in favor 
 UCC-21-023: New UG Certificate in Small Business Management – approved with 113 votes in 

favor 
 UCC-21-024: Discontinue Molecular Biology and Biotech – approved with 106 votes in favor 

 
o Faculty Staff Handbook (Informational Item – no vote) 
 UP-21-03: FSH 1120 Origins and Growth of the University of Idaho 

FSH 1120 is being deleted because it is  a historical description of the university rather than a 
policy. The deleted material will be available at the library in the “Special Collections,” under 
the title “Campus History.” 

 UP-21-04: FSH 1140 Mission and Scope of Higher Education in Idaho 
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 UP-21-05: FSH 1220 Institutions of Higher Educations in Idaho  
FSH 1140 and 1220 are being deleted because they duplicate SBOE policy. Their subject matter 
is within SBOE purview. 

 UP-21-06: FSH 4320 Board Policy on Intercollegiate Athletics  
FSH 4320 is being deleted because it restates SBOE policy, and is outside U of I policy-making 
authority. 

 UP-21-07: FSH 4325 UI Organization of Intercollegiate Athletics  
This is being deleted because it is mostly descriptive and does not serve any of the standard 
policy functions. 

 UP-21-08: FSH 6925 Law Library  
This is being deleted because it is mostly descriptive and does not serve any of the standard 
policy functions. Also, the information is subject to frequent updates and is available on the 
library website. The deletion of FSH 6925 has the approval of the Dean of the College of Law. 

 UP-21-09: FSH 1240 Roles and Missions of the State Institutions of Higher Education 
FSH 1240 is being deleted because it duplicates SBOE policy, and to the extent that it deals 
with other institutions, is outside U of I policy-making authority. 

      There were no questions on the informational items above. 
 
o Administrative Procedures Manual (Informational Items – no vote) 
 APM 20.13 Communications and/or Computers 

Updated to conform with tax law changes. 
 APM 40.32 Parking and Transportation Services 

Revised to reflect more accurately the fact that university department budget numbers cannot 
be used to purchase parking permits or to pay for parking citations issued to U of I employees 
who work on the Moscow campus. They can be used to pay for permits and citations issued to 
Moscow campus visitors. The revisions include removal of Section A.6 “Bicycles.” Regulations 
on bicycle parking on campus are covered by the U of I Parking Regulations document. They 
are not administrative procedures and thus do not need to be included in the APM. 

      There were no questions on the informational items above. 
 

This concluded the Special Orders part of the meeting. Faculty Senate Chair Barbara Kirchmeier 
expressed gratitude to everyone for their support and work during a challenging semester. 

 
• Provost’s Remarks and Discussion 

Provost Lawrence thanked those who participated in the provost search. He is honored and 
humbled by the trust the university has placed in him. After 23 years at the U of I, through ups and 
downs, Provost Lawrence said he is optimistic in spite of the challenges ahead. We have bright 
students, dedicated staff, and our faculty are experts recognized nationally and internationally. 
These are times of significant changes, especially due to the pandemic, and higher education is 
shifting quickly. Provost Lawrence said he looks forward to working with the university community. 
 
At the December 12 virtual Commencement, every graduate will be recognized individually and will 
receive a celebratory gift box with vandal gear.  
 
Looking forward to the next few months: the spring semester logistics will be similar to the fall 
logistics.  Thanks to our improved testing capabilities, we are able to test students prior to January 
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13. We decided it is best to encourage students to come back to campus early and be tested 
between January 6 and January 12. The original plan to have classes online the first week of the 
semester might have resulted in students coming back after the Martin Luther King Day long 
weekend and still needing to be tested. A negative COVID test is required to attend classes and lists 
of ineligible students will be provided to the instructors, as in the fall. Starting in person on January 
13 will make it easier to engage students from day one. We must continue to be vigilant – wear a 
mask and follow the directives in the Vandal Pledge. Following safety protocol is required until all of 
us receive the vaccine. We continue to test wastewater and use thermo scanners. We may switch to 
online class delivery for a week after spring break so that returning students can be tested. 
 
Provost Lawrence concluded by acknowledging all faculty and staff for the efforts and time they put 
into preparing for different class-delivery methods. On behalf of President Green, the Provost 
expressed gratitude to faculty and staff for the many extra hours they invested and for their 
willingness to be creative, innovative, and responsive to our students, and wished everyone a restful 
and safe holiday season. 
 
Discussion: 
There was a question about the opening date for Residence Halls, January 10. Some students, 
especially international students, may need earlier access to dorms. Provost Lawrence responded 
that students should reach out to their dorm RA to request early check-in. 
 
After thanking the provost for his leadership, a faculty noted that the state expects an 
unprecedented surplus of $600 million by the end of the fiscal year in June. Some of this money will 
certainly be used for COVID relief. Will some of the “rainy days funds” be used to offset our COVID-
related expenses and furlough? Provost Lawrence responded that universities have in fact raised 
similar questions with the State Board. The Provost said he is not aware of any specific plan. Spring 
enrollment is down by 4.4% compared to last year, but a lot can change by January 13. It seems 
ironic that, with such large surplus and the state doing well financially, people in higher education 
are facing furlough. These questions are likely to be revisited in the new year. 
 
The same faculty, while recognizing the CETL team for their work through the pandemic, wondered 
about the effectiveness of the HyFlex model. Will we evaluate the effectiveness of the various class-
delivery methods with hard data? The provost responded that Interim Vice Provost Diane Kelly-Riley 
is working with CETL to gather best practices. Course evaluations for the fall semester should be 
insightful. The Secretary added that a broad survey had been recently sent to collect data on 
faculty’s experiences with the various delivery methods. 
 
There were no more questions or comments. 

 
• Adjournments  

The agenda being completed, Provost Lawrence adjourned the meeting at 3:20pm. 
 

Respectfully Submitted 

Francesca Sammarruca  

Secretary of the University Faculty 



 

University of Idaho 

2020 – 2021 University Faculty Meeting Agenda 

Meeting #2 

Wednesday, December 9, 2020, at 2:30pm (PT) / 3:30pm (MT) 
ZOOM only 

Interim Provost/EVP, Torrey Lawrence Presiding 

I. Call to Order – Provost Lawrence 
 

II. In Memoriam – Provost Lawrence 
 

III. Meeting Logistics – Faculty Secretary Francesca Sammarruca 
 

IV. Quorum count – Faculty Secretary Francesca Sammarruca 
 

V. Approval of Minutes (vote) – Provost Lawrence 
 

• Minutes of the 2020-2021 University Faculty Meeting #1 (September 16, 2020) Attach. #1 
 

VI. Announcements – Provost Lawrence 
 

VII. Special Orders– Faculty Senate Chair Barbara Kirchmeier 
• Items from Senate Consent Agenda 

o UCC-21-006: Final Exam Schedule for 2021-22 Attach. #2 
 

• Resolutions 
o     Diversity Resolution from Ubuntu Attach. #3 

 
• Proposed Changes/Additions to Faculty-Staff Handbook (vote)  

o UP-21-02: FSH 1590 Unit Bylaws Attach. #4 
o UP-21-11: FSH 6100 Title IX Sexual Harassment Attach. #5 

 
• Proposed Changes to the University of Idaho Catalog (vote) 

o UCC-21-015: Change Dept. Name for Accounting Attach. #6 
o UCC-21-020: Change Dept. Name for Psychology and Communications Attach. #7 
o UCC-21-020: Change Name of the Diversity and Inclusion Certificate Attach. #8 
o UCC-21-020: Discontinue Emphases in History Attach. #9 
o UCC-21-021: Discontinue the MAT in Art Attach. #10 
o UCC-21-022: Change Dept. Name for Sociology and Anthropology Attach. #11 
o UCC-21-022: Discontinue Emphases in Music Business Attach. #12 
o UCC-21-022: Discontinue Emphases and Name Change in Music Attach. #13 
o UCC-21-022: Discontinue Emphases in Sociology Attach. #14 
o UCC-21-022: New Minor in Film & Television Attach. #15 
o UCC-21-023: New UG Certificate in Small Business Management Attach. #16 
o UCC-21-024: Discontinue Molecular Biology and Biotech Attach. #17 

 
• Faculty Staff Handbook (Informational Item – no vote) 

o UP-21-03: FSH 1120 Origins and Growth of the University of Idaho Attach. #18 



 

o UP-21-04: FSH 1140 Mission and Scope of Higher Education in Idaho Attach. #19 
o UP-21-05: FSH 1220 Institutions of Higher Educations in Idaho Attach. #20 
o UP-21-06: FSH 4320 Board Policy on Intercollegiate Athletics Attach. #21 
o UP-21-07: FSH 4325 UI Organization of Intercollegiate Athletics Attach. #22 
o UP-21-08: FSH 6925 Law Library Attach. #23 
o UP-21-09: FSH 1240 Roles and Missions of the State Institutions of Higher Education 

Attach. #24 
 

• Administrative Procedures Manual (Informational Items – no vote) 
o APM 20.13 Communications and/or Computers Attach. #25 
o APM 40.32 Parking and Transportation Services Attach. #26 

 
 

VIII. Provost’s Remarks and discussion 
 

IX. Adjournment – Provost Lawrence 

Attachments: 

• Attach. #1 Minutes of the 2019-2020 University Faculty Meeting #1 (September 16, 2020) 
• Attach. #2 Final Exam Schedule for 2021-22 
• Attach. #3 Diversity Resolution from Ubuntu 
• Attach. #4 FSH 1590 Unit Bylaws 
• Attach. #5 FSH 6100 Title IX Changes 
• Attach. #6 Change Dept. Name for Accounting 
• Attach. #7 Change Dept. Name for Psychology and Communications 
• Attach. #8 Change Name of the Diversity and Inclusion Certificate 
• Attach. #9 Discontinue Emphases in History 
• Attach. #10 Discontinue the MAT in Art 
• Attach. #11 Change Dept. Name for Sociology and Anthropology 
• Attach. #12 Discontinue Emphases in Music Business 
• Attach. #13 Discontinue Emphases and Name Change in Music 
• Attach. #14 Discontinue Emphases in Sociology 
• Attach. #15 New Minor in Film & Television 
• Attach. #16 New UG Certificate in Small Business Management 
• Attach. #17 Discontinue Molecular Biology and Biotech 
• Attach. #18 FSH 1120 Origins and Growth of the University of Idaho 
• Attach. #19 FSH 1140 Mission and Scope of Higher Education in Idaho 
• Attach. #20 FSH 1220 Institutions of Higher Educations in Idaho 
• Attach. #21 FSH 4320 Board Policy on Intercollegiate Athletics 
• Attach. #22 FSH 4325 UI Organization of Intercollegiate Athletics 
• Attach. #23 FSH 6925 Law Library 
• Attach. #24 FSH 1240 Roles and Missions of the State Institutions of Higher Education 
• Attach. #25 APM 20.13 Communications and/or Computers 
• Attach. #26 APM 40.32 Parking and Transportation Services 
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University of Idaho 

2020 – 2021 University Faculty Meeting Minutes – Pending Approval 

Meeting #1 

Wednesday, September 16, 2020, at 2:30 pm (PT) / 3:30 pm (MT) 

 
Zoom only 

 

President Scott Green Presiding 

 

• President Green called the meeting to order at 2:31 pm (PT).  
President Green opened the meeting expressing gratitude to the Nez Perce people on whose land 
the university stands. The University of Idaho recognizes that it is our academic responsibility to 
build strong relationships with the indigenous people and to ensure integrity of tribal voices. 
 

• In Memoriam – President Green 
President Green read the names of the colleagues who passed away since the last University Faculty 
Meeting. (The list of names is attached to these minutes.) President Green then called for a moment 
of silence. 

  
• Meeting Logistics – Faculty Secretary Sammarruca 

Secretary Sammarruca reminded the audience that University Faculty meetings are open to anyone 
wishing to attend and that the Zoom link has been broadly distributed. Meeting participants must 
be eligible members of the faculty in order to vote. She cited policy FSH 1520 II-1 concerning voting 
eligibility. She reviewed the meeting logistics for this Zoom-only general faculty meeting. The polling 
function in Zoom will be used to conduct the votes. Quorum is determined by a one-question survey 
for people to identify themselves as eligible voters. Voting items will be on a separate survey. Zoom 
will tabulate the response. However, after the meeting, we will verify that the votes came from 
eligible voters. Questions should be asked during the Q&A period using the “raise hand” feature. 
This meeting is being recorded and will be available to watch on the Faculty Senate website.  
 

• Quorum count: Faculty Secretary Sammarruca 
99 voting members of the faculty were required for a quorum, and 117 eligible voters were in 
attendance. Thus, a quorum was present. The Secretary noted that the quorum count can be less 
than the number of votes which she records because people may have joined the meeting later. 
 

• Approval of minutes 
President Green asked if there were any edits to the minutes of the 2019-2020 University Faculty 
meeting #4, May 6, 2020. The Secretary noted that she corrected two typographical errors on p.8 of 
the minutes. A motion (Kirchmeier/Corry) to approve the minutes of the 2019-2020 University 
Faculty Meeting #4 – with the minor editorial corrections noted above – passed. 
 

• Announcements – President Green 

Attach. #1
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o Concerning the smoke situation, a memo from Interim Provost Lawrence and Vice President 
Foisy was sent today to the university community. No in-person classes are allowed on 
September 17 and 18. 

o We will return to normal operation on Monday, September 21. 
o COVID-19 testing will continue as planned. 

 
• Special Orders – Faculty Senate Chair Kirchmeier 

o Proposed Changes/Additions to Faculty-Staff Handbook: FSH 6990 Communicable Disease 
Emergency Response (vote) – Attach. #2 
Chair Kirchmeier provided a brief background and description for the proposed policy. When 
Covid-19 first hit, we quickly realized that we needed to depart from existing policies to respond 
to the pandemic. To that end, we drafted an emergency policy, FSH 6990. This emergency policy 
allowed us to deviate from existing policy only to the extent needed to respond to the 
pandemic. Using the emergency policy 6990, we were able to quickly make changes to our 
existing policies, including: holding the University Faculty Meeting online; extending deadlines 
related to Promotion and Tenure; and changing the grading system to pass/fail. Emergency 
policies like FSH 6990 expire after 180 days. Unfortunately, we are still living with the pandemic 
and, furthermore, the possibility of future health emergencies exists. Therefore, we put 
together a committee of faculty and staff from across the University who created a permanent 
version of FSH 6990 that is basically the same as the emergency FSH 6990. It allows us to work 
together and quickly deviate from existing policy only to the extent necessary to respond to a 
public health emergency caused by a communicable disease outbreak.  
 
There were no questions or comments for Chair Kirchmeier. 
 
Vote: the proposed addition of FSH 6990 was approved with: 93% votes in favor, zero against, 
and 7% abstentions. 

 
o Introduction of new faculty members and recognition of 2020 promoted/tenured faculty, new 

members of the administration, and internal changes in administration. 
Each college dean introduced the new members of the faculty and the faculty who were 
promoted/tenured this year by name and unit. (List of names attached to these minutes.) The 
readers were: 

 Introducing Torrey Lawrence as the newly appointed Interim Provost –  Senate Chair 
Kirchmeier 

 Changes in University Administration – Interim Provost Lawrence 
 Art & Architecture – Dean Shauna Corry 
 Agricultural and Life Sciences – Associate Dean Matt Doumit 
 Engineering – Dean John Crepeau 
 Natural Resources – Department Head Lisette Waits 
 Letters, Arts, and Social Sciences – Associate Dean Mark Warner 
 Science – Dean Ginger Carney 
 Business and Economics – Dean Mark Chopin 
 Education, Health, and Human Sciences – Dean Philip Scruggs 
 Law – Dean Jerry Long 
 Counseling and Testing Center – Dean Blaine Eckles 
 University Library – Dean Ben Hunter 
 WWAMI – Director Jeff Seegmiller 
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• President’s Remarks 

President Green welcomed the new faculty members and those granted promotion and tenure last 
spring.  
 
Our country, state, and higher education are facing serious challenges. Plans with a high level of 
details have been made to reopen our Moscow campus and our Center Executive Officers are 
working to ensure a safe environment for employees and students.   
 
The Provost and his team have implemented a plan for our Moscow campus to ensure that our 
students have the opportunity to attend classes in person. Our faculty continue to deliver the world-
class, transformative education for which we are known. The President has heard many positive 
comments from both students and faculty who are grateful to be back in the classroom.  
 
President Green recognized the faculty’s creativity in delivering great teaching despite the 
pandemic. He described the joy of hearing students practicing the clarinet on the Admin Lawn to 
accommodate for social distancing – the sound of our faculty helping our students develop.  

The President said that his remarks will focus on the ongoing testing efforts meant to keep the 
university open this fall, the enrollment status, and some good news from the past few months.  

The university has tested every student attending in-person classes this fall in Moscow and has 
safely isolated those who tested positive for COVID-19. We have been averaging about 1.1% 
positivity for COVID-19 swabs run through our in-house lab. That includes more than 8,500 tests for 
students, faculty, and staff before and since classes the beginning of classes. 31 students who tested 
positive were cared for in the on-campus isolation facilities. The vast majority have been cleared by 
Public Health to return to their residences. We currently have four students in our isolation facility. 
Surveillance testing will continue to be one tool to keep the virus in check. Last week’s focus was on 
students in two on-campus residence hall wings due to some wastewater surveillance testing that 
came back positive. Six students in those areas tested positive for the virus. The team will continue 
to test random samples and encourages all faculty, staff, and students to participate in ongoing 
testing if asked. Wastewater will be tested twice weekly as part of the surveillance program. 
President Green thanked the employees who volunteered to take part in the ongoing testing, 
especially those who tested because of travel over Labor Day weekend. These ongoing efforts, along 
with the hard work of faculty during the summer to prepare for delivering classes in multiple 
formats, will help keep our in-person experience viable through Thanksgiving Break. The surge in 
cases in Whitman County created additional challenges, but President Green is confident that we 
can keep in-person instruction going if we all follow our protocols. President Green expressed 
appreciation for everyone’s heightened observance of Healthy Vandal pledge rules. Acting 
responsibly is something we owe to each other, and reports indicate we have been doing so. Only 
eight calls have gone to Public Safety and Security regarding face coverings and other COVID-related 
concerns. We must continue on this path, as we should continue to be responsive to changes that 
seem to happen daily. 

The pandemic has had an impact on our numbers. We had  high-quality applications increase by 
16% prior to the fall semester and acceptances rise by 14%. That was before COVID-19. Normally, 
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with those numbers we would be up 3-4% . Final enrollment numbers will not be available until 
October, but we can expect to be down about 5%. About half of that decline occurred in the non-
degree category, or part-time students, so the financial impact is not as substantial as it may appear. 
Also, our dual-credit enrollment is yet to be known, and that can change our numbers. Those 
numbers are better than the 15% decline some projected initially at the start of the pandemic. They 
are a testament to Dean Kahler’s team and SEM’s efforts with both getting new students to enroll 
and to retain the students we have. We’ve already begun recruiting for next year’s class and we are 
well aware of the challenges. Many high schools in the West where we recruit remain closed or, if 
open, are not available for recruiting efforts. We are a destination campus that sells itself, but we 
need to get people here. 

President Green thanked everyone for their efforts, including furlough, to address our deficits. There 
are some significant successes to report. Budget decisions over the past year have cut our cash flow 
burn rate by $22 million, from $23.5 million in FY 2019 to $1.5 million this past fiscal year, and our 
FY20 operating deficit has been reduced from $19 million to under $1 million. We have passed a 
budget that, depending on any lingering effects due to COVID-19 and our related ability to remain 
open for live instruction, should completely eliminate our operating deficit by FY22. Overall budget 
discussions will continue as we review enrollment numbers and changes brought on by the 
pandemic.  

Despite the recent challenges, we have seen a fair amount of validation for our story that will help 
us recruit more students. The University of Idaho was already ranked in the top 6% of all public 
universities, and just this week we saw a jump in our rankings by U.S. News and World Report. We 
broke into the Top 50 in the Best Value rankings – and not just by a small margin. We rose 42 
positions to No. 37 this year – the top two schools on the list are Harvard and Princeton. In fact, the 
list is primarily loaded with private schools. We are ranked 3rd among public universities in the 
nation on that list, behind the University of North Carolina and University of Virginia, which also 
makes us the No. 1 Best Value Public School in the West. We are preparing to market that 
recognition. The Best Value rankings look at our overall academic quality related to our price and 
financial aid picture. It helps that we are able to offer $30 million in scholarships and waivers each 
year, including to the more than 50 Vandal Promise scholars who are getting help bridging the 
$5,000-cost gap in the cost of attendance thanks to donor support. We made significant progress on 
that front and we will continue our fund-raising efforts. 

The best value ranking, and our improvements in both the Public School and National University 
categories, strengthens our position as one of the best public schools in the country and an 
affordable option for students. The President expressed gratitude for what everyone brings to the 
institution. The U of I educational experience, through the work provided by all faculty and staff, 
elevates the lives of our students as they prepare for their experiences beyond the classroom. 
President Green proceeded to congratulate our undergraduate business, undergraduate 
engineering, and undergraduate computer science programs, which were singled out and praised by 
U.S. News. Our work educating students, paired with our research mission, will help get us noticed 
and increase enrollment in future years.  

The President noted that we are making great strides on the research front as well. You may have 
heard that we have been invited to join the Center for the Integration of Research, Teaching and 
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Learning (CIRTL), a network of about 35 research universities across the U.S. and Canada committed 
to enhancing STEM undergraduate education and preparing future STEM faculty. Other members 
include Columbia, Cornell, Johns Hopkins, Michigan State, UCLA, and Yale. We also continue to see 
progress with Idaho CAFE, the nation’s largest agricultural research center we are building in the 
Magic Valley. In yet another step forward, the U.S. Department of Agriculture recently awarded a 
$10 million grant to the University of Idaho to fund research  at the dairy facility that will spur 
bioeconomic research to support sustainability, crop productivity, and nutrient recycling in the 
state’s dairy industry – the third largest in the nation. Moreover, our research working group has 
delivered its white paper providing a roadmap to reach R-1 research status as an institution, which is 
very achievable. 

The President applauded what we have achieved in only a few months both in our response to 
COVID-19 and our ability to provide a transformational experience for our students. He recalled  
experiences from his previous career, working with an unlimited budget to hire world-class talent 
and very competent teams. But the accomplishments he witnessed over this summer would make 
any world-class organization proud. From Dan New working for weeks straight without a break 
setting up our own COVID-19 testing lab, to Cami McClure and her team preparing to receive and 
care for those students who tested positive, to Dan Ewart’s team deploying new technology 
throughout our statewide operations, to Lindsey Brown and Torrey working through the 
complexities of hybrid and reduced occupancy classes, and Toni Broyles coordinating it all. And 
behind each of them were equally committed teams. We still have 10 more weeks before the Fall 
Break, and we know we will face challenges during that time. We will do all we reasonably can to 
respond to those threats to our campus. President Green said he is looking forward to when we can 
again gather in large groups without a computer screen, when COVID is something we can reflect 
upon and be grateful for a return to a more normal pace – a time when we can finally celebrate 
together.  

The President opened the floor to questions. 
Discussion 
A faculty inquired about funding for Higher Education from the State of Idaho. Governor Little has 
restored $99 million for K-12 Idaho public schools using money from federal COVID relief funds. Is 
there any prospect that U of I and other sister institutions will receive a similar restoration of money 
that was cut earlier this year? If so, could that money be used to offset some of the testing and 
screening costs we had to sustain to prepare for the semester? President Green said he was hopeful 
when he learned of the K-12 restoration, but unfortunately the Governor has stated that he cannot 
do more. However – President Green continued – he does not expect more cuts. As for recovering 
some of the costs, he hopes that some form of a Care Act will pass. We have applied for many grants 
– one of them to expand bandwidth capabilities in some Centers in North Idaho. We are waiting for 
an appeal to be cleared so we can begin the work. The Faculty followed up noting that Idaho 
revenue collections for the past two months have come in much larger than forecast. Although two 
months does not make a trend, it does indicate that Idaho’s underlying economy is strong. Has this 
been discussed with the State Board in conjunction with the current budget and the next? President 
Green reported that he does not expect any more holdbacks from the Governor. He is hopeful that 
our situation will improve, thanks to both the “rainy day” funds and the healthy revenue collections. 
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A faculty asked about the R-1 status: what is the status of our progress towards that goal? President 
Green said that the Working Group did great work and, after working on the White Paper, they 
became confident that the goal is achievable.  We will be well-positioned for the year after next. 
Investments in Ph.D. students and postdocs are crucial. The Working Groups are pretty confident.  
We already have the research of an R-1 institution. Increasing investments in Ph.D. students and 
postdocs will be a primary focus. Furthermore, P3 funds will help us get through investments in our 
Ph.D. graduate students and postdocs. 
 
A faculty heard of universities that shut down because of COVID-19 explosions. How are things going 
in universities around the country? President Green replied that it is too soon to say. We are in a 
relatively good position, but we are concerned about what is happening in Pullman. We need to stay 
vigilant. We are aggressively monitoring our environment through surveillance testing and testing of 
wastewater for our living facilities. We are off to a good start and many people are taking notice of 
what we are doing here. But we need to remain focused and react quickly when we see a threat, 
such as the one we have seen in Whitman County.  We will test all of our employees from Whitman 
County and people in the living areas around the dorms where the virus was found in the 
wastewater. Having our own lab is a very unique feature – it gives capabilities we wouldn’t have 
otherwise, and we have been able to help people in the Moscow community. 
 
Hearing no more questions, President Green called for a motion to adjourn. 
 

• Adjournment. 
Motion to adjourn: Meeuf/Kirchmeier. The meeting was adjourned at 3:30 pm (PT). 
 

Respectfully Submitted 

Francesca Sammarruca  

Secretary of the University Faculty 
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 October 27, 2020 
 
Title: Resolution on Equity, Diversity, Inclusion and Social Justice1 
Author: Ubuntu Committee 
 
WHEREAS Equity, diversity, inclusion and social justice are core principles of the 
University of Idaho community; 2 
 
WHEREAS The University of Idaho “values people of diverse cultures, classes, races, 
ethnicities, sexes, gender identities, mental and/or physical abilities, citizenship, 
nationalities, sexual orientations, religious backgrounds, ages, epistemologies, academic 
disciplines, veteran status, life experiences, and identities”;3  
 
WHEREAS Society is strengthened when all members have access, support, and 
resources to obtain an education; 
 
WHEREAS Institutions of higher education committed to diversity must work toward 
fostering an equitable and inclusive educational environment that supports those who in 
the past were excluded and those who are presently excluded;  
 
WHEREAS The perspectives of people from different life experiences enrich the 
educational and professional experience for all; 
 
WHEREAS Equity, diversity, inclusion, and social justice promote personal growth and 
a healthy society for all people by challenging stereotypes, encouraging critical thinking, 
and fostering better communication with people of varied backgrounds;     
 
WHEREAS Equity, diversity, inclusion, and social justice strengthen communities and 
the workplace;  
 

 
1 Equity - is the guarantee of fair treatment, access, opportunity, and advancement for all students, faculty, 
and staff, while at the same time striving to identify and eliminate barriers that have prevented the full 
participation of some groups. 
 
Diversity - psychological, physical, and social differences that occur among any and all individuals. 
 
Inclusion - the act of creating involvement, environments and empowerment in which any individual or 
group can be and feel welcomed, respected, supported, and valued to fully participate. 
 
Social Justice- to take action as an advocate for a just society where all people have a right to fair and 
equitable treatment, support and resources.  
 
https://uh.edu/cdi/diversity_education/resources/pdf/terms.pdf 
 
2 https://www.uidaho.edu/diversity 
3 https://www.uidaho.edu/diversity 
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WHEREAS Education within a diverse setting prepares students to become good global 
citizens in an increasingly complex, pluralistic world; it fosters mutual respect and 
teamwork; and it helps build community;  
 
WHEREAS Increasing and innovating global prosperity (economic, scientific, social, 
and cultural) in the 21st century requires us to recognize the talents and abilities of all, 
especially those from diverse backgrounds and cultures; 
 
WHEREAS Equity, diversity, inclusion, and social justice are crucial for increasing 
recruitment, enrollment and retention of students, faculty, and staff at the University of 
Idaho;   
 
WHEREAS Diversity programs at Idaho universities are being challenged by members 
of the Idaho legislature who argue that “[the] drive to create a diversified and inclusive 
culture becomes divisive and exclusionary because it separates and segregates students”;4   
 
WHEREAS This argument reflects a fundamental misunderstanding of the efficacy and 
importance of equity, diversity, inclusion, and social justice programs with respect to 
attracting, supporting and educating all students to improve the quality of life for 
individuals, families, and communities in Idaho and beyond; 
 
BE IT RESOLVED That the University of Idaho reaffirms its commitment to supporting 
equity, diversity, inclusion and social justice not only through its policies and procedures, 
but through its campus and institutional culture. Having diverse bodies in an academic 
setting is only enriching for all students if the institution they contribute to and learn and 
grow within is committed to protecting those people by providing robust institutional 
support to ensure that protection;  
 
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED That as part of this commitment we remain dedicated 
to recognizing the importance of students, faculty, and staff from historically 
marginalized communities as they overcome obstacles to thrive. We further vow to 
ensure an equitable environment at the University of Idaho. Our vision of diversity and 
social justice is inclusive and includes people who are minoritized because of their 
gender identity, race, ethnicity, religion, sexuality, nation of origin, size, age, veteran 
status, family status, socio-economic status, diverse abilities, and other unique and 
important identities; 
 
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED That as a university community, we remain committed 
to providing, expanding, and funding appropriate and thoughtful partnerships with 
current programming offices, and maintaining and extending support to such programs 
that are devoted to increasing equity, diversity, inclusion, and social justice on campus. 
These include the Office of Equity and Diversity, Women’s Center, the College 
Assistance Migrant Program, the Native American Student Center, the Office of 

 
4 https://www.idahostatesman.com/news/local/education/boise-state-university/article232600507.html 
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Multicultural Affairs, the LGBTQA Office, the International Programs Office and the 
Green Dot program, and areas such as recruitment and retention, student success, 
academic programming, instructor training, curriculum development, advising, and 
extracurricular opportunities.  
 
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED We also affirm a renewed commitment to ensuring the 
mental and physical safety–and a provision of needed support–for students, faculty and 
staff from historically marginalized backgrounds as they navigate their experience at the 
University of Idaho. Finally, we affirm a commitment to maintain, fund, and expand 
academic programs focused on equity, diversity, inclusion and social justice on campus 
(e.g. Africana Studies; American Indian Studies; Certificate in Diversity and Inclusion, 
Latin American Studies; Women, Gender, and Sexuality Studies).  
 
 



 

 
POLICY COVER SHEET 

For instructions on policy creation and change, please see 
https://sitecore.uidaho.edu/governance/policy. 

 
All policies must be reviewed, approved, and returned by the policy sponsor, with a cover sheet 
attached, to ui-policy@uidaho.edu. 
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*Note: If revision or deletion, request original document from ui-policy@uidaho.edu. All changes must be made using “track 
changes.”  
 
Originator: Diane Whitney, Policy Coordinator  
                                                           
Policy Sponsor, if different from Originator: Torrey Lawrence, Interim Provost 
 
Reviewed by General Counsel X Yes ___No  Name & Date:  Jim Craig 9/1/20 
 
1. Policy/Procedure Statement: Briefly explain the reason for the proposed addition, revision, 

and/or deletion. 
  

This policy has been revised by FAC to clarify the procedure for development and approval of 
unit bylaws and to update the list of required contents, particularly to reflect the fact that with the 
adoption of FSH 3500, P & T procedure should no longer be contained in unit bylaws. In order to 
promote efficiency in the review and approval of unit bylaws, the provost will adopt a standard 
university bylaws template, which will be in concordance with the contents required by FSH 
1590. 

 
2. Fiscal Impact: What fiscal impact, if any, will this addition, revision, or deletion have? 
  

Standardizing bylaws contents and format will significantly reduce the administrative burden of 
reviewing them. 

  
 
3. Related Policies/Procedures: Describe other UI policies or procedures related or similar to this 

proposed change, or that will be impacted by it.  
 
 Many FSH policies affect the drafting of unit bylaws, notably FSH 1420, 3320, 1540, and 3500. 
 
 
4. Effective Date:  This policy shall be effective on July 1, or January 1, whichever arrives first 

after final approval (see FSH 1460 D) unless otherwise specified in the policy. 
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UNIT BY-LAWS 
 
 
PREAMBLE: Responding to widespread disparities among unit bylaws, the Faculty-Staff Handbook and Regents 
policies, this section was adopted by the university faculty at its April 27, 2004 meeting. In 2012 changes were made to 
provide guidance, clarify language, and define “unit”. In July 2014 language was added to ensure tenure-track faculty 
are involved in review of non-tenure-track faculty. In July 2018 the elimination of the requirement to do annual position 
descriptions in FSH 3050 necessitated a change to this policy to remove language that referred to an annual process. 
[rev. 7-12, 7-14, 1-19] 
 
A. Definitions. 
 
 A-1.  Unit:  For purposes of this policy, units shall be those listed in the chart of the organization of the university 

faculty in FSH 1560. [add. 7-12] 
 
BA.  Development and Approval of BylawsPolicy.  
 

A-1. Each recognized unit shallwill develop a set of bylaws (see Regents Policy III. C. 3  RGP I.A.2 and RGP I.C.2), 
 setting forth the rules (see B-1 below) by which the unit is governed [for specifics with regard to promotion and 
tenure see FSH 3050 B, 3320, 3520 G-1 and 3560 E-1]. . For purposes of this policy, units shall be those listed in the 
chart of the organization of the university faculty in FSH 1560.  
 
A-2. Unit bylaws are subject to compliance with laws and regulations instituted by higher governing authorities in the 
following order of hierarchy (see RGP I.A.4.): 
 a. Applicable federal laws and regulations 
 b. Applicable state laws and regulations These bylaws  should be consistent with college bylaws and Faculty 
Staff Handbook.  
 
 c. Board of Regents/State Board of Education policies and procedures 
 d. University-wide policies and procedures 
 e. College/division policies and procedures 
 f. UnitDepartment policies and procedures. 

 
A-3. Units shall develop their bylaws in collaboration with appropriate unit administrators. When possible, bylaws 
should be developed in collaboration with the dean. BThe bylaws must be approved by a majority of unit faculty (see 
FSH 1520 II.1, II.3 and FSH 1540 A)). If applicable, this should be done in collaboration with the dean.. These 
bylaws must then be sent to theFollowing unit faculty approval, bylaws are sent to the policy coordinator for review., 
who may review them in consultation with general counsel. The bylaws thenBylawsthen The policy coordinator shall 
then, as appropriate, send the bylaws for approval to the dean, the provost, the president, and, if required, Board of 
Regents (RGP I.S.3, II.B.3. II.G.1I.A.2). The unitpolicy coordinator shall provide the provost with a copy of the final 
approved bylaws. [rev. 7-12, ed. 7-14]3. 
 

A-2. For purposes of this policy, units shall be those listed in the chart of the organization of the university faculty in 
FSH 1560.  
 
A-3. Unit bylaws are subordinate to policies within the Faculty-Staff Handbook and college bylaws. College bylaws are 
subordinate to policies within the Faculty-Staff Handbook (RGP I.A.4). 
Departments/programs may incorporate or adopt college bylaws by reference and colleges may incorporate or adopt 
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specific relevant Faculty-Staff Handbook provisions. The majority of the faculty of the unit, must approve the bylaws 
and any revisions (see FSH 1520 II 1, II 3, & IV 8; and FSH 1540 A).  

A-42. At least every five years, each uUnit shall review their bylaws and go through the steps in A-31.and revisions 
must be approved by a majority of unit faculty (see FSH 1520 II.1, II.3 and FSH 1540 A), the president, and Board of 
Regents, as required by Regents Policy III C. 3 (RGP I.A.2). [rev. 7-12, ed. 7-14] 

 
3. Unit bylaws are subordinate to policies within the Faculty-Staff Handbook, and college bylaws. College bylaws are 

subordinate to policies within the Faculty-Staff Handbook (RGP I.A.4). 
 
A-3. eEach unit should shall review its bylaws annually for consistency with college bylaws and the Faculty-Staff 
Handbook. (uUnits are strongly encouraged to seek assistance from General Counsel). The bylaws will shall undergo 
a thorough review and be re-approved at least every five years, and copies shall be sent to the offices of the Faculty 
Secretary and Provost.  [rev. 7-12, ed. 12-13] 

 
B-1. B. Content. A unit’s bylaws should shall contain the following information accordingand conform to the standard 
university bylaws template provided by the pProvost: [ed. 7-12, 7-14] 
 

• the mission statement of the unit, including the objectives of the unit and its role;The name, objectives, and 
authority of the unit. 

• The membership of the unit. 
• For each administrative position, the title, responsibilities, procedures for appointment, procedures for formal 

review, and term of appointment. 
• Ppolicies on unit governance, including rules of order, meeting procedures, quorum, attendance participation at 

meetings, student representation, and voting rights.; 
• Policies on standing and special committees, including function, membership and selection procedure, terms of 

office, meeting procedures, and vacancies. 
• Tthe organizational structure of the unit., including the responsibilities of the unit administrator and the 

constitution and function of committees, their terms, and selection procedure; 
•  
• specific unit procedures, in addition to required human resources procedures, by which faculty and staff 

searches and hirings are conducted; [ed. 7-12] 
• the unit’s criteria and procedures for annual performance evaluation and third-year review; 
• the makeup of all review committees (third year, periodic and promotion) will include tenure-track faculty; 

[add. 7-14] 
• The unit’s criteria and procedures for appointment to rank, annual performance evaluation and third-year 

review. 
• Tthe unit’s substantive promotion and tenure criteria (note that procedural requirements for promotion and 

tenure reside exclusively in the Faculty Staff Handbook)guidelines [see 3050, B-1] and procedures.; [ed. 7-12]  
• Specific unit procedures, in addition to required human resources procedures, by which faculty and staff 

searches and hiring are conducted. [ed. 7-12] 
•  
• Pthe procedures for amendment of the bylaws (note B-2 above). 
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 On May 6, 2020, the U.S. Department of Education issued new regulations amending 34 C.F.R. 

Part 106 mandating how colleges and universities must investigate and adjudicate allegations of 
sexual harassment under Title IX, the federal law prohibiting discrimination on the basis of sex in 
educational programs and activities. As a result, the University must adopt a new policy to 
comply with these regulations. The policy presented herein was adopted by President Green as a 
temporary emergency policy on August 14, 2020, and is now presented, without further changes, 
for adoption as a permanent policy.  
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 FSH 3200, 3220, 3205, 3215, 3810 
 
4. Effective Date:  This policy shall be effective on July 1, or January 1, whichever arrives first 

after final approval (see FSH 1460 D) unless otherwise specified in the policy. 
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FSH 6100 
TITLE IX SEXUAL HARASSMENT 

 
A. STATEMENT OF PURPOSE 

A-1. The core purpose of this policy is the prohibition of all forms of sexual harassment. 
 
A-2. This policy is designed to treat all parties equally.  All provisions of this policy must 
be interpreted as applying equally to both parties. 
 
A-3. The University presumes that the respondent is not responsible for any conduct 
alleged in a report or formal complaint until a determination regarding responsibility is 
made at the conclusion of this grievance process. 
 

B. APPLICABILITY. This policy applies to sexual harassment occurring in a University 
education program or activity and against a person while in the United States.  
Allegations of sexual harassment to which this policy applies can only be addressed 
through this policy, and may not be addressed by any other University policy.  To the 
extent this policy conflicts with any other University policy, this policy shall control.  
Other sexual misconduct is addressed under other University policies.   
 

C. VIOLATION. Sexual harassment, as defined in this policy, is prohibited.   
 

D. DEFINITIONS 
D-1. Actual knowledge means notice of sexual harassment or allegations of sexual 
harassment to the University’s Title IX Coordinator or any University official who has 
authority to institute corrective measures on behalf of the University. The University 
officials with authority to institute corrective measures on behalf of the University 
include the president, provost, vice presidents, vice provosts, associate vice presidents, 
associate vice provosts, Dean of Students, director of Housing and Residence Life, 
director of Fraternity and Sorority Life, executive director of Public Safety and Security, 
Title IX Coordinator, senior executive in Human Resources, deans, associate deans, 
department chairs, Athletic Director, Associate Athletic Director for NCAA compliance, 
Center executive officers, Chief Diversity Officer, and the Internal Auditor. 
 
D-2. Advisor means a person chosen by a party or appointed by the University to 
accompany the party to meetings, hearings, or interviews related to the grievance process 
and to conduct cross-examination for the party at the hearing, if any. 
 
D-3. Complainant means an individual who is alleged to be the victim of conduct that 
could constitute sexual harassment.  If the complainant is under 18 years of age, the 
complainant’s parent or guardian may also be considered a complainant. 
 
D-4. Consent is knowing, voluntary, and clear permission by word or action to engage in 
sexual activity. Consent can be withdrawn at any time. 
 



D-5. Dating violence is violence on the basis of sex committed by a person who is in or 
has been in a social relationship of a romantic or intimate nature with the complainant.  
The existence of such a relationship shall be determined based on a consideration of the 
following factors: (1) the length of the relationship; (2) the type of relationship; and (3) 
the frequency of interaction between the persons involved in the relationship. 
 
D-6. Day(s) means a business day that the university is open for normal operation, not 
including Saturdays, Sundays, fall recess, winter recess, spring recess, or University 
holidays. 
 
D-7. Domestic violence is violence committed by a current or former spouse or intimate 
partner of the complainant; by a person with whom the complainant shares a child in 
common;  by a person who is cohabitating with, or has cohabitated with, the complainant 
as a spouse or intimate partner; by a person similarly situated to a spouse of the 
complainant under the domestic or family violence laws of Idaho; or by any other person 
against an adult or youth complainant who is protected from that person’s acts under the 
domestic or family laws of Idaho. 
 
D-8. Education program or activity includes locations, events, or circumstances over 
which the University exercises substantial control over both the respondent and the 
context in which the sexual harassment occurred, and also includes any building owned 
or controlled by a student organization that is officially recognized by the University 
 
D-9. Formal complaint means a document filed with the Title IX Coordinator in 
accordance with section [E-2]alleging sexual harassment against a respondent and 
requesting that the University investigate the allegation of sexual harassment. 
 
D-10. Good cause, when referring to the extension of any deadline, may include 
considerations such as the absence of a party, a party’s advisor, or a witness; concurrent 
law enforcement activity; or the need for language assistance or accommodation of 
disabilities. 
 
D-11. Hearing administrator. The hearing administrator shall be responsible for 
ensuring that the administrative duties relating to the live hearing process are carried out 
in accordance with this policy.  The hearing administrator shall be the senior executive of 
Human Resources in cases in which the respondent is an employee, and the Dean of 
Students in all other cases. 
 
D-12. Investigator means the person or persons charged by the University with 
investigating a formal complaint and drafting the final investigative report. 
 
D-13. Party means either the complainant(s) or respondent(s).  Parties includes the 
complainant(s) and respondent(s), collectively. 
 
D-14. Relevant evidence means any evidence that tends to make a fact more or less 
probable than it would be without the evidence. 



a. Questions and evidence about the complainant’s sexual predisposition or prior 
sexual behaviors are not relevant, unless such questions and evidence about the 
complainant’s prior sexual behavior are offered to prove that someone other than 
the respondent committed the conduct alleged by the complainant, or if the 
questions and evidence concern specific incidents of the complainant’s prior 
sexual behavior with respect to the respondent and are offered to prove consent. 
 
b. Relevant evidence does not include a party’s records that are made or 
maintained by a physician, psychiatrist, psychologist, or other recognized 
professional or paraprofessional acting in their professional or paraprofessional 
capacity, or assisting in the capacity, and which are made and maintained in 
connection with the provision of treatment to the party, unless the party gives 
voluntary written consent to use the records in the grievance process and hearing. 

 
D-15. Remedies means any measures implemented after a finding of responsibility that is 
designed to restore or preserve the complainant’s equal access to the University’s 
education program or activity. Such remedies may include the same measures 
implemented as supportive measures, but may be disciplinary or punitive in nature, and 
may burden the respondent. 
 
D-16. Report of sexual harassment means any situation in which the University has 
actual knowledge of an alleged incident of sexual harassment occurring in an education 
program or activity. 
 
D-17. Respondent means an individual who has been reported to be the perpetrator of 
conduct that could constitute sexual harassment. If the respondent is under 18 years of 
age, the respondent’s parent or guardian may also act on behalf of the respondent. 
 
D-18. Sexual assault means any sexual act directed against another person, without the 
consent of the victim, including instances where the victim is incapable of giving 
consent, including the following: 

a. Rape: The carnal knowledge of a person, without the consent of the victim, 
including instances where the victim is incapable of giving consent because of his 
or her age or because of his or her temporary or permanent mental or physical 
incapacity. 
 
b. Sodomy: Oral or anal sexual intercourse with another person, without the 
consent of the victim, including instances where the victim is incapable of giving 
consent because of his or her age or because of his or her temporary or permanent 
mental or physical incapacity. 
 
c. Sexual assault with an object: To use an object or instrument to unlawfully 
penetrate, however slightly, the genital or anal opening of the body of another 
person, without the consent of the victim, including instances where the victim is 
incapable of giving consent because of his or her age or because of his or her 
temporary or permanent mental or physical incapacity. 



 
d. Fondling: The touching of the private body parts of another person for the 
purpose of sexual gratification, without the consent of the victim, including 
instances where the victim is incapable of giving consent because of his or her age 
or because of his or her temporary or permanent mental or physical incapacity. 
 
e. Incest: Sexual intercourse between persons who are related to each other 
within the degrees wherein marriage is prohibited by law. 
 
f. Statutory rape: Sexual intercourse with a person who is under the statutory age 
of consent. 

 
D-19. Sexual harassment means conduct on the basis of sex that satisfies one or more of 
the following: 

a. A University employee conditioning the provision of an aid, benefit, or service 
of the University on an individual’s participation in unwelcome sexual conduct; 
 
b. Unwelcome conduct determined by a reasonable person to be so severe, 
pervasive, and objectively offensive that it effectively denies a person equal 
access to the University’s education program or activity; or 
 
c. Sexual assault, dating violence, domestic violence, or stalking. 

 
D-20. Stalking means engaging in a course of conduct directed at a specific person that 
would cause a reasonable person to fear for the person’s safety or the safety of others or 
suffer substantial emotional distress. 
 
D-21. Supportive measures means non-disciplinary, non-punitive individualized 
services offered as appropriate, as reasonably available, and without fee or charge to the 
complainant or the respondent before or after the filing of a formal complaint or where no 
formal complaint has been filed.  Such measures are designed to restore or preserve equal 
access to the University’s education program or activity without unreasonably burdening 
the other party, including measures designed to protect the safety of all parties or the 
University’s educational environment, or deter sexual harassment. 
 
D-22. Title IX Coordinator means at least one official designated by the University to 
ensure compliance with Title IX and the University’s Title IX program. References to the 
Title IX Coordinator may also encompass a designee of the Title IX Coordinator for 
specific tasks. 
 

E. RESPONSE TO REPORT OF SEXUAL HARASSMENT 
E-1. Receipt of Report. Upon receipt of a report of sexual harassment the Title IX 
Coordinator will: 

a. Promptly contact the complainant to: 
1. Discuss the availability of supportive measures; 

 



2. Consider the complainant’s wishes with respect to supportive 
measures by engaging in a meaningful dialogue with the complainant 
to determine which supportive measures may restore or preserve equal 
access to the University’s education program or activity without 
unreasonably burdening the respondent; 
 

3. Inform the complainant of the availability of supportive measures with 
or without the filing of a formal complaint; and 
 

4. Explain to the complainant the process for filing a formal complaint. 
 
b. Implement appropriate supportive measures for both the respondent and 
complainant. Supportive measures may be implemented with or without the filing 
of a formal complaint. 

1. Supportive measures must be designed to restore or preserve equal access 
to the University’s education program or activity without unreasonably 
burdening the other party.  Supportive measures may be designed to protect 
the safety of all parties or the University’s educational environment, or deter 
sexual harassment. Supportive measures may include: 

(a) Referral to counseling, medical, or other healthcare services; 
 

(b) Extensions of deadlines or other course-related adjustments;  
 

(c) Modifications of work or class schedules;  
 

(d) Provision of campus escort services;  
 

(e) Mutual restrictions on contact between the parties;  
 

(f) Changes in work or housing arrangements;  
 

(g) Leaves of absence;  
 

(h) Referral to community-based providers; 
 

(i) Student financial aid counseling; 
 

(j) Education of the institutional community or community 
subgroup(s); 
 

(k) Safety planning; 
 

(l) Increased security and monitoring of certain areas of the campus; 
and  
 



(m)Other similar measures deemed appropriate by the Title IX 
Coordinator.  

 
2. The Title IX Coordinator has sole authority to determine what supportive 
measures are to be implemented.  The Title IX Coordinator must document 
the reasons for approving or denying supportive measures. 

 
3. The University must keep confidential any supportive measures provided 
to the complainant or respondent, to the extent that maintaining 
confidentiality would not impair the ability of the University to provide the 
supportive measures. 

 
c. If the complainant decides not to file a formal complaint, the Title IX 
Coordinator will determine whether or not to file a formal complaint.  In 
determining whether to file a formal complaint, the Title IX Coordinator may 
consider, among other things, whether there is a pattern of alleged misconduct 
involving the same respondent; whether a complainant’s allegations involved 
violence, use of weapons, or similar factors; or whether the safety of the 
University community requires the filing of a formal complaint.  
 

E-2. Filing of Formal Complaint 
a. Only the complainant or the Title IX Coordinator may file a formal complaint.  
 
b. At the time of filing a formal complaint, a complainant must be participating in 
or attempting to participate in the University’s education program or activity. 
 
c. A formal complaint may be filed by any of the following methods: 

1. Completing and submitting the online complaint form available at 
www.uidaho.edu/report;  
 

2. Downloading and completing the complaint form available at 
www.uidaho.edu/report, or by requesting it from the Title IX Coordinator, 
and returning the form to the Title IX Coordinator in person, by mail, or 
through email to TitleIX@uidaho.edu; or 
 

3. By sending a document to the Title IX Coordinator in person, by mail, or 
through email to TitleIX@uidaho.edu.  The document must: 

(a) Indicate the complainant’s desire to file a formal complaint; 
 

(b) Contain the basic allegations of the respondent’s conduct that 
allegedly constitutes sexual harassment; and 
 

(c) Contain the complainant’s physical or digital signature, or otherwise 
indicate that the complainant is the person filing the formal complaint. 

 
E-3. Confidentiality  



a. The University must keep confidential the identity of any individual who has made 
a report or complaint of sex discrimination, including any individual who has made a 
report or filed a formal complaint of sexual harassment, any complainant, any 
individual who has been reported to be the perpetrator of sex discrimination, any 
respondent, and any witness. 
 
b. This confidentiality requirement does not apply when disclosure is: 

1. Permitted by the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA), 20 
U.S.C. 1232g, or FERPA regulations, 34 CFR part 99; or  
 
2. Required by law; or 
 
3. Required to carry out the purposes of this policy or 34 CFR Part 106, including 
the conduct of any investigation, hearing, or judicial proceeding. 
 

F. FORMAL COMPLAINT 
F-1. Notice of Allegations 

a. Upon receipt of a formal complaint the Title IX Coordinator must provide a 
notice of allegations to the known parties.  
 

b. The Title IX Coordinator may consolidate formal complaints as to allegations of 
sexual harassment against more than one respondent, or by more than one 
complainant against one or more respondents, or by one party against the other 
party, where the allegations of sexual harassment arise out of the same facts or 
circumstances. 
 

c. This notice must be written and sent simultaneously to all known parties, with the 
following information:  
1.  The University of Idaho’s grievance process, including any informal 

resolution process;  
 

2. The allegations of potential sexual harassment, which shall include the 
following details: 
(a) Identities of the parties involved in the incident, if known;  

 
(b) The conduct allegedly constituting sexual harassment; and  

 
(c) The date and location of the alleged incident, if known;   
 

3. The right to an advisor of their choosing, who may be a friend, colleague, 
attorney, family member, advocate or other person; 
 

4. The right to inspect and review evidence;  
 



5. A statement that the respondent is presumed not responsible for the alleged 
conduct and that a determination of responsibility will not be made until the 
conclusion of the grievance process; and 
 

6. A statement that knowingly providing false statements or knowingly 
submitting false information during the grievance process violates University 
policy and may subject the person to disciplinary action outside of this 
grievance process.  

 
d. If, during the course of an investigation, the University decides to investigate 

additional allegations that are not in the initial notice of allegations, an amended 
notice of allegations must be provided to the parties whose identities are known. 

 
F-2 . Dismissal of Formal Complaint 

a. A formal complaint must be dismissed without investigation if:  
1. The conduct alleged in the formal complaint would not constitute sexual 

harassment as defined in section D-19 even if proven; or  
 

2. The conduct did not occur in a University of Idaho education program or 
activity; or  
 

3. The conduct did not occur against a person in the United States.   
 

b. A formal complaint may be dismissed at any point in time during the 
investigation if: 
1. The complainant notifies the Title IX Coordinator in writing that the 

complainant would like to withdraw the formal complaint or any allegations 
in the formal complaint; or  
 

2. The respondent is no longer enrolled or employed by the University of Idaho; 
or  
 

3. Specific circumstances prevent the University from gathering evidence 
sufficient to reach a determination as to the formal complaint or allegations in 
the formal complaint. 

 
c. If a formal complaint is dismissed, the Title IX Coordinator shall send the parties 

written simultaneous notice of the dismissal, which will include the reason(s) for 
the dismissal.   

 
d. A dismissal of a complaint under this policy does not preclude action under 

another University policy.   
 

F-3. Meeting with Parties. Each party will be given an opportunity to meet with the 
investigator(s) within a reasonable period of time after the notice of allegations is 
provided to the parties.  The investigator should contact each party no later than five days 



after the notice of allegation is provided to the parties in order to schedule the meeting.  A 
party is not required to meet with an investigator.  Prior to the meeting, the investigator 
shall provide the party with written notice of the date, time, location, names of 
participants, and the purpose of the meeting.  The written notice must give the party 
sufficient time to prepare to participate in the meeting. A separate written notice must be 
provided prior to each meeting with the parties. 
 
F.4. Investigation 

a. Parties may, but are not required to, provide information for investigators to 
consider at any point in time during the investigation, prior to the dissemination of the 
final investigative report.  The information may include, but is not limited to: 

1. The names of potential witnesses to interview;  
 

2. Suggested questions to ask the other party or other witnesses; 
 

3. Written information relevant to the allegations, including, but not limited to 
text messages, police reports, witness statements, medical records, and social 
media posts or messages;  
 

4. Video or audio recordings; 
 

5. A written response to the notice of allegations;  
 

6. Expert witnesses and/or expert witness reports; and  
 

7. Any other inculpatory or exculpatory information the party would like the 
University to consider. 

 
b. Investigators will conduct their own inquiry to gather relevant information, 
including, but not limited to: 

1. Documentary information;  
 

2. Inculpatory evidence;  
 

3. Exculpatory evidence;  
 

4. Names of witnesses, including fact and expert witnesses;  
 

5. Witness interviews;  
 

6. Suggested questions to ask the other party or witnesses. 
 

c. Without the voluntary written consent of the person to whom the records pertain, 
the University cannot access, consider, disclose, or otherwise use a person’s records 
that are made or maintained by a physician, psychiatrist, psychologist, or other 
recognized professional or paraprofessional acting in their professional or 



paraprofessional capacity, or assisting in that capacity, and which are made and 
maintained in connection with the person’s treatment. 
 
d. The University shall not prohibit the parties from discussing the allegations under 
investigation, nor shall the University prohibit parties from conducting their own 
investigation. 
 
e. All parties and witnesses will be provided a written summary of their respective 
meeting(s). A party or witness may submit comments on the summary within two 
days of receipt of the summary. 

 
F.5. Preliminary Investigative Report 

a. Once investigators conclude the investigation, investigators will draft a preliminary 
investigative report. This preliminary investigative report will be provided to all 
parties (either in hardcopy or electronically) to inspect and review.  The preliminary 
investigative report must include a summary of all relevant information gathered 
during the Investigation including, but not limited to:  

1. A summary of the complainant’s interview(s);  
 

2. A summary of the respondent’s interview(s);  
 

3. A list of witnesses contacted;  
 

4. A summary of witness interviews; and 
 

5. All other evidence obtained as part of the investigation that is relevant to the 
allegations, including evidence upon which investigators do not intend to rely. 
 

b. The investigator shall provide a preliminary investigative report and all evidence 
gathered by the investigator that is directly related to the allegations to both parties 
and their advisors for review and inspection. 
 
c. Parties will have ten days to submit a written response to the preliminary 
investigative report. This response may include requests for additional investigation, 
additional witnesses to be interviewed, or additional questions to ask of witnesses.  
Requests for extensions will be granted at the discretion of the Title IX Coordinator 
for good cause.  Written notice of the extension of the deadline will be provided to all 
parties, and will apply equally to all parties. 

 
d. Investigators will consider any timely written response submitted by a party prior 
to completing the final investigative report. If investigators determine additional 
investigation is appropriate, investigators will conduct the additional investigation 
and then draft a revised preliminary investigative report and provide the parties an 
additional ten days to review and provide a written response. 

 
F.6. Final Investigative Report 



a. Upon conclusion of the investigation, taking into consideration the timely written 
response of the parties, if any, investigators will create a Final Investigative report 
that includes all information provided in the preliminary investigative report as well 
as:  

1. The timely responses from the parties to the preliminary investigative 
report;  
 

2. A list of necessary witnesses who should be requested to appear at the live 
hearing; and, 
 

3. As necessary, an assessment of the credibility of the parties and relevant 
witnesses, provided however that the investigator shall not make a 
determination as to whether a party or witness is credible or not credible. 

 
b. The final investigative report shall not include any recommended findings or 
conclusions. 
 

G. LIVE HEARING PROCESS 
G-1. Final Investigative Report Submission 

a. Once a final investigative report is complete, the Title IX Coordinator will 
forward the final investigative report to the hearing administrator.   

 
b. Upon receipt of the final report, the hearing administrator shall forward the report 

to each party simultaneously using the party’s official University of Idaho email 
address or through any other electronic means reasonably calculated to provide 
immediate access to the report.  The hearing administrator shall also provide a 
notice of hearing to the parties at the same time as the final investigative report.  
The notice of hearing shall include the following information: 

1. A statement that a live hearing will be convened for the purpose of 
determining whether the respondent is responsible for violating this policy; 

 
2. The date, time, and location for a live hearing.  If the hearing will be held 
electronically, the notice shall include instructions on how to participate in the 
live hearing; 

 
3. A copy of or a link to the hearing procedures contained in this section; 

 
4. A statement that the respondent is presumed not responsible for the alleged 
conduct and that a determination regarding responsibility is made after the 
conclusion of the hearing; 

 
5. A statement that the parties may have an advisor of their choice who may 
be, but is not required to be, an attorney, and that if they do not have an 
advisor, the University will provide an advisor to the party for the sole 
purpose of assisting with cross-examination; 

 



6. A statement that if a party needs an accommodation on account of a 
disability to participate in the hearing, the party should contact Human 
Resources if the party is an employee and the Center for Disability Access and 
Resources if the party is a student or anyone other than an employee; 
7. A list of the witnesses that were identified in the final investigative report 
as necessary witnesses and a statement that the hearing administrator will 
attempt to contact these witnesses and arrange for their presence at the 
hearing; 
 
8. The deadlines referenced in section G-1 c; and 

 
9. The name of the hearing officer and the names of those appointed to serve 
on the hearing panel. 
 

c. No later than five days after the notice of hearing and final investigative report are 
provided to the parties, each party must, if desired, submit the following 
information to the hearing administrator: 

1. Any written statements or arguments for the hearing panel to consider in 
making the decision of responsibility; 
 
2. The identity of the advisor the party will bring to the live hearing or, if the 
party will not provide an advisor, a request for the University to provide an 
advisor for the party at the live hearing; 
 
3. The identity of any additional witness the party requests to have present at 
the hearing, provided, however, that if the witness was not interviewed during 
the investigation, the witness may not appear at the hearing.  The parties shall 
be reminded that the University cannot force anyone to be present at the 
hearing or to give any statements at the hearing.  The parties are encouraged, 
but are not required, to have the hearing administrator contact the witnesses to 
request their presence.  Each party may contact witnesses directly to request 
their presence at the hearing as long as there is not a no-contact order 
prohibiting the party from contacting a specific witness; and 
 
4. If desired, a request to participate in the live hearing in a separate room 
through virtual technology. 

 
G-2. Hearing Administrator Duties 

a. Prior to the live hearing, the hearing administrator shall: 
1. Appoint a hearing officer to preside over the live hearing from the list of 

approved hearing officers; 
 

2. Notify the chair of the Title IX hearing board of the need to convene a hearing 
panel for a live hearing and request the chair to appoint a hearing panel; 

 



3. Schedule a date and time for the live hearing.  The live hearing shall be held 
no earlier than ten days after the delivery of the final investigative report, and 
no later than twenty days after delivery of the final investigative report.  The 
hearing administrator may extend the date of the hearing at the request of a 
party or otherwise for good cause, provided that written notice is provided to 
the parties of the delay and the reasons for the delay; 

 
4. Attempt to contact the witnesses identified in the final investigative report as 

necessary witnesses and any witness identified by the parties, in order to 
request the witnesses’ presence at the hearing; provided, however, that the 
University cannot force anyone to be present at the hearing or to give any 
statements at the hearing;   

 
5. Schedule and arrange for a room or rooms in which to hold the hearing; 

 
6. Make arrangements for any technology, such as recording equipment and 

video conference technology and equipment, necessary to hold the hearing; 
 

7. Prepare a hearing packet and provide the hearing packet to the hearing officer, 
the members of the hearing panel, and the parties at least three days prior to 
the hearing.  The hearing packet shall consist of the final investigative report; 
copies of the notice of allegation(s); copies of any written statements the 
parties provided in response to the final investigative report which were 
submitted prior to the submission deadline; and copies of the notice of 
hearing. 

 
b. The hearing administrator shall be responsible for ensuring that an audio or 
audio/video recording is made of the hearing. 

 
c. The hearing administrator shall be present during the hearing panel’s deliberations, 
but shall not vote on the decision regarding responsibility.   
 

G-3. Hearing Officer 
a. Qualifications 

1. The senior executive of Human Resources, Dean of Students, provost, and 
General Counsel shall determine the appropriate qualifications for a person to 
serve as a hearing officer and shall make a list of approved hearing officers 
available to the hearing administrator. 
 

2. Each person approved to serve as a hearing officer must, prior to being 
appointed to serve as a hearing officer in any case, shall complete the training 
specified in section L.  
 

3. The hearing officer must not have a conflict of interest or bias for or against 
either party specifically; or, generally for or against complainants or 
respondents.  



 
b. Duties 

1. The hearing officer shall preside over the live hearing in accordance with the 
procedures set forth in this section and shall serve as chair of the hearing 
panel, but shall only vote in determining whether the respondent is responsible 
for violating the sexual harassment policy and on determining the appropriate 
sanctions, if any, in the event of a tie vote among the other members of the 
hearing panel.   
 

2. The hearing officer may be physically present at the location of the parties or 
may conduct the hearing virtually through technology that enables all 
participants to see and hear each other simultaneously.  If the hearing officer 
is not physically present at the same location as the parties, the parties and 
their advisors shall be in separate rooms and shall participate in the hearing 
virtually. 
 

3. The hearing officer shall ensure that a written decision is drafted and finalized 
no later than ten days after the conclusion of the live hearing.   

 
G-4. Title IX Hearing Board 

a. The Student Conduct Board, as set forth in FSH 1640.83 will make up the Title 
IX Hearing board. 
 

b. When the hearing administrator notifies the chair of the Title IX Hearing Board of 
the need to convene a hearing panel, the chair shall appoint either three or five 
members of the Title IX Hearing Board to serve as a hearing panel in each case.  
The chair shall notify the hearing administrator of the names of those appointed as 
soon as possible in order to allow the hearing administrator to provide the names 
of the hearing panel members to the parties in the notice of hearing. 
 

c. A member of the Title IX Hearing Board shall not serve on any hearing panel or 
appeal panel in any case where the member has a conflict of interest or bias for or 
against either party specifically, or generally for or against complainants or 
respondents.  
 

d. Prior to being appointed to serve on any hearing panel, each member of the Title 
IX Hearing Board shall complete training on the definition of sexual harassment; 
the scope of the University’s education program or activity; the University’s 
investigation and grievance process; how to conduct hearings; how to serve 
impartially, including by avoiding prejudgment of the facts at issue, conflicts of 
interest, and bias; any technology to be used at a live hearing; and on issues of 
relevance of questions and evidence, including when questions and evidence 
about the complainant’s sexual predisposition or prior sexual behavior are not 
relevant.   
 



e. The chair of the Title IX Hearing Board may only appoint a student to serve on 
hearing panels in cases in which all parties are students. 
 

f. Proceedings before the Title IX Hearing Board, whether before a hearing panel or 
appeal panel, are confidential and protected by state and federal law. In specific 
disciplinary cases, members of the Title IX Hearing Board must protect the 
confidentiality of the information they receive in fulfilling their duties as 
members of the Title IX Hearing Board. Panel members must not discuss specific 
cases or share any information regarding specific disciplinary cases or their 
deliberations with anyone other than the Title IX Hearing Board chair, the Office 
of General Counsel, the hearing administrator, or fellow panel members appointed 
to the same panel in that specific case, and in all such instances, the discussion or 
sharing of information must be reasonably necessary for the panel’s consideration 
of the specific case. 
 

G-5. Live Hearing Process 
a. All parties, witnesses, advisors and other participants should be present in the 
same physical location for the hearing.  However, either party, at the request of 
the party, or any other participant at the discretion of the hearing administrator or 
hearing officer, may appear at the live hearing virtually, with technology enabling 
participants to simultaneously see and hear each other.  Participation by audio 
only shall be prohibited. 
 
b. All hearings are closed to the public. The only people allowed to be present 
during the hearing are the parties; each individual party’s advisor; the 
investigator(s); the hearing administrator; the Title IX Coordinator (or designee); 
one or more attorneys or support staff from the Office of General Counsel; the 
hearing officer; members of the hearing panel appointed to hear the case; and the 
witnesses, provided that each witness shall only be present while the witness is 
answering questions.  In rare cases, the hearing officer may allow someone not on 
this list to attend the hearing, after consulting with the Title IX Coordinator and 
the Office of General Counsel to ensure compliance with all applicable 
confidentiality requirements. 
 
c. The live hearing shall be recorded either by audio or by audio/video.   
 
d. Order of proceedings.  The live hearing shall proceed in the following manner 
to the extent possible, provided that the hearing officer may allow deviations from 
this order in the hearing officer’s discretion: 

1. Opening Statements. Each party may, but is not required to, make an 
opening statement.  The party’s advisor is not allowed to make the opening 
statement on behalf of the party. 

 
2. Witnesses 



(a) The hearing officer shall call each witness and party to answer 
questions in the following order: 1) complainant, 2) respondent, 3) non-
party witnesses in any order determined by the hearing officer. 

   
(b) Only witnesses who were previously interviewed as part of the 
investigation may appear at the hearing.   

 
(c) Prior to asking any questions of a witness or party, the hearing officer 
shall read the following statement to each party and witness.  The 
statement need not be read verbatim, but shall consist substantially of the 
following: “You are hereby advised that you are not required to answer 
any questions posed to you during this hearing.  However, if you refuse to 
answer any relevant question, none of your statements made at any time to 
any person may be considered by the hearing panel in deciding whether 
the respondent is responsible for violating the University of Idaho’s Title 
IX sexual harassment policy.  If you choose to answer the questions, you 
must answer the question truthfully.  If you knowingly provide false 
information you may be disciplined by the University of Idaho. This 
hearing is being recorded.  Do you have any questions?” 

 
(d) The hearing officer shall ask the following questions of each party and 
witness prior to cross-examination.  The hearing officer may, but is not 
required to, ask additional questions of any party or witness at any time 
during the hearing.  The following questions need not be asked verbatim, 
but shall be substantially as follows: 

i. “Have you had a chance to review the summary of your 
statements contained in the final investigation report?” 
 
ii. “Does the summary accurately reflect your knowledge of the 
facts at issue in this case?” If the answer is no, the hearing officer 
shall ask the witness or party to identify the parts of the summary 
are not accurate. 
 
iii. “Is there anything contained in that summary that you would 
like to expand upon or clarify?” 
 
iv. To be asked only of the complainant and the respondent: “Is 
there anything else you would like to tell me regarding the facts of 
the situation?  If so, please do so now.” 

 
(e) Neither a party nor a party’s advisor is allowed to conduct direct 
examination of any party or witness. 

 
3. Cross-Examination.  After the hearing officer asks the initial questions, each 
party shall thereafter be given the opportunity to conduct cross-examination of the 
witnesses and other party, but cross-examination is not required.  Under no 



circumstances shall a party be allowed to directly cross-examine a party or 
witness; rather, all cross-examination must be conducted by the party’s advisor.  
A party’s advisor is not allowed to cross-examine the party they are advising.  If 
an advisor is also a witness, neither the party nor the advisor/witness may cross-
examine the party’s own advisor/witness.  However, a party is allowed to provide 
additional information after cross-examination is complete in order to address 
questions asked during cross-examination. 

 
4. Prior to any cross-examination, each witness, including each party, shall be 
instructed not to answer the question asked until the hearing officer makes a 
determination regarding the relevance of the question asked.  Before the witness 
or party answers the question, the hearing officer must first determine whether the 
question is relevant.  The hearing officer may, but is not required to, allow each 
party’s advisor to make a brief argument regarding the relevance of the question.  
If the hearing officer determines that the question is not relevant, the hearing 
officer must exclude the question and direct the witness or party to not answer the 
question.  The hearing officer must also provide a brief explanation for the 
decision to exclude the question.  The hearing officer may provide a more detailed 
explanation in the written decision if necessary or desired.  If the question is 
relevant, the hearing officer shall allow the witness to answer the question.   

 
5. Closing Statement. At the conclusion of the presentation of evidence, each 
party may, but is not required to, make a closing statement to the hearing officer.  
The party’s advisor is not allowed to make the closing statement on behalf of the 
party. 

 
e. Written evidence may not be provided at the live hearing, except written evidence 
which is already included in the final investigative report. 
 

G-6. Decision 
a. The hearing officer shall provide to the hearing administrator a written decision 
regarding responsibility and sanctions within ten days after the conclusion of the live 
hearing.  The hearing administrator shall simultaneously provide the written decision 
to the parties and their advisors.  
 
b. In making the decision, the hearing panel shall consider and objectively evaluate 
all relevant evidence, including both inculpatory and exculpatory evidence, contained 
in the hearing packet and the oral evidence presented at the live hearing. In making 
the decision, the hearing panel may not rely on any statement of a party or witness 
who, after being requested to attend the hearing by the hearing administrator, does not 
submit to cross-examination at the live hearing.  The hearing panel may not draw an 
inference about the determination regarding responsibility based solely on a party’s or 
witness’s absence from the live hearing or refusal to answer cross-examination or 
other questions. 

 



c. The hearing panel shall determine whether the respondent violated the Title IX 
sexual harassment policy using a preponderance of the evidence standard. 

 
d. The written decision must include the following: 

1. Identification of the allegations alleged to be in violation of the 
University’s sexual harassment policy; 
 

2. A description of the procedural steps taken from the receipt of the formal 
complaint through the determination, including any notifications to the 
parties, interviews with parties and witnesses, site visits, methods used to 
gather other evidence, and hearings held; 
 

3. Findings of fact supporting the determination; 
 

4. Where necessary to the decision, a credibility determination of the parties 
and witnesses, provided however that a credibility determination may not 
be based on a person’s status as a complainant, respondent, or witness; 
 

5. Conclusions regarding the application of the University’s Title IX sexual 
harassment policy; 
 

6. A statement of, and rationale for, the result as to each allegation, including 
a determination regarding responsibility; 
 

7. If the respondent is found responsible, the sanctions imposed on the 
respondent, including a statement of the sanctions and rationale for the 
sanctions. 
 

8. Whether remedies designed to restore or preserve equal access to the 
University’s programs will be provided to the complainant; and 
 

9. The procedures and permissible bases for either party to appeal the 
decision. 

 
f. Should the hearing panel find that the respondent is responsible for violating this 
policy, prior to determining the appropriate sanction to be imposed, the hearing 
administrator shall disclose to the panel any appropriate previous disciplinary history 
regarding the respondent.  The hearing administrator shall also serve as a resource to 
the hearing panel to help the panel determine appropriate sanctions that are 
reasonably consistent among similar cases. 
 
g. All hearing panel decisions shall be by majority vote. 

1. The hearing panel may return the matter for additional investigation if the 
hearing panel determines that:The investigator(s) failed to properly investigate the 
allegation and the failure was both substantial and to the party’s detriment; or 
 



2. There is new information that could substantially affect the outcome and the 
new information could not have been discovered before the issuance of the final 
investigative report. 
 

h. Sanctions imposed by the hearing panel shall not go into effect until either the time 
period for an appeal has expired and no appeal has been filed or until the decision is 
upheld on appeal. If the sanctions for an employee respondent includes termination of 
employment, the sanction shall not go into effect until reviewed and approved by the 
President. 
 

H. ROLE OF ADVISORS 
H-1. Parties may have an advisor of their choice present with them for all meetings and 
interviews, if they so choose. The parties may select whomever they wish to serve as 
their advisor.  While it is not recommended to choose an advisor who is also a witness in 
the process, should a party decide to do so, any bias or conflict of interest of the witness 
may negatively affect the credibility of the witness and/or party.   
 
H-2. All advisors are subject to the same limitations, whether they are attorneys or not.  
The advisor may not make a presentation and may not speak on behalf of the party to the 
investigators or other decision-makers except to conduct cross-examination during the 
live hearing, as described below.   
 
H-3. The parties are expected to ask and respond to questions on their own behalf 
throughout the investigation. While the advisor generally may not speak on behalf of a 
party, a party may request a break in order to speak privately with the party’s advisor, 
may consult quietly with the party’s advisor, and/or may quietly pass notes during any 
meeting or interview, as long as they do not unreasonably disrupt the process. For longer 
or more involved discussions, the party and the party’s advisor should ask for breaks to 
step out of meetings to allow for private consultation. If breaks become disruptive to the 
process, such requests may be denied or the meeting rescheduled.  
 
H-4. Advisors may be given an opportunity to meet with the administrative officials 
conducting interviews/meetings in advance of the interviews or meetings. This pre-
meeting allows advisors to clarify any questions they may have and allows the University 
an opportunity to clarify the role the advisor is expected to take.  This pre-meeting is 
intended only to allow the advisor to inquire about the advisor’s role and the process, in 
order to minimize procedural discussion during the interview, and is not an opportunity 
for the advisor to discuss the case specifics. 
 
H-5. Advisors are expected to refrain from interference with the University’s 
investigation and resolution. Advisors who step out of their role will be warned only 
once. If the advisor continues to disrupt or otherwise fails to respect the limits of the 
advisor role, the advisor will be asked to leave the meeting or hearing.  If the advisor’s 
continued interference occurs at the live hearing, the University will provide the party 
with an advisor to conduct cross-examination.  If the advisor’s continued interference 



occurs at any other meeting, the meeting may then be rescheduled to allow the party to 
obtain a different advisor.   
 
H-6. Advisors are expected to maintain the privacy of the records shared with them. 
These records may not be shared with third parties, disclosed publicly, or used for 
purposes not explicitly authorized by University. The University may exclude any 
advisor who fails to abide by these expectations. Each party is responsible for ensuring 
that the party’s advisor abides by these restrictions and may be subject to discipline for 
the advisor’s failure to comply with these restrictions. 
 
H-7. A party may elect to change advisor during the investigation, and is not obligated to 
use the same advisor throughout. The parties are expected to inform the investigators of 
the identity of their advisors at least one (1) day before the date of their first meeting with 
investigators (or as soon as possible if a more expeditious meeting is necessary or 
desired). The parties are expected to provide timely notice to investigators if they change 
advisors at any time. Changing advisors does not delay the investigation, interview, 
meeting, or hearing process. 
 
H-8. University-provided advisors 

a. In the event any party appears at a live hearing without an advisor, the University 
will provide an advisor to the party without charge for the sole purpose of conducting 
cross-examination during the live hearing.  The University-provided advisor may not 
assist the party in anything other than conducting cross-examination. 
 
b. The Title IX Coordinator shall be responsible for recruiting and training university 
employees to serve as advisors, and shall ensure that advisors assigned to a party do 
not have an impermissible bias or conflict of interest. 
 

I. APPEALS 
I-1. Any party may appeal a decision to dismiss the formal complaint and the hearing 
panel’s decision. Appeals must be submitted in writing to the hearing administrator and 
must set forth the grounds for the appeal. The appeal must be filed no later than five days 
after the decision is delivered to the parties. The hearing administrator shall ensure that 
all parties and their advisors receive a copy of the appeal and any response to the appeal 
submitted by the non-appealing party(ies). 
 
I-2. Appeals are limited to the following grounds:  

a. Procedural irregularity that affected the outcome of the matter; 
 
b. New evidence that was not reasonably available at the time the determination 
regarding responsibility or dismissal was made that could affect the outcome of the 
matter;  
 
c. The Title IX Coordinator, investigator(s), or decision-maker(s) had a conflict of 
interest or bias for or against complainants or respondents generally, or the individual 
complainant or respondent that affected the outcome of the matter; 



 
d. The sanctions imposed are substantially disproportionate to the severity of the 
violation (the imposition of an administrative fee is not a sanction, and therefore 
cannot be appealed); or 
 
e. The decision is not based on substantial information. A decision is based on 
substantial information if there are facts in the case that, if believed by the decision-
maker, are sufficient to establish that the decision is correct. 
 

I-3. An appeal shall be limited to a review of the decision, the hearing packet (if any), 
any written material considered in the decision, the recording of the live hearing (if one 
was held), any written materials submitted with the appeal, and any response to the 
appeal submitted by the non-appealing party(ies). Where an appeal is based on new 
evidence, the new evidence may be considered only to determine whether the information 
was reasonably available at the time of the decision and whether the new evidence could 
affect the outcome of the matter. 
 
I-4. Appeal Panel Procedures  

a. The chair of the Title IX Hearing Board shall appoint three or five members of the 
Board to serve on the appeal panel, and shall designate one member to serve as chair 
of the appeal panel. Any member who served on a hearing panel shall not serve on 
the appeal panel on the same case.  A student may not serve as chair of an appeal 
panel, and may not serve on an appeal panel unless all parties are students. 
 
b. Any non-appealing party may file a response to the appeal in support of, or 
challenging, the outcome.  The written response must be provided to the hearing 
administrator within five days after notice of the appeal is provided to the party. 
 
c. The appeal panel shall issue a written decision. The decision should be issued 
within ten days of receiving all appeal materials.  The written decision shall describe 
the result of the appeal and the rationale for the result.  The chair of the appeal panel 
shall provide the written decision to the hearing administrator, who will then 
simultaneously provide the decision to the parties. 
 

I-5. Results of the Appeal Panel. The appeal panel may: 
a. Uphold the decision;  
 
b. Uphold the finding that the respondent violated this policy, but revise the 
sanction(s);  
 
c. Return the matter for reconsideration; or 
 
d. Return the matter for additional investigation. 
 

I-6. Unless the case is returned for reconsideration or to the investigator for additional 
investigation, the decision of the appeal panel is the final institutional decision. If the 



decision upholds the findings that the respondent is responsible for violating this policy, 
the sanctions imposed shall go into effect immediately.  Provided, however, that if the 
sanction for an employee respondent includes termination of employment, the sanction 
shall not go into effect until reviewed and approved by the President.  
 

J.  POSSIBLE SANCTIONS AND REMEDIES 
J-1. The sanctions which may be imposed upon any employee determined to have 
violated this policy range from a written warning to termination, and may include one or 
more of the following: 

a. Written warning; 
 

b. Letter of reprimand; 
 

c. No-contact directive; 
 

d. Reassignment of position and/or location;  
 

e. Modification of duties; 
 

f. Withholding of pay increase; 
 

g. Pay decrease; 
 

h. Demotion; 
 

i. Suspension without pay; 
 

j. Termination. 
 

J-2. The sanctions which may be imposed upon any student determined to have violated 
this policy range from a warning to expulsion, revocation of degree, or withholding of 
degree, and may include any of the following: 

k. Warning; 
 

l. Probation; 
 

m. No-contact directive; 
 

n. Community service; 
 

o. Loss of privileges; 
 

p. Restitution; 
 

q. Educational sanctions; 
 



r. On-campus housing suspension;  
 

s. On-campus housing expulsion; 
 

j. Suspension, which may include the imposition of conditions that must be 
fulfilled before the student may re-enroll; 

 
t. Expulsion;  

 
u. Revocation of admission; 

 
v. Revocation of degree; 

 
w. Withholding of degree; 

 
x. Trespass from some or all University property. 

 
J-3. The sanctions which may be imposed upon any other person over whom the 
University exercises substantial control determined to have violated this policy may 
include any of the following: 

a. Warning; 
 
b. Loss of privileges; 
 
c. Trespass from some or all University property; 
 
d. Termination or suspension of affiliation with the University; 
 
e. Exclusion from participating in any University program or activity. 

 
J-4. The range of remedies which may be provided to any complainant, after the 
respondent is found responsible for violating this policy, includes, but is not limited to, 
the following: 

a. Relocation of the respondent’s or complainant’s work location, residence hall 
or apartment assignment; 

 
b. Issuance or continuation of a no-contact order; 
 
c. Changing the respondent’s and/or complainant’s supervisor, or supervisory 
chain; 
 
d. Approval of flex-time or flex-place work arrangements; 
 
e. Course modification; 
 
f. Changing the complainant’s or respondent’s class schedule; 



 
g. Modifying academic guidelines or requirements; 
 
h. Prohibiting respondent from entering some or all University buildings or 
property;  
 
i. Any supportive measures provided to the parties; 

 
K. EMERGENCY MEASURES 

K-1. Emergency removal.  
a. The University may remove a respondent from any education program or 
activity on an emergency basis if, after undertaking an individualized safety and 
risk analysis, the University determines that the respondent poses an immediate 
threat to the physical health or safety of any student or other individual arising 
from the allegations of sexual harassment, and that threat justifies removal. 
 
b. The following persons shall be responsible for making the determination of 
whether the respondent poses an immediate threat: For student respondents, the 
Dean of Students; for faculty respondents, the Provost; for non-faculty employees, 
the Vice-President for Finance and Administration; for all other respondents, the 
Executive Director for Public Safety and Security. 
 
c. The Threat Assessment and Management Team should be consulted in making 
the determination of whether a respondent poses an immediate threat if it can be 
convened in a timely manner. 
 
d. Immediately following the decision to remove the respondent from an 
education program or activity, the person making the determination shall deliver 
notice of the decision to the respondent.  The respondent may appeal the decision 
within five days of being notified of the decision by submitting a written 
statement to the person making the determination.  The respondent may, however, 
request a modification based on changed circumstances at any time prior to the 
final institutional decision regarding whether the respondent violated this policy. 

 
K-2. Administrative leave. Administrative leave may be used at any time for non-
student employees, in accordance with University policy, and is not considered to be an 
emergency removal.  Before a student employee may be placed on administrative leave 
arising out of an allegation of sexual harassment, the University must use the above 
procedures for an emergency removal. 
 

L. TRAINING REQUIREMENTS 
L-1. The University will train the Title IX Coordinator, investigators, decision-makers, 
and any person who facilitates an informal resolution process on the following matters: 

a. The definition of sexual harassment; 
 
b. The scope of the University’s education program or activity; 



 
c.  How to conduct an investigation; 
 
d.  How to conduct the University’s grievance process including hearings, appeals,  
and informal resolution processes; and 
 
e. How to serve impartially, including by avoiding prejudgment of the facts at issue, 
conflicts of interest, and bias.  
 

L-2. In addition to training on the matters in section L-1, the University will train 
decision-makers and hearing officers on: 

a. The technology to be used at a live hearing; and 
 
b. Issues of relevance of questions and evidence, including when questions and 
evidence about the complainant’s sexual predisposition or prior sexual behavior are 
not relevant. 
 

L-3. In addition to training on the matters in section L-1, the University will train 
investigators on issues of relevance to create an investigative report that fairly 
summarizes relevant evidence. 
 
L-4. All training materials used must not rely on sex stereotypes and must promote 
impartial investigations and adjudications of formal complaints of sexual harassment. 
 
L-5. The University must make the training materials publicly available on its website 
and available upon request for inspection by members of the public. 
 

M. RECORD KEEPING. The University must maintain the following records for a period   
of seven years: 

M-1. Each sexual harassment investigation, including any determination regarding 
responsibility and the recording or transcript of the hearings, any disciplinary sanctions 
imposed on the respondent, and any remedies provided to the complainant; 

 
M-2. Any appeal and the result therefrom; 

 
M-3. Any informal resolution and the result therefrom; and 

 
M-4. All training materials. 

 
N. INFORMAL RESOLUTION PROCESS 

N-1. At any time prior to a determination regarding responsibility, the University and the 
parties may participate in an informal resolution process whereby the parties agree to an 
appropriate resolution without further investigation, hearing, or appeal. The agreed-upon 
resolution may include the use of alternative dispute resolution methods.   
 
N-2. The informal resolution process can only be offered when: 



    a. A formal complaint is filed,  
 
b. The Title IX Coordinator determines that an informal resolution process is 
appropriate,  
 
c. Both parties agree in writing to the informal resolution process and procedures, 
and 
 
d. The formal complaint does not include allegations that an employee sexually 
harassed a student.  

 
N-3. Prior to engaging in an informal resolution process, the parties will receive written 
notice with the following information: 

a. A copy of the Notice of Allegations provided in accordance with section F-1; 
 
b. The procedures to be used to reach the agreement; and 
 
c. The information contained in section N-4 currently. 

 
N-4. Informal resolution process requirements 

a. All parties must agree to a resolution under the informal resolution process. If 
all parties are unable to reach a mutually agreeable outcome, the formal 
investigation process will resume. 
 
b. A party may submit a written request to withdraw from the informal resolution 
process and resume the formal grievance process at any time prior to a signed 
informal resolution agreement. 
 
c. After all parties sign a written agreement, the parties are precluded from 
resuming the formal complaint process arising from the same allegations. 
 
d. All records of the informal resolution process will be maintained with the 
records of the complaint, but will not be included in the final investigative report 
should the informal resolution process fail to result in a written agreement.  
 
e. All disciplinary sanctions, remedies, supportive measures or alternative 
outcomes are available to use in the informal resolution process. 

 
N-5. All informal resolution agreements must be approved by the University.  For student 
respondents, the Dean of Students has the authority to approve the agreement.  For 
faculty respondents, the Provost has the authority to approve the agreement.  For all other 
respondents, the Vice-President for Finance and Administration has the authority to 
approve the agreement. 
 
N-6. Any executed informal resolution agreement is the final institutional decision and 
cannot be appealed. 



 
O. RETALIATION 

O-1. Retaliation is prohibited. 
a. No person may intimidate, threaten, coerce, or discriminate against any 
individual: 

1. for the purpose of interfering with any right or privilege secured by Title IX 
or this policy, or 
 
2. because the individual has made a report or complaint, testified, assisted, or 
participated or refused to participate in any manner in an investigation, 
proceeding, or hearing under this policy. 

 
b. Intimidation, threats, coercion, or discrimination, including charges against an 
individual for policy violations that do not involve sex discrimination or sexual 
harassment, but arise out of the same facts or circumstances as a report or 
complaint of sex discrimination, or a report or formal complaint of sexual 
harassment, for the purpose of interfering with any right or privilege secured by 
Title IX or this part, constitutes retaliation. 

 
O-2. The exercise of rights protected under the First Amendment does not constitute 
retaliation. 
 
O-3. Charging an individual with a policy violation for making a materially false 
statement in bad faith in the course of a grievance proceeding does not constitute 
retaliation.  However, -a determination regarding responsibility, alone, is not sufficient to 
conclude that any party made a materially false statement in bad faith. 
 
O-4. Complaints alleging retaliation under this policy may be filed as set forth in section 
E. 
 

P. OTHER 
P-1. Amnesty.  The provisions of FSH 2310 shall apply to reports and formal complaints 
of sexual harassment under this policy, and shall be extended to all parties regardless of 
their status or affiliation with the University. 
 
P-2. All documents required under this policy shall be delivered either in person or by 
email to the person’s official University email account, if possible; otherwise the 
document shall be delivered by any means reasonably likely to reach the person.  If the 
document is sent by email to the person’s official University of Idaho email address, the 
document is deemed received upon delivery to the person’s email inbox. 
 
P-3. Any reference to a University official by title shall include any equivalent University 
official should that title no longer exist, and includes that official’s designee. 
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Idaho State Board of Education 
Proposal for Discontinuation 

 
 

Date of Proposal Submission:  

Institution Submitting Proposal: University of Idaho 

Name of College, School, or Division: College of Art and Architecture 

Name of Department(s) or Area(s):  Art and Design 

 
 
Program Identification for Proposed Discontinued Program: 

Title: MAT Art  

Degree/Certificate: Master of Art Teaching 

Method of Delivery: Online 

CIP code:  13.1302 

Proposed Discontinuation Date: Summer 2021 

 
Indicate whether this request is a discontinuation of either of the following: 
 

 Undergraduate Program  X Graduate Program 
     
 Undergraduate Certificate   Graduate Certificate 

 
 Administrative/Instructional Unit   Other 

 
 CTE Program (check all that apply) 
  Basic Technical Certificate 
  Intermediate Technical Certificate 
  Advanced Technical Certificate 
  Associate of Applied Science Degree 
   

               Oct. 15, 2020 
College Dean  (Institution) Date  State Administrator Date 

     

Graduate Dean (as applicable) Date  Academic Affairs Program Manager Date 

     

FVP/Chief Fiscal Officer (Institution) Date  Chief Financial Officer Date 

     

Provost/VP for Instruction (Institution) Date  Chief Academic Officer, OSBE Date 

Institutional Tracking No.   
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President Date  SBOE/Executive Director Approval Date 
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1. Provide rationale for the discontinuance.  
 
 The program was essentially closed and taught out in 2009. The discontinuance was 

initiated by the former Dean but was not approved by the Art + Design and College of Art 
and Architecture curriculum committees. The initial discontinuation proposal did not go to 
the UCC.  

 
 This year, the Art + Design and the college curriculum committees voted to formally 

discontinue the program. 
 
 
2. Teach-out Plans/Options for currently enrolled students.  
 

a. Describe teach-out plans for continuing students. Indicate the year and semester in which the 
last cohort of students was admitted and the final term the college will offer the program. 

 
 The program has been taught out. There are no students in the program. 
 
 

b. Is there an alternative program/major or field of study? If so, please describe. 
 
 The MFA in Studio Art and Design remains available to students.   
 
 

c. How will continuing students be advised of impending changes and consulted about options or 
alternatives for attaining their educational goals? 

 
 N/A 
 
 
3. Identify similar programs offered by other public colleges/universities (Not applicable to 

CTE programs).  
 

Similar Programs offered by other Idaho institutions and by institutions in nearby states 

Institution Name Degree name and 
Level 

Program Name and brief description if 
warranted 

Eastern Illinois 
Univ. 

MA Master of Arts in Art Education (online) 

Univ. of Florida MA Master of Arts in Art Education (online) 

Ohio State Univ. MA Master of Arts in Art Education (online) 

Univ. of Nebraska MA Ed Master of Arts in Art Education (online) 
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4. Using the chart below, provide enrollments and numbers of graduates for similar existing 
programs at your institution and other Idaho public institutions.  
 

 
 

5. Describe the impact the discontinuance will have on (a) other programs and (b) the mission of 
the institution.  

 
There will be no effect on the other programs or the mission of the institution. 
 

6. Describe the potential faculty and staff reductions or reassignments that would result from the 
discontinuance.  

 
There will be no effect on the faculty and staff as a result of discontinuance.  

 
7. Fiscal Impact. Using the budget template provided, identify amount, if any, which would become 

available for redirection as a result of discontinuance.  
 

There will be no financial effect on the program or institution as there are no resources 
currently dedicated to teaching and no students enrolled in the program. We have not 
marketed the program and have not recruited students.  

Existing Similar Programs: Historical enrollments and graduate numbers 

Institution and 
Program Name Headcount Enrollment in Program Number of Graduates From 

Program 

 FY_17-
18_ 

FY__18-
19 

FY_19-
20_ 

FY__20-
21 (most 
recent) 

FY_17-
18_ 

FY_18
-19_ 

FY_19-
20_ 

FY__20
-21 

(most 
recent) 

BSU         

ISU         

UI 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

LCSC         
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	J	:;<	K)6HL&C+&	;&29MN	84L05L&	/O6*/&	9&29	/61&(*)+	-'2*/	9&(8*)6L6+P	*)	QL88'R*)+S	QL8O*296(PS	')C	1*C&6+('5O*/	296(P9&LL*)+B	;O&	9&29	*2	'C8*)*29&(&C	*)	:;<	TUU	')C	VN==	WXY	H*9O9O&	(&24L92	/685'(&CS	'LL6H*)+	@'/4L9P	96	8&'24(&	R)6HL&C+&	')C	+(6H9O	*)	9O&2&	/6(&	'(&'2'/(622	9O&	/4((*/4L48BJ	:;<	G'5296)&	Z(6.&/9	F1'L4'06)B	394C&)9	/'5296)&	5(6.&/92	5(6C4/&C	*)	VN==	WXY	')C	WX['(&	'22&22&C	'))4'L	-P	8&C*'	5(6@&22*6)'L2	6492*C&	6@	9O&	\)*1&(2*9P	42*)+	(4-(*/2	+&'(&C96H'(C	L&'()*)+	649/68&2BJ	Z(6C4/06)	FL&/01&	%&'()*)+	N/01*0&2B	N	5(6.&/9	*)	&'/O	6@	9O&	5(6C4/06)	&L&/01&2	H*LL	-&'22&22&C	42*)+	'	4)*Q&C	(4-(*/	96	8'R&	'))4'L	/685'(*26)2	6@	294C&)9	L&'()*)+	*)	9O&*)9&(8&C*'9&	29'+&2	6@	9O&	/4((*/4L48B
]O'9	C*(&/9	')C	*)C*(&/9	8&'24(&2	H*LL	-&	42&C	96	'22&22	294C&)9	L&'()*)+̂
	;O&	R)6HL&C+&	9&29	')C	9O&	/'5296)&	5(6.&/92	'(&	'22&22&C	'))4'LLPB	N22&228&)92	6@5(6C4/06)	&L&/01&2	6//4(2	&1&(P	9&(8B]O&)	H*LL	'22&228&)9	'/01*0&2	6//4(	')C	'9	HO'9	@(&E4&)/P̂_̀abcd̀	ecfgdhdi	jàklmcn394C&)92	H*LL	-&	'-L&	96oJ	3O669	p	&C*9	5(6@&22*6)'L	E4'L*9P	1*C&6J	](*9&	/L&'(S	/6884)*/'01&	2/(*592	9O'9	'/O*&1&	*)9&)C&C	8&')*)+2	')C	&q&/92J	N55LP	/6)/&592	*)	1*24'L	/6884)*/'06)	-'2&C	6)	')	4)C&(29')C*)+	6@	/*)&8'0/	L')+4'+&	;O&	8*)6(	*)	:*L8	p	;&L&1*2*6)	Z(6C4/06)	5(61*C&2	@6/42&C	*)29(4/06)	*)	9&/O)*/'L	1*C&65(6C4/06)	')C	8&C*'	/6884)*/'06)B	;O&	8*)6(	-4*LC2	9&/O)*/'L	2R*LL2	*)	1*C&6+('5OP	')C8&C*'	5(6C4/06)S	24556(0)+	294C&)92	54(24*)+	'	1'(*&9P	6@	/'(&&(	9('/R2B	D'06)'L&	@6(	9O&	5(6562&C	/O')+&B	r)/L4C&	')	&s5L')'06)	6@	O6H	9O&	C&5'(98&)9	H*LL	8')'+&	9O&	'CC&CH6(RL6'CS	*@	')PB
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#$%&$'(�)*'+&,�-,./,01
2'3/415�)%+1'31

6+�7%$89%:;<�=>?�@ABCDE<�;F�@GDDCHGIGJ@KJJCLMM�@ABCDF<�;F�NMBOP<�QDKRKSTUS�VWHMX<�YSSMSSJMOTZ<�@GDDCHGIGJ�[MRCM\><�[M]CSTDBDUS�VWHM<̂�_@@?<�̀BHGITa�bMOBTM@ABCDcde�f2gcce�#$,0hi,+1j0�kl3,cme�n1'1,�opp$%q'4cre�s7))fopp$%q'4�#'1*ce�cdtdutmd�cmvwx�p(y%'+'�z0ph+%{'|},0ph+%{'~vopp$%q,i��%$�du�)*'h$me�cdtdutmd�cmvw��p(y%'+'�z0ph+%{'|},0ph+%{'~vopp$%q,i��%$�cr)/$$h3/4/()%((h�,,�)*'h$re�cdtdutmd�cmvw��p(y%'+'�z0ph+%{'|},0ph+%{'~vopp$%q,i��%$�cr�,'+we�cdtdutmd�cmvw��p(y%'+'�z0ph+%{'

QDK]DBJ�[MBH�RB�KO�QDK�KSBI�'1,�n/�(h�,iv�cdtdutmd�ccvc��'(�h,:h+&v�PEP���bJBII��GSCOMSS��BOB]MJMOTYHB�MJCH�@MD��HBTM�'01�'pp$%q,iv�cdtdutmd��vm��'(�'01�,ih1v�cctdwtmd�xvw��p()*'+&,0�p$%p%0,i��5v�y%'+'�z0ph+%{'�|�ddrud�dc~
This is a request for a NEW UG Certificate

Attach. #16
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#$%&'()�*$+, #$%&'()�-+$.'/012�345647 8456479:;<=>1?4<:@>=7A4�BCD4 @>=7A4�=0=<48;0�018D17475�7=84�E<4AF44G8=H1FG�1DI17G�48D>=J;JG�8;71FG0170475F=I17G�1F�JD40;=6;K=I17L

EH4JD;71K=LMNDDF1O4<�P1FQF1O1J5RJ�ST04U?�VWXYWXYW�ZMUU�=8/=F=�3=>:F17EJ=F=LM�NDDF1O4<�P1FNJJ4JJ8475[?�VWXYVXYW�[MU[�D8\4]400=�̂F1J5EFPF1J5LM�NDDF1O4<P1F�@:FF;0:6:8\4O;4_?̀�VVXWaXYW�UMaZ�D8N8C�b;7AJ517E=8Cc;7AJ517LMNDDF1O4<�P1F\4A;J5F=FRJ�ST04d?�VVXWZXYW�aMYV�D8\4]400=�̂F1J5EFPF1J5LM�NDDF1O4<P1F�e@@f;J51FCV?�S05�UG�YWYW�]Cg1=7=�hJD;71K=EH4JD;71K=LY?�S05�̀G�YWYW�]C�N8Cb;7AJ517E=8Cc;7AJ517L
�\4=0IO=I7A�=7�=0=<48;0�04FIi0=54�=7<�=<H:JI7A�5>4�F4j:;F48475Jk4J0F;DI17�1P�@>=7A4
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$%&'()*%�+(,(- ./'(010&'2&3(45--(1( 627*/(77�8�9%5/5)*%7:(;&03)(/3<./*3= 627*/(779>(%?,(�4&3&-51@(&0 ABACDABAAE0510&)�F*3-(G)&--�627*/(77�H&/&1()(/3�IJKLMNOJ�PMQRSJKTME0510&)�40('*37 CA4UE�45'( VAWBABC�D�627*/(77�$')*/*730&?5/�&/'H&/&1()(/3X�Y(/(0&-W

��

4200*%2-2)=Z[\�]̂_ M̀KLOab�cQbKaOdKReaf�KaL�gMehiM ]Z[\�]̂^ jaTQeLkJRea�Te�ZKaKbMNMaT ]lMiMJT�Tme�en�ToM�neiiemOabp qrst\�ûu raTQMhQMaMkQfoOheQ�rst\�ûv sMm�wMaTkQM�PQMKReaZ[\�û^ IJxkOQOab�[kNKa�PKhOTKiZ[\�ûq ZKaKbOab�\MmKQL�lyfTMNfZ[\�ûz {MhieyOab�KaL�{M|MiehOab�[kNKa�PKhOTKiZ[\�û} ZKaKbOab�cQbKaOdKRea�{MfOba�KaL�̀MKLOab�PoKabMfZ[\�uû ZKOaTKOaOab�rNhieyMM�KaL�̀K~eQ�\MiKReafc\�l�]_v seahQeST�cQbKaOdKReafF53&-��5207 CAPekQfMf�Te�TeTKi�̂��JQMLOTf�neQ�ToOf�PMQRSJKTM�45--(1(�0(;5037�3�&3�3�(0(�&0(�/5�/(��%200*%2-2)0(�2*0()(/37WF�(��72�)*�('�3�(��5--5�*/10(�2*0()(/37=�(;05;57(�35�%0(&3(�&�G)&--�627*/(77�H&/&1()(/3�%(0?�%&3(��*3��3�(��5--5�*/10(�2*0()(/37=H����CBH���CC4�557(�F���9-(%?,(���(0�=9�F���C�����9�F���CVH����CCH����C��H���C��H����C�H�����C�01G%*��BV{OfTKaJM�rLkJKRea�I|KOiK~OiOTy������������� �� ¡�¢¡£¤�¢¡�¡¥�¦��§�� ¡�̈©ª ��«�ª�¡�¬�ª¢©��§�©¤�ª®�¥�̄«¬°±�ª¥©�� ¡�²�¢� �¡¦��³����¦¦��¥��¥�³���¡́¡¦�ª¥©µ¥�¶¡¢¦�®¡¦�̄²·³³µ±�� ¡�µ¥�¶¡¢¦�����§�̈©ª ���¤¦��©¡��ª¢¡�� ¡� ¡¢�̧¹º��¢���¢¡��§�� ¡��¤¢¢��¤�ª¢�¢¡£¤�¢¡�¡¥�¦��§�ª��¢�́¢ª�� �� ��ª��»¡������¡�¡©�¶�ª�©�¦�ª¥�¡�¡©¤�ª®�¥¼4&/�VB½�50�)50(�5��3�(�%200*%2-&0�0(�2*0()(/37�5��3�*7�;0510&)��(�%5);-(3('�,*&�'*73&/%(�('2%&?5/¾
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#$%�#$%&'$()*+�,-$�.$/.012-3415�10$16%7�,-3%�20/.018�41(�9$�4/825$,$'�3(:� ;/%4/<=1>$�5$10(3(./?,4/8$%4-1(.$'@ ABCD�EFGB�HIJK�LMN�O$10(3(.�P9Q$4)>$%
&*�#$%R�41(�STTU�/*�,-$�4?0034?510�0$V?30$8$(,%�/*�,-3%�20/.018�9$�4/825$,$'�>31�'3%,1(4$�$'?41)/(@WXYZ[�\]̂_̀ab�cdXbdef_�Ydea_̂̀Xâab�gdXf�hZ__�Yiea�jkl�Xg�̂Y_�mndd̂mnhed�dZon̂dZfZaY_�YX�jkl�Xd�fXdZ�Xg�̂Y_�dZon̂dZfZaY_�pẐabeqêhephZ�q̂e�r̂_YeamZ�ZrnmèXa�̂_�mXa_̂rZdZr�e�sdXnc�t�mieabZ�ear�fn_Y�mXfchZYZ�YiZ�cdXbdef�cdXcX_eh�gXdfuXdv�pZgXdZ�YiZ_ZmieabZ_�ûhh�pZ�cdXmZ__ZrwxBFyGJzI{|J}�~GBJ�~�J{}J�{}{H��H��BKH��BJGK{Ky���H|FEBC�KHGBzGBKB�GCI{z��EzIJC{C��IB�CH��BKH��{}}��B�J�}B�HF�B�J}�JHB�HIB��BKB�HC�JK��|FCHC�F��CHJG�Ky�J�KB����C{KBCC��IB�CH��BKH��{}}��B�EFGB�CHGJHBy{|�{K�HIB{G�BKHGBzGBKB�G{J}�HI{K�{Ky��IB�CH��BKH��{}}��B�B}Fz�J�CHGFKy��K�BGCHJK�{Ky�F����C{KBCC�EF�B}C�JK��IF��HF�z{H|I�J�KB����C{KBCC�{�BJ��IB�CH��BKH��{}}��B�J�}B�HF�JKJ}��B���C{KBCCD�{K��CHG�D�JK��B|FKFE{|�{K�FGEJ�FK�JK���JHJD�JK���B�J�}B�HF�yJ�yB{HC�GB}B�JK|B�HF��BJC{�{}{H����EJKJyBG{J}��B|{C{FK�EJ�{Ky�{K�JK�BKHGBzGBKB�G{J}�BK�{GFKEBKH�JKJyBEBKH��EzIJC{C��IB�CH��BKH��{}}��B�B}Fz�J�CHGFKy��K�BGCHJK�{Ky�F��HIB�zG{K|{z}BC�HIJH�y�{�B�B�B|��B�z}JKK{KyD�FGyJK{�{KyD}BJ�BGCI{zD�JK��|FKHGF}�{K�CEJ}}�FGyJK{�J�FKCD�}JGyB���C{KBCCBCD��JE{}����C{KBCCBC�JK��CHJGH��zC��IB�CH��BKH��{}}��K�BGCHJK��HIB�zG{K|{z}BC�JK��zGJ|�|BC�HIJH�IB}z�J�|FEzJK��J�GJ|H�JK��J|��{GB�HJ}BKHB��JK�EF��JHB��I�EJK�|Jz{HJ}��IB�CH��BKH��{}}��B�B}Fz�J�CHGFKy��K�BGCHJK�{Ky�F��I�EJK�GBCF�G|B�z}JKK{KyD�{K|}��{Ky�C�||BCC{FK�z}JKK{Ky�JK�zGJ|�|BC�KBB�B��HF�J��GBCC�HBEzFGJG��yJzC�{K�HJ}BKH��IB�CH��BKH��{}}��K�BGCHJK��HIB�{KHBGz}J���BH�BBK���C{KBCC�KBB�C�JK��HIB�HGJ{K{Ky�JK���B�B}FzEBKH�F�BEz}F�BBC��IB�CH��BKH��{}}�J|��{GB�HIB�J�{}{H��HF��BC{yKD�B�B|�HBD�JK��B�J}�JHB�B�B|��B�HGJ{K{Ky�JK��}BJ�BGCI{z�B�B}FzEBKH�zGFyGJEC��IB�CH��BKH��{}}��B�J�}B�HF�{�BK����JK��CF}�B�FGyJK{�J�FKJ}��BC{yK�zGF�}BEC�HJ�{Ky�HIB���C{KBCC�{�BJ�JK��{�BGBKH�CHJ�BIF}�BG�{KHBGBCHC�JC�J�zF{KH�F���BzJGH�GB��IB�CH��BKH��{}}��B�J�}B�HF�JKJ}��B�{CC�BC�GB}JHB��HF�FGyJK{�J�FKJ}��BC{yK�JK��{�BK����zFHBK�J}�zGF|BCCBC�F�FGyJK{�J�FKJ}��BC{yK�|IJKyB�
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$%&�'()*&+(�,-..�)+*&/'(0+*�(%&�-123/(0+4&�35�'(/0(&6-4�%)10+�/&'3)/4&�10+06&1&+(�0+*�%3,�-(�43+(/-7)(&'�(3&+%0+4-+6�3/60+-8093+0.�&:&49;&+&''<=>>�?@AB>��$3�0**/&''�(%&�C+(/&2/&+&)/'%-2DE/-&+(&*�F&0/+-+6�E7G&49;&'�&04%�C+(/&2/&+&)/'%-2�43)/'&H-<&<I�J)'�KLK�0+*�KLMN�-+;3.;&'�0�4).1-+09+6�2/3G&4(�-+4.)*-+6�0�,/-O&+�0+�3/0.�2/&'&+(093+35�0�7)'-+&''�2.0+�H-<&<I�-+�J)'�KLKN�0+*�0+�&.&;0(3/�2-(4%�2/&'&+(093+�H-+�J)'�KLMN<�C;0.)093+35�(%&'&�2/3G&4('�-'�*3+&�7P�(%&�Q-/&4(3/�35�R*0%3�C+(/&2/&+&)/'�0+*�7P�&S(&/+0.�2-(4%�0+*7)'-+&''�2.0+�4312&993+�G)*6&'<�T-(%�/&'2&4(�(3�(%&�10+06&1&+(D3/-&+(&*�.&0/+-+6�37G&49;&'I�0''&''1&+(�-'�2&/53/1-+6�-+(%&�53..3,-+6�43)/'&'U�VWX�YLZ�0+*�YLL�D�E7G&49;&�LU�V).92.&�4%3-4&�0+*�'%3/(D0+',&/�&''0P�&S01�[)&'93+'<�VWX�KLL�D�E7G&49;&'�\�]�YU�E+&�'-6+-̂40+(I�4.0-1D&;-*&+4&D,0//0+(�&''0P�[)&'93+�3+�&04%&S01�0+*�LM�022.-&*�%31&,3/_�0''-6+1&+('<�VWX�KL̀D�E7G&49;&�\�]�aU�b).1-+09+6-+*-;-*)0.�0+*�(&01�2/3G&4('�H3+&�&04%N<�VWX�KLc�D�E7G&49;&'�K�]�MU�T&&_.P�022.-&*�%31&,3/_�0''-6+1&+('�0+*�0�4).1-+09+6�(&012/3G&4(<�VWX�KLa�E7G&49;&'�̀I�c�]�aU�b).1-+09+6�-+*-;-*)0.�0+*�(&01�2/3G&4('�H3+&�&04%N<�W3,�,-..�P3)�&+')/&�(%0(�(%&�0''&''1&+(�̂+*-+6'�,-..�7&�)'&*�(3�-12/3;&�(%&�2/36/01d$%&�bJC�0+*�&04%�0/&0�,-(%-+�(%&�bJC�43+*)4(�0++)0.�/&;-&,'�(3�0''&''�3)/�2/36/01'<e-+*-+6'�5/31�(%&'&�0''&''1&+('�0/&�)'&*�(3�13*-5P�43)/'&'I�0**f*/32�43)/'&'�0+*�13*-5P(&04%-+6�0+*�.&0/+-+6�2/0494&'�0+*�0''&''1&+(�2/34&''&'<�$%&�0/&0�,-..�4312-.&�/&').('�5/31&04%�43)/'&�(3�(/04_�'()*&+(�.&0/+-+g�(%/3)g%3)(�(%&�;&0/�0+*�10_&�0*G)'(1&+('�0'+&&*&*<�T%0(�*-/&4(�0+*�-+*-/&4(�1&0')/&'�,-..�7&�)'&*�(3�0''&''�'()*&+(�.&0/+-+6d�Q-/&4(�1&0')/&'U�b).1-+09+6�2/3G&4('�0+*�43)/'&�&S01'I�&S2&/-&+90.D.&0/+-+6D3/-&+(&*%31&,3/_�0''-6+1&+('I�2&&/�&;0.)093+'�0+*�37'&/;-+6�'()*&+(�7&%0;-3/'�*)/-+6�1&+(3/-+6'&''-3+'<�

hijj?klm>�nAo�pn>�q>?krlrs�AiptAj>=�olqq�@>�?==>==>u�vAk�pn>�wkAwA=>u�tikkltiqijx

�y>�wkAwA=>�pA�tk>?p>�?�hj?qq�zi=lr>==�{?r?s>j>rp�t>k|}t?p>�olpn�pn>�vAqqAolrsk>~ilk>j>rp=��{�������{��������nAA=>��y���q>t|B>����tk������������������������
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		NGPCJOYzIQ	IZ	LDBQWG
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Idaho State Board of Education Proposal for Discontinuation 

 
 

Date of Proposal Submission: 10-07-2020 

Institution Submitting Proposal: University of Idaho 

Name of College, School, or Division: College of Science 

Name of Department(s) or Area(s):  Department of Biological Sciences 

 
 
Program Identification for Proposed Discontinued Program: 
Title: Molecular Biology and Biotechnology 

Degree/Certificate: Bachelor of Science in Molecular Biology and Biotechnology 

Method of Delivery: Traditional delivery 

CIP code:  260210 

Proposed Discontinuation Date: Summer 2021 

 
Indicate whether this request is a discontinuation of either of the following: 
 

X Undergraduate Program   Graduate Program 
     
 Undergraduate Certificate   Graduate Certificate 

 
 Administrative/Instructional Unit   Other 

 
 CTE Program (check all that apply) 
  Basic Technical Certificate 
  Intermediate Technical Certificate 
  Advanced Technical Certificate 
  Associate of Applied Science Degree 
   

 
College Dean  (Institution) Date  State Administrator Date 

 

 

Oct 07 2020    

Graduate Dean (as applicable) Date  Academic Affairs Program Manager Date 
     

FVP/Chief Fiscal Officer (Institution) Date  Chief Financial Officer Date 
     

Provost/VP for Instruction (Institution) Date  Chief Academic Officer, OSBE Date 
     

President Date  SBOE/Executive Director Approval Date 

Institutional Tracking No.   
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1. Provide rationale for the discontinuance.  
 
This is an effort to streamline the undergraduate degree offerings in Biological Sciences. This 

degree had significant overlap with the Microbiology and Biochemistry degrees that will still 
be offered.  

 
 
 
 
2. Teach-out Plans/Options for currently enrolled students.  
 

a. Describe teach-out plans for continuing students. Indicate the year and semester in which the last 
cohort of students was admitted and the final term the college will offer the program. 

 
 All courses needed for the degree are still offered as electives in other degrees. However, we will 

employ a four year teach-out to phase out the degree.  
 
 
 

b. Is there an alternative program/major or field of study? If so, please describe. 
  
 The department retains majors in Biology, Microbiology, Biochemistry, and Medical Science. These 

degrees offer sufficient choice to students interested in the biological sciences.  
 
 

c. How will continuing students be advised of impending changes and consulted about options or 
alternatives for attaining their educational goals? 

 
Department advisors will work with current students to complete their degrees or students may 
opt to switch to one of the other majors.  

 
 
3. Identify similar programs offered by other public colleges/universities (Not applicable to 

CTE programs).  
 

Similar Programs offered by other Idaho institutions and by institutions in nearby states 

Institution Name Degree name and 
Level 

Program Name and brief description if 
warranted 

Boise State Univ.  Bachelor of Science 
in Biology 

Cellular, Molecular, and Biomedical Emphasis 

BYU-Idaho Bachelor of Science 
in Biology 

Biotechnology Emphasis 

University of 
Montana 

Bachelor of Science Cellular and Molecular Biology 
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Eastern 
Washington 
University 

Bachelor of Science 
in Biology 

Biotechnology Option 

 
4. Using the chart below, provide enrollments and numbers of graduates for similar existing 

programs at your institution and other Idaho public institutions.  
 

 
 

5. Describe the impact the discontinuance will have on (a) other programs and (b) the mission of the 
institution.  

  
 No significant impact. The small number of students in this major will be easily absorbed by  
 the related majors. Offerings in biological sciences remain strong at the university.  
 

 
6. Describe the potential faculty and staff reductions or reassignments that would result from the 

discontinuance.  
 
 No anticipated reductions. Courses used by this major are also used by students in the other  
 related majors, so teaching needs will not be impacted. Advising will be somewhat  
 streamlined.  
 

7. Fiscal Impact. Using the budget template provided, identify amount, if any, which would become 
available for redirection as a result of discontinuance.  

Existing Similar Programs: Historical enrollments and graduate numbers 

Institution and 
Program Name Headcount Enrollment in Program Number of Graduates From 

Program 

 FY16_ FY17_ FY18_ FY19_ 
(most 
recent) 

FY16
_ 

FY17 FY18 FY19 
(most 
recent) 

BSU         

ISU         

UI 37 30 29 29 11 11 4 12 

LCSC         

  



●
●
●
● Amounts should reconcile subsequent pages where budget explanations are provided.
● If the program is contract related, explain the fiscal sources and the year-to-year commitment from the contracting agency(ies) or party(ies). 
● Provide an explanation of the fiscal impact of any proposed discontinuance to include impacts to faculty (i.e., salary savings, re-assignments).

FTE Headcount FTE Headcount FTE Headcount FTE Headcount

Total Enrollment 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

On-going One-time On-going One-time On-going One-time On-going One-time

1. New Appropriated Funding Request

2. Institution Funds

3. Federal

4. New Tuition Revenues from
    Increased Enrollments

5. Student Fees

6. Other (i.e., Gifts)

Total Revenue $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Ongoing is defined as ongoing operating budget for the program which will become part of the base.
One-time is defined as one-time funding in a fiscal year and not part of the base.

FYFY FY FY

I. PLANNED STUDENT ENROLLMENT

Program Resource Requirements. 

II. REVENUE

FY FY FY

A.  New enrollments

B.  Shifting enrollments

FY

Indicate all resources needed including the planned FTE enrollment, projected revenues, and estimated expenditures for the first four fiscal years of 
Include reallocation of existing personnel and resources and anticipated or requested new resources.
Second and third year estimates should be in constant dollars.
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On-going One-time On-going One-time On-going One-time On-going One-time

2. Faculty

9. Other:

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

FYFY FY
III. EXPENDITURES

FY

3. Adjunct Faculty

4. Graduate/Undergrad Assistants

5. Research Personnel

6. Directors/Administrators

7. Administrative Support Personnel

8. Fringe Benefits

Total Personnel 
and Costs

1. FTE

A. Personnel Costs

Draft-November 6, 2015
Page 2



On-going One-time On-going One-time On-going One-time On-going One-time

8. Miscellaneous

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

On-going One-time On-going One-time On-going One-time On-going One-time

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

FY

FY

FY

B. Operating Expenditures

FY FY

6. Rentals

7. Materials & Goods for

   Manufacture & Resale

1. Travel

FYFY FY

5. Materials and Supplies

2. Professional Services

3. Other Services

4. Communications

Total Operating Expenditures

Total Capital Outlay

C. Capital Outlay

1. Library Resources

2. Equipment

Draft-November 6, 2015
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Utilites

Maintenance & Repairs

Other

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Net Income (Deficit) $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Budget Notes (specify row and add explanation where needed; e.g., "I.A.,B. FTE is calculated using…"): 
There are no reductions in staff/resources impacted by this discontinuance. The courses needed for this major are used as required courses/

FY FY FY FY

TOTAL EXPENDITURES:

E. Other Costs

D. Capital Facilities 
Construction or Major 
Renovation

Total Other Costs

Draft-November 6, 2015
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Faculty Staff Handbook (FSH) 
 Addition  Revision* X Deletion*  Emergency  Minor Amendment  
Chapter & Title: FSH 1120 ORIGINS AND GROWTH OF THE UNIVERSITY OF IDAHO 
  
Administrative Procedures Manual (APM) 
 Addition  Revision*  Deletion*  Emergency x Minor Amendment  
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deletion to the Faculty Staff Handbook or the Administrative Procedures Manual. 
  

FSH 1120 is not policy, but rather a historical description of the University. The material will continue to 
be available in the UI Library special collection “Campus History,” available online at 
https://www.lib.uidaho.edu/special-collections/. 

 
 
2. Fiscal Impact: What fiscal impact, if any, will this addition, revision, or deletion have? 
  
 None. 
  
 
3. Related Policies/Procedures: Describe other UI policies or procedures related or similar to this proposed 

change, or that will be impacted by it.  
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4. Effective Date:  This policy shall be effective on July 1, or January 1, whichever arrives first after 

final approval (see FSH 1460 D) unless otherwise specified in the policy. 
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1120 
 

ORIGINS AND GROWTH OF 
THE UNIVERSITY OF IDAHO 

 
PREAMBLE: This section sketches a very brief history of the University of Idaho. Fuller information can be found in 
Statutes and Decisions Relating to the University of Idaho by Harrison Dale, former president of the university (Boise, 
1944) [see the Appendix], Beacon for Mountain and Plain: Story of the University of Idaho by Rafe Gibbs (Moscow, 
University of Idaho Press, 1962), This Crested Hill: An Illustrated History of the University of Idaho by Keith C. 
Peterson (Moscow, University of Idaho Press, 1987). This section was written by the Faculty Secretary’s Office for the 
1979 edition of the Handbook and has been updated so as to maintain currency of information from time to time since. 
Unless otherwise noted, the text is as of July 1996. [ed./rev. 7-98] 
 
 
CONTENTS: 
 
A. Origins 
B. The University Today 
 
A. ORIGINS. [See also Appendix I.] 
 

A-1. Recognizing that education was vital to the development of Idaho, the legislature set as a major objective the 
establishment of an institution that would offer to all the people of the territory, on equal terms, higher education that 
would excel not only in the arts, letters, and sciences, but also in the agricultural and mechanic arts. The federal 
government’s extensive land grants, particularly under the Morrill Act of 1862, provided substantial assistance in 
this undertaking. Subsequent federal legislation provided further for the teaching function of the institution and for 
programs of research and extension. In all, approximately 240,000 acres were allocated to the support of Idaho’s 
land-grant institution. 

 
A-2. After selecting Moscow as the site for the new university, in part because Moscow was located in the “center of 
one of the richest and most populous agricultural sections in the entire Northwest” and the surrounding area was not 
subject to the “vicissitudes of booms, excitement, or speculation,” the University of Idaho was founded January 30, 
1889, by an act of the 15th and last territorial legislature. That act, commonly known as the university’s charter, 
became a part of Idaho’s organic law by virtue of its confirmation under article IX, section 10, of the state 
constitution when Idaho was admitted to the union. As the constitution of 1890 provides, “The location of the 
University of Idaho, as established by existing laws, is hereby confirmed. All the rights, immunities, franchises, and 
endowments heretofore granted thereto by the territory of Idaho are hereby perpetuated unto the said university. The 
regents shall have the general supervision of the university and the control and direction of all the funds of, and 
appropriations to, the university, under such regulations as may be prescribed by law.” Under these provisions, the 
University of Idaho was given status as a constitutional entity. Though the university is to be governed under 
regulations as may be prescribed by law, the regents were specifically given control of the funds and conditions of 
employment. Thus, the Board of Regents (designated in the territorial act as a body corporate and named “The 
Regents of the University of Idaho”) has wide-ranging authority not inherent in the governing board of the other 
institutions in Idaho’s state system of higher education. 

 
A-3. The regents were also empowered to appoint the university president to administer the institution and serve as 
president of the university faculty and of the constituent and associated faculties. As provided in the territorial act, 
the president is the “executive head of the instructional force” and gives “general direction to the instruction and 
scientific investigation of the university.” The act also entrusted the immediate government of the University of 
Idaho to the faculty. The tradition that the faculty, the president, and the regents are jointly responsible for governing 
this university has continued to the present. 
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A-4. James H. Forney was named acting president from 1881-1892 and Franklin B. Gault became the first president, 
welcoming about 30 students and one other professor when the university officially opened its doors, October 3, 
1892. Most of the students who entered in 1892 were at the preparatory level; thus, the first graduating class in 1896 
numbered only four (two men and two women). The following year the first master’s degree was awarded, and the 
next year saw the appointment of a new president, Joseph P. Blanton, who served until 1900. Since then, UI has had 
the following presidents: James A. MacLean (1900-1913), Melvin A. Brannon (1914-1917), Ernest H. Lindley 
(1917-1920), Alfred H. Upham (1920-1928), Frederick J. Kelly (1928-1930), Mervin G. Neale (1930-1937), 
Harrison C. Dale (1937-1946), Jesse E. Buchanan (1946-1954), Donald R. Theophilus (1954-1965), Ernest W. 
Hartung (1965-1977), Richard D. Gibb (1977-1989), Elisabeth A. Zinser (1989-1995), Thomas O. Bell, Interim 
President (1995-1996), and Robert A. Hoover, (1996-2003), Gary G. Michael, Interim President (2003-2004), 
Timothy P. White, (2004-2008) Steve Daley-Laursen, Interim President (2008-2009), M. Duane Nellis (2009-2013) 
and Donald L. Burnett Jr., Interim President (2013-2014), Charles (Chuck) A. Staben (2014-present). [rev. 7-06, rev. 
8-13, 3-14] 

 
A-5. The university catalog for 1893 states that the “college or department of arts,” “the college or department of 
letters,” and “the college or department of agriculture” offered five “collegiate courses”: “the classical; the scientific; 
the mechanic arts and civil engineering; the agriculture; the English.” The College of Letters and Science was 
formally established in 1900. Colleges established later, though not necessarily under their current names, are: 
Agriculture (1901), Engineering (1907), Law (1909), Mines and Earth Resources (1917), Forestry, Wildlife and 
Range Sciences (1917), Education (1920), Business and Economics (1925), and Art and Architecture (1981). 
Graduate work has been under the supervision of the College of Graduate Studies since it was created in 1925. The 
Lionel Hampton School of Music (1969) and the School of Communication (1972) function within the College of 
Letters and Science, and the Margaret Ritchie School of Family and Consumer Sciences (1974) functions within the 
College of Agriculture. At UI, schools are not independent academic units. 

 
B. THE UNIVERSITY TODAY. 
 

B-1. The University of Idaho serves as the flagship research and land-grant institution of the state, is a Carnegie 
Doctoral/Research-Extensive institution, is a principal center for professional education, and is the state’s preeminent 
center for comprehensive and research-oriented graduate programs. [ed. 7-06] 

 
B-2. UI is a member of the National Association of State Universities and Land-Grant Colleges. It is accredited by 
the Northwest Commission on Colleges and Universities and accredited or approved for specific programs by the 
Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology, American Bar Association, American Chemical Society, 
American Dietetics Association, American Society of Landscape Architects, Association of American Law Schools, 
Council for the Accreditation of Counseling and Related Educational Programs, National Architectural Accrediting 
Board, National Association of Schools of Art and Design, National Association of School Psychologists, National 
Association of Schools of Music, National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education, and Society of American 
Foresters. [ed. 7-06] 

 
B-3. As noted in A-1, substantial federal land grants were made available during the territorial days and allocated to 
the university; the income from these properties still contributes to its support. Nevertheless, the institution’s main 
support is from annual legislative appropriations and, primarily for auxiliary services, from student fees. The 
university also receives gifts, grants, and endowments for scholarships, teaching, research, and development from 
many sources, both public and private, in part through the UI Foundation and the Idaho Research Foundation. 

 
B-4. Since its small beginning, the student body has grown to over 13,000 undergraduate, graduate and professional 
students and is made up largely of full-time students who live on campus or within easy commuting distance. 
Though most of the students come from Idaho, every state in the union and approximately 85 foreign countries are 
represented. There are more than 750 full-time faculty members in teaching, research, and service and approximately 
1500 staff and professional personnel. In addition, the university operates instructional/outreach- and research 
centers and stations around the state, offers a wide variety of high-school and college courses by correspondence, 
conducts general extension services and continuing-education programs in many localities, and participates in 
numerous interinstitutional programs. The main campus alone now covers over 300 acres and is the site of more than 
50 major buildings. Other university lands, including the nearby university farms and experimental forest, exceed 
8,000 acres. [ed. 7-06] 
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B-5. Following deliberations and recommendations from the specially appointed University Vision and Resources 
Task Force (summer 2004) and subsequent open commentary period, the sixteenth president of the University, 
Timothy P. White, developed the Plan for Renewal of People, Programs and Place (February 2005). The Plan is 
crafted around our identity as a student-centered, research-extensive and engaged learning community. The plan may 
be viewed on the web at: http://www.president.uidaho.edu/documents/Strategic%20Directions2-11-
05.pdf&pid’78760&doc’1 [rev. 7-05, 7-06] 
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Faculty Staff Handbook (FSH) 
 Addition  Revision* X Deletion*  Emergency  Minor Amendment  
Policy Number & Title: FSH 1140 MISSION AND SCOPE OF HIGHER EDUCATION IN IDAHO 
 
Administrative Procedures Manual (APM) 
 Addition  Revision*  Deletion*  Emergency  Minor Amendment  
Policy Number & Title:  

 
*Note: If revision or deletion, request original document from ui-policy@uidaho.edu. All changes must be made using “track 
changes.”  
 
Originator: Diane Whitney, University Policy and Compliance Coordinator  
                                                           
Policy Sponsor, if different from Originator:  
 
Reviewed by General Counsel X Yes ___No  Name & Date:  Kent Nelson 5/15/20 
 
1. Policy/Procedure Statement: Briefly explain the reason for the proposed addition, revision, 

and/or deletion. 
  

FSH 1140 is purely duplicative of SBOE policy. Its subject matter lies squarely within the purview of the 
SBOE and is in fact pre-empted by SBOE policy.  
 

2. Fiscal Impact: What fiscal impact, if any, will this addition, revision, or deletion have? 
  
 None. 
 
3. Related Policies/Procedures: Describe other UI policies or procedures related or similar to this 

proposed change, or that will be impacted by it.  
 
 Cross-referenced in preamble to FSH 1320. 
 
4. Effective Date:  This policy shall be effective on July 1, or January 1, whichever arrives first 

after final approval (see FSH 1460 D) unless otherwise specified in the policy. 
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MISSION AND SCOPE OF PUBLIC HIGHER EDUCATION IN IDAHO 
 
PREAMBLE: The following statement of the mission and scope of public postsecondary education in Idaho was adopted 
on March 3, 1983, by the State Board of Education and Board of Regents of the University of Idaho. A section of the 
statement, dealing with the mission and scope of post secondary vocational-technical education, is not reproduced here. 
See also 1240, 1320, and 1340. [ed. 7-97] 
 
CONTENTS: 
 
A. Introduction 
B. The Roles of Postsecondary Education 
C. Principles Governing Instructional Programs 
 
A. INTRODUCTION. 
 

A-1. The state of Idaho has the responsibility to provide educational opportunities for its citizens. To this end the 
state supports a system of postsecondary education, governed by the State Board of Education, made up of its 
postsecondary schools, colleges, and universities. The institutions’ programs include a wide range of postsecondary 
offerings. Thus the system, through its institutions, is capable of awarding certificates and degrees at the associate, 
baccalaureate, master’s, and doctoral levels. 

 
A-2. Institutional role and mission statements [see 1240], together with this description of the system’s mission and 
scope, form the basic planning document to guide future decisions about public postsecondary education in Idaho. 
This planning document will allow the board to encourage diversity among the state’s institutions by two different 
means: (a) by authorizing programs that are compatible with the institutions’ role and mission statements and with 
that of the system of postsecondary education and (b) by supporting the different emphases and specialized programs 
on the several campuses. 

 
A-3. The scope and mission of postsecondary education will inevitably change. Therefore, the principles stated in 
this document must be reviewed and either reaffirmed or revised on a regular basis. 
 

B. THE ROLES OF POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION. The mission and scope of public postsecondary education 
in Idaho must reflect the state’s economy, geography, demography, and culture. The relevance of these must be stated in 
order to articulate the system’s general aims and the principles for achieving them. 
 

B-1. If Idaho is to develop and sustain a strong economic, cultural, and technological base, and if its citizens are to 
be equipped to lead satisfying and responsible lives, its educational institutions must provide quality instruction in 
the liberal arts, technology, professional careers, and basic and applied sciences. 

 
B-2. The needs of Idaho are changing, and the educational institutions must be capable of changing to meet new 
needs. 

 
B-3. Idaho, because of its widely dispersed population, cannot realistically provide complete geographic "equality" 
of access to all educational programs in all regions of the state. 

 
B-4. The long distances within the state, its diversified topography, and the locations of its existing institutions 
require that each one provide access to general education programs. 

 
B-5. While granting that all institutions have regional missions, and that all, therefore, will provide essential courses 
for regional clienteles, a number of programs offered by the institutions must serve a primarily statewide mission. 
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B-6. The discovery of new knowledge through research is an essential component in developing quality instruction. 
The knowledge gained through research also forms the cornerstone of many of the public services that the 
educational institutions provide the state’s citizens. 

 
B-7. Public service is an important responsibility of the institutions. 

 
C. PRINCIPLES GOVERNING INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS. The principles to guide policy-making for 
instructional programs may conveniently be sorted into three classes: [C-1] those governing existing programs, [C-2] 
those governing new programs, and [C-3] those governing review of existing programs. The principles governing 
existing programs may usefully be further divided into two subclasses: [C-1-a] principles relevant to the programs that 
must be made available in all regions of the state, and [C-1-b] principles relevant to programs offered by single 
institutions. 
 

C-1. Principles Governing Existing Instructional Programs. 
 

a. Programs Made Available in All Regions of the State. 
 

(1) Recognizing our citizens’ needs for an understanding of human institutions and values, for an appreciation of 
their physical world and the things in it, and for basic skills in communication, mathematical calculations, and 
problem-solving, access to a broad core of studies in the liberal arts and sciences must be provided in all of the 
state’s institutions. Such studies are fundamental to all academic programs. 

 
(2) Certain professional and specialized programs widely needed by citizens and industries throughout the state 
(e.g., programs in education and business) may be made available in each region by the appropriate colleges and 
universities as consistent with their roles and missions. [ed. 7-00] 

 
(3) Duplication of certain programs is not only permissible, but is essential to the overall mission of 
postsecondary education. 

 
(4) Given the limitations of resources available to postsecondary education, institutions are encouraged to take 
maximum advantage of articulation, consortia, or other cooperative arrangements with other postsecondary 
institutions to deliver their educational services. 

 
b. Programs Not Uniformly Available at Institutions. 

 
(1) Programs of statewide significance (hereafter designated "statewide programs") shall be assigned as the 
responsibility of an appropriate institution. (a) Such programs shall be delivered by institutions capable of 
providing them at a high level of quality. (b) The offering of such programs carries with it the responsibility for 
meeting statewide rather than just regional needs. Institutions offering them must have adequate resources, and 
must be prepared through their budgetary processes to meet needs outside their regions by any of a variety of 
delivery methods. (c) Duplication of statewide programs can rarely be considered as justifiable. 

 
(2) The Board recognizes the need to provide a number of programs--usually technical or vocational in their 
aims--to meet the specific industrial or economic activities of a given region. (a) Such programs are usually 
offered by a SINGLE regional institution. (b) Because such programs are highly subject to changing economic 
and industrial needs, they may be created, altered, or eliminated on a very brief timetable. 
 

C-2. Principles Governing the Establishment of New Programs. 
 

a. The development of new programs will be initiated when there is a clear need for them. 
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b. The need for new programs will be assessed by the Academic Affairs Council. New program areas, once 
identified, will be assigned by the board to the appropriate institution for the purposes of planning. 
 
c. The board shall establish incentives to encourage the internal reallocation of resources as the primary method 
for funding new programs. 

 
d. Student exchange programs, resource sharing, and tuition reciprocity are encouraged as means for providing 
access to essential programs not available in the state. 

 
C-3. Principles Governing the Review of Existing Programs. Over future years, the roles and missions of 
institutions will change. Because the demand and funding for programs fluctuates, and the need for them may 
change radically over time, the board requires that all programs be subject to systematic review. 
 

a. The number of people served by postsecondary education will be determined by the level of funding. 
 

b. Institutions will be encouraged to shift resources internally to meet changing needs whenever possible. 
 

c. The board and its institutions shall strictly scrutinize all programs for continuing need and current levels of 
effectiveness, especially high-cost programs. 

 
d. The board and its institutions will consider alternative ways of supplementing funding for high-cost, low-
enrollment programs. 
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INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER EDUCATION IN IDAHO 
 

PREAMBLE: This section enumerates and briefly describes the various institutions of higher education found in the 
state of Idaho, both public and private ones. It was first introduced to the Handbook in December of 1980 and has been 

revised from time to time since so as to maintain currency of information. 
 

CONTENTS: 
 

A. State System of Higher Education 
B. Private Institutions 

 
A. STATE SYSTEM OF HIGHER EDUCATION. The major components of the state system of higher education in 

Idaho include the State Board of Education and Board of Regents of the University of Idaho (a single body) and the 
public institutions of higher education. A basic objective is to provide a coordinated system in which the individuality 
of each institution is maintained, the students are afforded an education of high quality, and the Idaho taxpayers are 

assured of maximum efficiency and economy. 
 

 A-1. STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION AND BOARD OF REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF 
IDAHO. The board is responsible, in varying degrees, for the following institutions and agencies in Idaho: the state 

institutions of higher education, the public-school system, the community colleges, the State Department of Education, 
the Divisions of Vocational Education and Vocational Rehabilitation, the State School for the Deaf and the Blind, the 
Eastern Idaho Vocational-Technical School, the State Library, the State Historical Society, and the Idaho Educational 

Public Broadcasting System. [See also 1120 A-2 and 1520 I-1.] The staff in the Office of the State Board of Education, 
located at Boise, assists the board in all matters pertaining to its constitutional and statutory responsibilities. 

 
 A-2. UNIVERSITY OF IDAHO. UI’s history is outlined in 1120, its role and mission in 1240 B, and its 

particular functions and objectives in 1320. [ed. 7-97]  
 

 A-3. LEWIS-CLARK STATE COLLEGE. LCSC was established as Lewiston State Normal School in 
1893. In 1947 the name was changed to North Idaho College of Education and changed again in 1955 to Lewis-Clark 
Normal School. The legislature restored its four-year status in 1965 and gave the college its present name in 1971. For 

the statement of LCSC’s role and mission, see 1240 B-2 e. [ed. 7-97, 12-13] 
 

 A-4. IDAHO STATE UNIVERSITY. Located in Pocatello, ISU was established as the Academy of Idaho in 
1901, renamed the Idaho Technical Institute in 1915, reorganized as UI’s Southern Branch in 1927, designated as Idaho 
State College in 1947, and granted university status in 1963. For the statement of ISU’s role and mission, see 1240 B-4. 

[ed. 7-97, 12-13] 
 

 A-5. BOISE STATE UNIVERSITY. Founded in 1932, BSU began as a church-related junior college. After 
the church ties were severed in 1939, it was financed through taxation by a junior-college district. After becoming a 

four-year institution in 1965, Boise College entered the state system in 1969 as a comprehensive state college. 
University status was granted in 1974. For the statement of BSU’s role and mission, see 1240 B-1. [ed. 7-97] 

 
 A-6. NORTH IDAHO COLLEGE. Established in Coeur d’Alene in 1933 as a private junior college, NIC 
became a publicly supported institution in 1939. As a community college, it offers four associate degrees; its basic 

responsibilities include providing the first two years of a standard four-year program, vocational-technical preparation, 
and adult-education programs. Upper-division courses are sometimes offered on campus through UI.  

 
 A-7. COLLEGE OF SOUTHERN IDAHO. This two-year comprehensive community college located at 
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Twin Falls has served the Magic Valley area of southern Idaho since 1964. Its primary function is to provide the first 
two years of college-level instruction, vocational-technical preparation, and adult-education programs; it confers 

associate degrees in arts, sciences, and applied science. 
 

 A-8. EASTERN IDAHO TECHNICAL COLLEGE. EITC was established by the legislature in 1970 to 
provide postsecondary vocational-technical programs in eastern Idaho. The school is located at Idaho Falls and its 

primary responsibility is to students of the 10 counties that constitute Junior College District Six. 
 

B. PRIVATE INSTITUTIONS. In addition to the public institutions described above, there are four private 
institutions of higher education in Idaho. Though these are not supported by the state and, therefore, are not under the 
aegis of the state board, they contribute significantly to higher education in Idaho, complementing the programs of the 

publicly supported institutions. 
 

 B-1. RICKS COLLEGE. Ricks College was founded in Rexburg in 1888 by the Church of Jesus Christ of 
Latter-day Saints as the Bannock Stake Academy. When it was recognized by the 

Idaho State Board of Education in 1917, the name was changed to Ricks Normal College. Its present name dates from 
1923. Ricks College provides a comprehensive program for freshmen and sophomores both in vocational-technical 

fields and in the arts and sciences. It confers associate degrees and one-year certificates. 
 

 B-2. ALBERTSON’S COLLEGE OF IDAHO. Located in Caldwell and founded in 1891 as the College of 
Idaho, this four-year institution is church-related (Presbyterian) but nonsectarian in instruction. It offers baccalaureate 

degrees in 30 major fields and master’s degrees in education. 
 

 B-3. NORTHWEST NAZARENE COLLEGE. Located in Nampa and founded in 1913, Northwest 
Nazarene College is affiliated with the Church of the Nazarene. This four-year, liberal arts college has a balanced 
program in the humanities, natural sciences, social sciences, and fine arts. NNC grants associate and baccalaureate 

degrees; it also offers master’s degrees in education. 
 

 B-4. COLLEGE OF ST. GERTRUDE. Operated by the Sisters of St. Benedict at Cottonwood and 
incorporated in 1956 to offer junior-college work, the College of St. Gertrude is a small school offering the degree of 

Associate in Arts. Its courses are offered in an evening program only and have been accepted for transfer to UI. 
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4320 
 

BOARD POLICY ON INTERCOLLEGIATE ATHLETICS 
 
PREAMBLE: This section outlines the Board of Regents’ policy on intercollegiate athletics. A previous avatar 
appeared in the 1979 Handbook. This section was rewritten in July of 1987 to reflect changes in the Regents’ policy. 
For further information, contact the President’s Office (208-885-6365). 
 
A. DELEGATION OF AUTHORITY. The regents have delegated to the president authority for the conduct of UI’s 
intercollegiate athletic program [see 4325 for a description of the program]. The board requires that the program be 
administered in conformity with its policies and those of the organizations and conferences with which UI is affiliated. 
The board’s basic policy is contained below. 
 
B. POLICY.  
 
 B-1. The board reaffirms the role of intercollegiate athletics as a legitimate and significant component of 

institutional activity. The responsibility for and control of institutional activities in this area rest with the board. 
 
 B-2. In the area of intercollegiate athletics, the board seeks to establish programs which provide opportunities for 

student athletes to attend college and participate in athletic programs while pursuing and completing academic 
degrees, reflect accurately the priorities and academic character of its institutions, and serve the needs of the 
institutions as they seek, through their athletic programs, to establish fruitful and sustaining relationships with their 
constituencies throughout the state and nation. 

 
 B-3. Given these goals, the board has a continuing concern and interest in the academic success of student athletes, 

the scope and level of competition, and the cost of athletic programs administered by its institutions. Consequently, 
the board will, from time to time, in the context of this policy statement, promulgate, as necessary, regulations 
governing the conduct of athletic programs at its institutions. 
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UI ORGANIZATION OF INTERCOLLEGIATE ATHLETICS 
 
PREAMBLE: This section outlines the organization of intercollegiate athletics at UI, including a statement of 
philosophy. The original avatar of this section was a part of the 1979 Handbook. It was rewritten in February of 1980 
to reflect the consolidation of men’s and women’s sports into a single athletic program. Since that time it has been 
revised to mark the dropping of men’s baseball and women’s field hockey (June, 1981) and men’s swimming 
(November, 1986), and the addition of women’s soccer, swimming, and golf (July, 2006). In July of 1996 it was revised 
to take note of the shift to the Big West athletic conference and in July of 2006 a shift to the Western Athletic 
Conference. For further information, contact Athletic Department (208-885-0200). See also 4320. 
 
CONTENTS: 
 
A. Athletic Department 
B. Statement of Philosophy 
C. Competitive Structure 
D. Sports Information 
 
A. ATHLETIC DEPARTMENT. The intercollegiate athletic program is administered by the Athletic Department. 
The department consists of the director of athletics, assistant director/senior women’s administrator, senior associate 
athletic director, assistant director for development, and the staff, coaches, and trainers for seven men’s and nine 
women’s teams. Approximately  330 students participate in intercollegiate athletics. [rev. 7-06] 
 
B. STATEMENT OF PHILOSOPHY. 
 

B-1. The Athletic Department adheres to the belief that intercollegiate athletics is an integral part of the 
educational framework of the university. The athletic program for men and women serves as a method of 
education by which a significant contribution may be made to the total development of the student-athlete. 
 
B-2. The athletic program serves to inspire the pursuit of excellence through the honest effort and personal 
integrity of all concerned and through the provision of coaching, facilities, and equipment to enable student-
athletes to realize their potential. In this way, the athletic program can be a source of pride for all associated with 
the university. 
 
B-3. The primary objective of the athletic program is to provide a quality competitive intercollegiate program for 
UI student-athletes that will enrich their lives, enhance the image of the institution, and be complementary to the 
academic mission of UI. 

 
C. COMPETITIVE STRUCTURE. UI belongs to both regional and national athletic associations. Any full-time 
undergraduate student who meets the standards for eligibility of the governing association is eligible to participate in 
intercollegiate athletics. For men’s and women’s athletics, membership is held in the Western Athletic Conference and 
in Division I of the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA). UI fields teams for men in football, basketball, 
cross country, indoor track and field, outdoor track and field, tennis, and golf. Women’s teams compete in volleyball, 
basketball, indoor track and field, outdoor track and field, tennis, cross country, soccer, swimming, and golf. [rev. 7-
06] 
 
D. SPORTS INFORMATION. The director of sports information is responsible for publicity, promotion, and public 
relations for the intercollegiate athletic program. The duties of the director’s office include preparation of publications 
and news releases, relations with sports news media, and coordination of press-box arrangements. [ed. 7-97] 
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1. Policy/Procedure Statement: Briefly explain the reason for the proposed addition, revision, 

and/or deletion. 
  

FSH 6925 is mostly descriptive and procedural and does not serve any of the standard functions of policy 
such as guiding decision making, mitigating institutional risk, etc. The information is subject to frequent 
updates and is already housed on the library website. This deletion has the support of the Dean of the 
College of Law. 
  

2. Fiscal Impact: What fiscal impact, if any, will this addition, revision, or deletion have? 
  
 None. 
 
3. Related Policies/Procedures: Describe other UI policies or procedures related or similar to this 

proposed change, or that will be impacted by it.  
  
 Referenced in FSH 6920.  
 
4. Effective Date:  This policy shall be effective on July 1, or January 1, whichever arrives first 

after final approval (see FSH 1460 D) unless otherwise specified in the policy. 
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6925 
 

LAW LIBRARY 
 
 
PREAMBLE:  This section provides information on the Law Library.  For further information contact the Law Library 
(208-885-2160). 
 
 
A.  GENERAL.  The College of Law maintains a 
library that houses the largest collection of legal 
materials in the state.  The collection includes:  statute 
and case law from all federal and state jurisdictions, 
Canada, and Great Britain; law reviews and other legal 
periodicals; treatises relating to legal subjects; also, 
indexes and digests of law.  The Law Library is a 
selective U.S. government depository and receives 
documents related to legal research only. 
 
B.  CIRCULATION POLICY.  Members of the UI 
community are free to use the Law Library for legal 
research.  On presentation of proper identification, 
patrons may borrow treatises and any materials with 

white check-out cards for a two-week period.  Statutes 
and codes, reports of court decisions, periodicals, some 
loose-leaf services, and such reference aids as indexes, 
digests, and directories may not circulate.  Materials in 
the reference-aid category may not be removed from 
the area in which they are shelved; all other 
noncirculating items may be checked out on blue "carrel 
slips" for in-library use only. 
 
C.  PHOTOCOPY SERVICES.  Photocopies of 
library materials will be furnished either on cash 
payment or, with proper identification and budget 
number, on charge to departmental budgets. 
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2. Fiscal Impact: What fiscal impact, if any, will this addition, revision, or deletion have? 
 None. 
  
 
3. Related Policies/Procedures: Describe other UI policies or procedures related or similar to this 

proposed change, or that will be impacted by it.   
 
4. Effective Date:  This policy shall be effective on July 1, or January 1, whichever arrives first 

after final approval (see FSH 1460 D) unless otherwise specified in the policy. 
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1240 
 

ROLES AND MISSIONS OF THE STATE 
 

INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER EDUCATION 
 

PREAMBLE: On March 3, 1983, when the State Board of Education and Board of Regents of the University of 
Idaho adopted the statement of the mission and scope of the system of public postsecondary education (see 1220), it 
also approved statements of the role and mission of each of the institutions that make up the system (see also 1320). 

That statement was revised on October 28, 1983, January 23, 1991, and again on August 10, 2007. On April 21, 
1998 a completely new set of role and mission statements was adopted by the Board, retaining much of the 

substance of the former statement. [In this version a certain amount of renumbering has taken place and certain 
headings added for the convenience of the reader. The institutions are listed alphabetically by their official names.] 

In every case the >Programs and Services’ section for the various institutions is listed in order of emphasis. For 
further information, contact the Provost’s Office (208-885-6448). 

 
CONTENTS: 

 
A. Introduction 

A-1. Goals of the State Board/Board of Regents 
A-2. Vision of the State Board/Board of Regents 

A-3. Role of the Institutions 
A-4. Statement of Cooperation 

B. Role and Mission Statements 
B-1. University of Idaho 

B-2. Other State Institutions 
 

A. INTRODUCTION 
 

A-1. Goals of the State Board of Education/Board of Regents. The goal of the State Board of Education is to 
provide an effective, integrated educational system which serves the needs of all Idahoans. The Idaho postsecondary 
educational system is comprised of Boise State University, the College of Southern Idaho, Eastern Idaho Technical 

College, Idaho State University, Lewis-Clark State College, North Idaho College, and the University of Idaho. There 
are programs at each institution which have been developed as areas of emphases and which may become statewide. 

The colleges and universities have consciously displayed their emphases of these programs through the selective 
allocation of funds, the attraction of qualified faculty, the attainment of recognition such as specialized program 

accreditation, and the production of qualified graduates. These special academic and applied technology emphases 
shall be encouraged to flourish until there is conclusive evidence that any program should be altered. As an integral 

part of its mission statement, each institution will designate areas of primary emphasis. These programs shall 
constitute the highest priorities for funding support and maintenance of instructional excellence. 

 
A-2. Vision of the State Board/Board of Regents. Our vision is to improve the education system to a level of 

effectiveness that allows all learners to develop their full potential as individuals and contributors to society. 
 
 

A-3. Role of the Institutions. The role of the institutions is to provide a wide variety of educational, training, 
research, continuing education and service programs to meet the personal and professional needs of Idaho citizens 

and Idaho employers. 
 

A-4. Statement of Cooperation. In order to increase student access and to provide efficient use of resources, the 
institutions shall collaborate in hosting programs and cooperate to meet the educational needs of all Idahoans, 

including those who are at a distance from campus. 
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 Chapter I: HISTORY, MISSION, GENERAL ORGANIZATION, AND GOVERNANCE 

Section 1240: Roles and Missions of the State Institutions of Higher Education  
August 2007 
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B. ROLE AND MISSION STATEMENTS 

 
B-1. UNIVERSITY OF IDAHO 

 
a. Type of Institution. The University of Idaho is a high research activity, land-grant institution committed to 
undergraduate and graduate-research education with extension services responsive to Idaho and the region’s 

business and community needs. The university is also responsible for regional medical and veterinary medical 
education programs in which the state of Idaho participates. [ed. 8-07] 

 
The University of Idaho will formulate its academic plan and generate programs with primary emphasis on 

agriculture, natural resources, metallurgy, engineering, architecture, law, foreign languages, teacher preparation and 
international programs related to the foregoing. The University of Idaho will give continuing emphasis in the areas 
of business, education liberal arts and physical, life, and social sciences, which also provide the core curriculum or 

general education portion of the curriculum. [ed. 8-07] 
 

b. Programs and Services*. [ed. 7-00] 
 

Baccalaureate Education: Offers a wide range of baccalaureate degrees and professional programs 
 

Graduate-Research: Offers a wide range of masters, doctoral and professional programs and also coordinates and 
conducts extensive research programs that are consistent with state needs 

 
Extension Services, Continuing Education and Distance Learning: Supports extension offices throughout the state in 
cooperation with federal, state and county governments, provides life-long learning opportunities and uses a variety 

of delivery methods to meet the needs of select, yet diverse constituencies in the state and region 
 

Associate Education: None 
 

Certificates/Diplomas: Offers academic certificates representing a body of knowledge, that do not lead to a degree 
[add. 8-07] 

 
Technical and Workforce Training: None 

 
*Programs and Services are listed in order of emphasis. 

 
c. Constituencies Served. The institution serves students, business and industry, the professions and public sector 

groups throughout the state and region as well as diverse and special constituencies. The university also has specific 
responsibilities in research and extension programs related to its land-grant functions. The University of Idaho 

works in collaboration with other state and regional postsecondary institutions in serving these constituencies. [ed. 
7-00] 

 
B-2.  OTHER STATE INSTITUTIONS:  Mission statements for all other Idaho state institutions can be accessed 

through their main Web site given below:  
 

a. Boise State University:  http://www.boisestate.edu/ 
b. College of Southern Idaho:  http://www.csi.edu/ 

c. Eastern Idaho Technical College:  http://www.eitc.edu/ 
d. Idaho State University:  http://www.isu.edu/ 

e. Lewis-Clark State College:  http://www.lcsc.edu/ 
f. North Idaho College:  http://www.nic.edu/ 



 

 
POLICY COVER SHEET 

For instructions on policy creation and change, please see 
https://sitecore.uidaho.edu/governance/policy. 

 
All policies must be reviewed, approved, and returned by the policy sponsor, with a cover sheet 
attached, to ui-policy@uidaho.edu. 
 
Faculty Staff Handbook (FSH) 
 Addition  Revision*  Deletion*  Emergency  Minor Amendment  
Policy Number & Title:  
 
Administrative Procedures Manual (APM) 
 Addition X Revision*  Deletion*  Emergency  Minor Amendment  
Policy Number & Title: 20.13 Mobile  

 
*Note: If revision or deletion, request original document from ui-policy@uidaho.edu. All changes must be made using “track 
changes.”  
 
Originator:  Linda Campos  
                                                           
Policy Sponsor, if different from Originator:  
 
Reviewed by General Counsel __X_Yes ___No Name & Date:  Jim Craig, 10/22/2020 
 
1. Policy/Procedure Statement: Briefly explain the reason for the proposed addition, revision, 

and/or deletion. 
 APM is outdated.  Tax law has changed and UI practice has changed as a result.   
 
2. Fiscal Impact: What fiscal impact, if any, will this addition, revision, or deletion have? 
 None.  Practice has already changed to conform to tax law changes 
 
 
3. Related Policies/Procedures: Describe other UI policies or procedures related or similar to this 

proposed change, or that will be impacted by it.  
 None 
 
4. Effective Date:  This policy shall be effective on July 1, or January 1, whichever arrives first 

after final approval (see FSH 1460 D) unless otherwise specified in the policy. 
For compliance reasons, would prefer that this be effective immediately.  Practice is already 
in alignment with policy, but written guidance to support is crucial and is part of our 
corrective action plan related to an Internal Audit review. 
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20.13 -- University Communication Devices and Services  
Last updated July 2, 2008 
 
A. A. General.  Communication is critical to successful operation of the universityUniversity.  The 

universityUniversity provides for communication devices and services that are necessary for 
conducting official universityUniversity business, operations, research, and academic activities.  
Methods of communication The decision of which device(s) to use is are at the discretion of the 
appropriate college, division, or department supervisor subject to current UI commuinication device 
and service standards. 
It is the policy of the University of Idaho that the use of university owned communication devices and 
services purchased with university funds and owned by the university is for official university 
business.  

B. Scope.  This policy applies to all users of voice and data communication devices and services, both 
universityUniversity- and personally owned, used for conducting universityUniversity business.—see 
definitions below.  Department heads and persons in equivalent positions are responsible for 
the business and financial operations of their unit, including the development and 
implementation of appropriate operating procedures and internal controls.  Oversight of 
communication devices and services fall within that realm of responsibility.  Department 
heads are responsible for ensuring accountability for and compliance with these policies and 
procedures.   

 
BC. Definitions. 
 

CB-1.  Communication Devices and Services:.  This refers to any type of communication device 
used in universityUniversity communications, both universityUniversity - or personally owned.  These  
or service, include, but are not limited to,such as cell computers; laptops; tablets; phones, including – 
cellular, analog, digital, satellite, etc.;, personal digital assistants (PDA’s), satellite phones, personal 
laptops, Blackberry devices, fax machines,; two way radios,; and pagers, computers, and land line 
telephones or any other communication device.   
 
CB-2. Communication Services.  These refer to services that facilitate universityUniversity 
communications on a communication device. TheseCommunication services Services iinclude, but 
are not limited to, email services;, text messaging;, data, network, and Internet access;, cellular 
services;, include local and long distance traditional telephone services;, data services;and web and 
software applications; and network connectivity.   
 
CB-32.  Personally -Oo Owned Communication Devices and Services.  These are 
communication devices and services, owned and contracted by an individual, paidpurchased 
withfrom non-other than universityUniversity, personal funds. (university funds include grant funds 
and gift funds) and owned by an individual.  Common personally owned communication devices and 
services include cell phones, personal digital assistants (PDA’s), computers, and Blackberries, with 
the related services of email, text messaging, Internet access, and cellular service.  
 
CB-43. University -ooOwned Communication Devices and Services.  These are communication 
devices  and services, purchased and contractepurchased with universityUniversity funds, and owned 
by the universityUniversity.  (University funds include grant funds and gift funds).These devices 
generally are used on campus and, subject to applicable use-policies, are to be used for university-
related business.  They are often connected to or dependent on the wired infrastructure or are located 
in university buildings.  Common university owned devices and services include fax machines, two 
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General Counsel Notes from 12/17 conference 
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way radios, satellite phones, pagers, computers, and land line telephones, with the related services of 
local and long distance services, network connectivity, and email.   
 
 

D. C. Policy.  The university provides university owned communication devices and services that are 
necessary for conducting university business operations, research, and academic activities.  The decision 
of which device(s) to provide is at the discretion of the appropriate division or department supervisor. 

D-1. All use of universityUniversity-owned communication devices and services that are are subject to 
federal taxation laws isare to be used exclusively for official universityUniversity business and no 
personal use is allowed other than as provided in APM 30.12 (B-2). 
 
D-2.  No University owned communication devise may be used for personal use in a fashion 
that gives rise to taxable income to the user (such as personal use of university provided cell 
phones).  
All use of communication devices and services used for universityUniversity business, both 
universityUniversity- and personally -owned, are subject to UI policies and state laws regarding 
acceptable technology use.    

D-3. All data on universityUniversity-owned communication devices and services, used for university 
business--regardless of device ownership,  belongs to the universityUniversity., This data is subject to 
state public records laws, universityUniversity security policies, and can be removed from the device 
to protect universityUniversity data or universityUniversity technology resources. 
 
D-4. A supervisor may not require an employee to use a personally -owned device for 
universityUniversity business, other than to be available for emergency communications or routine 
matters such as scheduling or authentication.  Should an employee use All data arising from use of a 
a personally -owned communication devisce or service for universityUniversity business, they are not 
authorized to store sensitive data on the device and they are expected to maintain security of the 
device so that no other person has access to universityUniversity data.  
 
D-5. Use of personally -owned devices for performing universityUniversity business is allowed only 
when the device meets or exceeds all IT standards for device management and configuration 
appropriate for the types of data handled, per APM 30.11 and related IT policies and standards.  
Some types of data may be restricted from use on personally -owned devices. 
 
D-6. Any data arising from use of a personally -owned device for universityUniversity business 
belongs to the universityUniversity and is subject to state public records laws and universityUniversity 
security policies.  The universityUniversity may require the user to produce the personally -owned 
communication devicse to universityUniversity officials or make available the personally -owned 
communication service to universityUniversity officials for purposes of monitoring universityUniversity 
data and removal where necessary to protect universityUniversity data or universityUniversity 
technology resources. 
 
D-7. Personally contracted communications services will not be used or placed on university-owned 
devices. 
The university will not provide for communication services on a personally-owned communication 
device. 
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Reimbursements or stipends for universityUniversity use of personally -owned communication devices 
and services must be justified and follow published universityUniversity-defined processes for justification, 
documentation, and allowance amounts. [ReferenceSee section F herein.E. below] 

 
 
D-8. Use of mobile communication devices is prohibited while driving university vehicles.  (What 
about allowing hands free use - navigation. – needs more research - what are peer institutions 
doing?)Employees shall observe safe-driving protocols and applicable state and local laws governing 
the use of mobile communication devices while driving University-owned vehicles and in using such 
mobile devices to conduct universityUniversity business while driving other vehicles. 

A.  
 
E. Noncompliance.  
Noncompliance with this policy may result, depending upon the nature of the non-compliance, in 
institutional sanctions from the appropriate universityUniversity disciplinary body and may be subject to 
civil and criminal penalties. 

 
F. Procedures. . 
Proceduressses and requirements for requesting a communications stipend are located on the 
Controller’s Office Accounts Payable web site.  https://www.uidaho.edu/finance/controller/accounts-
payable/ap-forms 
 
G. Contact Information.  
Questions regarding this policy may be directed to the Controller’s Office. 
controller@uidaho.edu.. 
 
H. References. 

- APM 30.12 – Acceptable Use of Technology Resources 
- APM 05.08 – Risk Management – Vehicle Coverage and Use 

 
  Use of university owned communication devices must comply with Idaho law and university policies.  In 
general, the university does not provide mobile communication devices.  This includes cellular phones 
and Blackberry devices.  University owned communications devices may not be used for commercial or 
profit-making purposes or political purposes, or for personal use where such use incurs a cost to the 
university and is not academically related. 
 
D.  Procedures. 
 
D-1. Personally Owned Communication Devices and Services–Frequent Use for University 
Purposes.  Employees whose job duties require the frequent use of mobile communication devices or 
communications services for university business will be given a taxable allowance to compensate for the 
business use of a personally-owned mobile communications device and/or service.  Employees will be 
responsible for contracting for services, purchasing the equipment, and all payments of their personal 
contracts with their communication service provider. 
 
D-2. Review of Use of Personally Owned Communication Devices and Services for University 
purposes: 
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POLICY COVER SHEET 

For instructions on policy creation and change, please see 
https://sitecore.uidaho.edu/governance/policy. 

 
All policies must be reviewed, approved, and returned by the policy sponsor, with a cover sheet 
attached, to ui-policy@uidaho.edu. 
 
Faculty Staff Handbook (FSH) 
 Addition  Revision*   Deletion*  Emergency  Minor Amendment  
Policy Number & Title:  
 
Administrative Procedures Manual (APM) 
 Addition X Revision*  Deletion*  Emergency  Minor Amendment  
Policy Number & Title: APM 40.32 PARKING AND TRANSPORTATION SERVICES 

 
*Note: If revision or deletion, request original document from ui-policy@uidaho.edu. All changes must be made using “track 
changes.”  
 
Originator: Rebecca Couch 
                                                           
Policy Sponsor, if different from Originator: Brian Foisy 
 
Reviewed by General Counsel  Yes _x__No    Name & Date:  Kent E Nelson 11.16.20 
 
1. Policy/Procedure Statement: Briefly explain the reason for the proposed addition, revision, 

and/or deletion. The revision involves adjustment to language in section A-3, reflecting more accurately 
that university department budget numbers cannot be used to purchase parking permits or pay parking 
citations for employees who work on the Moscow campus, but that budget numbers can be used to pay for 
permits and citations issued to visitors to the Moscow campus. The deletion involves removing section A-6. 
Bicycles. Regulations on bicycle parking on campus are covered within the UI Parking Regulations 
document (owned by PTS and on our website), bicycle parking regulations are not an administrative 
procedure and therefore do not need to be included in the PTS APM section. 

  
 

2. Fiscal Impact: What fiscal impact, if any, will this addition, revision, or deletion have? 
 None 
  
 
3. Related Policies/Procedures: Describe other UI policies or procedures related or similar to this 

proposed change, or that will be impacted by it.  No impact to other UI policies or procedures as a 
result of these proposed changes to APM 40.32. The revision is adding clarity to the policies already 
happening on campus regarding payment (with budget numbers) for permits and citations for guests but not 
for employees.  

 
 
4. Effective Date:  This policy shall be effective on July 1, or January 1, whichever arrives first 

after final approval (see FSH 1460 D) unless otherwise specified in the policy. 
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40.32 -- Parking and Transportation Services 
December 6, 2013 

A-1. Enforcement.  The University of Idaho (“University”) Parking Regulations are 
enforced at all times. All users of the parking system are responsible for observing 
parking regulations. Enforcement of parking regulations on dedicated streets, alleys 
and the campus walkway zone is under the joint jurisdiction of the Moscow Police 
Department (“MPD”) and Parking and Transportation Services (“PTS”) of the 
University.   
 
BA-2. Scope.  Faculty, staff, students, and visitors of the University must pay to 
park a vehicle on the University campus. This can be done through the purchase and 
display of parking permits, which can be purchased from PTS, or through payment at 
meters and/or pay station lots. 
 
A-3C. Use of Departmental Budget.   

 
C-1. Use of Budget Numbers. University employees cannot use a 
departmental budget number to pay for parking permits or parking citations 
issued to employees whose primary work location is on the UI -Moscow 
campus. Use of a departmental budget number to pay for parking permits or 
citations issued to visitors to the Moscow campus is allowed.  to individuals 
and attached to personal accounts. [rev. 12-13]   

 
A-3.a.C-2. Responsibility forof Department Parking Fees.  Payment of 
parking fees, to include permits and citations, issued and/or assigned to 
department accounts isare the responsibility of the department, and a budget 
number may be used for payment of balances owed. Although each campus 
department is ultimately responsible for its own parking debt, as a matter of 
departmental internal policy, individuals may be required to pay for citations 
assigned to department accounts, that were issued to them while using a 
department-issued permit and/or operating a department-owned vehicle. 
[add. 12-13] 
 

A-4D. Parking Citations.  Parking citations are issued to vehicles in violation of the 
University Parking Regulations.  

 
A-4.a.D-1. Appeals. Citations may be appealed within fifteen (15) days from 
the date the citation was issued. All citation appeal decisions are made by the 
University Parking Committee (FSH 1640.66). After fifteen (15) days, 
citations may no longer be appealed and must be paid.  

 
A-4.bD-2. Unpaid Citations.  Unpaid citations will be posted to student or 
employee accounts. Unpaid citations, or other charges, may result in: 

(a) ineligibility to purchase a permit, 
(b) a revoked permit,  
(c) a hold being placed on a student’s record, affecting the ability to 
register for classes for the following semester and to receive a 
diploma, 
(d) the charges being sent to a collection agency.  

Vehicles containing multiple unpaid citations may be immobilized or 
impounded. 
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A-4.cD-3. Vehicles Not Registered Through PTS.  Vehicles that park on 
campus and are not registered through PTS may incur a plate search fee in 
addition to the fine amount of each citation received. This fee covers costs 
associated with identifying vehicle owners and accurately assessing fines 
owed. 

 
A-5D-4. Department- Purchased Parking Permits.  Department- purchased 
parking permits must be used in accordance with the University Parking Regulations. 
Employees may not use department- purchased permits (dDepartmental permit, 
sService permit, dDelivery permit, or vVendor permit) for personal use. These 
permits must be used only while conducting work-related business that requires 
mobility and the use of a vehicle. [ed. 12-13] 
 
A-6. Bicycles. Moscow city ordinances, state laws, and University requirements 
(APM 35.35 G-1) apply to the operation of bicycles on University property. 
 

A-6.a. Bicycle Parking.  Bicycles are only to be parked in designated bicycle 
racks. Attaching bicycles to any object other than a bicycle rack is prohibited. 
Bicycles found in violation of this policy are subject to immediate removal if 
posing a safety or maintenance issue, at the discretion of PTS. Bicycles 
parked outside of designated bicycle racks, but not posing an immediate 
safety or maintenance issue, will be subject to removal after being issued a 
24-hour impound notice. Bicycles may not be brought into University general 
education buildings and will be dealt with by the University in accordance with 
APM 35.35 G-1. 

 
A-6.b. Abandoned or Disabled Bicycles.  An abandoned or disabled bicycle 
is defined as a bicycle that appears to not have moved from its location for an 
extended amount of time, or due to dysfunctional or broken parts, cannot 
safely be operated. This includes, but is not limited to the following: 
 

• No seat on bike,  
• Flat tires,  
• Bent rims,  
• Broken or no chain on bike,  
• Missing pedals,  
• Cobwebs, dust, grass or branches collecting or growing over the bike 
 

Abandoned or disabled bicycles will be tagged and if the bicycle or the tag is 
not removed within one (1) week, the bicycle may be impounded. Impounded 
bicycles are turned over to MPD and may be included in MPD’s unclaimed 
property auction. 
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University of Idaho 

2020 – 2021 University Faculty Meeting Minutes – Pending Approval 

Meeting #3 

Wednesday, February 25, 2021, at 2:30pm (PT) / 3:30pm (MT) 

Zoom only 

President Scott Green Presiding 

• President Green called the meeting to order at 2:30pm (PT).

• President Green read the names of those who died, based on information received by the Provost
Office from December 2, 2020 through February 12, 2021:

James Edward Calvert Jr. 

Professor Emeritus of Mathematics and Department Chair Emeritus 

January 2021 

Robert D Carver 

Extension 

Professor Emeritus of Agricultural Economics 

December 2020 

John Ehrenreich 

Professor Emeritus of Range Resources and 

Dean Emeritus of the College of Forestry, Wildlife and Range Sciences 

January 2020 

John Gallian 

Extension Professor Emeritus of Crop Management and Sugar Beet Specialist 

October 2020 
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John Henry 

Extension Professor Emeritus of Agriculture 

November 2020 

 

John Holup 

Professor Emeritus of Marketing Education 

December 2020 

 

Ivan Hopkins 

Extension Professor Emeritus 

January 2021 

 

Valerie Kennedy 

Professor Emerita of Geology 

September 2020 

 

Stephen Peebles 

Extension Professor Emeritus 

November 2020 

 

Jean Showell 

Extension Professor Emeritus 

October 2020 

 
• President Green requested a moment of silence in honor of the colleagues who passed away. 

 
• Meeting Logistics – Faculty Secretary Sammarruca 

University Faculty meetings are open to anyone wishing to attend and the Zoom link has been 
broadly distributed. However, only eligible faculty can vote. We will be using the polling function in 
Zoom to conduct the votes. The first vote will be to determine a quorum. Eligibility criteria are found 
in FSH 1520 II.1. Quorum is determined by a one-question survey for people to identify themselves 
as eligible voters. Voting items will be on separate surveys. Zoom will tabulate the responses and, 
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after the meeting, we will verify that the votes came from eligible voters. People will be able to ask 
questions by using the raise-hand function in Zoom and the monitor will call on them. The chat 
function is on, but we ask that you wait for the Q&A period to raise your Zoom hand. Priority will be 
given to raised hands over questions in the chat. This meeting is being recorded and will be available 
to watch on the Faculty Senate website. 

 
• Quorum count: Faculty Secretary Sammarruca 

98 voting members of the faculty were required for a quorum. 107 eligible voters were counted and 
thus a quorum was present. 
 

• Approval of minutes – President Green  
President Green asked if there were any corrections to the minutes of the 2020-2021 University 
Faculty Meeting #2 (December 9, 2020). There were none. The minutes of Meeting #2 were 
approved as distributed. 
  

• Special Orders– Faculty Senate Chair Barbara Kirchmeier 
 
o Proposed Changes/Additions to Faculty-Staff Handbook (vote)  
 UP-21-10: Removal of FSH 1440 – Administrative Organization Policy 

This is actually just a link to organizational charts. It is being removed for cleanup. 
Vote – approved with 91% in favor. 
 

 UP-21-12: Edits to FSH 1640.42 – Faculty Affairs Committee 
Removing one word to clarify roll of the committee. 
Vote – approved with 94% in favor. 

 
o Proposed Changes to the University of Idaho Catalog (vote) 
 UCC-21-030: Change of CIP code for the Master’s in Architecture 

The purpose is to enable the Master’s program to be listed as a STEM program – it will be 
more competitive and attract more international students. Senate was satisfied that the 
program has a sufficient level of rigor to be a STEM program.  
Vote – approved with 89% in favor. 

 
 UCC-21-025: Discontinuation of the B.S. in Natural Resource Conservation 

This degree is being discontinued because its content will be rolled into the B.S. in 
Environmental Science. Rationale: The Environmental Science B.S. degree, especially the 
Social Science Option, and the Natural Resources Conservation B.S. degree have considerable 
overlap.  
Vote – approved with 95% in favor.  
 

 UCC-21-025: Change of emphases in the B.S. in Environmental Science 
Making these changes will result in more delineated career options and thus increased 
marketability. The changes to the Environmental Science curriculum are proposed 
concurrently with the discontinuation of the B.S. in Natural Resources Conservation 
presented above. 
Vote – approved with 94% in favor. 
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 UCC-21-025: Change of CIP code for the M.S. and the Ph.D. in Natural Resources 
Incorrect CIP codes were assigned to these degrees initially. These changes will correct the 
mistake.  
Vote – approved with 93% in favor. 
 

 UCC-21-030: Move the B.S. in Ecology & Conservation Biology to the Department of Fish and 
Wildlife Sciences 
The College of Natural Resources requests that the B.S. in Ecology & Conservation Biology be 
moved to the Department of Fish and Wildlife Science, which, since a long time, has provided 
most of the teaching and advising efforts to support this degree. A department of Natural 
Resources actually does not exist – an oddity that needed to be corrected. 
Vote – approved with 94% in favor. 
 

 UCC-21-030: New undergraduate certificate in Natural Resource Management 
Adding this new certificate will help non-degree students and address the demand for 
continuing education of current federal employees. 
Vote – approved with 96% in favor. 

 
 UCC-21-030: Add an option to the Master in Natural Resources  

It is proposed to add a Fish and Wildlife Science and Management Option to the existing 
degree, and to change curricular requirements for the Fire Ecology and Management Option 
and the Integrated Natural Resources Option. This new option focuses on the online market, 
thus it is expected to increase enrollment in that sector.  
Vote – approved with 96% in favor. 

 
 UCC-21-026: Change of name of the Department of Agriculture & Extension Education 

The name change is to better reflect the content of the programs and to clarify that 
Extension is another part of CALS.  
Vote – approved with 89% in favor. 

 
 UCC-21-028: New minor in Human and Community Engagement 

This minor combines classroom instruction on human and community development theories 
and models with opportunities for engagement in the local community. It will benefit 
students who are interested in community-based leadership positions. 
Vote – approved with 87% in favor. 

 
 UCC-21-028:  New undergraduate certificate in Precision Agriculture 

The certificate covers the basics of precision agriculture. It is expected to be popular not only 
in Agriculture, but also in Engineering and Natural Resources. It will be offered both online 
and in person.  
Vote – approved with 94% in favor. 
 

 UCC-21-028: New minor in Sustainable Food Systems 
This minor is being proposed together with the next item to give students the opportunity to 
enhance their base knowledge of agriculture and sustainability.  
Vote – approved with 94% in favor. 
 

 UCC-21-028: New minor in Water Science and Management 
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A new minor in Water Science and Management is needed. Exposure to basic Water Science 
may be useful for other disciplines as well. 
Vote – approved with 94% in favor. 
 

 UCC-21-029: Add an online component to the Master’s in Music 
This is to provide an online option to the in-person option for this degree.  
Vote – approved with 90% in favor. 
 

 UCC-21-029: Add online component to the M.S. in Movement and Leisure Science and to the 
B.S. in Recreation, Sports, and Tourism Management 
This is to provide online options to the in-person options for these degrees.  
Vote – approved with 88% in favor. 

 
 UCC-21-030: Change the name of math emphasis, Applied Quantitative Modeling 

The name change – from “Applied Quantitative Modeling” to “Applied Modeling and Data 
Science” – and accompanying revisions to the curriculum, intend to refocus the current 
Quantitative Modeling Option to include process-driven and data-driven modeling. Students 
will be more competitive in the data-driven world.  
Vote – approved with 92% in favor.  
 

 UCC-21-030: Change the name of the certificate in Data Analytics 
This is to better reflect the current content of the program.  
Vote – approved with 90% in favor.  

 
 UCC-21-030: New minor in Groundwater Hydrology 

The proposed program will support and align with the new Environmental Science 
curriculum. It could also be of interest to students in Civil Engineering who are considering a 
career in hydrology. There is no overlap with existing programs, such as Water and Soil. This 
minor is technically very narrow and specific to groundwater (traditionally under the purview 
of Geological Sciences), not water resources.  
Vote – approved with 94% in favor.  

 
 UCC-21-028: Change of name of the B.S. in Operations Management  

This is a minor name change to better reflect the degree. 
Vote – approved with 92% in favor.  
 

 UCC-21-028: New undergraduate certificate in Business Analytics 
This can be used by Business majors to increase their job skills. It complements, but is not in 
competition with, other certificates, such as the one offered by Statistics. Students majoring 
in Operations and Supply Chain Management can add this certificate to their degree and gain 
those skills in less time than it would take for the minor.  
Vote – approved with 88% in favor.  
 

 UCC-21-029: Move the Professional Science Master (P.S.M.) to the College of Graduate 
Studies and change the emphases 
The P.S.M. has not been taught in CNR for several years. It is being moved to COGS with 
changed emphases to encourage enrollment and interdisciplinary work.  
Vote – Approved with 81% in favor. 
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 Additional proposed changes to the Catalog are being distributed in a General Policy Report 

(GPR), available to view on the Senate website. Also, the GPR will appear on the Daily 
Register tomorrow. 

 
o Administrative Procedures Manual (Informational Items – no vote) 
 APM 90.53 – UI Photo Services Communications and/or Computers 
 APM 90.54 – Printing and Design  
 APM 90.55 – Video Production 

All are being removed because they should not be in policy in the first place. 
 

This concluded the Special Orders part of the meeting. Faculty Senate Chair Barbara Kirchmeier 
expressed gratitude to everyone for their support and work during a challenging semester. 

 
• President’s Remarks and Discussion 

President Green acknowledged all the faculty and staff who have worked hard over the past year to 
keep us open to live instruction. It hasn’t been easy, but together we made it happen. 
 
Last summer, President Green asked the university community to support him through a path 
which, although narrow, would help us avoid substantial financial deficits and related job losses. We 
are now close to our goal. We should be proud of how we have overcome obstacles and helped 
keep the university on a sustainable financial track. We have all helped the university not just 
survive, but also to thrive once we are through the pandemic.  
 
Heroes among our colleagues helped get our lab open, executed on our testing protocols, and put 
themselves at personal risk to care for our students. These brave individuals remained engaged 
under incredible pressure and enabled us to safely open and avoid financial exigency, which would 
have cost us staff, as well as both tenured and untenured faculty jobs. Their work has saved lives. 
President Green said he looks forward to celebrating our accomplishments and many successes 
once this pandemic is behind us.  
 
Spring semester is off to a good start. We continue to see COVID test results under 2% positivity 
since the beginning of the year. The number of positive cases remains in the single digits on most 
weeks. We are aggressively working to eliminate the few clusters we have seen this week. 
Importantly, through the efforts of faculty and staff, Public Health reports that not a single case of 
COVID-19 has been traced back to a classroom. While our community is beginning to receive 
vaccinations, we intend to remain vigilant until Public Health tells us the risk has subsided. We will 
continue testing throughout the semester and we will conduct a campus-wide re-test of our 
students after Spring Break. The Student Recreation Center will be Gritman Medical Center’s 
primary site when the quantity of vaccines to administer is larger than their facility can handle. The 
current group includes the general population age 65 and older. 
 
Together with other institutions, our university is advocating for moving front-line employees into a 
priority list for the vaccine in Group 3 – the next group. If the proposal is successful, our faculty and 
staff could begin receiving vaccines in early April. Students would be part of the general population 
in Group 4 unless they were eligible to be in Groups 1-3. 
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One big change starting this weekend is the return of more in-person events. Football kicks off 
Saturday in the Kibbie Dome, the first of three home games over the next month. We are planning 
six in-person May Commencement ceremonies in Moscow. Additional in-person ceremonies will 
honor graduates in Boise and Idaho Falls. Each will be smaller and follow state restrictions and 
Healthy Vandal protocols. Final announcements will come in mid-March. 
 
COVID protocols are having an impact on recruitment efforts. High school students filling out the 
Common Idaho Application are down over 20%, which is seriously impacting our four-year 
institutions. This is because the K-12 system is experiencing a much higher percentage of failing 
students due to the interruptions brought on by the pandemic. This means that those seniors who 
normally would qualify may be questioning whether to attend a four-year institution and may be 
outside of our qualified pool. The situation is even more serious for the U of I than the others as we 
are a destination campus and students who would normally entertain coming to Moscow may elect 
to stay home. Additionally, many of our students come from rural areas, which are especially hard-
hit due to lack of resources. Finally, those students who do come to our campus will need additional 
support. Our preliminary numbers are not too bad given the environment SEM is operating in. 
Overall applications are down about 4% compared to last year. The good news is that, while resident 
admissions are down 5%, overall admissions are up 7% thanks to strong interest from out-of-state 
students. Strategic Enrollment Management continues to recruit students here in Idaho, as well as 
California and other WUE states. We’re marketing our Best Value rankings and using the “We’re 
Closer Than You Think” headline with WUE students. We had a 21% increase in WUE students last 
fall, the second year in a row of double-digit gains for that group. There are indications that this 
pattern may continue. Non-resident applications are up about 27% compared to last year and non-
resident admissions are up 38%, indicating a higher quality pool. President Green encouraged 
everyone to be recruiters by showing their support for the university. Something as simple as 
wearing Vandal gear can send a message to potential students that we are a close-knit Vandal family 
and proud of our university. Let’s encourage the students in our life to visit campus, and tell them 
about the return on investment that comes with a Vandal degree. 
 
Obviously, our enrollment teams have had to pivot as state restrictions continue to change. The first 
three UIdaho Bound recruitment events – in March, April and May – will be online. Strategic 
Enrollment Management will then allow prospective students on campus for 10 additional UIdaho 
Bound events held under Healthy Vandal protocols. We had to change the way we engage with 
students in high schools. Very few schools are open to recruitment, but President Green did visit 
with a group on Friday at Bishop Kelly High School in Boise. In-person visits are very important to 
support our efforts at recruiting Idaho students. It was refreshing to see the enthusiasm and 
excitement these students have about attending college. 
 
The President moved on to the governor’s funding proposal in the Idaho Legislature. The governor’s 
budget certainly is not rich, but unlike last year, it includes a few items that will be beneficial to the 
university. First, it brings back the 5% we lost in FY21. That’s the 5% holdback we primarily covered 
through mandatory furlough. The governor also included $3M in matching funds to update the 
Idaho Center for Plant and Soil Health at Parma. The money will be combined with $3M from eight 
different commodity groups, plus $1M from CALS, to replace aging structures. The researchers at 
Parma do important work for the state, including identifying airborne plant pathogens, important 
nematode research, and plant health research that together improve yields and protect against crop 
loss. In addition, $700K in state money is included for industry-requested greenhouses to expand 
tree seedling production to about 500,000 annually at the Pitkin Forest Nursery. This expansion 
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allows a return of some seedling production to Idaho currently delivered from Canada. If the 
governor’s higher education budget is approved, we will join ISU and BSU in freezing in-state tuition 
for a second year in a row this spring. We should know more about our state funding in the coming 
weeks.  
 
President Green spoke to both JFAC and the House and Senate committees during Higher Education 
Week in January. The committees did recognize and commend the university for the hard work we 
have done to eliminate our deficits. President Green took the opportunity to explain how our faculty 
and staff not only met the financial targets we put out there – but exceeded them.  
 
The university is doing relatively well financially given the pandemic. Our expenses are down 
considerably, but so are our revenues. We have lost programmatic revenues in some of our colleges, 
including programs like MOSS in CNR and the Energy Executive Program in the College of Business 
that could not happen during a pandemic. We have seen decreases in our auxiliary revenues from 
the student rec center, housing, and dining among many other areas. On the other side of the ledger 
we have also seen a drop-off in F&A revenues. We will be reporting a fiscal year-to-date loss as of 
the end of December to the SBOE of approximately $4 million. Despite this, President Green 
explained that we are in better shape than that number implies. This loss is an improvement of 
$3 million over last year. We have also received a new round of relief funding that, unlike the 
previous round, can be used to offset revenue loss. Unfortunately, we cannot go back to use it to 
cover losses last semester, but it can be used going forward. This should help us remain on a stable 
financial path through the end of the fiscal year. We will have a better picture of where we will end 
up once we have some more clarity on how and when we can use those funds. 
 
We continue to move forward on the recommendations coming out of the various university 
working groups. As a reminder, the white papers generated from these working groups are available 
on our website. We will begin implementing the Vandal Hybrid budget model for this coming fiscal 
year. We are starting modest, tying only 10% of a college’s funding to performance against metrics 
for the first year, and we will also keep a small amount in a fund to address any unintended 
consequences we encounter. As we continue to revise the model over the coming year, and our 
colleges and support departments adjust to it, we expect those percentages to increase over time. 
The outcome will be a much more stable funding model for the university that creates the right 
incentives, directing funds to colleges that increase enrollment, credit hours taught and efficiency, 
and helps prevent the huge operating deficits we have experienced in recent years. 
 
We are also moving forward with the recommendation of the online education working group. The 
working group’s recommendation calls for keeping a mix of the digital and in-person elements we’ve 
been utilizing for the past year, improving the delivery of programs in our areas of strength and 
where there is demand in the marketplace. Importantly, there have been four previous online 
education white papers produced by our university, none of which were executed. One of the 
primary reasons for this was there was no senior administrator brought in to oversee the program. 
The working group found that this is a key success factor for the high-quality programs they studied, 
so we are going to hire a Vice Provost to lead this charge. By properly organizing and funding 
distance learning, we will attract students who cannot afford to come to Moscow for their 
education. Faculty will have additional opportunities to develop curriculum and, frankly, make more 
money by delivering courses and programs in this growing space. If we don’t make this investment 
we can expect the same outcome as the prior four attempts that all failed. We have already lost 
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valuable time and ground to our competitors. This investment is good for the university, faculty, and 
students and thus we intend to move quickly.  
 
The final working group that has completed its work addresses our path to R-1 recognition. We will 
be investing in post-docs and graduate students to help our faculty accomplish their research 
objectives. Given that we are due for a review this coming year, and the reviews are on a 3-year 
cycle, we expect it will take four years of investment to receive this recognition. The benefit to the 
university will be a larger share of federal research dollars, higher quality research programs 
enjoyed by those universities with R-1 recognition, and a greater ability to attract quality faculty and 
students. All of these investments are being funded by P3 proceeds rather than Gen Ed or F&A 
budgets, so there is no financial downside of these investments for our colleges or departments. 
 
The President reiterated that we can be proud of what we have accomplished together over the 
past year. Not only have we navigated a budget crisis and a pandemic, but we have also positioned 
ourselves to achieve great things once this pandemic has passed. We are a university on the rise 
because of everyone’s hard work and commitment to our university. Before opening the floor for 
questions, President Green expressed gratitude for everyone’s support and continued dedication to 
our university over the past year. 
Discussion: 
A faculty, who was on the online working group, suggested that Dean Panttaja would be the right 
person for the task. President Green replied that Dean Panttaja is already quite busy. Furthermore, 
the key factor for success is empowering someone to take leadership so that we can move quickly. 
 
The discussion moved to student evaluations of faculty. A faculty noted that we should train 
students to write helpful evaluations – sometimes, they are even offensive. Another faculty 
suggested that perhaps student evaluations should be eliminated, because they are sexist and 
discriminatory – we, as an institution, should lead the way with some alternative means of 
evaluation, which is more accurate and more equitable than the current model. Provost Lawrence 
responded that it is a large project, requiring a few years of trying new tools. In the meantime, we 
are required by SBOE to have an evaluation process. The faculty asked whether we are required to 
use the current evaluations in promotion and tenure. The Provost replied that the recent changes to 
the P&T policy have opened the door to additional evidence for the purpose of evaluating teaching – 
this year, we have seen some new materials in the P&T packets, a trend that is increasing. Another 
faculty agreed on the discriminatory nature of the current evaluation system – we must reject 
discrimination and refocus ourselves on diversity. There should be a way to delete offensive words 
from the evaluations. 
 
A faculty expressed appreciation to President Green for his commitment to make preferred names 
possible in online space. The President noted that it was a team effort. Thanks to Dan Ewart, we are 
almost there. 
 
Concerns were expressed about the Idaho Freedom Foundation (IFF) rhetoric targeted against Boise 
State and our university, and recent attacks on higher education. President Green responded that 
we are watching and we are prepared to respond if we have to do so.  He hopes the upcoming 
report from people affiliated with IFF will get no traction. Yolanda Bisbee added that she appreciates 
the effort spent dealing with this rhetoric. It is difficult to see these attacks on all the good work we 
are doing. 
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We are getting to the point where diversity is more integrated, through the efforts of diversity 
teams in every college. 
 
Referring to the President’s remarks about a loss of $4M, a faculty asked about possible 
consequences, such as furlough or program cuts. The President said that  $4M is an interim number 
as of the end of December, and doesn’t fully reflect our position. We are in a better situation than 
last year, when that number was larger by $3M. He does not expect more cuts but he is concerned 
about the fall enrollment and its possible impact. We are working hard with SEM to address the 
problem of in-state students who are failing and don’t feel confident enough to apply for college. 
President Green said that, overall, he is comfortable with the way we navigated through the 
pandemic. We will be able to do some reinvestments and hopefully fill some vacant positions. 
Almost all colleges have operated below the budgets that were set last year, which is remarkable. 
The Provost noted that this year there will be no academic program prioritization (APP), which is 
required every five years. Program prioritization (PP) for non-academic units is also required and will 
probably be done next year – it will tie directly with the new budget model.  
 
There was a question on diversity guidelines and training for search committees. President Green 
said that members of search committees are required to go through training. Resources are 
available on the AAEEO website on how to do fair and equitable searches and advertising. Yolanda 
Bisbee added that Elissa Keim, Director of the Office of Workforce Diversity, is happy to meet with 
individuals who want to go beyond the basic training.  
There were no more questions or comments. 

 
• Adjournments  

The agenda being completed, President Green adjourned the meeting at 3:45pm. 
 

Respectfully Submitted 

Francesca Sammarruca  

Secretary of the University Faculty 

 



 

University of Idaho 
2020 – 2021 University Faculty Meeting Agenda 

Meeting #3 
Thursday, February 25, 2021, at 2:30pm (PT) / 3:30pm (MT) 

ZOOM only 
 

President Scott Green Presiding 
 

I. Call to Order – President Green 
 

II. In Memoriam – President Green 
 

III. Meeting Logistics – Faculty Secretary Francesca Sammarruca 
 

IV. Quorum count – Faculty Secretary Francesca Sammarruca 
 

V. Approval of Minutes (vote) – President Green 
 

• Minutes of the 2020-2021 University Faculty Meeting #2 (December 9, 2020) Attach. #1 
 

VI. Announcements – President Green 
 

VII. Special Orders– Faculty Senate Chair Barbara Kirchmeier 
 

• Proposed Changes/Additions to Faculty-Staff Handbook (vote)  
o UP-21-10: Removal of FSH 1440 – Administrative Organization Attach. #2 
o UP-21-12: Edit to FSH 1640.42 – Faculty Affairs Committee Attach. #3 

 
• Proposed Changes to the University of Idaho Catalog (vote) 

o UCC-21-030: Change of CIP code for the Master’s in Architecture Attach. #4 
o UCC-21-025: Discontinuation of the B.S. in Natural Resource Conservation Attach. #5 
o UCC-21-025: Change of emphases in the B.S. in Environmental Science Attach. #6 
o UCC-21-025: Change of CIP code for the M.S. and the Ph.D. in Natural Resources Attach. 

#7 
o UCC-21-030: Move the B.S. in Ecology & Conservation Biology to the Department of Fish 

and Wildlife Sciences Attach. #8 
o UCC-21-030: New undergraduate certificate in Natural Resource Management Attach. #9 
o UCC-21-030: Add an option to the Master in Natural Resources Attach. #10 
o UCC-21-026: Change of name of the Department of Agriculture & Extension Education 

Attach. #11 
o UCC-21-028: New minor in Human and Community Engagement Attach. #12 
o UCC-21-028:  New undergraduate certificate in Precision Agriculture Attach. #13 
o UCC-21-028: New minor in Sustainable Food Systems Attach. #14 
o UCC-21-028: New minor in Water Science and Management Attach. #15 
o UCC-21-029: Add online delivery to the Masters in Music Attach. #16 
o UCC-21-029: Add online component to the M.S. in Movement and Leisure Science and to 

the B.S. in Recreation, Sports, and Tourism Management Attach. #17 
o UCC-21-030: Change the name of math emphasis Applied Quantitative Modeling Attach. 

#18 
o UCC-21-030: Change the name of the certificate in Data Analytics Attach. #19 
o UCC-21-030: New minor in Groundwater Hydrology Attach. #20 



 

o UCC-21-028: Change of name of the B.S. in Operations Management Attach. #21 
o UCC-21-028: New undergraduate certificate in Business Analytics Attach. #22 
o UCC-21-029: Move the P.S.M. to the College of Graduate Studies and change the 

emphases Attach. #23 
 

• Administrative Procedures Manual (Informational Items – no vote) 
o APM 90.53 – UI Photo Services Attach. #24 
o APM 90.54 – Printing and Design Attach. #25 
o APM 90.55 – Video Production Attach. #26 
 

VIII. President’s Remarks and discussion 
 

IX. Adjournment – President Green 
 
Attachments: 

• Attach. #1 Minutes of the 2020-2021 University Faculty Meeting #2 (December 9, 2020) 
• Attach. #2 FSH 1440 
• Attach. #3 FSH 1640.42 
• Attach. #4 Change of CIP code for the Master’s in Architecture 
• Attach. #5 Discontinuation of the B.S. in Natural Resource Conservation 
• Attach. #6 Change of emphases in the B.S. in Environmental Science 
• Attach. #7 Change of CIP code for the M.S. and the Ph.D. in Natural Resources 
• Attach. #8 Move the B.S. in Ecology & Conservation Biology to the Department of Fish and 

Wildlife Sciences 
• Attach. #9 New undergraduate certificate in Natural Resource Management 
• Attach. #10 Add an option to the Master in Natural Resources 
• Attach. #11 Change of name of the Department of Agriculture & Extension Education 
• Attach. #12 New minor in Human and Community Engagement 
• Attach. #13 New undergraduate certificate in Precision Agriculture 
• Attach. #14 New minor in Sustainable Food Systems 
• Attach. #15 New minor in Water Science and Management 
• Attach. #16 Add online delivery to the Masters in Music 
• Attach. #17 Add online component to the M.S. in Movement and Leisure Science and to the 

B.S. in Recreation, Sports, and Tourism Management 
• Attach. #18 Change the name of math emphasis Applied Quantitative Modeling 
• Attach. #19 Change the name of the certificate in Data Analytics 
• Attach. #20 New minor in Groundwater Hydrology 
• Attach. #21 Change of name of the B.S. in Operations Management 
• Attach. #22 New undergraduate certificate in Business Analytics 
• Attach. #23 Move the P.S.M. to the College of Graduate Studies and change the emphases 
• Attach. #24 APM 90.53 
• Attach. #25 APM 90.54 
• Attach. #26 APM 90.55 
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University of Idaho 

2020 – 2021 University Faculty Meeting Minutes – Pending Approval 

Meeting #2 

Wednesday, December 9, 2020, at 2:30pm (PT) / 3:30pm (MT) 

 
Zoom only 

Provost/EVP Torrey Lawrence Presiding 

 

• Provost Lawrence called the meeting to order at 2:32pm (PT).  
 

• Provost Lawrence read the names of those who died between September 16 and December 1, 2020: 
 

James Bikkie 
Professor Emeritus of Vocational Teacher Education 

October 2020 

Edwin Arthur Dowding 
Professor Emeritus of Agricultural Engineering 

September 2020 

Maynard Axel Fosberg 
Professor Emeritus of Soil Science and Soil Morphology 

September 2020 

Donald R. Johnson 
Professor Emeritus of Zoology 

October 2020 

Arthur “Doc” Partridge 
Professor Emeritus of Forest Resources 

October 2020 

Roger Wallins 
Professor Emeritus of English and Associate Dean Emeritus 

August 2020 

• Provost Lawrence requested a moment of silence in honor of the colleagues who passed away. 
 

• Meeting Logistics – Faculty Secretary Sammarruca 
University Faculty meetings are open to anyone wishing to attend and the Zoom link has been 
distributed broadly.  However, only eligible faculty can vote. We will be using the polling function in 
Zoom to conduct the votes. The first vote will be to determine a quorum. Eligibility criteria are found 
in FSH  1520 II.1. Quorum is determined by a one-question survey for people to identify themselves 
as eligible voters. Voting items will be on separate surveys. Zoom will tabulate the responses and, 

jespinoza
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Attach. #1
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after the meeting, we will verify that the votes came from eligible voters. People will be able to ask 
questions by using the raise hand function in Zoom and the monitor will call on them. The chat 
function is on, but we ask that you wait for the Q&A period and then raise your Zoom hand. Priority 
will be given to raised hands over questions in the chat. This meeting is being recorded and will be 
available to watch on the Faculty Senate website. 

 
• Quorum count: Faculty Secretary Sammarruca 

100 voting members of the faculty were required for a quorum. 110 eligible voters were counted 
and thus a quorum was present. 
 

• Approval of minutes – Provost Lawrence  
Provost Lawrence asked if there were any corrections to the minutes of the 2020-2021 University 
Faculty Meeting #2 (September 16, 2020). There were none. The minutes of Meeting #2 were 
approved as distributed. 
  

• Announcements – Provost Lawrence 
o We will celebrate our winter graduates with a virtual Winter Commencement. The event can be 

viewed live Saturday, December 12, 2020 at 11:30, at  www.uidaho.edu/commencement  
o Colleges and departments went through the first cycle of the new Promotion and Tenure policy. 

Feedback and suggestions are invited. Please complete the survey at  
https://bit.ly/UIPTFeedback by January 20, 2021. 

o The deadline for completing the mandatory training is December 11. The training is available in 
Bblearn and directions can be found in today’s Register. 

o Faculty may elect to exclude fall 2020 course evaluations through the online survey at  
https://uidaho.co1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_e41KiE1Nhf661IV by  January 5, 2021. 

o Faculty who are up for Promotion and Tenure may request a one-year delay because of the 
pandemic. Requests can be submitted by March 15, 2021 through this link 
https://uidaho.co1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_erKM6dKzZT8i7Jj  
 

• Special Orders– Faculty Senate Chair Barbara Kirchmeier 
 
o Items from Senate Consent Agenda 
 UCC-21-006: Final Exam Schedule for 2021-22 

Senate Chair Kirchmeier asked if there were any requests to move the item from the Consent 
Agenda for discussion. There were none. Absent any objections, the Final Exam Schedule for 
2021-22 was approved as distributed. 
 

o Resolutions 
 Diversity Resolution from Ubuntu  

The Resolution came to Faculty Senate from Ubuntu. Under the leadership of Jan Johnson and 
Kristin Haltinner, the committee drafted a Resolution that reaffirms the U of I commitment to 
supporting equity, diversity, inclusion, and social justice through policy and procedures as well 
as campus and institutional culture. Ubuntu worked with a number of groups on campus over 
a year. Last October, the Resolution was brought to Senate, which adopted it. The Resolution 
is included in the binder for this faculty meeting. Senate Chair Kirchmeier invited everyone to 

http://www.uidaho.edu/commencement
http://www.uidaho.edu/commencement
https://bit.ly/UIPTFeedback
https://bit.ly/UIPTFeedback
https://uidaho.co1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_e41KiE1Nhf661IV
https://uidaho.co1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_e41KiE1Nhf661IV
https://uidaho.co1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_erKM6dKzZT8i7Jj
https://uidaho.co1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_erKM6dKzZT8i7Jj
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join her in thanking Jan, Kristin, and every member of Ubuntu for their excellent work with this 
project and with all the other issues undertaken by the committee. 

 
o Proposed Changes/Additions to Faculty-Staff Handbook (vote)  
 UP-21-02: FSH 1590 Unit Bylaws 

This policy was revised by FAC to clarify procedures for developing and approving Unit Bylaws 
and to update the list of required contents, particularly to reflect the fact that, with the 
adoption of FSH 3500, promotion and tenure procedures should no longer be contained in 
Unit Bylaws. In the interest of efficiency when reviewing bylaws, the Provost will adopt a 
standard university template for Unit Bylaws, consistent with the revised FSH 1590. 
There were no questions or comments. 
Vote – approved with 103 votes in favor. 
 

 UP-21-22: FSH 6100 Title IX Changes 
On May 6, 2020, the US Department of Education issued new regulations amending federal 
policy that mandates how colleges and universities must investigate and adjudicate allegations 
of sexual harassment under Title IX – the federal law prohibiting discrimination on the basis of 
sex in education. The university must adopt a new policy to comply with the new federal 
regulations. The policy was approved by President Green on August 14, 2020, as a temporary 
emergency policy, and must now become a permanent policy. 
There were no questions or comments. 
Vote – approved with 103 votes in favor. 

 
o Proposed Changes to the University of Idaho Catalog (vote) 
 UCC-21-015: Name Change for the Department of Accounting  

Changing the name of the Department of Accounting to Department of Accounting and 
Management Information Systems better reflects the composition of the department. 

 UCC-21-020: Department Name Change for Psychology and Communication Studies 
The new name – Department of Psychology and Communication – is more accurate and 
concise. 

 UCC-21-020: Name Change for the Diversity and Inclusion Certificate 
The new name – Equity and Justice Certificate – better reflects the curriculum, learning 
outcomes, and up-to-date learning on issues of equity and justice. 

 UCC-21-020: Discontinue Emphases in History 
This change has no student impact. 

 UCC-21-021: Discontinue the MAT in Art 
There has not been an MAT in Art for many years. This change will clean up the state inventory 
by completing the official state discontinuation. 

 UCC-21-022: Department Name Change for Sociology and Anthropology 
The name change to “Department of Culture, Society, and Justice” reflects the 
multidisciplinary scope of the programs housed in the department. 
There were no questions or comments. 
Vote on the above six items: 

 UCC-21-015: Change Department Name in Accounting – approved with 115 votes in favor 
 UCC-21-020: Department Name Change for Psychology and Communication – approved with 

113 votes in favor 
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 UCC-21-020: Name Change for the Diversity and Inclusion Certificate – approved with 112 
votes in favor 

 UCC-21-020: Discontinue Emphases in History – approved with 113 votes in favor 
 UCC-21-021: Discontinue the MAT in Art – approved with 115 votes in favor 
 UCC-21-022: Department Name Change for Sociology and Anthropology – approved with 104 

votes in favor 
 

o Proposed Changes to the University of Idaho Catalog (vote), cont. 
 UCC-21-022: Discontinue Emphases in Music Business 

This is to reflect the rapidly evolving business climate and give students more choices and 
flexibility. 

 UCC-21-022: Name Change for Music and Discontinuation of Emphases 
This change will result into a single pathway for the major, which will be named “Applied 
Music.” 

 UCC-21-022: Discontinue Emphases in Sociology 
This change will result in there being one pathway to the Sociology degree. There will be no 
impact on currently enrolled students. 

 UCC-21-022: New Minor in Film & Television 
The new minor will provide focused instruction in technical video production and media 
communication. It will build skills in videography and media production, supporting students in 
a variety of career tracks. 

 UCC-21-023: New UG Certificate in Small Business Management 
The new certificate is designed for the individual who wants to expand and strengthen an 
existing business or start/manage a business. 

 UCC-21-024: Discontinue Molecular Biology and Biotech 
This is in the effort to streamline the undergraduate degree offerings in the Biological 
Sciences. The degree being discontinued had significant overlap with the Microbiology and 
Biochemistry degrees that will continue to be offered. 
Vote on the above six items: 

 UCC-21-022: Discontinue Emphases in Music Business – approved with 111 votes in favor 
 UCC-21-022: Name Change for Music and Discontinuation of Emphases – approved with 110 

votes in favor 
 UCC-21-022: Discontinue Emphases in Sociology – approved with 106 votes in favor 
 UCC-21-022: New Minor in Film & Television – approved with 109 votes in favor 
 UCC-21-023: New UG Certificate in Small Business Management – approved with 113 votes in 

favor 
 UCC-21-024: Discontinue Molecular Biology and Biotech – approved with 106 votes in favor 

 
o Faculty Staff Handbook (Informational Item – no vote) 
 UP-21-03: FSH 1120 Origins and Growth of the University of Idaho 

FSH 1120 is being deleted because it is  a historical description of the university rather than a 
policy. The deleted material will be available at the library in the “Special Collections,” under 
the title “Campus History.” 

 UP-21-04: FSH 1140 Mission and Scope of Higher Education in Idaho 
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 UP-21-05: FSH 1220 Institutions of Higher Educations in Idaho  
FSH 1140 and 1220 are being deleted because they duplicate SBOE policy. Their subject matter 
is within SBOE purview. 

 UP-21-06: FSH 4320 Board Policy on Intercollegiate Athletics  
FSH 4320 is being deleted because it restates SBOE policy, and is outside U of I policy-making 
authority. 

 UP-21-07: FSH 4325 UI Organization of Intercollegiate Athletics  
This is being deleted because it is mostly descriptive and does not serve any of the standard 
policy functions. 

 UP-21-08: FSH 6925 Law Library  
This is being deleted because it is mostly descriptive and does not serve any of the standard 
policy functions. Also, the information is subject to frequent updates and is available on the 
library website. The deletion of FSH 6925 has the approval of the Dean of the College of Law. 

 UP-21-09: FSH 1240 Roles and Missions of the State Institutions of Higher Education 
FSH 1240 is being deleted because it duplicates SBOE policy, and to the extent that it deals 
with other institutions, is outside U of I policy-making authority. 

      There were no questions on the informational items above. 
 
o Administrative Procedures Manual (Informational Items – no vote) 
 APM 20.13 Communications and/or Computers 

Updated to conform with tax law changes. 
 APM 40.32 Parking and Transportation Services 

Revised to reflect more accurately the fact that university department budget numbers cannot 
be used to purchase parking permits or to pay for parking citations issued to U of I employees 
who work on the Moscow campus. They can be used to pay for permits and citations issued to 
Moscow campus visitors. The revisions include removal of Section A.6 “Bicycles.” Regulations 
on bicycle parking on campus are covered by the U of I Parking Regulations document. They 
are not administrative procedures and thus do not need to be included in the APM. 

      There were no questions on the informational items above. 
 

This concluded the Special Orders part of the meeting. Faculty Senate Chair Barbara Kirchmeier 
expressed gratitude to everyone for their support and work during a challenging semester. 

 
• Provost’s Remarks and Discussion 

Provost Lawrence thanked those who participated in the provost search. He is honored and 
humbled by the trust the university has placed in him. After 23 years at the U of I, through ups and 
downs, Provost Lawrence said he is optimistic in spite of the challenges ahead. We have bright 
students, dedicated staff, and our faculty are experts recognized nationally and internationally. 
These are times of significant changes, especially due to the pandemic, and higher education is 
shifting quickly. Provost Lawrence said he looks forward to working with the university community. 
 
At the December 12 virtual Commencement, every graduate will be recognized individually and will 
receive a celebratory gift box with vandal gear.  
 
Looking forward to the next few months: the spring semester logistics will be similar to the fall 
logistics.  Thanks to our improved testing capabilities, we are able to test students prior to January 
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13. We decided it is best to encourage students to come back to campus early and be tested 
between January 6 and January 12. The original plan to have classes online the first week of the 
semester might have resulted in students coming back after the Martin Luther King Day long 
weekend and still needing to be tested. A negative COVID test is required to attend classes and lists 
of ineligible students will be provided to the instructors, as in the fall. Starting in person on January 
13 will make it easier to engage students from day one. We must continue to be vigilant – wear a 
mask and follow the directives in the Vandal Pledge. Following safety protocol is required until all of 
us receive the vaccine. We continue to test wastewater and use thermo scanners. We may switch to 
online class delivery for a week after spring break so that returning students can be tested. 
 
Provost Lawrence concluded by acknowledging all faculty and staff for the efforts and time they put 
into preparing for different class-delivery methods. On behalf of President Green, the Provost 
expressed gratitude to faculty and staff for the many extra hours they invested and for their 
willingness to be creative, innovative, and responsive to our students, and wished everyone a restful 
and safe holiday season. 
 
Discussion: 
There was a question about the opening date for Residence Halls, January 10. Some students, 
especially international students, may need earlier access to dorms. Provost Lawrence responded 
that students should reach out to their dorm RA to request early check-in. 
 
After thanking the provost for his leadership, a faculty noted that the state expects an 
unprecedented surplus of $600 million by the end of the fiscal year in June. Some of this money will 
certainly be used for COVID relief. Will some of the “rainy days funds” be used to offset our COVID-
related expenses and furlough? Provost Lawrence responded that universities have in fact raised 
similar questions with the State Board. The Provost said he is not aware of any specific plan. Spring 
enrollment is down by 4.4% compared to last year, but a lot can change by January 13. It seems 
ironic that, with such large surplus and the state doing well financially, people in higher education 
are facing furlough. These questions are likely to be revisited in the new year. 
 
The same faculty, while recognizing the CETL team for their work through the pandemic, wondered 
about the effectiveness of the HyFlex model. Will we evaluate the effectiveness of the various class-
delivery methods with hard data? The provost responded that Interim Vice Provost Diane Kelly-Riley 
is working with CETL to gather best practices. Course evaluations for the fall semester should be 
insightful. The Secretary added that a broad survey had been recently sent to collect data on 
faculty’s experiences with the various delivery methods. 
 
There were no more questions or comments. 

 
• Adjournments  

The agenda being completed, Provost Lawrence adjourned the meeting at 3:20pm. 
 

Respectfully Submitted 

Francesca Sammarruca  

Secretary of the University Faculty 
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1640.42 
FACULTY AFFAIRS COMMITTEE (FAC) 

 
A. FUNCTION. 
 

A-1. To conduct a continuing study of salaries, professional problems, welfare, retirement options and benefits 
(including 403b plans), and working conditions of faculty members. 
 
A-2. To call the attention of the Faculty Senate or the president, as appropriate, to matters concerning faculty 
affairs in any college or other unit that the committee believes should be of concern. [ed. 7-09] 

 
A-3. To serve as a point of first contact involving questions of interpretation and application of policies affecting 
the welfare of faculty members such as promotion and tenure. [rev. 7-17] 
 

B. STRUCTURE. Nine faculty members, not more than two of whom are departmental administrators (administrators 
above the departmental level are not eligible for membership on this committee). The Vice Provost for Faculty and 
the Faculty Secretary serve as ex officio members without vote. [rev. 7-08, 1-19, 7-19] 
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%&�'()*�+,+ -./0.11&0./�'234054�66'()*�,,+7 81.1&9:�'234054�66�79;%&�'()*�+,+7 79;%&9<%&3�'234054�66*=>=�?@, '&%;9;0:0<3�9.A�*<9B4B54*=>=�C?, *<9B4B59:�>.9:3404DE�FGHIJK�LIMNOPIGOPQ-RS*�C+? ':9..0./�*T4<90.9;:1�':9514UVWF�XYZ [GKK\]GO�[̂N_NO]GOUVWF�XZX ÌPaĜb�Gc�UON̂dbefF�Xgg hKGDJK�V\âI]GOiVLj�Xgk iMlJHa�Gc�jNHmOGKGdb�GO�FGHINabiF�nYY iOaoK�UO_ÎGOMNOaJK�hG_N̂OJOHNRp*�+?q *%501<3�9.A�R9<T&9:�p14%T&514HE�rJOJdNMNOa�jGGKP-RS*�C,q -.s0&%.t1.<9:�70u1535:1�>44144t1.<-RS*�C+@ 6.<&%�<%�v0%&1/0%.9:�':9..0./UVWF�XYZ [GKK\]GO�[̂N_NO]GO-RS*�C?@ ':9..0./�=21%&3�9.A�'&%51446Rw=�?xC (9y9&A%T4�z9<1&09:46Rw=�CC{ '&%|15<�9.A�'&%/&9t�z9.9/1t1.<}E�hNGPlJ]JK�jGGKPQhU~h�nZk hiF�[̂IMN̂hU~h�XYX b̀}̂G��llP�hiF��NMGaN�FNOPIOd8-�8�C�q 6.<1&t1A09<1�86*Rp*���p�C�+ p1t%<1�*1.40./�%u�<21�-.s0&%.t1.<Rp*�C�{ 76w>p�9.A���B59:�p1t%<1�*1.40./�>.9:3404�Ur�X�� hiF��llKIHJ]GO�IO�eÎN�UHGKGdb�JO}�rJOJdNMNOaNE�UO_ÎGOMNOaJK�[GKIHb�JO}��Nd\KJ]GOPQ>8-��C�� 79��-<2054�9.A�<21�-.s0&%.t1.<-RS*�C+� -.s0&%.t1.<9:�>TA0<-RS*��*'�C?x '&0.50�:14�%u�*T4<90.9;0:0<3-RS*�C�� 6.<&%AT5B%.�<%�-.s0&%.t1.<9:�p1/T:9B%.4-RS*�C{+ R9<T&9:�p14%T&51�'%:053�9.A�79�Rp*�C{{ R-'>�0.�'%:053�9.A�'&95B51'�7*�Rp*�Cx+ R9<T&9:�p14%T&51�'%:053u��-.1&/3�*34<1t4�8-�8�Cq? �9<1&�9.A�-.1&/3�*34<1t4UVWF�XZX ÌPaĜb�Gc�UON̂dbefF�Xgg hKGDJK�V\âI]GOUVWF�XZk UON̂db�U�HINOHb�JO}�fGOPN̂_J]GOiVLj�Xgk iMlJHa�Gc�jNHmOGKGdb�GO�FGHINab
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%&'(�)*) +,-./�0.1./23,1�214�'567/5893,1:;�<=>?@AB@CADA?E�<FAGBFGHI&JK�)LM %17/,�7,�N5,/.O5,12P�+P21151OI&JK�)QR I1S5/,1T.172P�U5V.WXWP.�Y66.66T.17I&JK�)L* +P21151O�K96725128P.�+P2W.6I&JK�)LZ +,PP93,1�+/.S.13,1I&JK[\K�)*] +/51W5̂P.6�,V�K967251285P57X_<�̀ab cdABF�eBfAdgBhGB?@D�igjAFgDg:E_<�̀kl cdABFAmDG>�gn�<=>?@AB@CADA?Eoepo�kqk oDgC@D�rDAh@?G�rs@B:G%&'(�)Rt U.21�7,�0/..1�K96725128P.�(.Wu1,P,OXuv�w27./�214�K,5P6xKy%U�)RL I1S5/,1T.172P�w27./�z92P57Xe{|<�̀}a eBfAdgBhGB?@D�~E�dgDg:E<p����a} isG�<gAD�eFg>E>?Gh<p���̀k� cG>�FA�G>�AB�?sG�eBfAdgBhGB?<p���̀̀l <gAD�_Gd�DA?E5v��.67,/23,1�214��.T.4523,1xNI�)** N5,/.T.4523,1\%K��)�] %17/,�7,�Y�923W��.67,/23,1_p��̀�l oDgC@D�_AdG�eFgDg:E�@B���@B@:GhGB?�e����q cdABFAmDG>�gn�eFgDg:E+UK��)Q� +P217��,TT9157X��.67,/23,1��.7u,46�I��LZM %17/,49W3,1�7,�w5P4P214��.67,/23,1�e��̀qa cdABFAmDG>�gn�|G:G?@�gB��gBA?gdAB:�@B���G@>=dGhGB?�e��{�<�̀̀a �G>?gd@�gB�eFgDg:E�e��̀}b �@B:GD@B��eFgDg:EKy%U�)LL I1S5/,1T.172P�K,5P��u.T567/XKy%U�)RL I1S5/,1T.172P�w27./�z92P57X��_�̀̀a rgB>Gdf@�gB��AgDg:Eig?@D�~g=d> l��l�Q�,9/6.6�P567.4�T,/.�7u21�,1W.�W211,7�4,98P.�W,917�2W/,66�4.̂7u�2/.26v�,9/6.6�7,�7,72P�QLM�W/.4576�V,/�7u56�4.O/..v'56721W.�I49W23,1�YS25P285P57X���������������������� �����¡�¢��£�����¤¥¦���§�¦���̈�¦�¥��£�©¥ �¦ª�¡�«§̈¬©�¦¡¥�����®������¢��̄����¢¢��¡��¡�̄����°�¢�¦¡¥±¡�²��¢�ª�¢�«®³¯̄±�����±¡�²��¢�����£�¤¥¦���� ¢��¥���¦�����������́µ¶����������£������ ���� �¦����� �����¡�¢��£�¦����°�¦��������¦��·����������¥�²�¦�¥�¢�¦¡����¥ �¦ª�¡̧
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�$%&�'(��$%&�)*+,-./�01+�2+(234516748�43+49:;�016:�53(234<�74,�=+�7(<58+0+*�6,>� ?(+@3�*AB8+,+�C(:7(DE4F+�8+43,6,2(@07(<+:714,2+*G $%&H�IJK%�LMNO�PQR�S+43,6,2�T=U+7-F+:

?4,�VWX�(3�<(3+�(.�01+�7@3367@843�3+Y@63+<+,0:�(.�016:�53(234<�=+�7(<58+0+*�F64�*6:04,7+�+*@74-(,G).�Z+:[�74,�\WWX�(.�01+�7@3367@843�3+Y@63+<+,0:�(.�016:�53(234<�=+�7(<58+0+*�F64�*6:04,7+�+*@74-(,G]̂_̀a�bcdefgh�iĵhjkle�_jkgedf̂gdgh�mĵl�ǹee�_okg�pqr�̂m�d_e�stjjdstnkj�j̀utdj̀l̀ g_e�_̂�pqr�̂j�l̂ j̀�̂m�d_e�j̀utdj̀l̀ g_e�v̀dghkwkdnkvǹ�wdk�xde_kgs̀�̀xtskf̂g�de�ŝgedx̀j̀x�k�yĵti�z�sokgh̀�kgx�lte_�ŝliǹ_̀�_ò�iĵhjkl�iĵîekn�m̂jl{̂j|�v̀m̂j̀�_òèsokgh̀e�{dnn�v̀�iĵs̀eèx}~%J�KN�M��N���K%N���N��N����L��L��%OL��%NKO�O����L�JI%&��&LN�ON����L�����%O�%&��I�MN&�&�6(8(26748��76+,7+�T5-(,�0@*+,0:�D688�=+�4=8+�0(�4558/�+,F63(,<+,048�:76+,7+�536,7658+:��O���J�M�&��N��D6016,=6(8(26748[�51/:6748[�4,*�:(7648�:76+,7+��JOL%�L&�=3+4*01�43+4:[�D601�4�:5+76486�4-(,�0(�N��K%&&�&J��%LN����K%�%�NOL�&&�%&��O�4558/��,(D8+*2+�(.�+,F63(,<+,048�&��%O�%H�INON�%I%OLH�NO��I���N�JO��<6-24-(,�6,�40�8+4:0�(,+�43+4��0@*+,0:�D688�=+�4=8+�0(�7(<<@,6740+�+,F63(,<+,048�&��%O�%H�INON�%I%OLH�:76+,7+536,7658+:�4,*�I���N�JO��K�O����%&�NO��4558674-(,:�+�+7-F+8/�013(@21��K��O�H�JKN�H�NO���KN�M��N��D36-,2�4,*(348�53+:+,04-(,:��L��%OL&�������%�N��%�LJ��%IJO&LKNL%��OL%�KN��%�%O��KJOI%OLN��K%&%NK�M�NO��JK��KJ��%I�&J���O��%��%K�&%�LMNLN����%&�LM%�&��%O����I%LMJ���JK��%&��OH��NLN��J��%��JOH�NON��&�&H�NO��K%�JK�O���L��%OL&�������%�N��%�LJ��%IJO&LKNL%�MJ��6,0+2340+�0+71,6748�+�5+3-:+�D601�:(76(�7@80@348�NO���M���O�NI%OLN�&�5(86-748�*6<+,:6(,:�J����J�M�&��N��NO��&J��N��&��%O�%��JOLK���L%�LJ�%O��KJOI%OLN��&�&LN�ON����L��NLLM%��J�N�H�ON�JON�H�NO���OL%KON�JON���%�%�����J����H���NOO�O�H�NO���NON�%I%OL��I�MN&�&�KJ��%I�&J���O���(7648��76+,7+�T5-(,�0@*+,0:�D688�=+�4=8+�0(�N�����%O��KJOI%OLN��&��%O�%�*+<(,:0340+�01+��,(D8+*2+�(..(@,*4-(,48�536,7658+:�6,���J�M�&��N��NO��&J��N��&��%O�%��JOL%�L&�LJ�N��K%&&�&J��%LN����K%�%�NOL��&&�%&��O%O��KJOI%OLN��&��%O�%H�INON�%I%OLH�NO��I���N�JO��01+� +8*�(.�¡,F63(,<+,048��76+,7+��L��%OL&�������%�N��%�LJ��JII�O��NL%�%O��KJOI%OLN��&��%O�%H�INON�%I%OLHNO��I���N�JO��K�O����%&�NO��N�����N�JO&�%¢%���%���LMKJ��M��K��O�H�JKN�H�NO���KN�M��N���K%&%OLN�JO&�
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$%&'()%*�+,--�.(�/.-(�%0�'(10)*%2/%(�,)%(32/45(�()5,20)1()%/-�2(*(/267�/)'802�920.-(1�*0-5,)3�(:9(24*(�%7/%/99-,(*�%7(�*6,()4;6�1(%70'�<02�'(*,3)=�'/%/�60--(640)=�/)/->*,*=�/)'�2(9024)3?$%&'()%*�+,--�.(�/.-(�%0�'(10)*%2/%(�70+�602(�92,)6,9-(*�0<�90-,6>�/)'�9-/)),)3�+02@�+,%7,)�*06,(%/-<2/1(+02@*�%0�6019-(1()%�/)'�/'5/)6(�1/)/3(1()%�'(6,*,0)*�,)�%7(�;(-'�0<�()5,20)1()%/-�*6,()6(?A60-03,6/-�B(*%02/40)�A197/*,*$%&'()%*�+,--�.(�/.-(�%0�/99->�()5,20)1()%/-�*6,()6(�92,)6,9-(*�,)�.,097>*,6/-�/)'�*06,/-�*6,()6(�60)%(:%*�%0/''2(**�*06,(%/-->�2(-(5/)%�,**&(*�,)�()5,20)1()%/-�*6,()6(=�1/)/3(1()%=�/)'�1,43/40)?�$%&'()%*�+,--�.(�/.-(�%0�6011&),6/%(�()5,20)1()%/-�*6,()6(=�1/)/3(1()%=�/)'�1,43/40)�92,)6,9-(*�/)'/99-,6/40)*�(C(645(->�%720&37�+2,4)3=�02/-=�/)'�32/97,6/-�92(*()%/40)*?$%&'()%*�+,--�.(�/.-(�%0�'(10)*%2/%(�,)%(32/45(�()5,20)1()%/-�2(*(/267�/)'802�920.-(1�*0-5,)3�(:9(24*(�%7/%/99-,(*�%7(�*6,()4;6�1(%70'�<02�'(*,3)=�'/%/�60--(640)=�/)/->*,*=�/)'�2(9024)3?$%&'()%*�+,--�.(�/.-(�%0�'(10)*%2/%(�70+�602(�(60-03,6/-�92,)6,9-(*�/2(�&*('�%0�,19-(1()%�(C(645(�*6,()4;6/9920/67(*�%0�()5,20)1()%/-�2(*%02/40)�/)'�2(1(',/40)?D&-%&2(�/)'�D011&),6/40)�A197/*,*$%&'()%*�+,--�.(�/.-(�%0�/99->�()5,20)1()%/-�*6,()6(�92,)6,9-(*�,)�.,097>*,6/-�/)'�*06,/-�*6,()6(�60)%(:%*�%0/''2(**�*06,(%/-->�2(-(5/)%�,**&(*�,)�()5,20)1()%/-�*6,()6(=�1/)/3(1()%=�/)'�1,43/40)?�$%&'()%*�+,--�.(�/.-(�%0�6011&),6/%(�()5,20)1()%/-�*6,()6(=�1/)/3(1()%=�/)'�1,43/40)�92,)6,9-(*�/)'/99-,6/40)*�(C(645(->�%720&37�+2,4)3=�02/-=�/)'�32/97,6/-�92(*()%/40)*?$%&'()%*�+,--�.(�/.-(�%0�'(10)*%2/%(�,)%(32/45(�()5,20)1()%/-�2(*(/267�/)'802�920.-(1�*0-5,)3�(:9(24*(�%7/%/99-,(*�%7(�*6,()4;6�1(%70'�<02�'(*,3)=�'/%/�60--(640)=�/)/->*,*=�/)'�2(9024)3?$%&'()%*�+,--�.(�/.-(�%0�'(10)*%2/%(�70+�/)'�+7>�6&-%&2/-�,)E&()6(*�6/)�/C(6%�*06,(%/-�'(6,*,0)*�2(3/2',)3�@(>,**&(*�0<�()5,20)1()%/-�*6,()6(?F)%(32/%('�$6,()6(*�A197/*,*$%&'()%*�+,--�.(�/.-(�%0�/99->�()5,20)1()%/-�*6,()6(�92,)6,9-(*�,)�.,097>*,6/-�/)'�*06,/-�*6,()6(�60)%(:%*�%0/''2(**�*06,(%/-->�2(-(5/)%�,**&(*�,)�()5,20)1()%/-�*6,()6(=�1/)/3(1()%=�/)'�1,43/40)?�$%&'()%*�+,--�.(�/.-(�%0�6011&),6/%(�()5,20)1()%/-�*6,()6(=�1/)/3(1()%=�/)'�1,43/40)�92,)6,9-(*�/)'/99-,6/40)*�(C(645(->�%720&37�+2,4)3=�02/-=�/)'�32/97,6/-�92(*()%/40)*?$%&'()%*�+,--�.(�/.-(�%0�'(10)*%2/%(�,)%(32/45(�()5,20)1()%/-�2(*(/267�/)'802�920.-(1�*0-5,)3�(:9(24*(�%7/%/99-,(*�%7(�*6,()4;6�1(%70'�<02�'(*,3)=�'/%/�60--(640)=�/)/->*,*=�/)'�2(9024)3?$%&'()%*�+,--�.(�/.-(�%0�,)%(32/%(�.,097>*,6/-�(:9(24*(�+,%7�*06,0G6&-%&2/-�',1()*,0)*�0<�()5,20)1()%/-920.-(1G*0-5,)3?HIJKLMIN�OPQQ�RL�SRQL�IT�KLUTMNIVSIL�PMILWVSXYL�VLNLSVZ[�L\]LVXNL�I[SI�S]]QPLN�I[L�NZPLMX̂Z�ULI[TK�_TV�KLNPWM̀KSIS�ZTQQLZXTM̀�SMSQaNPǸ�SMKVL]TVXMWbHIJKLMIN�OPQQ�RL�SRQL�IT�PMILWVSIL�ILZ[MPZSQ�L\]LVXNL�OPI[�NTZPTcZJQIJVSQ�SMK]TQPXZSQ�KPULMNPTMN�T_�LMYPVTMULMISQ]VTRQLUcNTQYPMWb�$((�/d/671()%�HJUUSVPeL�[TO�I[L�QLSVMPMW�TJIZTULN�OPQQ�RL�SNNLNNLK�_TV�I[L�]VT]TNLK�ZJVVPZJQJUb
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$%&&'()*+,'-%./*01 2345367�89:;:<=>?@A�5367B2CDDE@2FGHIJ;8KB7JLB89<MN6=>?@A�2345367B2FGHIJ3GOJ5OLFGPEPQDJGPM�RSTQU5T=>?@A�5HVED?HOJHWGX�7@EJH@JB5@?X?IE@GX�4JPW?DGY?HMZ75HV7=AXPA�[/\%](/1�̂_̀`[/a]/b 3?�[/a]/b/('̀../*01c?GHG�5PLEH?dG�;eJPLEH?dG<�;:9f8:f89�ghKg�LO<h�i.j�1//�.j�/.k]l�m/n'(/�k&&('a]*+o�7GDG�pGFCD?H�;PGDG<�;::f9Kf89�8hqr�LO<h�1/*0�/.k]l�0'�s//�t]/(l]*+o�u//v�0w/�'%0-'./1�n'(�kll0w/�*/b�/.&wk1/1�m/]*+�-(/k0/vo�x�'*lj�1//�'%0-'./1�yx�-w/-z/v�0w/�k{k-w./*01|�n'($%10k]*km]l]0j�$-]/*-/1}�bw]-w�b]ll�*//v�0'�m/�(/*k./v�]*�0w/�'%0-'./1�m'~o�̂w/�'0w/(&('&'1/v�*/b�/.&wk1]1�k(/k1�1)ll�*//v�'%0-'./1o�7GDG�pGFCD?H�;PGDG<�;::f9�f89��h9��GO<h��&vk0/v�0w/�l/k(*]*+�'%0-'./1�n'(�kll�/.&wk1/1�&/(s//�t]/(l]*/�y(/-/]a/v�(/\%/10/v�-wk*+/1�k*v�kvv])'*1�n('.�s//�a]k�/.k]l|o�ill�-wk*+/1�&k10/vn('.�w]1�/.k]lo�4J�J@@G��D?PW�;D�D?PW<�;::f9�f89�:8hg:�LO<h�$'./�]11%/1�b]0w�0w/�-%((]-%l%.�b]0w�-'%(1/1.]11]*+�'(�wka]*+�m//*�v/l/0/v�&(/a]'%1ljo�̂w/�n'll'b]*+�-%((]-%l%.�&('ml/.1�/~]10��_ut$������*'�(/-'(v�'n�0w]1�-'%(1/�/~]10o�_ut$�������0w]1�-'%(1/�bk1�v]1-'*)*%/v�k*v�wk1�m//*�(/.'a/vn('.�0w]1�-%((]-%l%.o�_ut$�������*'�(/-'(v�'n�0w]1�-'%(1/�/~]101}�k*v�0w/�l]10/v�-('11�l]10�u[$����wk1�m//*�&%0�]*�]01�&lk-/o�_ut$����}�_ut$����}�k*v�_ut$�������*'�(/-'(v�'n�0w]1�-'%(1//~]101�m%0�]0�k&&/k(1�0'�m/�%1]*+�k��x���-'%(1/�)0l/o�_ut$�������*'�(/-'(v�'n�0w]1�-'%(1/�/~]101}m%0�]0�]1�%1]*+�0w/�)0l/�'n�i�_̀�����k*v�0w]1�wk1�m//*�%1/v�]*�]01�&lk-/o��'10�'n�0w/1/�-'%(1/1k(/�]*�k�-w']-/�l]10�k*v�b]ll�m/�(/.'a/v�]n�*'0�(/./v]/vo�QO���EHIPW?H�;GO��EHIPW?H<�;::fg9f89�8h9��LO<h�̂w/�-'%(1/�]11%/1�./*)'*/v�mj�[/m/--kb/(/�(/1'la/v�]*�-''&/(k)'*�b]0w�0w/�v/&k(0./*0o� �/j�����
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��	�������	�������	��������B?JD<Q?H	�GRR	NDa<U<	?:	�U:�<HHG:QNR	H?NQDNUDH	:�	<?aGEH	�a<Q	JHGQS	:U	HTQ?a<HG�GQS	�Q:�R<DS<�	D:GQS	U<H<NUEa�<K�R:TGQS	�<RD	�UNEVE<H�	<QSNSGQS	GQ	E:QH<U;NV:Q	KNQNS<K<Q?�	NQD	�a<Q	�:U�GQS	�G?a	H?N�<a:RD<UHC	EaNQS<D	?:	K:U<	?aNQ	Le�	()22i,[�3	l+̀	4l3	g3i,.[./	+)41+235	̀[gg	h3	i553553o	p+,	4l3	*,+*+53o	1),,[1)g)2r	]�31-_3	�)gn	�}	t���}	4l3	�.[_3,5[4n	+p	�oil+	h3/i.	+�3,[./	4l3	wr(r	]1+g+/n	i.o	̂+.53,_i-+.w[+g+/n	�]̂w�	o3/,33}	̀l[1l	li5	h33.	1+.-.)+)5gn	2i.i/3o	).o3,	4l3	03*i,423.4	+p	mi4),igY35+),135r	\l[5	o3*i,423.4	l+)535	4l3	 +,354}	¡[gog[p3	i.o	Yi./3	]y*3,[23.4	(4i-+.}	4l3�oil+	̂++*3,i-_3	 [5l	i.o	¡[gog[p3	Y353i,1l	�.[4}	i.o	igg	4l3	1+gg3/3¢5	/,io)i43	*,+/,i25r	\l3wr(r	]̂w	o3/,33	[5	4l3	+.gn	).o3,/,io)i43	o3/,33	+�3,3o	hn	4l[5	o3*i,423.4}	̀l[1l	[5[.1+.5[543.4	̀[4l	4l3	*),*+53	i.o	+*3,i-+.	+p	4l3	o3*i,423.4	�[r3r}	2i.i/3	]y*3,[23.4(4i-+.}	̂++*}	i.o	/,io)i43	54)o[35�r\l)5}	4l3	̂+gg3/3	+p	mi4),ig	Y35+),135	[5	,3Z)35-./	4li4	4l3	wr(r	]̂w	h3	2+_3o	4+	4l303*i,423.4	+p	 [5l	i.o	¡[gog[p3	(1[3.135£	4l[5	o3*i,423.4	li5	g+./	*,+_[o3o	4l3	h)gj	+p43i1l[./	3�+,4	i.o	.3i,gn	igg	io_[5[./	3�+,4	4+	5)**+,4	4l[5	).o3,/,io)i43	o3/,33	*,+/,i2r
Yi-+.ig3	p+,	4l3	*,+*+53o	1li./3r	�.1g)o3	i.	3y*gi.i-+.	+p	l+̀	4l3	o3*i,423.4	̀[gg	2i.i/3	4l3	ioo3o+̀,jg+io}	[p	i.nr
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�JY	OBH[B@G	OBH�HQ@F�'1,	m/�(g~,hu	bcsctslc	lu�l	o(�g,:g+&u	NC=	�	�@RDB@F	XJQHDBEJ	�@M@[JGJMRWE@�JGAE	>JB��E@RJ�'01	,hg1u	blsc�slc	bbu��	o()*'+&,0	o$%o%0,h	�5u	v%'+'	w0og+%x'	y�ccq�c�cb{

jespinoza
Text Box

jespinoza
Typewritten Text
Attach. #9
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X9%5	8(&$-5	%'8	('8(&$-5	4$%0;&$0	6(77	+$	;0$8	53	%00$00	05;8$'5	7$%&'(')F

	Y00$004$'5	6(77	3--;&	$%-9	%'';%77:@	6(59	=$&23&4%'-$	8%5%	-377$-5$8	23&	%77	-$&.<-%5$05;8$'50	%5	59$	$'8	32	$%-9	%-%8$4(-	:$%&C	1$&23&4%'-$	8%5%	6(77	+$	&$/($6$8	6(59>$=%&54$'5	2%-;75:	%'8	%8,;054$'50	53	59$	-$&.<-%5$	05&;-5;&$	%'8	%00$004$'5	4%8$	%0	'$$8$%-9	2%77CX9$'	6(77	%00$004$'5	%-./(.$0	3--;&	%'8	%5	69%5	2&$Z;$'-:F
[\]̂_̀\	a_bc̀d̀e	f]\ghi_jB5;8$'50	59%5	-34=7$5$	59$	k%5;&%7	A$03;&-$	G%'%)$4$'5	-$&.<-%5$	093;78	+$	%+7$	53	('5$)&%5$	5$-9'(-%7	Q<$78SK'367$8)$	6(59	%'%7:.-%7	0K(770	53	037/$	(4=3&5%'5	'%5;&%7	&$03;&-$	4%'%)$4$'5	=&3+7$40C		B=$-(<-%77:@	05;8$'50	093;78	+$	%+7$	53I
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$%&'()*%	%'+,+-)'.,	/(+'%&&%&0	)1',23)1-	425.1	)5/.'6&	64.6	)172%1'%	%'+&8&6%5	'4.1-%0	.13	64%	9262(%&2&6.)1.*),)68	+9	1.62(.,	(%&+2('%&:;4.(.'6%()<%	1.62(.,	(%&+2('%&	.13	*%	9.5),).(	=)64	5%64+3&	6+	>2.1?98	.6	,%.&6	+1%	+9	64%&%	(%&+2('%&:@3%1?98	3%&)(%3	9262(%	'+13)?+1&	6+	.'4)%A%	1.62(.,	(%&+2('%B(%,.6%3	+*C%'?A%&0	/(%&'()*%	5.1.-%5%16	.'?+1&1%%3%3	6+	.'4)%A%	64+&%	+*C%'?A%&0	.13	%A.,2.6%	&2''%&&	+9	/(%&'()*%3	.'?+1&:	D%>2%&6%3	;@E	'+3%F	GH:GIJJ$%&'()*%	64%	/(+/+&%3	1%=	/(+-(.5	'+5/+1%16	+(	'%(?K'.6%	6+	)1',23%	+A%(A)%=	+9	/(+-(.5FL4)&	MNB'(%3)6	'%(?K'.6%	/(+-(.5	)&	3%&)-1%3	9+(	)13)A)32.,&	'2((%16,8	%5/,+8%3	&%%O)1-	'.(%%(.3A.1'%5%16	+(	)13)A)32.,&	'+1&)3%()1-	%5/,+85%16	=)64	.	9%3%(.,	,.13	5.1.-%5%16+(-.1)<.?+1	P%:-:0	Q:R:	S+(%&6	R%(A)'%0	T2(%.2	+9	U.13	V.1.-%5%160	W.?+1.,	E.(O	R%(A)'%X:	L4%'%(?K'.6%	)&	3%&)-1%3	6+	5%%6	64%	YRBNGI	W.62(.,	D%&+2('%	V.1.-%5%16	.13	T)+,+-)'.,R')%1'%&	PGNGIX	&%()%&	.13	=),,	/(%/.(%	&623%16&	9+(	9%3%(.,	/+&)?+1&	64.6	5.1.-%0	&2/%(A)&%0,%.30	+(	/%(9+(5	/(+9%&&)+1.,	(%&%.('40	+(	&')%1?K'	=+(O	)1	*)+,+-80	.-()'2,62(%0	+(	1.62(.,(%&+2('%&	5.1.-%5%16	64.6	)&	1+6	',.&&)K.*,%	6+	.1+64%(	5+(%	&/%')K'	/(+9%&&)+1.,	&%()%&	)164%	W.62(.,	D%&+2('%&	V.1.-%5%16	.13	T)+,+-)'.,	R')%1'%&	Y(+2/0	GNGG:	Z[%(	'+5/,%?1-	64)&'%(?K'.6%	/(+-(.5	&623%16&	=),,	4.A%	64%	.*),)68	6+	.//,8	&+213	&')%1'%	6+	&+,A%	'+5/,%\1.62(.,	(%&+2('%	1.62(.,	(%&+2('%	5.1.-%5%16	)&&2%&:L4%	YRBGNGI	]EV	̂2.,)K'.?+1	R6.13.(3&	.(%	3%K1%3	.&F;+2(&%&	%>2)A.,%16	6+	.	5.C+(	'+2(&%	+9	&6238	)1	*)+,+-)'.,	&')%1'%&0	.-()'2,62(%	+(	1.62(.,(%&+2('%&	5.1.-%5%160	'4%5)&6(8	+(	.6	,%.&6	MN	'(%3)6	4+2(&	)1	*)+,+-)'.,	&')%1'%&0	1.62(.,(%&+2('%&0	=),3,.13	K(%	5.1.-%5%160	9+(%&6(80	+(	.-()'2,62(%	%>2)A.,%16	6+	.	5.C+(	K%,3	+9&62380	/,2&	.//(+/().6%	%\/%()%1'%	+9	.33)?+1.,	%32'.?+1	64.6	)&	'+5/.(.*,%	6+	64.6	1+(5.,,8.'>2)(%3	64(+2-4	64%	&2''%&&92,	'+5/,%?+1	+9	.	92,,	9+2(B8%.(	'+2(&%	+9	&6238	)1	64%	*)+,+-)'.,&')%1'%&0	.-()'2,62(%0	+(	1.62(.,	(%&+2('%&:L+	'+5/,%6%	64%	'%(?K'.6%0	&623%16&	52&6	6.O%	.	6+6.,	+9	MN	'(%3)6&	9(+5	64%	'+2(&%&	,)&6%3	)164%	/(+-(.5	+9	&6238:	Z,,	'+2(&%=+(O	52&6	*%	'+5/,%6%3	=)64	.	-(.3%	+9	_;̀	+(	*%a%(:	b)64;WD	'%(?K'.6%	'+55)a%%	.//(+A.,0	&623%16&	5.8	6(.1&9%(	2/	6+	&)\	'(%3)6&	+9	'+2(&%	=+(O	9(+5.1+64%(	)1&?62?+1	6+	'+216	6+=.(3&	64%)(	'%(?K'.6%	/(+-(.5:	R%,%'6	9(+5	64%	9+,,+=)1-	'+2(&%&c	.,,	'+2(&%=+(O	52&6	*%	'+5/,%6%3	=)64	.	-(.3%	+9	d;d	+(*%a%(:DeV	IfI	D.1-%,.13	E()1')/,%&	PH	'(%3)6&XS]D	MMI	E()1')/,%&	+9	e'+,+-8	PH	'(%3)6&XDeVMfMb),3,3E,6@3 ?K ? PM 3)6X

D.?+1.,%	9+(	64%	/(+/+&%3	'4.1-%:	@1',23%	.1	%\/,.1.?+1	+9	4+=	64%	3%/.(65%16	=),,	5.1.-%	64%	.33%3=+(O,+.30	)9	.18:
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$%&	'('	)*+,+-.,	/+-.0	1,2.345-36.	7'	582,*09:$%&	'(;	)*+,+-.,	/+-.0	1,2.345-36.	<*2+,	=0>,*29	7?	582,*0:$%&	'@A	1.086,>536.	06	)*+,+-.,	$29068-36.	7'	582,*09:B%CB	;@(	B1=	/8*D28	7;	582,*09:$%&	;E?	=F902D-35	G60-.F	7;	582,*09:%HI=	E(A	%.J*86.D2.0-+	KF,86+6LF	7;	582,*09:%HI=	E@(	%.28LF	%M5*2.5F	-.,	N6.928J-36.	7;	582,*09:<1=K	E?(	O*D.6+6LF	7E	582,*09:<C$	E(?	<>2+9	1.J2.068F	-.,	&-.-L2D2.0	7'	582,*09:<C$	E(E	P*8	Q>-+*0FR	/6++>36.R	-.,	=D6S2	7;	582,*09:<C$	E@E	<68290	/6+*5F	-.,	P,D*.*908-36.	7'	582,*09:$%&	EAT	B1=	PUU+*5-36.	*.	<*82	%56+6LF	-.,	&-.-L2D2.0	7'	582,*09:$%&	E?A	/8*.5*U+29	6V	I2L20-36.	&2-9>82D2.0	7'	582,*09:$%&	E??	)*+,+-.,	K-W*0-0	%56+6LF	-.,	P99299D2.0	7'	582,*09:$%&	E'X	O-.,95-U2	%56+6LF	7;	582,*09:$%&	EEA	)*+,+-.,	$29068-36.	%56+6LF	7;	582,*09:$%&	E(Y	1.02L8-02,	$-.L2+-.,	&-.-L2D2.0	7;	582,*09:$%&	E(X	$-.L2+-.,	%56+6LF	7'	582,*09:)O<	EEA	N6.928J-36.	G*6+6LF	7;	582,*09:N6>8929	06	060-+	-0	+2-90	'E	582,*09	06	56DU+202	0Z*9	528345-02[$-36.-+2\]Z282	*9	9086.L	,2D-.,	V68	56.3.>*.L	2,>5-36.	6V	5>882.0	V2,28-+	2DU+6F229	-.,	0Z692922S*.L	U69*36.9	̂*0Z	V2,28-+	+-.,	D-.-L2D2.0	68L-.*_-36.9[	&-.F	6V	0Z292	*.,*J*,>-+9	-825>882.0+F	2DU+6F2,	*.	92-96.-+	-.,	02DU68-8F	U69*36.9	̂*0Z	0Z2	V2,28-+	L6J28.D2.0	-.,	Z-J256DU+202,	96D2	56>892	̂68S	-0	0̂6̀F2-8	68	V6>8̀F2-8	56++2L29	-.,	>.*J289*329[	C0Z289	Z-J256DU+202,	V6>8̀F2-8	,2L8229a	Z6̂2J28R	0Z292	,2L8229	-82	*.	U86L8-D9	>.82+-02,	06	.-0>8-+8296>8529	72[L[R	V86D	+*W28-+	-809	U86L8-D9:	D-S*.L	0Z292	*.,*J*,>-+9	*.2+*L*W+2	V68	-,J-.52D2.0*.	.-0>8-+	8296>852	D-.-L2D2.0	U69*36.9	̂*0Z	0Z2	V2,28-+	+-.,	D-.-L2D2.0	-L2.5F[	]Z2	B=̀AEA?	928*29	*9	0Z2	2.08F	U6*.0	V68	-,J-.52D2.0	*.	0Z2	V2,28-+	+-.,	D-.-L2D2.0	-L2.5*29[	N>882.0+FR	0Z2	b2U-80D2.0	6V	<68290R	$-.L2+-.,	-.,	<*82	=5*2.529	-.,	N6++2L2	6V	H-0>8-+$296>8529	*9	9>UU683.L	90>,2.09	*.	D223.L	0Z292	90-.,-8,9[	P9	0Z292	90>,2.09	U-835*U-3.L-82	,6*.L	96	-9	.6.̀,2L822	922S*.L	90>,2.09R	0Z2F	-82	+*D*02,	*.	0Z2	.>DW28	6V	56>8929	0Z2F5-.	2.86++	*.	2-5Z	92D29028	792J2.	582,*0	Z6>89:	̂Z*5Z	,2+-F9	56>892̂68S	-.,	56DU+23.L	0Z282c>*82D2.09	06	c>-+*VF	V68	0Z2	B=̀AEA?	582,2.3-+9[	]Z2	U86U692,	528345-02	̂*++	-++6̂	0Z29290>,2.09	0Z2	d2e*W*+*0F	6V	2.86++*.L	-9	V>++̀3D2	90>,2.09	-0	0Z2	f.*J289*0F	6V	1,-Z6	-.,	56DU+2020Z2'È582,*082c>*82D2.0*.6.292D29028-99>D*.L0Z290>,2.0908-.9V289*e582,*09V86D
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#$%%&'()*+&,$-.)/0 123	).4	56	,.'/	7)	838#9:&,;3.<$7'.0	=>113.?7.4 2&3.?7.4.'1&--.)/0@ABA	CADEBFG	HIABAJ	HKLMNLMNL	OPQR	ASJP	3&TTUV,WX	YT.V0.	7:.)(Z[	V/	T.V0/	&).	:7'.,/	-.V0$'.%.'	&$/,&-.	0/V/.-.)/	&'	7),T$:.	:.0,'7%(&)0	&Z	:7'.,/	-.V0$'.0	4\.)	:.0,'7U7)*	/\.	%'&,.00/\V/	47TT	U.	$0.:	/&	.?VT$V/.	0/$:.)/09	1$''.)/T[]	/\.0.	V%%.V'	/&	VTT	U.	7):7'.,/	-.V0$'.0	/\V/T&&W	V/	%.'Z&'-V),.	7)	,&$'0.0]	U$/	)&/	V/	/\.	0/$:.)/̂0	VU7T7/[	/&	%.'Z&'-	7):7?7:$VT	&$/,&-.0/V/.-.)/_0̀9	8&'	.;V-%T.]	4\.'.a\&4	47TT	/\.	%'&*'V-	.?VT$V/.	\&4	4.TT	0/$:.)/0	b:.0,'7U..,&T&*7,VT	%'&,.00.0cb	d7TT	/\.'.	U.	V)	.;V-	/\V/	V0W0	0/$:.)/0	/&	:&	/\70]	&'	V	0/$:.)/%'.0.)/V(&)	.?VT$V/.:	47/\	V	'$U'7,	Z&'	/\70	&$/,&-.]	./,999	=\.	%TV)	-$0/	7),T$:.	:7'.,/-.V0$'.0	Z&'	.V,\	&'	VTT	&$/,&-.09	YT.V0.	'.V,\	&$/	/&	0V'Ve$7:V\&9.:$	47/\	<$.0(&)0]	Z&'\.T%	'.?707)*	/\70]	&'	/&	:70,$00	Z$'/\.'9	=\V)W0f	gSh	ijGkIlFG	HAShmjGkIlFGJ	HKNMLRMNL	KKPno	pSJP	3&TTUV,WX	q&T:7)*	Z&'	Z$/$'.	V*.):V	:$.	/&(-.	,&)0/'V7)/09	 r.[X	stu

/\.	ts,'.:7/	'.<$7'.-.)/	7)	&).	0.-.0/.'	V00$-7)*	/\.	0/$:.)/0	/'V)0Z.'	07;	,'.:7/0	Z'&-V)&/\.'	7)0(/$(&)	/\V/	-../	6#vwswx	0/V):V':09y0	4.	,$''.)/T[	&z.'	-V)[	&Z	/\.0.	,&$'0.0	&)T7).]	/\.'.	70	T7{T.	/&	)&	,&0/	7)	:.?.T&%7)*	V)::.T7?.'7)*	/\70	,.'(|,V/.9	d.	VT0&	V)(,7%V/.	0/'&)*	:.-V):	Z&'	/\70	,.'(|,V/.	Z'&-	/\.0.	)&)v/'V:7(&)VT	0/$:.)/0]	\.T%7)*	/&	7),'.V0.	.)'&TT-.)/	7)	/\.	+.%V'/-.)/	V):	1&TT.*.	V0,.'(|,V/.v0..W7)*	0/$:.)/09	d.	VT0&	U.T7.?.	/\V/	/\70	,.'(|,V/.	\V0	/\.	%&/.)(VT	/&	7),'.V0..)'&TT-.)/	7)	&$'	}9#9	V):	~9293	%'&*'V-0	V0	0/$:.)/0	,&-%T./.	/\.	,.'(|,V/.	V):	,&)07:.'7)?.0()*	V::7(&)VT	(-.	V):	'.0&$',.0	7)	/\.7'	Z.:.'VT	,V'..'0	V0	Z$/$'.	V:?V),.-.)/	VU&?./\.	6#vwswx	T.?.T	/\V/	47TT	'.<$7'.	V::7(&)VT	0/$:[	V):	,&$'0.4&'W9	
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#$%&$'(�)*'+&,�-,./,01
2'3/415�)%+1'31

6+�7%$89%:;<�;=;�>?@ABC<�;;�>DBBAEDFDG>HGGAIJJ�>?@ABK<�LMMJMMGJNOP<�QB@RD@OJ�>HDNEAF>?@AB=<�>DBBAEDFDG�SJTAJUV<�SJWAMOB@BXM�YZEJ[<�\>>]<�̂@EDFO_�̀JN@OJ>?@ABab�c2defb�#$,0gh,+1i0�jk3,eeb�l1'1,�mnn$%o'4epb�q7))cmnn$%o'4�#'1*eb�efrfsrpf�eptuv�n(w%'+'�x0ng+%y'z{,0ng+%y'|tmnn$%o,h�}%$�e~e)*'g$pb�efrfsrpf�eptus�n(w%'+'�x0ng+%y'z{,0ng+%y'|tmnn$%o,h�}%$�ee)/$$g3/4/()%((g�,,�)*'g$�b�efrf�rpf��tes�n(m(5��g+&01%+z'(58g+&01%+|t-%44�'38�1%�6+g�'1%$ub�efrf�rpf��tp��n(w%'+'�x0ng+%y'z{,0ng+%y'|t

�'1,�l/�(g�,ht�efrf�rpf��tpp�n(�g,:g+&t�CCV����@ODB@F�SJMHDBEJM����S��'01�,hg1t�fprf�rpe�ptpu�n()*'+&,0�n$%n%0,h��5t�w%'+'�x0ng+%y'�z�ff�sfafe|)'1'4%&�#'&,0�c0g+&1*g0�#$%&$'(q'1/$'4�-,0%/$3,0�zdbqb-b|

jespinoza
Text Box

jespinoza
Typewritten Text
Attach. #10
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#$$%&'()�*&%�+,+-./0%,1�+2324352�6756�$89&/:/�;<$0:&=/>?(<$0:&=/@7#$$%&'()�*&%�++-A%%0BACA8-&880D((�-./0%E1�+23+F352�47GH�/8I/%/�J/.A%&:></%/@7�#$$%&'()�*&%#<<(<<8(:KH1�+2354352�47,6�/8L/A%(:�M(%N0:<&:>$(%N0:<&:@7#$$%&'()�*&%O%/)A/K(�-&A:B0C-./0%41�++3+E352�+27G2�/8P(Q(BB/�R%&<K>%*%&<K@7�#$$%&'()*&%�-A%%0BACA8P('0(SF1�++35,352�+27GH�/8#8T�U0:V<K&:>/8TN0:V<K&:@7P&CCQ/BN�K&O%/)A/K(�-&A:B0C-./0%�*&%�P(V0<K%/%W<XYB(+21�+535+352�G7++�$8L/A%(:�M(%N0:<&:>$(%N0:<&:@7#$$%&'()�*&%O%/)A/K(�-&A:B0C-./0%++1�2+32G35+�G7+2�$8P(Q(BB/�R%&<K>%*%&<K@7�#$$%&'()*&%�-A%%0BACA8P('0(S
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$%&'()*�+%,- $%&'()*�.,%/(0-1%�2345/%6 (7345/%68'/1%93:-1'2-66/�;/-6(/<=�>?6%1�@3'<&/(�A-BC 7-66/D8'/1%93:-1'EFGHIJ�KLMJ EFGHIJ�GNGOJPQN�NRPMRHJHS�HGPJ�TOJIUJJVPGWRUV�RMXRHV�JPMFGYQYV�PQHRUVNRHNJHSUGXRHV�RU�YMJNQGZQ[GXRH\EFGHIJ�N]UUQN]Z]P�UĴ]QUJPJHSYE_̀�NROJ�NFGHIJaNGOJPQN�bJcJZ dUGO]GSJERZZJIJ eGS]UGZ�fJYR]UNJYgJMGUSPJHShiHQSj eGS]UGZ�fJYR]UNJYklJNXcJ�EGSGZRImJGU nonpqnonn

pnr�ophnohnp�njps�MPaPL�tQHIYSRHTGPLuQHIYSRH\jaMMURcJO�vRUfJIQYSUGUwY�xyNJpzr�ophn{hnp�sjpp�MPfJ|JNNG�}URYSTUvURYS\j�aMMURcJOvRU�iEEpsr�ophn~hnp�zjo��MP�RGHG�kYMQHR[GTWJYMQHR[G\jaMMURcJO�vRU}GN]ZSL��JHGSJ�EFGQUp{r�onhozhnp�njno�MP�RGHG�kYMQHR[GTWJYMQHR[G\j�fRZZ|GNuSR�}GN]ZSL��JHGSJEFGQU�vRU�i}�
�aOO�G�}QYF����QZOZQvJ��NQJHNJ����GHGIJPJHS�xMXRHr�EFGHIJ�N]UUQN]ZGU�UĴ]QUJPJHSY�vRU�}QUJkNRZRIL�GHO��GHGIJPJHS�xMXRH�GHO�_HSJIUGSJO�eGS]UGZ�fJYR]UNJY�xMXRHrgJYNUQMXRH�Rv�EFGHIJ
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#$%�&'%()�*)+,%-&$�+)�*+).+/(+$�0+)�%1*/+21%3&�4**/(-45+3$6�&+�$'4)%�7(&'�&'%()�%1*/+2%)$�+)$&48%'+/9%)$6�+)�&+�(1*/%1%3&�439�(3&%:)4&%�(3&+�&'%()�-4)%%)�4-5;(5%$�439�&'%�*%)$*%-5;%$439�83+7/%9:%�7'(-'�&'%2�4**/2�&+�&'%()�0#&#)%�%39%4;+)$<='%3�7(//�4$$%$$1%3&�4-5;(5%$�+--#)�439�4&�7'4&�0)%>#%3-2?@$$%$$1%3&�4-5;(5%$�7(//�+--#)�A(B433#4//2�&')+#:'�&'%�-+)%�04-#/&2�9($-#$$(+3�+0�$&#9%3&*%)0+)143-%�+3�&'%�C34/�*)+,%-&D�*+).+/(+�4&�&'%�A%:(33(3:�+0�%4-'�$%1%$&%)<��EFG�HIJ�KJL�MNO�MFPJQ�RIJ�STUT�MVWXJKYIVZ�[KP�N\\V]G[WFK�UJĜV_JY�̀SUMNUa�ZGF̂VPJY�[K�bZWFK[c�OG[_W_[c�RG[VKVK]b̀ORa�ZGF]G[\�dFG�]G[Pe[HJ�YHePJKHY�FK�Efg�̂VY[Y�[hJG�_F\ZcJWFK�Fd�HIJVG�]G[Pe[HJ�PJ]GJJiHIVY�[ccFLY�VKPV̂VPe[cY�dGF\�FeHYVPJ�HIJ�SKVHJP�UH[HJY�HF�FjH[VK�[PPVWFK[c�ZG[_W_[c�HG[VKVK]�VKHIJ�SKVHJP�UH[HJY�HF�_F\ZcJ\JKH�HIJVG�]G[Pe[HJ�PJ]GJJT�MklmY�_eGGJKH�MNO�_FPJ�̀noTnpnga�dFGVHY�q[YHJGY�̀qTUTar�q[YHJGY�Fd�k[HeG[c�lJYFeG_JY�̀qTkTlTar�[KP�sF_HFG�Fd�OIVcFYFZIt�VK�k[HeG[clJYFeG_JY�̀OITsTa�VY�_[HJ]FGVXJP�jt�SUMNU�[Y�[�KFKfURuq�MNO�_FPJT�vJK_Jr�VKPV̂VPe[cY�FjH[VKVK][�Mkl�]G[Pe[HJ�PJ]GJJ�GJweJYWK]�[K�bOR�_[K�GJ_JV̂J�YVx�\FKHIY�Fd�bORT�MNO�_FPJY�VPJKWyJP[Y�URuqfFGVJKHJPr�IFLĴJGr�[ccFL�VKPV̂VPe[cY�HF�GJ_JV̂J�eZ�HF�HIGJJ�tJ[GY�Fd�bORT�z�_I[K]J�HFMNO�_FPJ�noTng{{�_FK̂JGHY�MklmY�]G[Pe[HJ�PJ]GJJY�HF�jJ�GJ_F]KVXJP�[Y�URuq�PJ]GJJY�[KPrGJYecWK]ctr�[ccFL�dFG�HIGJJ�tJ[GY�Fd�bOR�VKYHJ[P�Fd�YVxT�RIVY�_I[K]J�VY�Z[GW_ec[Gct�V\ZFGH[KH�dFGVKPV̂VPe[cY�HI[H�[GJ�ZeGYeVK]�k[WFK[c�U_VJK_J�EFeKP[WFKmY�|G[Pe[HJ�lJYJ[G_I�EJccFLYIVZOGF]G[\�[L[GPYT�EFG�HIJ�KJL�FZWFKQRIJ�KJL�bZWFK�VK�EVYI�[KP�}VcPcVdJ�U_VJK_J�[KP�q[K[]J\JKH�LVcc�]JKJG[cct�dFccFL�HIJ�JxVYWK]_eGGV_ec[G�YHGe_HeGJ�Fd�HIJ�qkl�ZGF]G[\T�RIVY�YHGe_HeGJ�VK_cePJY�[�YJH�Fd�Yej~J_HfYZJ_Vy_�MFGJMFeGYJYr�ZceY�HIGJJ�_[HJ]FGVJY�GJweVGVK]�[�\VKV\e\�Ke\jJG�Fd�_GJPVHY�VK�J[_I�_[HJ]FGtTUHePJKHY�YJcJ_H�dGF\�[ZZGF̂JP�_FeGYJY�VK�J[_I�]GFeZT�z�yK[cr�_F\ZGJIJKYV̂J�ZGF~J_H�FGZFG�FcVF�VY�GJweVGJP�dFG�p�_GJPVHYT�EFG�HIJ�_I[K]JY�HF�HIJ�NKHJ]G[HJP�k[HeG[c�lJYFeG_JY�bZWFKQRIJYJ�\VKFG�_I[K]JY�GJ�J_H�[�GJ[cV]K\JKH�Fd�HIJ�Ke\jJG�Fd�_GJPVHY�ZJG�_[HJ]FGt�HF�GJPe_J�HIJKJJP�dFG�YejYWHeWFK�L[V̂JG�dFG\YT�zY��n��UZJ_V[c�RFZV_Y�_FeGYJY�[GJ�_GJ[HJP�[KP�F�JGJP[KJLr�HIJt�_[K�KFL�jJ�H[�JK�[Y�JcJ_ŴJY�Vd�HIJt�d[cc�eKPJG�HIJ�uk�Ur�Eblr�klUr�FG�}�E�ZGJyxJYT}VHI�HIJ�ZGĴVFeY�_eGGV_ece\�GĴVYVFK�LIV_I�[PPJP�_FeGYJY�HF�J[_I�_[HJ]FGtr�[KP�HIVY�tJ[GmY[PPVWFK�Fd�HIJ�YJ\VK[GY�dFG�YHePJKHY�LIF�_[K�FKct�H[�J�g�_GJPVH�VK�[�]V̂JK�YJ\JYHJGr�HIJKe\jJG�Fd�JcJ_ŴJY�GJweVGJP�_FecP�jJ�[Y�cFL�[Y�FKJ�_GJPVH�[KP�[Y�IV]I�[Y�YĴJK�_GJPVHYT�RIJYJGĴVYVFKY�YIFecP�GJPe_J�HIJ�Ke\jJG�Fd�YejYWHeWFKY�GJweVGJP�LIVcJ�ZGJYJĜVK]�HIJ��JxVjVcVHt�FdHIJ�ZGF]G[\T�RIJ�yK[c�ZGF~J_H�_[ZYHFKJ�JxZJGVJK_J�̀kl��{{a�VK_cePJY�JxZcV_VH�YHePJKH�GJ�J_WFK�[KP�d[_ecHt

l[WFK[cJ�dFG�HIJ�ZGFZFYJP�_I[K]JT�NK_cePJ�[K�JxZc[K[WFK�Fd�IFL�HIJ�PJZ[GH\JKH�LVcc�\[K[]J�HIJ�[PPJPLFG�cF[Pr�Vd�[KtT
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jespinoza
Text Box

jespinoza
Typewritten Text
Attach. #11
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jespinoza
Text Box

jespinoza
Typewritten Text
Attach. #12
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jespinoza
Text Box

jespinoza
Typewritten Text
Attach. #13
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jespinoza
Text Box

jespinoza
Typewritten Text
Attach. #15
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jespinoza
Text Box

jespinoza
Typewritten Text
Attach. #19
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jespinoza
Text Box

jespinoza
Typewritten Text
Attach. #23
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90.53 -- UI Photographic Services 
July 21, 2009 (formerly APM 80.53)  

A. General. UI Photo Services is a service branch of the University of Idaho operating 
within Information Technology Services (ITS). Photo Services provides a variety of 
quality and convenient services for the faculty, staff, and students of the University of 
Idaho.  

A-1. Services Provided. Staff photographers and processing technicians are available 
for the production of slides, copy work, thesis and dissertation material, scientific and 
industrial photos, news and public relations photos, individual and group portraits, 
graphics and more.  

A-2. Labor Fees. UI Photo Services’ photographers’ time is billed at a rate of $40/hour, 
plus cost of materials. Higher billing is in effect for occasional non-university related 
work which meets certain qualifications at a rate of $60/hour, plus cost of materials. 
Minimum 24 hours advanced notice is required for studio or location work. Weekend 
appointments must be confirmed by closing time Thursday.  

B. Procedures. All orders that are to be charged to a university department or agency 
must be accompanied by a signed ID-G form [See 75.31]. Hours of operation are 
8:00am-5:00pm, M-F, in UCC 105. IDGs, checks, cash, and Banner journal vouchers 
are accepted for payments. [ed. 7-09] 

B-1. Non-University Orders. All services that are unrelated to the direct support of 
university departments, agencies or personnel are charged at a rate of 30% above 
those listed herein. [Note: This does not include the sale of materials alone, such as 
film, paper, and chemicals.]  

C. Information. Any questions regarding UI Photographic Services should be 
addressed to Photo Service operations, at (208) 885-6342.  
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90.54 -- Printing and Design Services 
July 21, 2009 (formerly APM 80.54) 

A. General. Printing and Design Services is a service branch of the University of Idaho 
operating within the Division of Educational Technologies and Services. The department 
provides printing services, publication design services, and campus copier services.  

A-1. Printing Services. Printing Services provides a full range of professional printing 
services. Examples of services and publications include booklets and brochures, 
posters, folders and newsletters, catalogs, invitations, programs, flyers, and black-and-
white to full color printing. Hours of operation are 8:00am-5:00pm, in the Alumni Center. 
IDDs, checks, cash, and Banner journal vouchers are accepted for payments.  

A-2. Publication Design Services. Publication Design Services provides consultation 
and products such as layouts, artwork, desktop publishing, illustrations, displays, 
designs, and printing consultation. Hours of operation are 8:00am-5:00pm, in the Alumni 
Center. IDDs, checks, cash, and Banner journal vouchers are accepted for payments.  

A-3. Campus Copier Services. State-of-the-art copy equipment is located in the UCC 
222, (208) 885-7377, and the Student Union Building, (208) 885-7811. Free pickup and 
delivery service is available. Services include high-volume copying, oversize copies, 
lamination, theses, bindings, fax services, color copies, and coin and card-operated 
photocopiers. . Hours of operation are 8:00am-8:00pm, M-Th, and 10:00am-5:00pm 
Friday, Saturday, and Sunday. IDDs, checks, cash, and Banner journal vouchers are 
accepted for payments.  

C. Information. Any questions regarding UI Printing and Design Services’ technologies 
or capabilities should be addressed to Printing Services, at (208) 885-6293. 
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90.55 -- UI Video Production Center Services 
July 28, 2009 (formerly APM 80.55)  
 
Preamble: The UI Video Production Center (VPC) is a service unit of 
Creative Services and Print Management, within University Communications 
and Marketing. The unit provides services for digital media production, event 
video services, web media, disc duplication, UITV-8 programming and more.  
 
A. Digital Media Production Services. The VPC provides a wide range of 
media development services utilized by faculty and departments across 
campus. Normal business hours  are 8:00am-5:00pm, M-F, closed during 
lunch hour.  IDGs, checks, cash, and Banner journal vouchers are accepted 
for payments.  
 

A-1. Basic Services. Basic services include on-location event and 
lecture taping, CD and DVD disc creation and duplication, and media 
conversions/encoding to electronic media file types. 
 
A-2. Advanced Services. Advanced production services include digital 
recording and editing of video and audio, single and multi-camera 
production in the studio and on-location, live event video production for 
large screen projection, recording, and distribution on the internet. 
 
A-3. Program Development Services. Program development services 
include scripting, program design, and production of projects for 
marketing, presentations, recruitment, training, instruction, and 
documentaries.   
 
A-4. UITV-8 Cable TV. The Video Production Center schedules 
University of Idaho programming on UITV-8, a cable television channel 
available in Moscow.  Through a cooperative operations agreement with 
KUID-TV/Idaho Public Television, UI programming is scheduled for 
weekdays between 4 and 10 pm, with the remainder of the schedule 
determined by KUID-TV/IPTV.  UI departments interested in sponsoring 
programs and/or productions for UITV-8 should contact the VPC 
Manager for more information.  UI programming schedules are posted 
at the VPC website.    
 
A-5. Other Video Services. Coordination of complementary video 
services is facilitated through collaborative arrangements with University 
Support Services, University Communications and Marketing, University 
Outreach and Video Networking Services, KUID-TV, Engineering Video 
Outreach, CALS Educational Communications, and other university 
video-capable service units.  



 
B. Service Facilities. Primary studio and production facilities are located in 
the SUB Room 030.  The VPC offers video-audio links to the Idaho 
Commons, the Borah Theatre, SUB Conference rooms, and to KUID-TV for 
connections to the Kibbie Activity Center. 

 
The VPC control room serves the VPC production studio in the SUB basement 
and the SUB Ballroom.  A VPC video control room in the Kibbie Activity 
Center serves live events in that facility. 

 
C. Contact Information. Any questions regarding UI Video Production 
Center technologies or capabilities should be addressed to UI Video 
Production Center, at (208) 885-0569, email videoctr@uidaho.edu, or visit 
www.its2.uidaho.edu/video.  
 



 

University of Idaho 

2020 – 2021 University Faculty Meeting Agenda 

Meeting #4 

Wednesday, May 5, 2021 at 2:30pm (PT) / 3:30pm (MT) 
Zoom only 

 

President Scott Green Presiding 

 

I. Call to Order – President Green 
 

II. In Memoriam – President Green 
 

III. Meeting Logistics – Faculty Secretary Francesca Sammarruca 
 

IV. Quorum – Faculty Secretary Francesca Sammarruca 
 

V. Approval of Minutes (vote) – President Green 
• Minutes of the 2020-2021 University Faculty Meeting #3 (February 25, 2021) Attach. #1 

 
VI. Special Orders–Faculty Senate Chair Barb Kirchmeier 

 
• Consent Agendas – 2021-22 Committee Appointments Attach. #2 

 
• Proposed Changes/Additions to Faculty-Staff Handbook (vote) 

o UP-21-13 FSH 1640.90 University Assessment and Accreditation Committee Attach. #3 
o UP-21-16 FSH 3500 Promotion and Tenure Attach. #4 
o UP-21-14 FSH 1640.24 Classified Position Appeal Board Attach. #5 
o UP-21-15 FSH 1640.08 Admissions Committee Attach. #6 (pending approval Mtg #29) 

 
• Proposed Changes to the University of Idaho Catalog (vote) 

o UCC-21-036 Additions and Deletions to J-3-f Attach. #7A 
o UCC-21-036 Additions to J-3-e Attach. #7B 
o UCC-21-036 Additions to J-3-g Attach. #7C 
o UCC-21-034 COGS Language Change Attach. #8 
o UCC-21-037 M.S. in Groundwater Hydrology Attach. #9 

 
• Proposed Changes/Additions to Faculty-Staff Handbook (no vote) 

o FSH 3360 Probation, Promotion, Demotion, & Transfer of Classified Employees Attach. #10 
 

• Administrative Procedures Manual (Informational Item – no vote) 
o APM 05.12 Protecting Minors Attach. #11 
o APM 20.14 General (Non—Grant) Cost Transfers Attach. #12 
o APM 70.23 University International Travel Attach. #13 



 

 
• Other Informational Items – no vote  

o Senate Adoption of Statement of Faculty Values Attach. #14 
o Senate Endorsement of University Staff Compensation Committee Attach. #15 

            
VII. Announcements and Remarks – President Green 

 
VIII. Adjournments  

 

Attachments: 

• Attach. #1 Minutes of the 2020-2021 University Faculty Meeting #3 (February 25, 2021) 
• Attach. #2 Consent agenda:  Committee on Committee new appointments 
• Attach. #3 FSH 1640.90 
• Attach. #4 FSH 3500 
• Attach. #5 FSH 1640.24 
• Attach. #6 FSH 1640.08 
• Attach. #7A UCC-21-036 – J-3-f 
• Attach. #7B UCC-21-036 – J-3-e 
• Attach. #7C UCC-21-036 – J-3-g 
• Attach. #8 UCC-21-034 
• Attach. #9 UCC-21-037 
• Attach. #10 FSH 3360 
• Attach. #11 APM 05.12 
• Attach. #12 APM 20.14 
• Attach. #13 APM 70.23 
• Attach. #14 Senate adoption of statement of faculty values 
• Attach. #15 Senate endorsement of Unv. Staff Comp. Committee 
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University of Idaho 

2020 – 2021 University Faculty Meeting Minutes – Pending Approval 

Meeting #3 

Wednesday, February 25, 2021, at 2:30pm (PT) / 3:30pm (MT) 

Zoom only 

President Scott Green Presiding 

• President Green called the meeting to order at 2:30pm (PT).

• President Green read the names of those who died, based on information received by the Provost
Office from December 2, 2020 through February 12, 2021:

James Edward Calvert Jr. 

Professor Emeritus of Mathematics and Department Chair Emeritus 

January 2021 

Robert D Carver 

Extension 

Professor Emeritus of Agricultural Economics 

December 2020 

John Ehrenreich 

Professor Emeritus of Range Resources and 

Dean Emeritus of the College of Forestry, Wildlife and Range Sciences 

January 2020 

John Gallian 

Extension Professor Emeritus of Crop Management and Sugar Beet Specialist 

October 2020 

Attach. #1
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John Henry 

Extension Professor Emeritus of Agriculture 

November 2020 

 

John Holup 

Professor Emeritus of Marketing Education 

December 2020 

 

Ivan Hopkins 

Extension Professor Emeritus 

January 2021 

 

Valerie Kennedy 

Professor Emerita of Geology 

September 2020 

 

Stephen Peebles 

Extension Professor Emeritus 

November 2020 

 

Jean Showell 

Extension Professor Emeritus 

October 2020 

 
• President Green requested a moment of silence in honor of the colleagues who passed away. 

 
• Meeting Logistics – Faculty Secretary Sammarruca 

University Faculty meetings are open to anyone wishing to attend and the Zoom link has been 
broadly distributed. However, only eligible faculty can vote. We will be using the polling function in 
Zoom to conduct the votes. The first vote will be to determine a quorum. Eligibility criteria are found 
in FSH 1520 II.1. Quorum is determined by a one-question survey for people to identify themselves 
as eligible voters. Voting items will be on separate surveys. Zoom will tabulate the responses and, 
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after the meeting, we will verify that the votes came from eligible voters. People will be able to ask 
questions by using the raise-hand function in Zoom and the monitor will call on them. The chat 
function is on, but we ask that you wait for the Q&A period to raise your Zoom hand. Priority will be 
given to raised hands over questions in the chat. This meeting is being recorded and will be available 
to watch on the Faculty Senate website. 

 
• Quorum count: Faculty Secretary Sammarruca 

98 voting members of the faculty were required for a quorum. 107 eligible voters were counted and 
thus a quorum was present. 
 

• Approval of minutes – President Green  
President Green asked if there were any corrections to the minutes of the 2020-2021 University 
Faculty Meeting #2 (December 9, 2020). There were none. The minutes of Meeting #2 were 
approved as distributed. 
  

• Special Orders– Faculty Senate Chair Barbara Kirchmeier 
 
o Proposed Changes/Additions to Faculty-Staff Handbook (vote)  
 UP-21-10: Removal of FSH 1440 – Administrative Organization Policy 

This is actually just a link to organizational charts. It is being removed for cleanup. 
Vote – approved with 91% in favor. 
 

 UP-21-12: Edits to FSH 1640.42 – Faculty Affairs Committee 
Removing one word to clarify roll of the committee. 
Vote – approved with 94% in favor. 

 
o Proposed Changes to the University of Idaho Catalog (vote) 
 UCC-21-030: Change of CIP code for the Master’s in Architecture 

The purpose is to enable the Master’s program to be listed as a STEM program – it will be 
more competitive and attract more international students. Senate was satisfied that the 
program has a sufficient level of rigor to be a STEM program.  
Vote – approved with 89% in favor. 

 
 UCC-21-025: Discontinuation of the B.S. in Natural Resource Conservation 

This degree is being discontinued because its content will be rolled into the B.S. in 
Environmental Science. Rationale: The Environmental Science B.S. degree, especially the 
Social Science Option, and the Natural Resources Conservation B.S. degree have considerable 
overlap.  
Vote – approved with 95% in favor.  
 

 UCC-21-025: Change of emphases in the B.S. in Environmental Science 
Making these changes will result in more delineated career options and thus increased 
marketability. The changes to the Environmental Science curriculum are proposed 
concurrently with the discontinuation of the B.S. in Natural Resources Conservation 
presented above. 
Vote – approved with 94% in favor. 
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 UCC-21-025: Change of CIP code for the M.S. and the Ph.D. in Natural Resources 
Incorrect CIP codes were assigned to these degrees initially. These changes will correct the 
mistake.  
Vote – approved with 93% in favor. 
 

 UCC-21-030: Move the B.S. in Ecology & Conservation Biology to the Department of Fish and 
Wildlife Sciences 
The College of Natural Resources requests that the B.S. in Ecology & Conservation Biology be 
moved to the Department of Fish and Wildlife Science, which, since a long time, has provided 
most of the teaching and advising efforts to support this degree. A department of Natural 
Resources actually does not exist – an oddity that needed to be corrected. 
Vote – approved with 94% in favor. 
 

 UCC-21-030: New undergraduate certificate in Natural Resource Management 
Adding this new certificate will help non-degree students and address the demand for 
continuing education of current federal employees. 
Vote – approved with 96% in favor. 

 
 UCC-21-030: Add an option to the Master in Natural Resources  

It is proposed to add a Fish and Wildlife Science and Management Option to the existing 
degree, and to change curricular requirements for the Fire Ecology and Management Option 
and the Integrated Natural Resources Option. This new option focuses on the online market, 
thus it is expected to increase enrollment in that sector.  
Vote – approved with 96% in favor. 

 
 UCC-21-026: Change of name of the Department of Agriculture & Extension Education 

The name change is to better reflect the content of the programs and to clarify that 
Extension is another part of CALS.  
Vote – approved with 89% in favor. 

 
 UCC-21-028: New minor in Human and Community Engagement 

This minor combines classroom instruction on human and community development theories 
and models with opportunities for engagement in the local community. It will benefit 
students who are interested in community-based leadership positions. 
Vote – approved with 87% in favor. 

 
 UCC-21-028:  New undergraduate certificate in Precision Agriculture 

The certificate covers the basics of precision agriculture. It is expected to be popular not only 
in Agriculture, but also in Engineering and Natural Resources. It will be offered both online 
and in person.  
Vote – approved with 94% in favor. 
 

 UCC-21-028: New minor in Sustainable Food Systems 
This minor is being proposed together with the next item to give students the opportunity to 
enhance their base knowledge of agriculture and sustainability.  
Vote – approved with 94% in favor. 
 

 UCC-21-028: New minor in Water Science and Management 
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A new minor in Water Science and Management is needed. Exposure to basic Water Science 
may be useful for other disciplines as well. 
Vote – approved with 94% in favor. 
 

 UCC-21-029: Add an online component to the Master’s in Music 
This is to provide an online option to the in-person option for this degree.  
Vote – approved with 90% in favor. 
 

 UCC-21-029: Add online component to the M.S. in Movement and Leisure Science and to the 
B.S. in Recreation, Sports, and Tourism Management 
This is to provide online options to the in-person options for these degrees.  
Vote – approved with 88% in favor. 

 
 UCC-21-030: Change the name of math emphasis, Applied Quantitative Modeling 

The name change – from “Applied Quantitative Modeling” to “Applied Modeling and Data 
Science” – and accompanying revisions to the curriculum, intend to refocus the current 
Quantitative Modeling Option to include process-driven and data-driven modeling. Students 
will be more competitive in the data-driven world.  
Vote – approved with 92% in favor.  
 

 UCC-21-030: Change the name of the certificate in Data Analytics 
This is to better reflect the current content of the program.  
Vote – approved with 90% in favor.  

 
 UCC-21-030: New minor in Groundwater Hydrology 

The proposed program will support and align with the new Environmental Science 
curriculum. It could also be of interest to students in Civil Engineering who are considering a 
career in hydrology. There is no overlap with existing programs, such as Water and Soil. This 
minor is technically very narrow and specific to groundwater (traditionally under the purview 
of Geological Sciences), not water resources.  
Vote – approved with 94% in favor.  

 
 UCC-21-028: Change of name of the B.S. in Operations Management  

This is a minor name change to better reflect the degree. 
Vote – approved with 92% in favor.  
 

 UCC-21-028: New undergraduate certificate in Business Analytics 
This can be used by Business majors to increase their job skills. It complements, but is not in 
competition with, other certificates, such as the one offered by Statistics. Students majoring 
in Operations and Supply Chain Management can add this certificate to their degree and gain 
those skills in less time than it would take for the minor.  
Vote – approved with 88% in favor.  
 

 UCC-21-029: Move the Professional Science Master (P.S.M.) to the College of Graduate 
Studies and change the emphases 
The P.S.M. has not been taught in CNR for several years. It is being moved to COGS with 
changed emphases to encourage enrollment and interdisciplinary work.  
Vote – Approved with 81% in favor. 
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 Additional proposed changes to the Catalog are being distributed in a General Policy Report 

(GPR), available to view on the Senate website. Also, the GPR will appear on the Daily 
Register tomorrow. 

 
o Administrative Procedures Manual (Informational Items – no vote) 
 APM 90.53 – UI Photo Services Communications and/or Computers 
 APM 90.54 – Printing and Design  
 APM 90.55 – Video Production 

All are being removed because they should not be in policy in the first place. 
 

This concluded the Special Orders part of the meeting. Faculty Senate Chair Barbara Kirchmeier 
expressed gratitude to everyone for their support and work during a challenging semester. 

 
• President’s Remarks and Discussion 

President Green acknowledged all the faculty and staff who have worked hard over the past year to 
keep us open to live instruction. It hasn’t been easy, but together we made it happen. 
 
Last summer, President Green asked the university community to support him through a path 
which, although narrow, would help us avoid substantial financial deficits and related job losses. We 
are now close to our goal. We should be proud of how we have overcome obstacles and helped 
keep the university on a sustainable financial track. We have all helped the university not just 
survive, but also to thrive once we are through the pandemic.  
 
Heroes among our colleagues helped get our lab open, executed on our testing protocols, and put 
themselves at personal risk to care for our students. These brave individuals remained engaged 
under incredible pressure and enabled us to safely open and avoid financial exigency, which would 
have cost us staff, as well as both tenured and untenured faculty jobs. Their work has saved lives. 
President Green said he looks forward to celebrating our accomplishments and many successes 
once this pandemic is behind us.  
 
Spring semester is off to a good start. We continue to see COVID test results under 2% positivity 
since the beginning of the year. The number of positive cases remains in the single digits on most 
weeks. We are aggressively working to eliminate the few clusters we have seen this week. 
Importantly, through the efforts of faculty and staff, Public Health reports that not a single case of 
COVID-19 has been traced back to a classroom. While our community is beginning to receive 
vaccinations, we intend to remain vigilant until Public Health tells us the risk has subsided. We will 
continue testing throughout the semester and we will conduct a campus-wide re-test of our 
students after Spring Break. The Student Recreation Center will be Gritman Medical Center’s 
primary site when the quantity of vaccines to administer is larger than their facility can handle. The 
current group includes the general population age 65 and older. 
 
Together with other institutions, our university is advocating for moving front-line employees into a 
priority list for the vaccine in Group 3 – the next group. If the proposal is successful, our faculty and 
staff could begin receiving vaccines in early April. Students would be part of the general population 
in Group 4 unless they were eligible to be in Groups 1-3. 
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One big change starting this weekend is the return of more in-person events. Football kicks off 
Saturday in the Kibbie Dome, the first of three home games over the next month. We are planning 
six in-person May Commencement ceremonies in Moscow. Additional in-person ceremonies will 
honor graduates in Boise and Idaho Falls. Each will be smaller and follow state restrictions and 
Healthy Vandal protocols. Final announcements will come in mid-March. 
 
COVID protocols are having an impact on recruitment efforts. High school students filling out the 
Common Idaho Application are down over 20%, which is seriously impacting our four-year 
institutions. This is because the K-12 system is experiencing a much higher percentage of failing 
students due to the interruptions brought on by the pandemic. This means that those seniors who 
normally would qualify may be questioning whether to attend a four-year institution and may be 
outside of our qualified pool. The situation is even more serious for the U of I than the others as we 
are a destination campus and students who would normally entertain coming to Moscow may elect 
to stay home. Additionally, many of our students come from rural areas, which are especially hard-
hit due to lack of resources. Finally, those students who do come to our campus will need additional 
support. Our preliminary numbers are not too bad given the environment SEM is operating in. 
Overall applications are down about 4% compared to last year. The good news is that, while resident 
admissions are down 5%, overall admissions are up 7% thanks to strong interest from out-of-state 
students. Strategic Enrollment Management continues to recruit students here in Idaho, as well as 
California and other WUE states. We’re marketing our Best Value rankings and using the “We’re 
Closer Than You Think” headline with WUE students. We had a 21% increase in WUE students last 
fall, the second year in a row of double-digit gains for that group. There are indications that this 
pattern may continue. Non-resident applications are up about 27% compared to last year and non-
resident admissions are up 38%, indicating a higher quality pool. President Green encouraged 
everyone to be recruiters by showing their support for the university. Something as simple as 
wearing Vandal gear can send a message to potential students that we are a close-knit Vandal family 
and proud of our university. Let’s encourage the students in our life to visit campus, and tell them 
about the return on investment that comes with a Vandal degree. 
 
Obviously, our enrollment teams have had to pivot as state restrictions continue to change. The first 
three UIdaho Bound recruitment events – in March, April and May – will be online. Strategic 
Enrollment Management will then allow prospective students on campus for 10 additional UIdaho 
Bound events held under Healthy Vandal protocols. We had to change the way we engage with 
students in high schools. Very few schools are open to recruitment, but President Green did visit 
with a group on Friday at Bishop Kelly High School in Boise. In-person visits are very important to 
support our efforts at recruiting Idaho students. It was refreshing to see the enthusiasm and 
excitement these students have about attending college. 
 
The President moved on to the governor’s funding proposal in the Idaho Legislature. The governor’s 
budget certainly is not rich, but unlike last year, it includes a few items that will be beneficial to the 
university. First, it brings back the 5% we lost in FY21. That’s the 5% holdback we primarily covered 
through mandatory furlough. The governor also included $3M in matching funds to update the 
Idaho Center for Plant and Soil Health at Parma. The money will be combined with $3M from eight 
different commodity groups, plus $1M from CALS, to replace aging structures. The researchers at 
Parma do important work for the state, including identifying airborne plant pathogens, important 
nematode research, and plant health research that together improve yields and protect against crop 
loss. In addition, $700K in state money is included for industry-requested greenhouses to expand 
tree seedling production to about 500,000 annually at the Pitkin Forest Nursery. This expansion 
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allows a return of some seedling production to Idaho currently delivered from Canada. If the 
governor’s higher education budget is approved, we will join ISU and BSU in freezing in-state tuition 
for a second year in a row this spring. We should know more about our state funding in the coming 
weeks.  
 
President Green spoke to both JFAC and the House and Senate committees during Higher Education 
Week in January. The committees did recognize and commend the university for the hard work we 
have done to eliminate our deficits. President Green took the opportunity to explain how our faculty 
and staff not only met the financial targets we put out there – but exceeded them.  
 
The university is doing relatively well financially given the pandemic. Our expenses are down 
considerably, but so are our revenues. We have lost programmatic revenues in some of our colleges, 
including programs like MOSS in CNR and the Energy Executive Program in the College of Business 
that could not happen during a pandemic. We have seen decreases in our auxiliary revenues from 
the student rec center, housing, and dining among many other areas. On the other side of the ledger 
we have also seen a drop-off in F&A revenues. We will be reporting a fiscal year-to-date loss as of 
the end of December to the SBOE of approximately $4 million. Despite this, President Green 
explained that we are in better shape than that number implies. This loss is an improvement of 
$3 million over last year. We have also received a new round of relief funding that, unlike the 
previous round, can be used to offset revenue loss. Unfortunately, we cannot go back to use it to 
cover losses last semester, but it can be used going forward. This should help us remain on a stable 
financial path through the end of the fiscal year. We will have a better picture of where we will end 
up once we have some more clarity on how and when we can use those funds. 
 
We continue to move forward on the recommendations coming out of the various university 
working groups. As a reminder, the white papers generated from these working groups are available 
on our website. We will begin implementing the Vandal Hybrid budget model for this coming fiscal 
year. We are starting modest, tying only 10% of a college’s funding to performance against metrics 
for the first year, and we will also keep a small amount in a fund to address any unintended 
consequences we encounter. As we continue to revise the model over the coming year, and our 
colleges and support departments adjust to it, we expect those percentages to increase over time. 
The outcome will be a much more stable funding model for the university that creates the right 
incentives, directing funds to colleges that increase enrollment, credit hours taught and efficiency, 
and helps prevent the huge operating deficits we have experienced in recent years. 
 
We are also moving forward with the recommendation of the online education working group. The 
working group’s recommendation calls for keeping a mix of the digital and in-person elements we’ve 
been utilizing for the past year, improving the delivery of programs in our areas of strength and 
where there is demand in the marketplace. Importantly, there have been four previous online 
education white papers produced by our university, none of which were executed. One of the 
primary reasons for this was there was no senior administrator brought in to oversee the program. 
The working group found that this is a key success factor for the high-quality programs they studied, 
so we are going to hire a Vice Provost to lead this charge. By properly organizing and funding 
distance learning, we will attract students who cannot afford to come to Moscow for their 
education. Faculty will have additional opportunities to develop curriculum and, frankly, make more 
money by delivering courses and programs in this growing space. If we don’t make this investment 
we can expect the same outcome as the prior four attempts that all failed. We have already lost 
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valuable time and ground to our competitors. This investment is good for the university, faculty, and 
students and thus we intend to move quickly.  
 
The final working group that has completed its work addresses our path to R-1 recognition. We will 
be investing in post-docs and graduate students to help our faculty accomplish their research 
objectives. Given that we are due for a review this coming year, and the reviews are on a 3-year 
cycle, we expect it will take four years of investment to receive this recognition. The benefit to the 
university will be a larger share of federal research dollars, higher quality research programs 
enjoyed by those universities with R-1 recognition, and a greater ability to attract quality faculty and 
students. All of these investments are being funded by P3 proceeds rather than Gen Ed or F&A 
budgets, so there is no financial downside of these investments for our colleges or departments. 
 
The President reiterated that we can be proud of what we have accomplished together over the 
past year. Not only have we navigated a budget crisis and a pandemic, but we have also positioned 
ourselves to achieve great things once this pandemic has passed. We are a university on the rise 
because of everyone’s hard work and commitment to our university. Before opening the floor for 
questions, President Green expressed gratitude for everyone’s support and continued dedication to 
our university over the past year. 
Discussion: 
A faculty, who was on the online working group, suggested that Dean Panttaja would be the right 
person for the task. President Green replied that Dean Panttaja is already quite busy. Furthermore, 
the key factor for success is empowering someone to take leadership so that we can move quickly. 
 
The discussion moved to student evaluations of faculty. A faculty noted that we should train 
students to write helpful evaluations – sometimes, they are even offensive. Another faculty 
suggested that perhaps student evaluations should be eliminated, because they are sexist and 
discriminatory – we, as an institution, should lead the way with some alternative means of 
evaluation, which is more accurate and more equitable than the current model. Provost Lawrence 
responded that it is a large project, requiring a few years of trying new tools. In the meantime, we 
are required by SBOE to have an evaluation process. The faculty asked whether we are required to 
use the current evaluations in promotion and tenure. The Provost replied that the recent changes to 
the P&T policy have opened the door to additional evidence for the purpose of evaluating teaching – 
this year, we have seen some new materials in the P&T packets, a trend that is increasing. Another 
faculty agreed on the discriminatory nature of the current evaluation system – we must reject 
discrimination and refocus ourselves on diversity. There should be a way to delete offensive words 
from the evaluations. 
 
A faculty expressed appreciation to President Green for his commitment to make preferred names 
possible in online space. The President noted that it was a team effort. Thanks to Dan Ewart, we are 
almost there. 
 
Concerns were expressed about the Idaho Freedom Foundation (IFF) rhetoric targeted against Boise 
State and our university, and recent attacks on higher education. President Green responded that 
we are watching and we are prepared to respond if we have to do so.  He hopes the upcoming 
report from people affiliated with IFF will get no traction. Yolanda Bisbee added that she appreciates 
the effort spent dealing with this rhetoric. It is difficult to see these attacks on all the good work we 
are doing. 
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We are getting to the point where diversity is more integrated, through the efforts of diversity 
teams in every college. 
 
Referring to the President’s remarks about a loss of $4M, a faculty asked about possible 
consequences, such as furlough or program cuts. The President said that  $4M is an interim number 
as of the end of December, and doesn’t fully reflect our position. We are in a better situation than 
last year, when that number was larger by $3M. He does not expect more cuts but he is concerned 
about the fall enrollment and its possible impact. We are working hard with SEM to address the 
problem of in-state students who are failing and don’t feel confident enough to apply for college. 
President Green said that, overall, he is comfortable with the way we navigated through the 
pandemic. We will be able to do some reinvestments and hopefully fill some vacant positions. 
Almost all colleges have operated below the budgets that were set last year, which is remarkable. 
The Provost noted that this year there will be no academic program prioritization (APP), which is 
required every five years. Program prioritization (PP) for non-academic units is also required and will 
probably be done next year – it will tie directly with the new budget model.  
 
There was a question on diversity guidelines and training for search committees. President Green 
said that members of search committees are required to go through training. Resources are 
available on the AAEEO website on how to do fair and equitable searches and advertising. Yolanda 
Bisbee added that Elissa Keim, Director of the Office of Workforce Diversity, is happy to meet with 
individuals who want to go beyond the basic training.  
There were no more questions or comments. 

 
• Adjournments  

The agenda being completed, President Green adjourned the meeting at 3:45pm. 
 

Respectfully Submitted 

Francesca Sammarruca  

Secretary of the University Faculty 
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POLICY COVER SHEET 
For instructions on policy creation and change, please see 

https://sitecore.uidaho.edu/governance/policy. 

All policies must be reviewed, approved, and returned by the policy sponsor, with a cover 
sheet attached, to ui-policy@uidaho.edu. 

Faculty Staff Handbook (FSH) 
X Addition  Revision*   Deletion*  Emergency  Minor Amendment 
Policy Number & Title:  FSH 1640.90 University Assessment and Accreditation Committee

Administrative Procedures Manual (APM) 
 Addition  Revision*  Deletion*  Emergency  Minor Amendment
Policy Number & Title:

*Note: If revision or deletion, request original document from ui-policy@uidaho.edu. All changes must be made using “track
changes.”

Originator: Committee on Committees (Chair: Russ Meeuf) 

Policy Sponsor, if different from Originator: Dean Panttaja 

Reviewed by General Counsel  Yes ___No x   Name & Date: 

1. Policy/Procedure Statement: Briefly explain the reason for the proposed addition, revision,
and/or deletion.

The addition of this new FSH committee formalizes the work of two existing ad hoc committees
into a single standing committee to advise on issues of assessment and accreditation.

2. Fiscal Impact: What fiscal impact, if any, will this addition, revision, or deletion have?

None.

3. Related Policies/Procedures: Describe other UI policies or procedures related or similar to this
proposed change, or that will be impacted by it.

Per FSH 1520.IV.11, this new committee will be maintained by Faculty Senate and its members
appointed by Faculty Senate via the Committee on Committees (FSH 1640.28).

4. Effective Date:  This policy shall be effective on July 1, or January 1, whichever arrives first
after final approval (see FSH 1460 D) unless otherwise specified in the policy.

Effective July 1, 2021.



FSH 1640.90 
University Assessment & Accreditation Committee (UAAC)  

 
A. FUNCTION 
 
 A-1. Facilitate communication on the development and implementation of the program 

review process, student learning outcomes assessment, and university-wide student 
achievement and satisfaction surveys in respective departments and colleges. The UAAC 
will support the development of assessment activities that assess university-wide 
student learning outcomes to ensure a quality education and co-curricular experience, 
continuous program improvement, and compliance with accreditation standards.  

 
A-2. Facilitate communication between Institutional Assessment and Accreditation (IAA) 
and faculty. 
 
A-3. Develop and implement program and learning outcomes assessment guidelines 
based on SBOE and NWCCU expectations. 
 
A-4. Recognize those who are actively engaged in assessment work. 
 
A-5. Review and comment on results from university-wide assessment plans and 
individual program assessment plans and processes and recommend ways for 
improvement. 
 
A-6. Provide input and feedback on the online UI student learning outcomes reporting 
system as requested. 
 
A-7. Serve as subject matter experts from colleges and units on student learning 
outcomes assessment and continuous program improvement. 
 
A-8. Review Annual Program Reviews (APR) and specialized accreditation reports and 
assist with feedback to programs and the Provost’s Office. 
 
A-9. Review NWCCU reports and recommendations and provide input or feedback. 
 
A-10. Assist with special projects pertaining to accreditation or APRs, as appropriate. 
 
A-11. Advise on matters related to ongoing collection of data and evidence for 
accreditation standards. 
 
A-12. Maintain a timeline for accreditation reporting. 
 
A-13. Advise IAA on accreditation issues, as requested. 



B. STRUCTURE AND MEMBERSHIP. Eleven faculty representatives, comprising one from Library
and one from each of the following colleges: Agricultural and Life Sciences; Art and
Architecture; Business and Economics; Education, Health and Human Sciences; Engineering;
Graduate Studies; Law; Letters, Arts, and Social Sciences; Natural Resources; and Science. The
representative from the College of Graduate Studies shall be named by their Dean. Preference
shall be given to faculty members with expertise and experience in assessment and
accreditation, and a chair shall be chosen by the Committee on Committees from among the
faculty representatives, preferably a tenured faculty member. The following positions shall
serve on the committee as ex officio members (without vote): the Vice Provost of Academic
Initiatives or designee, Associate Director of Assessment & Accreditation, a recorder from the
office of Assessment & Accreditation, a representative from the office of Equity, Diversity &
Inclusion, a representative from the Division of Student Affairs, and a representative from
Strategic Enrollment management.



POLICY COVER SHEET 
For instructions on policy creation and change, please see 

https://sitecore.uidaho.edu/governance/policy. 

All policies must be reviewed, approved, and returned by the policy sponsor, with a cover sheet 
attached, to ui-policy@uidaho.edu. 

Faculty Staff Handbook (FSH) 
 Addition  Revision*   Deletion*  Emergency  Minor Amendment
Policy Number & Title: FSH 3500 Promotion and Tenure

Administrative Procedures Manual (APM) 
 Addition  Revision*  Deletion*  Emergency  Minor Amendment
Policy Number & Title:

*Note: If revision or deletion, request original document from ui-policy@uidaho.edu. All changes must be made using “track
changes.”

Originator: Richard Seamon, Chair (2020-2021), Faculty Affairs Committee 

Policy Sponsor, if different from Originator: 

Reviewed by General Counsel X Yes ___No    Name & Date:  Kim Rytter, 4/22/21 

1. Policy/Procedure Statement: Briefly explain the reason for the proposed addition, revision,
and/or deletion.

Last year—in In January 2020—the UI’s promotion and tenure provisions were revised and, as revised, 
codified in FSH 3500. Now approval is sought for a set of revisions to FSH 3500 that are based on the 
experience of implementing them since then. The most important proposed revisions: 

(1) revised A-2 (“Faculty Promotion”) to express the purpose of academic rank and the criteria for
promotion;

(2) clarify in D-2.e.4 that external reviewers should be provided with the college and unit criteria for
promotion or tenure; and

(3) revise F-1 to require the dean to consider representational balance in selecting nominees for
appointment to the college-level promotion and tenure committee.

2. Fiscal Impact: What fiscal impact, if any, will this addition, revision, or deletion have?

The fiscal impact is likely to be negligible.

3. Related Policies/Procedures: Describe other UI policies or procedures related or similar to this
proposed change, or that will be impacted by it.

Not applicable.

4. Effective Date:  This policy shall be effective on July 1, or January 1, whichever arrives first
after final approval (see FSH 1460 D) unless otherwise specified in the policy.
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UI FACULTY-STAFF HANDBOOK 
CHAPTER THREE:  
EMPLOYMENT INFORMATION CONCERNING FACULTY AND STAFF  January 2020 

 
FSH 3500 

PROMOTION AND TENURE 
 

  
PREAMBLE: In January 2020, the university’s promotion and tenure policies were comprehensively revised in 
order to unify all provisions regarding procedure in the Faculty Staff Handbook and to help faculty and reviewers 
by clarifying the procedure. The following changes were approved: Deletion of FSH 3520, 3560, and 3570; revision 
of FSH 3530; and addition of new FSH 3500 and 3510.  New policy FSH 3500 Promotion and Tenure will become 
effective April 1, 2020, and thereafter will govern all promotion and tenure procedure. Faculty hired before January 
3, 2020, may elect not to be governed by the provisions of FSH 3500 C and instead be subject to the corresponding 
policies regarding the timing of promotion and tenure in place immediately prior to the approval of FSH 3500, 
specifically those in FSH 3520 and FSH 3560. Written notice of election not to be governed by FSH 3500 C must be 
provided to the unit administrator, dean and provost prior to April 1, 2020. See FSH 3500 I. After April 1, 2020, the 
text of FSH 3520 and FSH 3560 will continue to be available on the website of the Office of the Provost. For further 
information, contact the Office of the Provost. 
 
 
A. INTRODUCTION. 
 

A-1. Definitions. 
 
a. Academic Administrator. For purposes of this section, “Aacademic administrator” means the president, 
provost, vice provosts, deans, associate/assistant deans, and department chairs/directors of academic units, 
and vice president for research, and shall not include persons occupying other administrative positions. 
(RGP II.G.6.i.i.) 
 
b. Board. As used throughout this section, “Bboard” refers to the State Board of Education and Board of 
Regents of the University of Idaho. 
 
c. Faculty Member. For the purposes of this section and certain other sections that contain references to 
this subsection, “Ffaculty member” is definedmeans as any member of the university faculty who holds one 
of the following ranks: instructor, senior instructor, assistant professor, associate professor, or professor. 
 
d. Period under Review. The “period under review” includes all years since appointment to the 
candidate’s current rank. 

 
e. Unit. For the purposes of this section, “Uunit” means a school, division, or department (i.e., the first 
organizational unit below the college level), but the College of Law shall be considered a unit. For 
Extension educators, the unit shall be the Extension district. 
 
f. Unit Administrator. The “unit administrator” is the administrator of the unit that holds the promotion 
and/or tenure candidate’sfaculty member’s appointment. In the case of an interdisciplinary appointment, 
the administrator of the unit that holds the majority of the appointment shall be considered the unit 
administrator. 
 
g. University. As used throughout this section, “Uuniversity” and “UI” refer to the University of Idaho. 
 

 
A-2. Faculty Promotion. 
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a. GeneralPurpose. Academic rank represents and rewards the individual’s performance as a scholar, 
teacher, and faculty member. Promotion to a higher rank is not automatic but is a decision made 
on an individual basis subject to university, college, and unit criteria. Promotion to a rank requires 
the faculty member to meet the requirements for that rank. Responsibility for the effective 
functioning of promotion procedures rests with faculty and administrators. Decisions are based on 
thorough and uniform evaluation of the faculty member’s performance in relation to the 
expectations listed in his or her position description and the criteria for promotion established in 
the unit and college bylaws.  

 
b. Criteria. Promotion to a rank requires the candidate to meet the requirements for that rank. Promotion is 
awarded only to faculty membercandidates who effectively perform in the responsibility areas contained in 
FSH 1565 C as specified in the candidate’s position description, and who meet university, college and unit 
criteria for promotion. Decisions are based on thorough and uniform evaluation of the candidate’s 
performance Promotion in rank is and granted only when there is reasonable assurance, based on 
performance, that the faculty membercandidate will continue to meet the criteria for promotion. Each 
faculty member shall be evaluated based on the faculty member’s individual position description. The 
faculty of each college or and unit or both shall establish in their bylaws substantive promotion criteria for 
all types of faculty existing within that unit or college or unit (e.g. regular faculty, clinical faculty, research 
faculty, etc.), consistent with the university requirements. The criteria shall include a statement regarding 
the role of interdisciplinary activity and shall be included in college or unit bylaws (see FSH 1590).  
 
c. Non-Tenure Track Faculty Promotion. Non-tenure track positions at the assistant and associate 
professor level are eligible for promotion to the next rank. Full-time instructors are eligible for promotion 
to senior instructor. Senior instructor is not a rank from which a faculty member may be promoted (FSH 
1565 D-1.-b). 
 

A-3. Faculty Tenure. 
 

a. GeneralPurpose. Tenure is intended to protect academic freedom in order to maintain a free and open 
intellectual atmosphere. The justification for tenure lies in the need for protection from improper influences 
from either outside or inside the university. Tenure strengthens UI’s ability to attract and retain superior 
teachers and scholars as members of the faculty. UI’s tenure policy improves the quality of the faculty by 
requiring that each faculty member’s performance be carefully scrutinized before tenure is granted. 

 
b. DefinitionGeneral Provisions. Tenure is a condition of presumed continuing employment accorded to a 
faculty member, usually after a probationary period, on the basis of an evaluation and recommendation by a 
unit committee and administrator, a college committee and dean, a university committee, the provost, and 
the president. Prior to the award of tenure, employment beyond the annual term of appointment may not be 
legally presumed (RGP II.G.1.b). After tenure has been awarded, the faculty member’s service can be 
terminated only for adequate cause, the burden of proof resting with UI (FSH 3910), except under 
conditions of financial exigency as declared by the board (FSH 3970), in situations where extreme shifts of 
enrollment have eliminated the justification for a position, or where the board has authorized elimination or 
substantial reduction in an academic program (RGP II.G.6.a). 

 
c. Criteria. Tenure is granted only to full-time faculty members (RGP II.G.6.a) who demonstrate that they 
have made and will continue to make significant contributions in their disciplines through effective 
performance in the responsibility areas contained in FSH 1565 C as specified in their position description 
and consistent with university, college and unit criteria. The faculty of each college or and unit or both shall 
establish substantive tenure criteria consistent with the university requirements for tenure. The criteria shall 
include a statement regarding the role of interdisciplinary activity and shall be included in college or unit 
bylaws (see FSH 1590). 
 
d. Tenurable Ranks. The tenurable ranks are senior instructor, assistant professor, associate professor, and 
professor. Senior instructors, research professors, extension faculty, psychologists, and licensed 
psychologists can be either tenure track or non-tenure track. See FSH 1565. 
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A-4. Consideration of Promotion or Tenure Alone. The procedures in this policy apply to all cases including 
applications for only tenure or only promotion. As used in this policy, “promotion or tenure” means promotion 
or tenure or both. 

 
B. ROLE OF THE PROVOSTGENERAL PROVISIONS.  
 

B-1. Delegation. The provost may delegate any of his or hertheir responsibilities in this policy to a designee. 
 
B-2. Provost’s Administrative Guidance. The process of promotion and tenure is administered by the provost. 
The provost shall publish guidance necessary for the administration of the promotion and tenure system that is 
consistent with the Faculty Staff Handbook (FSH) and the Regents of the University of Idaho Governing 
Policies and Procedures (RGP). This guidance shall be mandatory. The provost’s administrative guidance shall 
include:  
 

a. Deadlines for the promotion and tenure process; 
 
b. The forms required to document the promotion and tenure process (e.g. dossier submission form, unit 
voting forms, etc.); 
 
c. Procedures for requesting early consideration for promotion; 
 
d. Requirements for curriculum vitae; 
 
e. Requirements regarding the submission of promotion and tenure dossiers including format, order of 
materials, page limits for materials, etc.;  
 
f. Requirements for the selection of external reviews for scholarly work; 
 
g. Procedures for collecting feedback from faculty, staff, and students to be used by committees in this 
process; 
 
h. The timing of appointments and relative representation of faculty on the university promotion & tenure 
committee pursuant to section G-1 herein; and  
 
i. Other matters necessary to ensure the appropriate administration of the promotion and tenure process. 

 
B-3. Committee Problem Resolution. If the unit administrator or the college dean is not able to fill 
membership on a committee required under this policy, the provost, in consultation with the dean, shall appoint 
an appropriate faculty member to fill any opening in order to comply with the requirements of this policy. If the 
provost takes such action under this provision, documentation of the action shall be maintained by the provost. 
 
B-4. Procedural Error Remediation. In the event of a procedural error, the provost, dean, unit administrator, 
and candidate shall confer and attempt to come to an agreement that resolves the error. The provost shall decide 
the resolution of the procedural error and communicate the decision to the candidate in writing. If the candidate 
agrees to the resolution in writing, he or she may not later object to the resolution. If the candidate does not 
agree to the resolution in writing, he or she retains the right to appeal the final institutional decision based on 
that procedural ground (see H-3 herein). 

 
C. SCHEDULE FOR PROMOTION AND TENURE CONSIDERATION. 
 
 C-1. Promotion. 

 
a. Timing of Promotion. A faculty member shall apply and be considered for promotion according to the 
schedule below. 
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1. Instructors. Full-time instructors shall be considered for promotion to senior instructor during their 
sixth year of continuous, full-time service as an instructor. Part-time instructors are not eligible for 
promotion.  

 
2. Tenure Track Assistant Professors. Assistant professors who are on a tenure track shall be 
considered for promotion at the same time that they are considered for tenure and shall be promoted if 
they receive tenure (C-2.-a herein).  

 
3. Non-Tenure Track Assistant Professors Assistant professors who are not on a tenure track shall 
be considered for promotion during their sixth full year as an assistant professor. 

 
4. Tenure Track and Non-Tenure Track Associate Professors. Faculty may be considered for 
promotion during their sixth full year of service, or thereafter, as an associate professor.  

  
b. Early Consideration for Promotion. A faculty member may be considered for promotion at an earlier 
time than permitted by this policy with the approval of the dean. The process for requesting early 
consideration for promotion shall be set forth in the provost’s administrative guidance pursuant to B-2 
herein. 
 
c. Reconsideration for Promotion. When a faculty member has been considered for promotion and not 
promoted, he or she may apply and be considered again during their third full year of service or later after 
denial of promotion unless earlier consideration is approved in writing by the dean. 

 
C-2. Tenure. 

 
a. Timing of Tenure. A faculty member shall apply and be considered by the university for tenure during 
the sixth full year of probationary service. Consideration at that time is mandatory (RGP II.G.6.b.ii.). If an 
associate or full professor is not appointed with tenure, they are considered for tenure during the fifth full 
year of service. Satisfactory service in any tenurable rank may be used to fulfill the probationary period. 
 
b. Early Consideration for Tenure. A faculty member may be considered for tenure at an earlier time 
than permitted by this policy (RGP II.G.6.d.iv.1), with the approval of the provost. The process for 
requesting early consideration for tenure shall be set forth in the provost’s administrative guidance pursuant 
to section B-2 herein. 
 

C-3. Special Circumstances.  
  

a. Late Appointments. When the appointment begins after the eighth week of the start of the academic 
year (for academic year appointments) or after the eighth week of the fiscal year (for fiscal year 
appointments) then the timeline for promotion and tenure consideration begins the following year.   

 
b. Transfer between Units.  

 
1. Approval Process. When a non-tenured faculty member transfers to another unit within UI, the transfer 
must be approved by the provost in consultation with the units and college dean(s). 
 
2. Impact on Time to Promotion and Tenure. The extent to which service in the first unit counts 
toward promotion or tenure or both in the new unit must be communicated to the faculty member in 
writing by the provost at the time of the transfer. (RGP II.G.6.l.ii.)  
 
3. Tenure Status. Tenure status does not change when a tenured faculty member transfers from one 
unit to another within UI. 
 

c. Effect of Lapse in Service. A non-tenured faculty member who has left the institution and is 
subsequently reappointed after a lapse of not more than three (3) years may have his or hertheir prior 
service counted toward eligibility for the award of tenure. Eligibility for the award of tenure must be 
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clarified in writing before reappointment. A tenured faculty member who has left the institution and is 
subsequently reappointed after a lapse of not more than three (3) years must have tenure status clarified in 
writing by the president before appointment. The faculty member may be reappointed with tenure, or may 
be required to serve additional years before being reviewed for tenure status. (RGP II.G.6.l.i) 
 
d. Credit toward Promotion or Tenure at Time of Appointment. Credit toward promotion or tenure or 
both may be granted at the time of appointment with the approval of the provost. Such credit must be 
documented in the letter offering the candidate employment at UI. Where credit toward promotion or 
tenure or both is approved, all evidence of success in the faculty member’s areas of responsibility having 
arisen during the years for which credit is given shall be included in the candidate’s dossier and must be 
considered in evaluating whether the candidate has demonstrated success in the applicable areas of 
responsibility. Credit toward promotion and tenure may be granted under the following circumstances: 
 

1. After review of the candidate’s qualifications, the faculty in the unit vote that the candidate meets UI 
criteria for the rank to be offered, and 
 
2. The candidate has demonstrated outstanding performance of responsibilities relevant to the position 
for which the person is being appointed through service at another institution, or has made substantial 
contributions to their field of specialization, and 
 
3. The candidate must complete one full year of employment at UI prior to applying for promotion or 
tenure.  

  
e. Appointment with Tenure. Appointment with tenure may be offered under the following 
circumstances: 
 

1. The candidate has attained tenure at another college or university, and 
 
2. After review of the candidate’s qualifications, the faculty in the unit vote that the candidate meets UI 
criteria for tenure and the rank to be offered, and 
 
3. The candidate has demonstrated performance of responsibilities relevant to the position for which 
the person is being appointed. 
 

f. Administrative Appointment.  
 

1. The role of an administrator is not tenurable.  
 
2. A faculty member who serves as an academic administrator retains membership in his or hertheir 
academic department and his or hertheir academic rank and tenure. (RGP II.G.6.i.ii) The faculty 
member may resume duties in his or hertheir academic department when the administrative 
responsibilities end. (RGP II.G.6.i.iv)  
 
3. A candidate may be initially appointed as an associate or full professor with tenure with the approval 

of the president. (RGP II.G.6.i.iii) If an administrative appointment carries academic rank, 
evaluation for tenure is conducted by the unit in which the rank is held. 

 
g. Unit Administrator under Review for Promotion or Tenure or Both. If the unit administrator is 
scheduled to be evaluated for promotion or tenure or both, the dean shall fulfill all the responsibilities under 
this policy normally fulfilled by the unit administrator.  
 
h. Conflicts of Interest. A faculty member who is a “related individual” to the candidate as defined in FSH 
6241-A shall not participate in the process of promotion and tenure. 

 
 C-4. Extensions. 
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a. Childbirth or Adoption: A faculty member who becomes the parent of a child by birth or adoption, 
may request an automatic one-year extension of the timeline for promotion or tenure or both. (RGP 
II.G.6.d.iv.2.)  
 
b. Other Circumstances: An extension of the timeline for promotion or tenure or both may be granted in 
other exceptional circumstances (RGP II.G.6.d.iv.2) that may impede a faculty member’s progress toward 
achieving promotion or tenure or both, including but not limited to significant responsibilities with respect 
to elder or dependent care, child care, custody, disability or chronic illness or such other reasons deemed by 
the provost to be exceptional and likely to impede the faculty member’s progress.  
 
c. Third-Year Review. In the event that an extension is requested and granted before the third-year review, 
the review is also automatically delayed for one year.  
 
d. Length of Extension. In most cases, extension of the time to tenure and/or promotion shall be for one 
year; however, longer extensions may be granted upon a showing of need by the faculty member. Multiple 
extension requests may be granted.  
 
e. Option to Shorten Extension. A faculty member may choose to be considered for promotion and/or 
tenure on his or hertheir original timeline, even if an extension has been granted. 
 
f. Procedure for Requesting an Extension:  

 
1. The faculty member must request the extension from the provost in writing by March 15 of the 
calendar year in which the review process begins, as set forth in the provost’s administrative guidance 
in (B-2 herein). The written request must include appropriate documentation of the childbirth, 
adoption, or other exceptional circumstance.  
 
2. Except to obtain necessary consultative assistance on medical or legal issues, only the provost shall 
have access to documentation pertaining to a request related to disability or chronic illness. The 
provost shall, in his or hertheir discretion, determine if consultation with the dean and/or unit 
administrator is appropriate. 

 
3. The provost shall notify the faculty member, unit administrator, and dean of the action taken. No 
information regarding the extensions shall be included in the candidate’s dossier. 

 
g. Effect of Extension. If an extension is granted, the expectations for tenure and/or promotion remain the 
same.   

  
D. PROMOTION AND TENURE DOSSIER. All materials provided by the candidate and by the unit 
administrator shall be compiled together into a single dossier in the manner prescribed by the provost’s 
administrative guidance (B-2 herein).  
 

D-1. Materials to be Provided by the Faculty MemberCandidate. The candidate shall submit the following 
materials:  

 
a. Current Curriculum Vitae. The curriculum vitae shall be in the required UI format. 
 
b. Candidate Statements. This section is limited to eight pages. 

 
1. Context Statement. A Context Statement, written by the candidate, describing the candidate’s 
academic unit and the candidate’s responsibilities within his or hertheir unit as established in the 
position description. It is intended to inform reviewers about the candidate’s academic environment so 
that reviewers may consider the similarities and differences between their own academic unit and that 
of the candidate. The context statement should also describe the expectations placed on the candidate 
by interdisciplinary programs or research centers, the requirements of joint appointments or other 
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special circumstances. If applicable, the candidate shall indicate his or hertheir choice of unit criteria 
for promotion and tenure under which to be evaluated, pursuant to D-2.-a.-2. 
 
2. Personal Statement of Accomplishment. The candidate has an opportunity to interpret their record 
of accomplishment relevant to the responsibilities in their position description and the criteria for 
promotion and/or tenure, but should not duplicate other materials in the dossier. The statement may 
explain and analyze materials submitted and include a philosophical vision as it relates to the broader 
impact of accomplishments. The statement explains the nature of the faculty membercandidate’s 
activities so that others will understand them fully for purposes of assessment. The format and method 
of presentation is a matter of faculty candidate choice. 
 

c. Evidence of Accomplishment. Evidence of accomplishment may be provided for each area of 
responsibility in the position description. Evidence could include examples of scholarly work, teaching 
evaluation materials, letters of support, etc. This shall not include additional narrative written by the 
candidate regarding promotion or tenure. This section has no page limit. 

  
D-2. Materials Provided by the Unit Administrator. The unit administrator shall provide the following 
materials to the candidate, in the format prescribed by the provost’s administrative guidance (B-2 herein), at 
least 10 business days prior to the deadline specified in D-3-a herein: 

 
a. Bylaw Sections. College and unit bylaw sections that cover the following areas:  

 
1. Annual review process and annual performance criteria. 
 
2.  Criteria for promotion and tenure. If criteria change during the period under review, the candidate 
shall choose the version of the criteria by which he or she will be evaluated. If a candidate does not 
select a version, the version in effect at the time of submission shall be used. 

 
b. Position Descriptions and Annual Evaluations. Copies of the candidate’s position description(s) (FSH 
3050) and annual evaluations (FSH 3320) for the period under review.  
 
c. Teaching Effectiveness. If teaching is included in the candidate’s position descriptions, copies of all of 
the candidate’s student course evaluation summaries (RGP II.G.6.e) for the period under review and peer 
evaluations of teaching for the period under review as prescribed by the provost’s administrative guidance 
(B-2 herein). The candidate may supplement this section to include other evidence of teaching effectiveness 
as outlined in FSH 1565 C-1.-a. 
 
d. Prior Reports. Copies of any third-year review committee reports and periodic review reports made 
during the period under review, along with the associated unit administrator’s and dean’s reports (as 
applicable) and any responses by the faculty membercandidate to the reports. 
 
e. External Peer Reviews. The unit administrator shall obtain three to five external reviews of the 
candidate’s performance in the area of scholarly and creative activity, except in the case of third-year 
review or faculty without responsibility for scholarship or creative activity as defined by FSH 1565 C-2. 
All review letters received shall be included in the dossier. 

 
1. Qualifications of Reviewers. External reviewers shall be tenured faculty members who have 
expertise in areas closely related to the candidate’s expertise. If the review is to be in support of 
promotion, each reviewer shall be at, or above, the rank the candidate is seeking. Because reviewers 
are asked to provide independent and objective review, reviewers shall not have a personal or 
professional relationship with the candidate that could prevent an unbiased assessment. 
 
2. Selection. The reviewers to be solicited shall be chosen by the unit administrator, but at least two 
reviewers shall come from a list of at least eight qualified reviewers provided by the candidate in 
writing to the unit administrator by the deadline provided in B-2 herein. If the unit administrator 
cannot obtain letters from two reviewers on the candidate’s list, the unit administrator shall ask the 
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candidate to identify further potential reviewers. The candidate may also provide the unit administrator 
with the names of up to two individuals who shall be excluded from consideration as an external 
reviewer. If the candidate fails to submit either list, the unit administrator shall select reviewers 
without that input from the candidate. These lists shall not be included in the dossier but shall be kept 
on record by the unit administrator. 
 
3. Request Letters to the External Reviewers. The letters of request to the reviewers shall be based 
on a template provided by the provost. 
 
4. Materials Provided to the External Reviewers. The unit administrator shall provide only the 
candidate’s CV, position descriptions for the period under review, candidate statements from D-1.-b 
herein, and up to four examples of the candidate’s scholarly and creative activity chosen by the 
candidate, and the sections of college and unit bylaws setting forth criteria for promotion or tenure. 
The unit administrator shall not provide the complete dossier or any additional materials to external 
peer reviewers. 
 
5. Criteria for External Review.  

 
a) The review shall be limited to the candidate’s scholarly and creative activity in relation to the 
applicable tenure and/or promotion criteria and the faculty member’s position description(s).  
 
b) Reviewers may not be asked to evaluate the candidate pursuant to external criteria such as those 
at the reviewer’s institution or other professional organizations.  
 
c) The university shall make every effort to keep the names of the reviewers confidential from the 
candidate. The candidate may request to view the external reviewers’ anonymized evaluations 
after the final institutional decision is made. Such requests shall be directed to the provost. 
 

f. Additional Review Letters. 
 

1. In the case of interdisciplinary appointments, administrators of units holding the minority of the 
candidate’s appointment (see A-1.-d herein) may provide an additional review letter. 
 
2. In the case of a candidate based at a UI center, the center executive officer may provide an 
additional review letter. 

 
D-3. Submission of Dossier.  

  
a. Deadline for Submission. A candidate’s dossier in support of tenure and/or promotion, containing all of 
the materials described in section A, must be submitted to the unit administrator either prior to the 
beginning of the semester in which the review is scheduled to begin or prior to the submission of the 
candidate’s materials to the external reviewers, whichever is earlier. In the event a unit administrator fails 
to provide materials within the timeline referenced in D-2 above, the candidate’s deadline for submission 
shall extend to ten days after the provision of materials by the unit administrator. 

 
1. External peer reviews need not be submitted as part of the dossier prior to the deadline, but must be 
received, if required, prior to any consideration of the dossier. 
 
2. The dossier may be supplemented with scholarship or creative accomplishments occurring after 
submission. Supplementation must be made pursuant to the provost’s administrative guidance.  

 
b. Finalization of Dossier. Submission is final when the faculty membercandidate has signed a dossier 
submission form and provided the signed form to the unit administrator.  Other than supplementation 
provided in D-3.-a herein, the dossier is final when submitted and may not be supplemented or altered after 
submission. 
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E. UNIT LEVEL REVIEW. 
 

E-1. Unit Promotion and Tenure Committee.  
 
a. Membership. The unit faculty shall elect a promotion and tenure committee for each candidate 
according to the criteria below. The unit faculty may delegate the selection of committee members to the 
unit administrator.  

 
1. The committee shall be composed of five faculty members. At least three members shall be tenured 
faculty members in the unit.  At least one member shall be a tenured faculty member from outside the 
unit. 
 
2. The committee shall elect a chair from among their tenured members. 

 
3. Because the promotion and tenure committee is a personnel committee, students and non-university 
employees shall not serve on the committee. 

 
4. In cases considering promotion to full professor, unit administrators are encouraged to include full 
professors in the committee.  

 
5. Neither the unit administrator nor the dean may serve as a member of a unit promotion and tenure 
committee.  

 
6. If there are not three tenured faculty members available to serve on the committee, the unit 
administrator, in consultation with the dean, shall designate tenured faculty members from other units 
whose areas of expertise are closely related to the work of faculty in the unit. One such member may 
chair the committee if there is not a tenured member from the unit available to serve as chair. 
 
7. Upon request by the candidate to the unit administrator, the unit administrator shall provide the 
candidate with the names of the committee members. 

 
b. Basis for Evaluation. The unit administrator shall submit the completed dossier to the chair of the unit 
promotion and tenure committee. The review shall be based on the dossier as well as feedback collected by 
the committee from faculty, staff, and students in the unit. The process for requesting such feedback shall 
be set forth in the provost’s administrative guidance pursuant to section B-2 herein. The committee shall 
not meet until the dossier and feedback have been available to all members for at least two weeks. The 
committee may provide the candidate with the opportunity to address the committee in support of his or 
hertheir application for tenure and/or promotion. The committee shall evaluate the candidate in light of the 
unit, college and university criteria for tenure and/or promotion.   

 
c. Unit Promotion and Tenure Committee Report. The committee shall write a report recommending 
whether the candidate should be promoted and/or tenured. For each candidate, the report shall include a 
brief rationale for the committee’s recommendations and an anonymized record of the committee’s vote for 
or against tenure and/or promotion of each candidate. Abstentions are not allowed. The chair of the 
committee shall deliver the report to the unit administrator. The report shall not be shared with faculty who 
are not members of the college or university promotion and tenure committees. 
 

E-2. Unit Faculty Voting. 
 
a. General. 
 

1. The dossier must be made available at least two weeks prior to any voting. 
 
2. Faculty who are eligible to vote may assemble to deliberate prior to voting. 
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3. Voting shall occur using a signed, written ballot in a format provided in the provost’s administrative 
guidance in B-2 herein.  
 
4. Faculty members may submit evaluative comments as part of their ballot to the unit administrator. 
 
5. Unit faculty voting results shall not be shared with the candidate’s promotion and tenure committee. 
 
6. Faculty are not required to vote but are encouraged to do so. 
 

b. Voting by Tenured Faculty. In the case of tenure, the unit administrator shall solicit the vote of all 
tenured faculty members of the candidate’s unit regarding whether the candidate should be granted tenure. 
Non-tenured faculty shall not be eligible to vote.  

 
c. Voting by Promoted Faculty. In the case of promotion, the unit administrator shall solicit the vote of all 
faculty members of the candidate’s unit of the same or higher rank as that to which the candidate seeks 
promotion.  Faculty members of lower rank shall not be eligible to vote.  

 
E-3. Unit Administrator. 

 
a. Unit Administrator’s Report. The unit administrator shall prepare a written report after considering the 
tenure and/or promotion dossier, the unit promotion and tenure committee report, and the unit voting 
results. The unit administrator’s report shall include the anonymized voting results as well as the 
administrator’s recommendation for or against tenure and/or promotion in light of the unit, college and 
university criteria for tenure and/or promotion. In the event that the administrator submitting the 
recommendation has not had at least one year to evaluate the candidate, he or she shall disclose this as part 
of the report. 

 
b. Transmission of Reports to the Candidate and Written Response. The unit administrator shall 
provide the candidate with copies of the unit administrator’s report and the report of the unit promotion and 
tenure committee. The candidate may provide a written response to the reports within five business days 
after receiving the reports.  

 
E-4. Forwarding Materials. The unit administrator shall forward the tenure and/or promotion dossier and all 
reports and the candidate’s response, if any, to the dean. 

 
F. COLLEGE LEVEL REVIEW. 

 
F-1. College Promotion and Tenure Committee. Each college having more than one unit shall have a 
standing promotion and tenure committee. The members shall be tenured and shall serve staggered three-year 
terms. Each unit shall have one representative elected by the unit faculty. Each unit within the college shall be 
represented by one faculty member, to be selected as follows: Each unit shall nominate two faculty members, 
from which the dean shall select one, giving consideration to representational balance in the makeup of the 
committee. The committee shall elect its chair from among its members or may elect the dean or associate dean 
to serve as chair without vote. For the College of Business and Economics each major area shall serve as a 
“unit” for purposes of section F. Names of committee members shall be provided to the candidate upon request 
to the dean. 

  
F-2. College Promotion and Tenure Committee Evaluation and Report. The committee shall not meet until 
the dossier has been available to all members for at least two weeks. The committee shall evaluate the dossier in 
light of the unit, college and university criteria. The committee chair shall write a report for each candidate 
recommending whether the candidate should be promoted and/or tenured. For each candidate, the report shall 
include a brief rationale for the committee’s recommendations and an anonymized record of the committee’s 
vote for or against tenure and/or promotion of each candidate. Abstentions are not allowed. A tie vote will result 
in a recommendation of “undecided.” 
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F-3. Dean’s Report. The dean shall evaluate the candidate in light of the unit, college and university criteria for 
tenure and/or promotion then make a written recommendation as to whether each candidate should be promoted 
and/or tenured after considering the materials presented in the dossier (including all reports, responses and 
polling information), and advice of the college committee. The dean may also confer individually or 
collectively with unit administrators about the qualifications of the candidate.  

 
F-4. Transmission of Reports to Candidate and Written Response. The dean shall provide the candidate 
with copies of the dean’s report and the college promotion and tenure committee report. The candidate may 
provide a written response to the reports within five business days after receiving the reports.  

  
F-5. Forwarding Materials. The dean shall forward the completed tenure and/or promotion dossier and all 
reports, recommendations, and responses to the provost. 

 
G. UNIVERSITY LEVEL REVIEW. 

  
G-1. University Promotion and Tenure Committee Composition. A university promotion and tenure 
committee of faculty members, chaired by the provost without vote, is appointed each year.  

  
a. Nominations. One-third of the committee’s membership shall be selected by the provost from the 
previous year’s committee; the remaining members shall be selected by the provost and the chair and vice 
chair of the Faculty Senate from nominations submitted by the senators. The delegation representing the 
College of Letters, Arts and Social Sciences on Faculty Senate nominates four faculty members who should 
be representative of the breadth of the disciplines within the college. The delegation representing the 
College of Agricultural & Life Sciences on Faculty Senate nominates four faculty members from the 
college comprising two each from (a) faculty with greater than 50% teaching and research appointments 
and (b) faculty with greater than 50% University of Idaho Extension appointments. The Faculty Senate 
delegations from the other colleges and the Faculty-at-Large each nominate two faculty members from 
their constituencies. If senators from a college do not submit nominations by the deadline announced by the 
provost, the provost shall appoint members from that college, as specified in G-1-b-2 herein. 

 
b. Membership. The membership of the committee shall be as follows:  

 
1. The vice president for research, the dean of the College of Graduate Studies and the provost’s 
designee with primary responsibility for faculty promotion and tenure, to serve ex officio (without 
vote). 
 
2. Two representatives from the College of Letters, Arts and Social Sciences, two representatives from 
the College of Agricultural & Life Sciences, and one representative from each of the other colleges and 
the Faculty-at-Large. 
 
3. The committee shall include at least one tenured faculty member (RGP II.G.6.e). 
 
4. Upon request by the candidate to the provost, the provost shall provide the candidate with the names 
of the committee members.  
 

G-2. University Promotion and Tenure Committee Vote. The committee shall not meet until the dossier has 
been available to all members for at least two weeks. The committee shall deliberate and vote for or against 
tenure and/or promotion of each candidate in light of the unit, college and university criteria for tenure and/or 
promotion. Abstentions are not allowed. 

 
G-3. Provost’s Report. The provost shall write a report to the president making a recommendation regarding 
tenure and/or promotion of each candidate in light of the unit, college and university criteria for tenure and/or 
promotion. The report shall include a rationale for each recommendation and the anonymized results of voting 
from the university promotion and tenure committee. 
 

H. DECISION. 
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H-1. Presidential Approval. The president shall confer with the provost and make the decision regarding 
tenure and/or promotion for each candidate in light of the unit, college and university criteria for tenure and/or 
promotion. The awarding of tenure and/or promotion to an eligible faculty member is made only by a positive 
action of approval by the president.  
 
H-2. Notice to the Candidate. The president shall give notice in writing to the candidate of the granting or 
denial of tenure and/or promotion by May 1 of the academic year in which the decision is made. (RGP II.G.6.c.) 
The provost’s recommendation shall be forwarded to the candidate at that time. Notwithstanding any provisions 
in this section to the contrary, no person is deemed to have been awarded tenure solely because notice is not 
given or received by the prescribed times. If the president fails to notify the candidate of the decision within the 
required timeframe, it is the responsibility of the candidate to inquire as to the decision. 
 
H-3. Appeals. Appeals regarding promotion or tenure may be filed only after the final decision of the president, 
which shall be considered the institutional decision (see FSH 3840 B-2). 
 
H-4. Denial of Tenure. If a faculty member is not awarded tenure, the president, at his or hertheir discretion, 
may: 
 

a. Notify the faculty member that the contract year in which the tenure decision is made is the terminal year 
of employment (RGP II.G.6.k.), or 
 
b. Issue a contract for a terminal year of employment following the year in which the tenure decision is 
made (RGP II.G.6.j), or 
 
c. Issue to the faculty member contracts of employment for successive periods of one (1) year each. Such 
appointment for faculty members not awarded tenure must be on an annual basis, and such temporary 
appointments do not vest in the faculty member any of the rights inherent in tenure and there shall be no 
continued expectation of employment beyond the annual appointment (RGP II.G.6.j). 

 
I.  IMPLEMENTATION.   

 
I-1.  Effective Date.  This policy shall be effective April 1, 2020. 

 
I-2. Applicability.   
 

a. The provisions of section C herein (Schedule for Promotion and Tenure Consideration) shall apply to 
faculty hired after the final approval of this policy. 
 
b. Faculty hired before the adoption of this policy shall be governed by the provisions of section C herein 
unless written notice of election not to be governed by section C is provided to the unit administrator, dean 
and provost prior to April 1, 2020. 
 
c. Faculty who elect not to be governed by the provisions of section C herein are subject to the 
corresponding policies regarding the timing of promotion and tenure in place immediately prior to the 
adoption of this policy, specifically those in FSH 3520 and FSH 3560.  These previous policies shall 
remain available on the provost’s web page. 
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1640.24 

CLASSIFIED POSITION APPEAL BOARD (CPAB) 

A. FUNCTION. To hear, on referral from the vice president for finance and administration, 
appeals from decisions of Human Resources (HR) regarding position classifications; to make 
recommendations to the vice president as to disposition of such appeals; and to advise the vice 
president on problems and procedures concerning position classification. [ed. 7-06] 

B. STRUCTURE. Four members of the classified staff, at least one of whom holds a 
supervisory position; two faculty members, each of whom holds or has held an administrative 
position at UI; and, without vote, the director of employment services. The staff members are 
nominated by the Staff Council and the faculty members are nominated by the Committee on 
Committees. Members are appointed by the president and serve for three years, with one-third 
taking office each year. The board elects its own chair. [ed. 7-05, 7-18] 

C. PROCEDURES. 

C-1. Appeals of classification decisions made by HR are submitted directly to the vice president 
for finance. A ï¿½Notice of Appealï¿½ form must be filed with the vice president, with a copy to 
the CPAB chair, within 30 days of the notification to the supervisor by HR of its decision. [ed. 7-
06, 9-15] 

C-2. The vice president will notify the director of employment services that a ï¿½Notice of 
Appealï¿½ form has been received and that an advisory opinion is being requested from the 
CPAB. The vice president will request that HR supply seven copies of available documentation 
to the CPAB chair within 10 working days. CPAB will schedule a hearing at the earliest time 
convenient for all parties. [ed. 7-06] 

C-3. The director of employment services, the employee, and his or her supervisor will be 
notified of the date, time, and place of the hearing. The format is as follows: The analyst from 
HR will present the basis for the decision that was made; the employee or supervisor, or both, 
will present reasons for disagreement; the human resources analyst will be given time for closing 
comments as will the employee and the supervisor. The board may ask questions for further 
clarification after the presentation. The board will then meet in closed session for deliberation. 
[ed. 7-06] 

C-4. The CPAB will forward its recommendation to the vice president. The vice president will 
notify the employee, the employeeï¿½s supervisor, the director of employment services, and the 
CPAB chair of the final decision. [ed. 7-06] 
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1640.08 

ADMISSIONS COMMITTEE 

  

A. FUNCTION. To act on applications for admission to UI in the cases of undergraduate 
applicants who do not meet minimum requirements for admission but who request a review. The 
Admissions Committee also evaluates and acts on applications of undergraduate students to 
special UI programs requiring minimum qualifications lower than those for regular admission to 
the University of Idaho. The Admissions Committee also hears appeals from disenrollment when 
that disenrollment is the result of the presentation of incomplete or false information on initial 
application as an undergraduate at UI. Decisions of this committee may be appealed as stated in 
2500. (Similar applications for admission to the College of Graduate Studies are acted on by the 
Graduate Council, and its decisions may be appealed as stated in 2500; those for admission to the 
College of Law are acted on by that college’s Committee on Admissions, and its decisions may 
be appealed, in order, to the full faculty of the college and, when they consent to hear the appeal, 
to the president of the university and the regents.) [ed. 7-00, rev. 7-20]  

    A-1. This committee traditionally meets during the summer. [add. 7-08] 

B. STRUCTURE. Five members of the faculty, director of counseling and testing center or 
designee, chair of Ubuntu or designee, a member of the American Language and Culture 
Program faculty, and the following without vote: director of admissions (or designee), a Student 
Support Services designee, the director of the Vandal Gateway Program, a representative from 
the Office of Multicultural Affairs, and a professional advisor. To assure a quorum alternates for 
the faculty positions are appointed by the chair of the Admissions Committee from a list of those 
who have previously served on the Committee. [rev. 7-97, 7-06, 7-08, 7-19, 7-20 ed. 7-05, 4-12] 

 

https://www.webpages.uidaho.edu/fsh/2500.html
https://www.webpages.uidaho.edu/fsh/2500.html
https://www.webpages.uidaho.edu/fsh/2500.html
https://www.webpages.uidaho.edu/fsh/2500.html


Attach #7 

Miscellaneous Change Request 

In Workflow 
1. Registrar's Office
2. UCC
3. Post-UCC Registrar
4. Faculty Senate Chair
5. UFM
6. President's Office
7. State Approval
8. NWCCU

Approval Path
1. 02/25/21 1:29 pm

Amy Kingston (amykingston): Approved for Registrar's Office
2. 03/01/21 4:22 pm

Rebecca Frost (rfrost): Approved for UCC
3. 03/17/21 1:52 pm

Amy Kingston (amykingston): Approved for Post-UCC Registrar

New Proposal 
Date Submitted: 02/17/21 10:03 am 

Viewing: Additions and Deletions to J-3-f
Last edit: 02/17/21 10:03 am 
Changes proposed by: Rebecca Frost 
Faculty Contact 

Faculty Name Faculty Email 

Dean Panttaja panttaja@uidaho.edu 
Request Type 
Add/Drop/Change an academic regulation 
Effective Catalog Year 
2021-2022 
Title 
Additions and Deletions to J-3-f 
Request Details 
Add the following courses to the list of American Diversity Courses: 
JAMM 441 
MUSH 104 
MUSH 106 

Delete the following courses from the list of American Diversity Courses: 

mailto:disable
mailto:disable
mailto:disable
mailto:disable
mailto:mstout@uidaho.edu
mailto:mstout@uidaho.edu
mailto:mstout@uidaho.edu
mailto:mstout@uidaho.edu
mailto:mstout@uidaho.edu


HIST 315 
LAS 306 
SPAN 306 
 
Add the following courses to the list of International Courses: 
FTV 200 
MUSH 111 
RSTM 380 
 
Delete the following courses from the list of International Courses: 
HIST 414 
SPAN 411 
SPAN 413 
Attach State Form 
Supporting Documents 
J-3-f.pdf 
Reviewer Comments 
  
 

https://nextcatalog.uidaho.edu/miscadmin/21/J-3-f.pdf


 

Miscellaneous Change Request 
In Workflow 

1. Registrar's Office 
2. UCC 
3. Post-UCC Registrar 
4. Faculty Senate Chair 
5. UFM 
6. President's Office 
7. State Approval 
8. NWCCU 

Approval Path 
1. 02/25/21 1:29 pm 

Amy Kingston (amykingston): Approved for Registrar's Office 
2. 03/01/21 4:21 pm 

Rebecca Frost (rfrost): Approved for UCC 
3. 03/17/21 1:52 pm 

Amy Kingston (amykingston): Approved for Post-UCC Registrar 

New Proposal 
Date Submitted: 02/17/21 9:56 am 

Viewing: Additions to J-3-e 
Last edit: 02/17/21 9:56 am 
Changes proposed by: Rebecca Frost 
Faculty Contact 

Faculty Name Faculty Email 

Dean Panttaja panttaja@uidaho.edu 
Request Type 
Add/Drop/Change an academic regulation 
Effective Catalog Year 
2021-2022 
Title 
Additions to J-3-e 
Request Details 
Add to Humanistic and Artistic Ways of Knowing: 
AGED 263 
FTV 100 
MUSH 104 
MUSH 106 

mailto:disable
mailto:disable
mailto:disable
mailto:disable
mailto:mstout@uidaho.edu
mailto:mstout@uidaho.edu
mailto:mstout@uidaho.edu
mailto:mstout@uidaho.edu
mailto:mstout@uidaho.edu


 
Add to Social an Behavioral Ways of Knowing: 
JAMM 100 
MKTG 321 
RSTM 104 
Attach State Form 
Supporting Documents 
J-3-e.pdf 
Reviewer Comments 
  
 

https://nextcatalog.uidaho.edu/miscadmin/20/J-3-e.pdf


Miscellaneous Change Request 

In Workflow 
1. Registrar's Office 
2. UCC 
3. Post-UCC Registrar 
4. Faculty Senate Chair 
5. UFM 
6. President's Office 
7. State Approval 
8. NWCCU 

Approval Path 
1. 02/25/21 1:29 pm 

Amy Kingston (amykingston): Approved for Registrar's Office 
2. 03/01/21 4:23 pm 

Rebecca Frost (rfrost): Approved for UCC 
3. 03/17/21 1:53 pm 

Amy Kingston (amykingston): Approved for Post-UCC Registrar 

New Proposal 
Date Submitted: 02/17/21 10:06 am 

Viewing: Additions to J-3-g 
Last edit: 02/17/21 10:06 am 
Changes proposed by: Rebecca Frost 
Faculty Contact 

Faculty Name Faculty Email 

Dean Panttaja panttaja@uidaho.edu 
Request Type 
Add/Drop/Change an academic regulation 
Effective Catalog Year 
2021-2022 
Title 
Additions to J-3-g 
Request Details 
Add the following as Senior Experience Courses: 
ANTH 455 
DAN 490 
INTR 440 
INTR 454 

mailto:disable
mailto:disable
mailto:disable
mailto:disable
mailto:mstout@uidaho.edu
mailto:mstout@uidaho.edu
mailto:mstout@uidaho.edu
mailto:mstout@uidaho.edu
mailto:mstout@uidaho.edu


MATH 437 
STAT 436 
Attach State Form 
Supporting Documents 
J-3-g.pdf 
Reviewer Comments 
  
 

https://nextcatalog.uidaho.edu/miscadmin/22/J-3-g.pdf


Attach # 8 

Miscellaneous Change Request 

In Workflow 
1. Graduate Council Chair 
2. Registrar's Office 
3. UCC 
4. Post-UCC Registrar 
5. Faculty Senate Chair 
6. UFM 
7. President's Office 
8. State Approval 
9. NWCCU 

Approval Path 
1. 01/29/21 4:58 pm 

Lauren Perkinson (perkinson): Approved for Graduate Council Chair 
2. 02/03/21 12:27 pm 

Amy Kingston (amykingston): Approved for Registrar's Office 
3. 02/08/21 3:52 pm 

Rebecca Frost (rfrost): Approved for UCC 
4. 03/17/21 1:51 pm 

Amy Kingston (amykingston): Approved for Post-UCC Registrar 

New Proposal 
Date Submitted: 01/26/21 4:05 pm 

Viewing: Change COGS Language in Catalog 
Last edit: 01/26/21 4:21 pm 
Changes proposed by: Amy Kingston 
Faculty Contact 

Faculty Name Faculty Email 

Jerry McMurtry mcmurtry@uidaho.edu 
Request Type 
Other 
Effective Catalog Year 
2021-2022 
Title 
Change COGS Language in Catalog 
Request Details 
Change the catalog language found at the following link, which is under the "Assistantships and 
Research Fellowships" tab on the College of Graduate Studies' page. The attached document 
shows the new, proposed text (both with and without mark-up). 

mailto:perkinson@uidaho.edu
mailto:perkinson@uidaho.edu
mailto:disable
mailto:disable
mailto:disable
mailto:mstout@uidaho.edu
mailto:mstout@uidaho.edu
mailto:mstout@uidaho.edu
mailto:mstout@uidaho.edu
mailto:mstout@uidaho.edu


 
https://catalog.uidaho.edu/colleges-related-units/graduate-
studies/#assistantshipsandresearchfellowshipstext 
Attach State Form 
Supporting Documents 
COGS Catalog Language - With Mark-Up.docx 
COGS Catalog Language - Original vs Proposed - No Mark-Up.docx 
Reviewer Comments 
  
 

https://nextcatalog.uidaho.edu/miscadmin/18/COGS%20Catalog%20Language%20-%20With%20Mark-Up.docx
https://nextcatalog.uidaho.edu/miscadmin/18/COGS%20Catalog%20Language%20-%20Original%20vs%20Proposed%20-%20No%20Mark-Up.docx


Attach #9 

New Program Proposal 
Date Submitted: 10/21/20 3:33 pm 

Viewing: 429 : Groundwater Hydrology (MS) 
Last edit: 03/30/21 1:40 pm 
Changes proposed by: Joana Espinoza 
Faculty Contact 

Faculty Name Faculty Email 

Ginger Carney gingercarney@uidaho.edu 
Academic Level 
Graduate 
College 
Science 
Department/Unit: 
Geography & Geological Sciences 
Effective Catalog Year 
2022-2023 
Program Title 
Groundwater Hydrology (MS) 
Degree Type 
Major 
Please note: Majors and Certificates over 30 credits need to have a state form approved before the program can 
be created in Curriculum. 
Program Credits 
30 
Attach Program Change 
COS Master in Hydro w Budgetpdf.pdf 
CIP Code 
40.0605 - Hydrology and Water Resources Science. 
Emphasis/Option CIP Code(s) 
Will the program be Self-Support? 
  
No 
Will the program have a Professional Fee? 
  
No 
Will the program have an Online Program Fee? 
  
No 
Will program be Regional or Statewide Responsibilty? 
  
Regional 

https://nextcatalog.uidaho.edu/programadmin/429/COS%20Master%20in%20Hydro%20w%20Budgetpdf.pdf
https://nextcatalog.uidaho.edu/programadmin/429/COS%20Master%20in%20Hydro%20w%20Budgetpdf.pdf


Financial Information 
What is the financial impact of the request? 
  
Less than $250,000 per FY 
Note: If financial impact is greater than $250,000, you must complete a Program Proposal Form 
Discribe the financial impact 
  
Curriculum: 
 
Non-thesis Professional Option 
This program is designed for individuals who wish to place less 
emphasis upon research in their plan of study, but want to gain 
experience in applying their knowledge to a substantial project of an 
applied nature. Projects may be aligned with internships or other work 
experiences. The student’s advisory committee will consist of two 
faculty members from the Department. Projects must be documented 
and presented according to guidelines in the department handbook 
and approved by the student’s committee. 

Thesis Option  
Each student's training and research plan is developed by the student 
and the major professor with the advisory committee's approval. 
Admission is based on the compatibility of the student’s research 
interests with the areas of concentration offered by the department 
and the availability of a faculty member to serve as the student’s 
mentor. A written thesis is required, but the thesis may be comprised 
of a manuscript in a form acceptable for publication in a refereed 
journal, while otherwise fulfilling the requirements of the Graduate 
College. 

Code Title Hours 
ENVS 450 Environmental Hydrology 3 
or SOIL 450 Environmental Hydrology 
GEOL 534 Geostatistics 3 
HYDR 509 Quantitative Hydrogeology 3 
HYDR 512 Environmental Hydrogeology 3 
HYDR 576 Fundamentals of Modeling Hydrogeologic 

Systems 
3 

TM 482 Project Engineering 3 

https://nextcatalog.uidaho.edu/search/?P=ENVS%20450
https://nextcatalog.uidaho.edu/search/?P=SOIL%20450
https://nextcatalog.uidaho.edu/search/?P=GEOL%20534
https://nextcatalog.uidaho.edu/search/?P=HYDR%20509
https://nextcatalog.uidaho.edu/search/?P=HYDR%20512
https://nextcatalog.uidaho.edu/search/?P=HYDR%20576
https://nextcatalog.uidaho.edu/search/?P=TM%20482


Code Title Hours 
TM 510 Technology Management Fundamentals 3 
Choose Thesis on Non-Thesis Option from Below: 9 
Thesis Option: 

 

Advisor-approved electives (3-6 credits) 
 

GEOL 500 Master's Research and Thesis (3-6 credits) 
 

or HYDR 500 Master's Research and Thesis 
Non-Thesis Option: 

 

Advisor-approved electives (6 credits) 
 

GEOL 599 Research (3 credits) 
 

or HYDR 599 Research 
Total Hours 30 
Course List 
 

Distance Education Availability 
To comply with the requirements of the Idaho State Board of Education (SBOE) and the Northwest Commission 
on Colleges and Universities (NWCCU) the University of Idaho must declare whether 50% or more of the 
curricular requirements of a program which may be completed via distance education. 
  
Can 50% or more of the curricular requirements of this program be completed via distance 
education? 
  
No 
Note: Existing programs transitioning from less than 50% of its curricular requirements to 50% or more of its 
requirements being available via distance education is considered a Group C change and must complete the 
program proposal formwork before these changes will be processed. 

Geographical Area Availability 
Identify the geographical area(s) this program can be completed in: 
  
Moscow 

Student Learning Outcomes 
List the intended learning outcomes for program component. Use learner centered statements 
that indicate what will students know, be able to do, and value or appreciate as a result of 
completing the program. 
  
The objective of this degree is to introduce students to concepts and professional practices 
used in the environmental and groundwater industry. After completing the required 
coursework, students will be able to: 
- Understand fundamental concepts of groundwater hydrology (e.g., hydraulic conductivity, 
porosity, hydraulic head, Darcy’s law), and apply these concepts to the solution of groundwater 
problems; 
- Make and understand common measurements used in groundwater investigations, such as 
depth to water in wells, water pH and temperature, and well discharge, and interpret the 

https://nextcatalog.uidaho.edu/search/?P=TM%20510
https://nextcatalog.uidaho.edu/search/?P=GEOL%20500
https://nextcatalog.uidaho.edu/search/?P=HYDR%20500
https://nextcatalog.uidaho.edu/search/?P=GEOL%20599
https://nextcatalog.uidaho.edu/search/?P=HYDR%20599


results with a level of understanding expected of a groundwater professional; 
- Plan, execute, and interpret data from groundwater tests commonly used in industry (i.e., 
aquifer slug and pumping tests); 
- Understand groundwater quality issues and the fate and transport of groundwater 
constituents (contaminants and naturally-occurring substances) as they apply to site 
assessment, site characterization, and remediation; 
- Have received an introduction to the basics of groundwater modeling using standard industry 
tools (i.e., MODFLOW), and be able to assess the application of groundwater simulations to 
consulting-type problems in work done by others; 
- Have experience writing consulting-style reports, keeping legal-standard field notes, and an 
understanding of the process of planning for fieldwork in a professional setting, including such 
factors as logistics, budgeting, and the development of safety plans; 
- An in-depth knowledge of some area of specialization, chosen by the student and relevant to 
the student’s professional interests, within the broader field of groundwater hydrology. This 
knowledge is gained during the preparation of the professional paper required for completion 
of the degree requirements. 
Describe the assessment process that will be used to evaluate how well students are achieving 
the intended learning outcomes of the program component. 
  
Program assessment will be carried out primarily using student work products from HYDR 509 
Quantitative Hydrogeology and GEOL 509 Techniques of Groundwater Study, the most 
advanced required courses in the degree. GEOL 509, in particular, is the capstone course that 
integrates the learning objectives of all the other classes. The ability of the students to use the 
skills and knowledge gained from previous courses, understand project planning and logistics, 
and synthesize their understanding to field a complex hydrologic test (a 24-hour aquifer 
pumping test), analyze the data, and prepare a professional report, is a comprehensive test of 
the students’ mastery of the expected learning outcomes. 
Student learning will be assessed on an on-going basis during the semester by performance on 
writing assignments, problem sets, oral presentations, and quizzes/exams. On the timescale of 
a student progressing through the program, student learning will be assessed on the basis of 
performance in the projects of the capstone course, GEOL 509. We also anticipate conducting 
exit interviews with graduating students to evaluate their holistic experience with the program. 
As mentioned in the previous question (12c), we expect to assess student learning at intervals 
throughout each semester, annually, and at the scale of time-to-degree. We also anticipate on-
going assessment on longer timescales, through feedback from graduates and employers. 
How will you ensure that the assessment findings will be used to improve the program? 
  
Still needed 
What direct and indirect measures will be used to assess student learning? 
  
Still needed 
When will assessment activities occur and at what frequency? 
  
Still needed 



The objective of this degree is to introduce students to concepts and 
professional practices used in the environmental and groundwater 
industry.  After completing the required coursework, students will be able to: 

 Understand fundamental concepts of groundwater hydrology (e.g., 
hydraulic conductivity, porosity, hydraulic head, Darcy’s law), and apply 
these concepts to the solution of groundwater problems; 

 Make and understand common measurements used in groundwater 
investigations, such as depth to water in wells, water pH and temperature, 
and well discharge, and interpret the results with a level of understanding 
expected of a groundwater professional; 

 Plan, execute, and interpret data from groundwater tests commonly used in 
industry (i.e., aquifer slug and pumping tests); 

 Understand groundwater quality issues and the fate and transport of 
groundwater constituents (contaminants and naturally-occurring 
substances) as they apply to site assessment, site characterization, and 
remediation; 

 Have received an introduction to the basics of groundwater modeling using 
standard industry tools (i.e., MODFLOW), and be able to assess the 
application of groundwater simulations to consulting-type problems in work 
done by others; 

 Have experience writing consulting-style reports, keeping legal-standard 
field notes, and an understanding of the process of planning for fieldwork in 
a professional setting, including such factors as logistics, budgeting, and 
the development of safety plans; 

 Have an in-depth knowledge of some area of specialization, chosen by the 
student and relevant to the student’s professional interests, within the 
broader field of groundwater hydrology.  This knowledge is gained during 
the preparation of the professional paper required for completion of the 
degree requirements.  

 

Rationale for the proposed change. Include an explanation of how the department will manage 
the added workload, if any. 

  

The Department of Geological Sciences proposes a new Masters in Groundwater Hydrology. 
This will be a new program, added in addition to the existing graduate degrees in Geology, and 
targeted towards a specific employment track in groundwater modeling and groundwater 



resources. 
 
The proposed program will leverage existing classes that are offered regularly by the 
department. 

Supporting Documents 

Reviewer Comments 

Joana Espinoza (jespinoza) (10/21/20 4:05 pm): Mark and Ginger, sorry to return this 
but the new CIM system asks additional Learning outcome questions that the state form that 
you filled out does not. I will need you to fill these out because we need them for our catalog 
and internal accreditation requirements. 

Joana Espinoza (jespinoza) (10/21/20 4:06 pm): Rollback: See edited comments. We 
need all the learning outcome fields filled out. This form asks additional questions that the state 
form does not. 

Mark Nielsen (markn) (10/21/20 4:09 pm): Rollback: See the noted information needed 
on assessment and learning outcomes 

Rebecca Frost (rfrost) (01/05/21 12:07 pm): GEOL 515 was not available, so GEOL 509 
was used. I updated the paperwork to reflect the new number. GEOL 509 was submitted as a 3 
credit course so the requirements only total 29 credits. Something will need to be added in 
order to meet the 30 credit requirement. 

Amy Kingston (amykingston) (02/04/21 1:33 pm): Rollback: See my email on 2/4/21 for 
a detailed explanation of what needs to be adjusted/clarified moving forward. Thanks! Amy K 
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Attachment 3  

3360 
  

PROBATION, PROMOTION, DEMOTION, AND 
TRANSFER OF CLASSIFIED EMPLOYEES 

  
PREAMBLE: An original part of the 1979 Handbook, this section underwent a full revision in 
2003 to bring it in line with Regents policy. In 2009 a definitions section was added, APM 50.15 
was incorporated into this policy and various minor edits were made. For further information, 
contact Human Resources (208-885-3638). [ed 7-97, 7-03, rev. 7-09] 
   
CONTENTS: 
  
A. Definitions 
B. Probation 
C. Promotion 
D. Demotion 
E. Transfer 
F. Reporting 
  
A. DEFINITIONS. 
  
A-1.  Certification to Permanent Status/CertifiedCertified Status. In this section and related 
policy statements, reference to "certified status" means that theAn employee who has 
successfully completed the probationary period as required herein is certified to permanent 
(subject to removal only as provided for by Board of Regents and University of Idaho policy) status, also 
referred to as “certified.”. 
  
A-2.  Demotion.  Any personnel action Reassignment of an employee from his or her 
present position to a new positionthat:  one that is in a lower pay grade and in which  
uses a different position control number; which is a rReductions of an employee from a position 
which the employee occupies in one classification to a position in another classification with a 
lower market rate. 
 
calls for decreased responsibility or decreased skill level; 
results inhas a decreased market rate range; orand 
and results in either a decreased salary or ineligibility for a salary increase. 
 
 
tThe employee must have has previously held certified status or for which he or she meet has the 
minimum qualifications for the new position. 
 
A-3. Permanent Status. Subject to removal only as provided for by Board of Regents and 
University of Idaho policy.  
 

Commented [WD(1]: This revision is subject to Board 
approval. RGP II.D.1.b. 

Commented [WD(2]: Preface to comments below: RGP 
II.D.1.b. requires that UI policies and procedures for its 
classified employees “should be, in so much as practical, 
parallel to” IDAPA 15.04.01. 

Commented [WD(3]: IDAPA 15.04.01.179 defines 
demotions as “reductions of an employee from a position 
which the employee occupies in one classification to a 
position in another classification in a lower pay grade.”  
 

http://www.webpages.uidaho.edu/fsh/3360.html#A._DEFINITIONS.
http://www.webpages.uidaho.edu/fsh/3360.html#A._DEFINITIONS.
http://www.webpages.uidaho.edu/fsh/3360.html#B.%20PROBATION.
http://www.webpages.uidaho.edu/fsh/3360.html#C.%20PROMOTION.
http://www.webpages.uidaho.edu/fsh/3360.html#D._DEMOTION
http://www.webpages.uidaho.edu/fsh/3360.html#E._TR


 
A-43.  Probation.  A working test period to provide unit administrators with an opportunity to 
evaluate a person's work performance and suitability for the position.  The probationary period 
for classified employees beginning a new position is six months.  
  
A-54.  Promotion.   Any personnel action  .  Reassignment of an employee from his or her 
present position to a new position that creates aAdvancement through the competitive process of 
an employee with permanent status from a position which he/she occupies in one  (1) 
classification to a position in another classification having a higher market rate. 

 : 
 

a.  uses a different position control number; 
ba.  calls for increased responsibility or increased skill level; 
 
cb.  results in anhas an increased market rate range; and 
dc.  results in either increased salary or eligibility for a salary increase. 
 
The employee must meet the minimum qualifications of the new position. 
 

A career opportunity that involves greater responsibilities, and may also involve an increase in 
salary and a change in title.  Promotions are not intended to be used where duties are changed on 
a temporary basis.  A promotion is distinct from a reclassification in that it moves the employee 
into a different position, retaining little, if any, of the responsibilities of his or her previous 
position, as long as the employee meets the minimum qualifications of the position.  
  
A-5.  Reclassification.  An employee retains the majority of his/her original responsibilities 
while accepting duties requiring a higher level of knowledge, skills or abilities.  
  
A--66.  Transfer.  An opportunity for an employee to moveA personnel action that moves an 
employee into a different unit at the university with the same classification, level of 
responsibilities, and market rate range, and title.  
 
B. PROBATION.  
 
B-1. Required Probationary Period. Each employee, following initial appointment or 
promotion to a classified position, must successfully complete a probationary period of at least 
six full months. The probationary period in a given classification must be completed within a 
single unit and not be interrupted by resignation,  or termination or /dismissal . An employee 
who satisfactorily completes the probationary period becomes certified to permanent status. and 
thus received certified status.. An employee who has been separated during the probationary 
period (not certified), other than by “layoff” ([see FSH 39303930) B], is not certified and must 
begin a new probationary period upon being rehiredreappointment or promotioned to that 
classification and must meet the minimum qualifications for the position.   An eEmployees who 
previously held certified status in a given classification classified position isare not required to 
complete a subsequent probationary period. 
 [ed. 7-03, 7-09] 

Commented [WD(4]: IDAPA 15.04.01.32 defines 
promotion as “The advancement through the competitive 
process of an employee with permanent status from a 
position which he occupies in one (1) classification to a 
position in another classification having a higher paygrade.” 
 

Commented [WD(5]: IDAPA 15.04.01.40 defines transfer 
as “A change of work location of an employee in which the 
employee changes from one (1) position to another in the 
same classification or to another classification in the same 
pay grade.”  

https://www.webpages.uidaho.edu/fsh/3930.html
https://www.webpages.uidaho.edu/fsh/3930.html


  
B-2.  Evaluation. The unit administratorsupervisor is encouraged to complete an employee 
performance Iindividual Ddevelopment Pplan available on the Human Resources Development 
website at http://www.uidaho.edu/human-resources, and a three3-month and 6-month evaluation 
Staff Personnel Evaluations using the “Staff Personnel Evaluation” form( [see FSH 3340)], the 
forms for which are available provided on the Human ResourcesR website at 
http://www.uidaho.edu/human-resources. Before the probationary period ends, the supervisor must 
complete a six-month evaluation and discuss it with the employee, and the second-level 
supervisor must review the evaluation. The supervisor is required to complete a 6-month 
evaluation must be completed, discussed with the probationary employee, and reviewed by the 
second-level supervisor before the probationary period ends. A probationary 
(employment/employed at-will) employee may be dismissed, demoted, or, in the case of 
promotion, returned to his or her former classification, , without cause being assigned, upon the 
recommendation of the unit administrator at any time before the completion of the probationary 
period with prior approval of the executive director for human resources senior HR 
officerHuman Resources executive or designee. Normally, a probationary employee whose 
appointment is to be terminated will be given two weeks' notice. Dismissal under these 
circumstances is not a basis for recourse to the grievance procedures described in  FSH 
38603860. [rev. 7-02, 7-03, 7-09, ed. 7-10] 
  
C. PROMOTION.  
 
C-1.  Eligibility for Promotion.  
 

a. An employee may be considered for promotion on the basis of his or her past record, 
length of service, performance in the present position, and qualification to perform the 
duties of the higher positions. The employee must meet the minimum qualifications of 
the new position. A supervisor may promote an employee into a vacanttion position in 
the unit if they employee has demonstrated exceptional competency and skill for that 
position. 
 [See also 3380 D] [ren. 7-09] 
  
C-2.b.  A supervisor may promote an employee into a vacant position in the unit if the 
employee has demonstrated exceptional competency and skill for that position. [rev. & 
ren. 7-09]  

  
C-3.b. A promotion may occur in a unit that is undergoing reorganization. In this case, 
the supervisor mustan provide to Human Resources written explanation ofexpla nation of 
the office or unit changes and the reasons why the employee is qualified for the 
promotion is necessary.  [rev. & ren. 7-09]  

  
C-24. Probationary Period. If the employee is promoted into a classifclassification ied position 
cation in which they arefor which he or she is not certified, a new six6-month probationary 
period is required (see FSH 3360, B-1). [rev. 7-03, ed. 7-09] 
  

https://www.webpages.uidaho.edu/fsh/3340.html
https://www.uidaho.edu/human-resources
https://www.webpages.uidaho.edu/fsh/3860.html
https://www.webpages.uidaho.edu/fsh/3860.html
http://www.webpages.uidaho.edu/fsh/3360.html#A.


C-5. When there is more than one internal candidate who meets the minimum qualifications for 
the position within the unit, the hiring administrator must, at a minimum, conduct a UI-only 
search to document the candidate's qualifications and identify the most qualified individual.  The 
hiring administrator must send an email to the Director of Human Rights, Access and 
InclusionEmployee Development and Workforce Diversity at eo-
aareview@uidaho.eduhrai@uidaho.edu requesting a UI-only internal search stating that there is 
one promotional opportunity and more than one qualified internal candidate. [add. 7-03, rev. 7-
09, ed. 7-10] 
  
C-36. Procedure.ss. The Director of Employee Development and Workforce 
DiversityAffirmative Action/Equal Opportunity officer Human Rights, Access and Inclusion is 
the approving authority for all promotions of classified employees. [add. 7-03, ed. 7-09, 7-10] 
 

a. When there is more than one internal candidate who meets the minimum qualifications 
for the position within the unit, the hiring administrator must, at a minimum, conduct a 
UI internal search to document the candidate's qualifications and identify the most 
qualified individual.  The hiring administrator must send an email to the Affirmative 
Action/Equal Opportunity officer at eo-aareview@uidaho.edu requesting a UI internal 
search, stating that there is one promotional opportunity and more than one qualified 
internal candidate. [add. 7-03, rev. 7-09, ed. 7-10] 

 
ab. If more than one qualified internal candidate exists, To promote an employee, the unit 
must follows all affirmative action and equal employment opportunity policies by posting 
the position for the required recruitment period in the Applicant Tracking online 
applicant tracking system System (ATS) and evaluating all the applicants.  To be 
considered for the promotional position, tThe employee must applyies for the position 
using the ATSonline applicant tracking system.  See APM 50.02. [add. 7-09] 
  
bc.  Exceptions to the requirement for posting internal promotional opportunities require 
the review and approval of the Director of Human Rights, Access and InclusiontThe 
Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity officerDirector of Employee Development and 
Workforce Diversity or designee.  The unit administrator must work with the Human 
Resources Workforce Diversity office at e-mail the Director of Human Rights, Access 
and Inclusion at hrai@uidaho.edueo-aareview@uidaho.edu to request an internal 
promotion without a search, stating the justification for waiver of a search. Information 
on the search waiver process and forms can be found at  https://www.uidaho.edu/human-
resources/equal-employment-opportunity-affirmative-action/recruitment-and-
hiring/waivers.    The unit must provide: [add. 7-09, ed. 7-10]  
1)  A current Results Oriented Job Description (ROJD), reviewed and approved by the 
classification and compensation analyst in Human Resources; 
2) A resume from the promotion candidate; 
3) The plans for the "to be vacant" position; 
4) A salary recommendation (optional).  

 
C-7d.  The unit must complete and/or upload the required forms and supplemental 
documentation within the online applicant tracking systema standard Position 

mailto:eo-aareview@uidaho.edu
http://www.uidaho.edu/apm/50/02
mailto:
mailto:hrai@uidaho.edu
https://www.uidaho.edu/human-resources/equal-employment-opportunity-affirmative-action/recruitment-and-hiring/waivers
https://www.uidaho.edu/human-resources/equal-employment-opportunity-affirmative-action/recruitment-and-hiring/waivers
https://www.uidaho.edu/human-resources/equal-employment-opportunity-affirmative-action/recruitment-and-hiring/waivers


Authorization Form, and the formswhich must then be processed through regular 
approval channels.  This includes any processes unique to the unit. [add. 7-09] 
  
C-8e.  The Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity officer Director of Human Rights, 
Access and InclusionEmployee Development and Workforce Diversity or designee will 
review and provide a written response to the request for promotion.  The unit CANNOT 
shall not offer the position until it receives approval from the theHuman Resources 
Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity officer Workforce Diversity. Director of Human 
Rights, Access and Inclusion.  For additional information email eo-aareview 
hrai@uidaho.educall (208) 885-4285. [add. 7-09, ed. 7-10]  

 
D. DEMOTION.   
 
D-1. Reasons for Demotion. An employee may be demoted, subject to the approval of the unit 
administrator in consultation with and the executive director for human resources senior HR 
officeHuman Resources executiver or designee. The unit administrator may recommend the 
demotion of an employee for any of the following reasons: [ed. 7-02, ren. & ed. 7-09]  
 

a. The reallocation or reclassification of a class or position to a lower pay grade.a. The 
restructuring of a position or unit. 
 
 
  
abb. The elimination of the employee's position because of lack of work or lack of funds. 
  
c. Expiration of a temporary promotional assignment. [add. 7-03] 
  
dbc. The failure of the employee to complete successfully the probationary requirements 
of a higher position. 
  
ecd. Disciplinary action for causes stated in FSH 3930 C-1 but not of a degree of severity 
that wouldsufficiently severe to warrant suspension or dismissal. 
  
fde. At the request of the employee. [rev. 7-02] 

D-23. Procedure. TheA unit administrator supervisor shall submit their's recommendation that 
an employee be demoted is submitted through the dean or equivalent administrator to Human 
Resources. Following consultation with HR, Concurrently, the unit administrator shall give 
written notice for demotion is given to the employee and to the executive director for human 
resourcessenior HR officerHuman Resources executive or designee. An employee with certified 
status must be given notice of demotion at least 15 calendar days before its effective date and 
must be given the reasons for the demotion.  For circumstances whereWhen the demotion is not 
for disciplinary reasons, the provisions of FSH 3930 do not apply. [ed. 7-03, ren. & ed. 7-09] 
  
D-34. Effect of Demotion on Salary. When an employee is demoted, his or herthe new salary is 
based on the market rate range and target salary of the new position reduced to a step in the 
lower pay grade as recommended by the unit administrator in consultation with and the executive 

http://www.webpages.uidaho.edu/fsh/3930.html#C.


director for human resourcessenior HR officerHuman Resources executive or designee. If 
demotion is due to failure to successfully complete the probationary requirements of the higher 
position, to which he or shethe employee had been provisionally promoted, the salary after 
demotion will normally coincide withbe the salary the employee was receiving before 
promotion. [ed. 7-02, ren. & ed. 7-09]  
 
E. TRANSFER.  
 
E-1. Voluntary Transfer. An employee may voluntarily transfer from one unit to another in the 
exact same position title, classification, job duties and market rate range. and pay grade.   
 
E-2. Voluntary Transfer Procedure.  
 

E-6.a.  A transfer request can only be made only by an employee who is beyond their 
initial or any performance probationary period, and cannot be requested if an employee 
has documented performance concerns within six months of the transfer request.  
 
b. An employee who wishes to be transferred should must notify their current supervisor 
and make a written request to his or her unit administrator and Employment Servicesthe 
Director of Human Resourcessenior HR officerHuman Resources executive or designee 
which includes verification of notification to the employee’s supervisor. (An employee 
requesting transfer between units must also requires the employee to notify their current 
supervisor.) The employee must also provide a current resume and other requested 
materials through Human Resources before a transfer request will be considered. [rev. 7-
03, ren. and ed. 7-09] 
c. A transfer is made without reduction in hourly wage unless such reduction is agreed to 
by the employee. [ed. 7-02, ren. 7-03, ren. and ed. 7-09] 

  
E-2. Involuntary Transfer. UI may transfer an employee involuntarily as long as there is no 
loss of compensation.  The employee will be notified in writing by unit administrator of an 
involuntary transfer. [rev. 7-02, 7-03, rev. and ren. 7-09] 
  
E-2. An employee requesting transfer between units must complete applicationprovide a current 
resume and other requested materials through Employment Services in HRHuman Resources 
before a transfer request will be considered. [rev. 7-03, ren. and ed. 7-09] 
  
E-3. An employee-requested transfer between units also requires the written approval of the unit 
administrators concerned, the employee involved, and the director of employment services. [add. 
7-03, ren. and ed. 7-09] 
  
E-4. A transfer is made without reduction in hourly wage unless such reduction is agreed to by 
the employee and the unit administrator. [ed. 7-02, ren. 7-03, ren. and ed. 7-09] 
  
E-35. Effect of Transfer. The transfer of an employee does not affect his or her prior earned 
credited state service. However, the transfer may affect the employee's leave accrual rate, which 



is based on years of service, hours worked, and percentage of appointment. [rev. 7-02, 7-03,  ren. 
7-03, 7-09] 
 
 
E-6.  A transfer request can only be made by an employee who is beyond their initial or any 
performance probationary period, and cannot be requested if an employee has documented 
performance concerns within six months of the transfer request.  
 
F. REPORTING.  
 
F-1. Human Resources maintains records for new hires, promotions/demotions, transfers and 
terminations. This information Affirmative Action data is reported annually in the University of 
Idaho’s Affirmative Action Plan, available by request at eo-aareview@uidaho.edu.  
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05.12 - Protecting Minors 
Created/updated:  TBD 

Preamble: This policy adopts requirements to help ensure that the university meets its legal and 
ethical obligations to protect minors participating in university programs and visiting the 
university’s campuses. 

A. Definitions 
B. Policy 
C. References – Idaho Child Protective Act 

A. Definitions.  

Definitions are included in the Protection of Minors Standards, on file at UI Risk. 

A-1. Adult: A person aged 18 years or older. 

A-2. Minor: A person under the age of 18 years. 

A-3. Protection of Minors Standards: The document containing procedures, guidelines, and 
forms for implementation of this policy, on file at UI Risk. See C-1 herein. 

A-4. Youth-Serving Program: Any program, activity, lab or research sponsored, controlled or 
funded by the University of Idaho that includes minors, except for official University courses not 
intended specifically for minors.  

B. Policy.   

B-1. All University of Idaho (“UI”) programs involving minors shall operate their programs in a 
safe and secure manner.  UI has zero-tolerance for abuse. UI Yyouth-Sserving Pprograms must 
shall implement the requirements ofcomply with the Protection of Minors Sstandards on file at 
UI Risk, which address in detail the following requirements : 

a. Reporting of abuse, abandonment or neglect as mandated by the all incidents and 
concernsState of Idaho Child Protective Act. Failure to report is a misdemeanor. 

b. Registration of all Yyouth-Sserving Pprograms . 
c. Selection and screening of all adults involved in Yyouth-Sserving Pprograms.  
d. Required training for all adults involved in Yyouth-Sserving Pprograms.  
a.e. Adherence to the Required code of behavior standards for adults working in Yyouth-

Sserving Pprograms.  
f. Contractors, Facility Use Agreements and Non-UI Events.Adherence to protection of 

minors provisions in facilities use agreements. 
 

Commented [WD(1]: With a shortened policy, many of 
the previous definitions can be deleted, but terms used in 
this APM should be defined in it. The Standards, of course, 
can continue to define terms used in that document. 

Commented [WD(2]: This change made because 
Standards apply this requirement only to Authorized and 
Supervised adults.  

Commented [WD(3]: This change made because 
Standards apply this requirement only to Authorized and 
Supervised adults.  
 



B-2. UI employees and students working in public or private schools shall follow the operational 
guidelines of the school.  

Failure to report abuse to legal authorities is a misdemeanor.  

B-3. Any exemption from compliance with this policy must be submitted requested in writing to, 
and approved by, the UI Risk Manager. 

C. References. The State of Idaho Child Protective Act mandates reporting. For information, see  

C-1. University of Idaho Protection of Minors Standards. on file at UI Risk.  

C-2. State of Idaho Child Protective Act,  I.C. § 16-1601 et seq. 

Failure to report is a misdemeanor. This is a personal responsibility imposed on any person who 
fails to report. 

https://www.uidaho.edu/-/media/UIdaho-Responsive/Files/infrastructure/PSS/Risk-management/protection-of-minors.pdf
https://www.uidaho.edu/-/media/UIdaho-Responsive/Files/infrastructure/PSS/Risk-management/protection-of-minors.pdf
https://legislature.idaho.gov/statutesrules/idstat/Title16/T16CH16/
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20.14 – General (Non-Grant) Cost Transfers 
February 2, 2010March 8, 2021 
 
Contents: 
 
A.  General 
B. Significance of Cost Transfers 
CB.  Procedures 
CD. Contact Information 
 
A. General. It is the responsibility of management to ensure that expenses are posted to 

the correct FOAPAL (Fund, Organization, Account, Program, Activity, Location) when the 
cost originally occurs.  Cost transfers are necessary to correct an error, but fiscal units 
should implement internal controls (e.g., interoffice communications, training, 
supervisor review) to prevent errors and the frequent use of cost transfers.correcting 
entries and should be avoided.   used wWhen an expense is incorrectly posted, a cost 
transfer is required to move the expense to the correct FOAPAL.  If multiple cost 
transfers per year are occurring, actions must be taken to correct the underlying 
issue(s).  If assistance is needed please contact General Accounting at 
gnrlacctg@uidaho.edu.processed on one budget or expense code and needs to be 
transferred to another. Cost transfers may be made on most budgets; however, iIf the 
transfer involves a grant or contract (“K” Accounts)fund, additional steps may be 
required. [See APM 45.07.]. 

 
B. Significance of Cost Transfers. Cost transfers are perhaps the most sensitive area in 

financial management. They are an indication that something unusual happened and 
that further investigation may be required.  Cost transfers may not be used as a means 
to transfer income from one account to another.  
 

C.B. Procedures. The following guidelines are providedprocedures must be followed to 
ensure cost transfers are appropriate and authorized.  

 
CB-1. Proper Use of Cost Transferss.  Cost transfers are to be used to correct an 
error. The only for valid reason to use a cost transfer is to s areuse is: 
 cCorrecting the FOAPAL an expense is posted to.  
They areInvalid uses of cost transfers include but are not limited to not to be used to: 

• Clearing budget deficits by moving expenses, 
• Effecting a transfer of funds, 
• Spending down remaining balances, 
• Incurring charges against a fund with the intent of later cost transfers to move to 

the correct fund. 
 
B-2. Cost Transfer Entry. All non-payroll cost transfers are entered in the Banner 
Journal Voucher form.  Specific field requirements are: 

• Journal Type – CT 
• Document Reference – Document code of the document posted in error 
• Document Text  

o Cost Transfer document - A full explanation of the conditions that require 
the cost transfer.   Insufficient document text will result in a dis-approved 
document with a request for additional text.  Additional text requirements 
are: 

 Date of original transaction 
 Name 
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o Original document - A full explanation of the conditions that require the 
cost transfer.  It is acceptable to use the same explanation as the cost 
transfer document.  Additional text requirements are: 

 Date of cost transfer 
 Name 
 Cost transfer document number 

 
B-3. Timely Corrections. In no case will a cost transfer be authorized after the close of 
the fiscal year. GThe University of Idaho requires that a corrective cost transferGenerally 
cost transfers should be completed within 90 days  after the original incorrect 
transaction was postedof the original transaction, or fewer if necessary to complete 
before the close of the fiscal year. date to the account. In very limited circumstances, a 
cost transfer requested more than 90 days after the original transaction may be 
authorized if additional documentation, including an explanation of the internal control 
weakness that prevented a timely correction, is submitted with the request. The request 
must also identify the corrective action taken to prevent a reoccurrence.  However, at 
the end of a budget or project period a shorter time to effect the correction will be 
required.  Cost transfers substantially overmore than 90 days after the original 
transaction date may require additional documentation.  Cost transfers requested for a 
closed fiscal year will not be authorized. 
 
C-2. Proper Explanation Required. Units must justify each cost transfer. The reason 
for the transfer must state in detail how the error occurred and why the transfer is 
necessary. See Paragraph B-1 for additional requirements if the transfer is entered more 
than 90 days after the month closed. Statements such as 'to correct error' or 'clerical 
error' are insufficient. Document numbers (JVs, IDs, TRs, etc.) must be referenced. 
Cross referencing text (cost transfer number, date, explanation, and name of person 
entering cost transfer) must be added to the original document on which the error 
occurred.   
 
CB-34. Payroll Cost Transfers. For payroll cost transfers (non- K-accountsgrant 
funds), refer to APM 55.02.  For grants and contracts-related payroll cost transfers, refer 
to APM 45.07. 
 

D.C. Contact Information. Questions about cost transfers should be referred to 
Business Systems and Accounting ServicesGeneral Accounting, (208) 885-
2130gnrlacctg@uidaho.edu..  For grants- and contracts- related cost transfers, 
questions should be referred to the Office of Sponsored Programs, (208) 885-6689.  
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APM 70.23 University International Travel 
December 2019 

 
A.  Definitions.  

 
A-1.  Authorized Third Party. Any person not a University faculty, staff,employee or student, who is 
authorized to travel for University business, programs or other purposes, including, without 
limitation, volunteers, contractors, alumni, community members, guests, or public officials.  
 
A-2.  Faculty/Staff-Led University International Travel (FSIT). University International Travel led by 
a UI employee involving UI undergraduate or graduate students, faculty, staffemployees, 
aauthorized tthird pparties, alumni, or the public. This FSIT may include but is not limited to travel 
for study, research, field work, service, internship, or volunteer work.  
 
A-3. International Travel. Travel outside the 50 states of the U.S. Because travel to U.S. territories 
requires similar review in regard to risk, liability, and pre-departure assistance, for the purposes of 
this policy it is included in the definition of international travel.  
 
A-43.  Non-University International Travel.  Travel outside the United StatesInternational travel that 
is 1) not related to University business, programs, or other purposes,; 2) not within the course and 
scope of University employment or responsibilities of a faculty or staff member or Authorized Third 
Party, or 23) not approved pursuant to the procedure outlined in B-1.  for which the University 
assumes no control or responsibility, and provides no credit or funding. Individuals are not entitled 
to any international travel-related benefits during Non-University Travel. The following are some 
examples of Non-University International Travel:Examples include  personal travel, such as spring 
break or vacation travel, and travel that is not approved by the University. For purposes of this 
definition, travel to United States territories and associated states is considered “travel outside the 
United States.” 
 
A-54.  University International Travel. Travel outside the United StatesInternational travel that: 1) is 
related to University business, programs, or other purposes , or that is within the course and scope 
of University employment or responsibilities of a faculty or staff member or Authorized Third Party, 
and 2) meets the conditions of and has been reviewed and approved consistent with the 
requirements set forth in this procedure. For purposes of this definition, travel to United States 
territories and associated states is considered “travel outside the United States.”  
 
A-65.  Travel WarningAdvisory.  Issued by the U.S. Department of State, Travel Advisories are issued 
on a 4-point scale of increasing concern and describe the risks of travel to each country in the world.  
Advisory Levels are as follows: Level 1: Exercise normal precautions; Level 2: Exercise increased 
caution; Level 3: Reconsider travel; Level 4: Do not travel.  to indicate the level of caution to should 
consider and describes associated risks within a countrydescribe conditions that make a countryit 
dangerous or unstable. A travel warningAn advisory level of 3 or 4 imply reconsideration of travel 
and/or do not travel recommendations as they indicate is also issued when the U.S. government's 
ability to assist American citizens is constrained. due to the closure of an embassy or consulate or 
because of a drawdown of its staff. A current list of countries with a U.S. Department of State Travel 
Warning can be found through the International Programs websiteThe travel advisory and 
explanation of the advisory level assigned for each country of the world can be found atFurther 



information on the Travel Advisory system and current Travel Advisories can be found at: 
https://travel.state.gov/content/travel/en/traveladvisories/traveladvisories.html. :  . 
 
 
A-76.  University International Emergency Management Team (“UIEMT”). An ad hoc group 
committee consisting of University administrators who support and assist faculty, staffemployees 
and students who are participating in University travel or are otherwise on University business 
abroad to address emergencies, such as  outbreaks of violence, political unrest, or medical 
emergencies. The UIEMT also considers requests for exceptions to this policy prior to international 
travel.  The UIEMT is composed of the Director of the International Programs Office, the Study 
Abroad Director, the Vice Provost for Student Affairs or representative, Office of Risk Management 
(Risk) representative(s), Legal Counsel (as needed), and other faculty/administrators as needed.  
  
 

Note: Other University support services are available to support travelers when they return or to 
support the UIEMT, as necessary. These services include but are not limited to the Counseling and 
Testing Center, Student Health, and the Student Health Insurance Program. 

 
B.  International Travel Procedure for Approval, Reimbursement and University Travel Support.  

 
B-1.   Faculty/StaffEmployee International Travel..  In keeping with its commitment to compliance 
with federal law and to the safety of its employees and students, tThe University of Idaho will 
onlynot authorize international travel by faculty, staffemployees, authorized third parties, or 
students on behalf of or under the auspices of the University, only when the following haves 
occurred at least 30 days prior to travel, unless permission for a shorter timeframe is explicitly 
granted by IPO:unless that travel has been reviewed and approved consistent with the procedures 
set forth herein and procedures supplemented by this section, including the University 
Administrative Procedures Manual (“APM”) Section 45.19, U.S. Export Controls; APM Chapter 70, 
Travel Management; and APM Chapter 05, Risk Management. 

 
 

  a. Advance aApproval  in advance through the use of a travel authorization (see APM 70.05); 
and  
 

b. Registration of travel with the International Programs Office (“IPO”) through its online 
international travel registration system available at:  https://uidaho-
sa.terradotta.com/index.cfm?FuseAction=Abroad.Home;, which shall include 
 

 reApproval  in advance through the use of a travel authorization (see APM 70.05);  
Reviewed for any applicable export control and trade sanction restrictions or prohibitions by  
the University export control analyst, the Office of Research and Economic Development 
(“ORED”). (initiated within the international travel registry; APM 45.19).  

 
 Travel by employees to a country or region with a Level 3 Advisory is permitted, but 

discouraged, especially if alternative venues for projects and research are available. Travel by 
employees to  a country or region with a Level 4 Advisory is highly discouraged. Employees are 
required to register their travel with IPO prior to departure.   
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Any international travel undertaken without prior review and approval required shall be considered 
Non-University International Travel, except under extraordinary circumstances, and will not be paid for 
or reimbursed by the University, including but not limited to charging of costs associated with Non-
University International Travel to research grant or contracts.  This exception shall not apply to travel to 
OFAC-sanctioned countries undertaken without such prior review and approval shall always be 
considered Non-University International Travel, and will not be paid for or reimbursed to the traveler by 
the University, including but not limited to charging of costs associated with Non-University 
International Travel to research grants and contracts. In addition, any traveler on Non-University 
International Travel will not be eligible for the University’s coverage and insurance policies while 
travelling, and damages and the defense of any legal matters arising from the travel will be solely the 
individual’s responsibility. While abroad on Non-University International Travel, University faculty, staff, 
authorized third parties or students on Non-University International Travel shall not represent that they 
are acting on behalf of or with the authorization of the University of Idaho. Nor shall University faculty, 
staff, authorized third parties, or students take University equipment or resources on Non-University 
International Travel. University-imposed sanctions may apply for non-compliance with this policy. 
 

  
  
a.   In order for international travel by University faculty, staff, or authorized third parties to be 
considered University International Travel, such travel must, prior to departure, be: 
(i) Registered with the International Programs Office (“IPO”) through its online international travel 

registration system available at:  http://www.uidaho.edu/international/ui-faculty-staff-
opportunities/international-travel/international-travel-registration; 

(ii) Reviewed by IPO and Risk for insurance or waivers that may be required under University policy 
and/or by UIEMT for travel to Travel Warning countries (see  and Section B-4, below.)  

(iii) Approved in advance through the use of a travel authorization (see APM 70.05);  
(iv) Reviewed for any applicable export control and trade sanction restrictions or prohibitions by the 

University export control analyst, Office of Research and Economic Development (“ORED”) (see 
Section B-3 below; APM 45.19).  

 
To ensure adequate time for any review or approval required under Section B-1(a), all required 
information and materials should be submitted not later than thirty (30) days prior to departure.  
Responsible units may be unable to timely complete the necessary reviews and approvals when 
information or materials is supplied less than thirty (30) days prior to departure; the University 
does not, in these circumstances, guarantee completion of such approvals or reviews.  
 
Responsible units receiving timely submitted materials for review under Section B-1(a) should 
complete review and/or provide approval or should communicate the reason for the denial or 
delay within twenty-one (21) days from receipt of the materials.   

 
  B-2. Faculty /StaffFaculty/Staff-Led International Travel-International Travel with 
Students. /LIT.  
Faculty and/or staffEmployees leading students abroad must submit a proposal and be approved for 
such travel through IPO’s online international travel system by the specified deadlines: 
https://www.uidaho.edu/academics/ipo/study-abroad/information-for-faculty-advisors  

b.   In order for faculty and/or staff-led international travel to be considered FSIT (see definition in A-2 
above), such travel must be: 

https://www.uidaho.edu/academics/ipo/study-abroad/information-for-faculty-advisors


(i)  Approved by IPO by the deadlines listed below. Faculty/Staff leaders can submit a proposal for 
such travel through its online international travel system available at: 
http://www.uidaho.edu/international/ui-faculty-staff-opportunities/taking-students-abroad.  
 
Term Abroad    Deadline 
Fall, Fall Break Winter Intersession December 1 of prior year 
Spring, Spring Break, Summer  August 1 of prior year 
 

(ii)  Reviewed by IPO and Risk for insurance or waivers that may be required under University policy 
and/or by UIEMT for travel to Travel Warning countries (see APM 05.05 and Section B-4 below.)  

(iii)  Reviewed by IPO for adherence to University policies regarding risk management, FSIT program 
budget, student fee creation, and contracts. 

(iv)  Approved in advance through the use of a travel authorization (see APM 70.05);  
(v)  Reviewed for any applicable export control and trade sanction restrictions or prohibitions by the 

University export control analyst, ORED (see Section B-3 below; APM 45.19).  
 
B-3. Student International TravelInternational Travel by University students.  
In keeping with its commitment to compliance with federal law and to the safety of its employees 
and students, theThe University of IdahoInternational Programs Office will authorize international 
travel by faculty, staff, authorized third parties, or students on behalf of or under the auspices of the 
University , only when the following has occurred by the deadlines required in the specific 
circumstances, but at least 30 days prior to travel, unless permission for a shorter timeframe is 
explicitly granted by IPO: 30 days prior to travel:  
 
 

    a. Advance approval through the use of a travel authorization, if applicable (see APM 70.05).;  
 

b. Registration of travel with the International Programs Office (“IPO”) through its online 
international travel registration system available at:  
https://www.uidaho.edu/academics/ipo/study-abroad, which shall include r; 
 
c. Review for any applicable export control and trade sanction restrictions or prohibitions by the 
University export control analyst, Office of Research and Economic Development (“ORED”). 
(initiated within the international travel registration system; APM 45.19).  
 
 
International Travel must be approved by IPO by the deadlines specified in the online 
application system: https://www.uidaho.edu/academics/ipo/study-abroad/students.  Travel by 
students to a country or region with a Level 3 Advisory warrants further review and approval. If 
there is a compelling academic or other reason why a student must travel to a country or region 
with a Level 3 Advisory, the student must petition the UIEMT for approval by contacting 
abroad@uidaho.edu. Travel by students to a country or region with a Level 4 Advisory in place is 
prohibited.  
 
c. In order for international travel by University students to be considered University 
International Travel, such travel must be: 

http://www.uidaho.edu/apm/70/05
https://www.uidaho.edu/academics/ipo/study-abroad


(i)  Approved by IPO by the deadlines listed below. Students can apply through its online 
international travel system available at: http://www.uidaho.edu/international/study-
abroad/steps-to-studying-abroad/step-2-apply.   
 
Term Abroad Deadline 
Fall  April 1 
Fall Break May 1 
Academic Year April 1 
Winter Intersession October 15 
Spring October 15 
Spring Break January 31 
Summer April 1 
Non-Study Abroad Travel 30 Days Prior to Departure 
(Ex. Conferences, meetings, short-term research activities)  
(ii)  Reviewed by IPO and Risk for insurance or waivers that may be required under University 
policy and/or by UIEMT for travel to Travel Warning countries (see APM 05.05 and Section B-4 
below).  
(iii)  Reviewed for any applicable export control and trade sanction restrictions or prohibitions 
by the University export control analyst, ORED (see Section B-3 below; APM 45.19). 
 
Failure by a student to receive review and/or approval required under Section B-1 (c) may result 
in the student (i) not receiving academic credit, (ii) not being eligible to receive any financial aid, 
and/or (iii) having to reimburse the University for any University monies disbursed.   
 
Timely registration and submission of required information for review under Section B-1 (a), 
(b) or (c) does not guarantee that the University can approve travel by the anticipated travel 
date (see e.g. Section B-2 below).   
 
Any international travel undertaken without prior review and approval required under Section 
B-1 shall be considered Non-University International Travel, except under extraordinary 
circumstances, and will not be paid for or reimbursed by the University, including but not limited 
to charging of costs associated with Non-University International Travel to research grant or 
contracts.  However, even under extraordinary circumstances, travel to OFAC-sanctioned 
countries undertaken without such prior review and approval shall always be considered, 
without exception, Non-University International Travel, and will not be paid for or reimbursed to 
the traveler by the University, including but not limited to charging of costs associated with Non-
University International Travel to research grants and contracts. In addition, any traveler on 
Non-University International Travel will not be eligible for coverage under the University’s 
insurance policy while travelling, and the defense of any legal matters arising from the travel will 
be solely the individual’s responsibility. While abroad on Non-University International Travel, 
University faculty, staff, authorized third parties or students on Non-University International 
Travel shall not represent that they are acting on behalf of or with the authorization of the 
University of Idaho. Nor shall University faculty, staff, authorized third parties, or students take 
University equipment or resources on Non-University International Travel. University-imposed 
sanctions may apply for non-compliance with this policy. 
 

B-2. Export Control and Trade Sanctions Review. The University, and University faculty, staff, 
authorized third parties, and students traveling abroad, must consider the effect of U.S. export 



control and trade sanction and embargo laws and regulations on any proposed international travel 
to ensure that the University and the traveler(s) are in compliance with U.S. law. Violation of these 
complex laws and regulations can result in severe criminal and civil penalties to both the individual 
traveler and the University. University faculty, staff, authorized third parties, or students traveling 
abroad may become “exporters” through taking controlled technology or other controlled 
information (including, for example, information in papers or stored on laptop computers to a 
foreign country and/or disclosing such information to non-U.S. persons or through taking or shipping 
controlled tangible items (including, for example, laptops, sensors, test instrumentation, biological 
materials or other similar tangible goods) to a foreign country or non-U.S. person. Similarly, 
University personnel and students may engage in regulated transactions through engaging in 
financial transactions with, or providing goods or services to, countries or designated nationals of 
countries subject to trade sanctions or embargoes. In the case of Cuba, travel to the country itself is 
regulated and cannot be undertaken without appropriate federal authorization.  

 
The University of Idaho’s export control analyst in the Office of Research and Economic 
Development will assist personnel in determining the applicability of export control and trade 
sanction and embargo regulations and obtaining any necessary licenses: (208) 885-6651 or ored-
export@uidaho.edu. Should the analyst determine that a license is required, please note that it may 
take several months to receive a federal license determination, and, if granted, a license. It may take 
seven or more months for a license determination involving nations with OFAC-enforced sanctions. 
University personnel requesting travel must plan accordingly. Please see the University website for 
information about OFAC and other export regulations: http://www.uidaho.edu/research/export-
control. For information regarding OFAC sanctions program countries, please see 
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/Programs.aspx. 

 
B-3.  Role of the International Programs Office in University International Travel. IPO provides 
reasonable services to assist in University International Travel, including, but not limited to, securing 
necessary insurance coverage for students, advising regarding insurance coverage for staff, faculty, 
and affiliate participants, providing and collecting necessary University waivers, student disciplinary 
and medical histories, and the monitoring of government and international sources for the latest 
information affecting the safety and security of regions where the travel is to take place. IPO also 
facilitates communications and acts as liaison between the University and all foreign centers and 
affiliated foreign universities.  IPO services include: 

 
a.   Student Travel. Programmatic, pre-departure, and risk management oversight.  
 
b.   Faculty/Staff University International Travel without Students or Others. Traveler tracking and 

travel insurance advisement responsibilities. 
 
c.   Faculty/Staff-Led University International Travel (FSIT) with Students or Others. Programmatic, 

pre-departure, risk management, contract consultation and support, budget and program fee 
oversight, travel authorizations, student fee assessment, and payment of overseas vendors.  

 
d. Program safety and security. IPO is responsible for monitoring alerts and warnings regarding 

the regions in which University-approved student or FSIT is taking place. 
 

(i)   Students, authorized third parties, staff, and faculty participants will be notified prior to 
departure of any known issues, alerts, or warnings which may affect their destination. If the 



travelers have already departed, the University will use reasonable measures to 
communicate any known necessary and relevant travel alerts/warnings to program 
participants. 

(ii) Severe security and safety concerns may result in the non-approval of travel, the suspension 
of international travel and withdrawal of all travelers from the region, and/or the 
amendment of the program curriculum (if applicable), with assistance provided by IPO, Risk, 
and other departments as necessary (see Section B-4 below).  

 
e. IPO Fees. IPO will charge a per-participant application fee and depending on the program, a 

registration/programming fee for their services. Payment of these fees is required before the 
travel will be approved. 

 
B-4.  University International Travel to – Travel Warning Countryies or Region with Level 3 orand 4 
Advisory. Travel to a country or region with a Level 3 or 4 Advisory is generally prohibited. Requests 
for exemptions from this prohibition may be made to the UIEMT by contacting 
abroad@uidaho.edu.ies. 
 The University strongly discourages all travel to Travel Warning countries or regions where 
the Department of State has issued a Level 3 Advisory level when viable alternatives are 
available.  
The University does not support travel to a country or region with a Level 4 Advisory level.  
 
If a Travel Warning goes into effect during University travel, the U.S. Embassy/Consulate in that 
region must be contacted immediately and any guidance provided regarding immediate departure 
must be followed.  
 
a.   Student Travel. University International Travel by students to a country with a Level 4 
Advisory in place is prohibited. A country with a Level 3 Advisory warrants further review 
and approval. If there is a compelling academic or other reason why a student must travel to a 
country/region with a Level 3 Advisory, the student must petition the UIEMT for approval 
by contacting abroad@uidaho.edu  
 
University International Travel by students to University-affiliated universities or programs 
where a Travel Warning is in place is prohibited, especially if alternative venues for projects 
and research are available. If there is a compelling academic or other reason why a student 
must travel to a Travel Warning country, the student can petition the UIEMT for approval to 
travel there. If the student receives approval from the UIEMT to travel to a Travel Warning 
country, the student should closely monitor the situation to determine if he/she should 
continue as planned, while keeping his/her safety foremost in mind. If permission is denied 
by the UIEMT and the student decides to travel to the Travel Warning country anyway, this 
travel will be considered Non-University International Travel and the student will not be 
eligible to receive academic credit, funding, or other kinds of support from the University. 
 
 If a Travel Warning goes into effect during a University study/research program, 
the U.S. Embassy/Consulate in that region and IPO must be contacted immediately and 
any guidance provided regarding immediate departure must be followed.  If a student 
chooses to remain in the country despite the guidance provided regarding immediate 
departure, the student’s travel will be converted to Non-University International 
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Travel. The student’s registration at the UI will be cancelled and any financial aid or 
other payments for said program will be recalled in accordance with federal financial 
aid regulations. 
 
 Students who express the intent to travel to or remain in regions subject to Travel 
Warnings must sign a separate University Acknowledgement of Risk and Waiver of 
Liability form, recognizing such voluntary intent to travel to/remain in the region 
against the University’s advice and releasing the University from any additional 
liability or return arrangements. This release will be kept on file with IPO. 
 
 University units are prohibited from financially supporting student travel to Travel 
Warning countries through travel grants or any other means, except in the case that the 
travel has been preapproved by UIEMT. Every unit should discourage any travel to 
Travel Warning countries. 
 
b. Employee Travel. Travel by employees to a country or region with a Level 3 Advisory is 
permitted, but discouraged, especially if alternative venues for projects and research are 
available. Travel by employees to countries with a Level 4 Advisory is highly discouraged. 
Faculty/staff members are required to register their travel with IPO prior to departure. 
   
 
 The traveler’s unit must consult with IPO and Risk prior to departure to a Travel Warning 
country to ensure appropriate insurance coverage for medical evacuation, security 
evacuation, and repatriation, the cost of which the units of the employee traveling must bear.  
 
c.   Faculty/Staff-Led International University Travel. Faculty/Staff-Led travel with 
students or others to Travel Warning countries/regions with a Level 3 or 4 advisory is 
prohibited. 
 
C.  Contact Information. Problems or questions concerning these requirements for 
international travel can be addressed to: 
 
Study Abroad 
 Email: abroad@uidaho.edu 
 Phone: (208) 885-7870 
 Fax: (208) 885-2859 
 
Export Controls Analyst  
Email: ored-export@uidaho.edu  
Phone: (208) 885-6651  
 
D.  Forms and Examples. 
 
D-1.  Faculty/Staff/Affiliate Travel Registration 
http://www.uidaho.edu/international/ui-faculty-staff-opportunities/international-
travel/international-travel-registration 



 
D-2.  Faculty-Staff-Led International Travel Proposal Form and Guidelines -
http://www.uidaho.edu/international/ui-faculty-staff-opportunities/taking-students-abroad 
 
D-3.  Student Process for University International Travel 
http://www.uidaho.edu/international/study-abroad/steps-to-studying-abroad/step-2-apply 
 

 
B-5. Non-University International Travel. International travel without prior approval shall be 
considered Non-University International Travel,  and will not be paid for or reimbursed by the 
University, including charging of costs to research grants or contracts; exceptions may be made in 
extraordinary circumstances, but never for travel to OFAC-sanctioned countries undertaken without 
prior approval. In addition, any traveler on Non-University International Travel will not be eligible for 
the University’s coverage and insurance policies while traveling, and damages and the defense of 
any legal matters arising from the travel will be solely the traveler’s responsibility. No traveler on 
Non-University International Travel shall represent that they are acting on behalf of or with the 
authorization of the University of Idaho. No traveler shall take University equipment or resources on 
Non-University International Travel. Sanctions may apply for noncompliance with this policy. 

 
Further details and assistance related to this policy are available from the International Programs Office: 
abroad@uidaho.edu  
 

mailto:abroad@uidaho.edu


Attach #14 

 

Statement of Faculty Values 

 

The Faculty Senate of the University of Idaho continues to reflect on the January 6, 2021 
insurrection at the Capitol and condemns in the strongest terms and any form of violence and 
terrorism. 

As scholars and researchers, we have dedicated our careers to discovery and reasoning. We 
believe in science and in seeking knowledge by weighing appropriate evidence and rejecting 
intentional misinformation. 

As citizens and educators who serve the university’s land-grant mission, we prepare students to 
be thoughtful, civic-minded participants in our local, state, and national communities. We are 
committed to democracy and due process, and to civil discourse and respectful communication. 

To support these goals, we encourage all faculty, when appropriate, to directly address the 
issues and challenges facing our world, including misinformation, radicalism, racism, bigotry, 
and violence. We call for a collective commitment to shine light on the root causes of 
polarization and extremism. Whether by analyzing our histories and culture, or cultivating 
information literacy, or teaching responsible communication skills, faculty must continue to 
provide a transformative and ethical education for the next generation of leaders.       
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To: University of Idaho Faculty Senate 

From:  University of Idaho Staff Compensation Committee 

Date: February 11, 2021 

Re: FY22 Staff CEC Allocation Recommendations   

In In preparation for the February 16 Faculty Senate Meeting, please find the 
attached draft memo regarding our committee’s recommendations for the 
allocation of Change in Employee (CEC) funds for Fiscal Year 2022.  It was 
reviewed and endorsed by Staff council on Wednesday, February 10. 

We look forward to discussing our recommendations, and we will be asking the 
Senate to endorse the attached memo moving forward to President Green. 

Attach #15
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To: Staff Council, Faculty Senate and University Administration  
 
From:  University of Idaho Staff Compensation Committee 
  
Date: February 5, 2021 
 
Re: FY22 Staff CEC Allocation Recommendations   
 
 
FSH Policy 1640.81 provides for the Staff Compensation Committee to be 
strategically involved in the annual Change in Employee Compensation (CEC) 
process and to advise and provide reports to the administration, Staff Council, and 
Faculty Senate.   
 
As we seek to fulfill our responsibility, we are providing this recommendation for 
the FY22 CEC and ask for your endorsement to the President.  
 
Based on the Governor’s proposed budget and discussions to date, the University 
of Idaho anticipates receiving a 2% CEC allocation to our General Education 
(GenEd) base budget for FY22.  In addition, the university received a 2% CEC 
GenEd allocation for FY21 that was not utilized per direction provided by the state.  
However, because approximately half of our GenEd personnel cost is supported 
through tuition funding versus state allocated funds and the university has not 
increased tuition, what appears to be a 4% pool of funds is more accurately 
represented as slightly more than a 2% pool of available funds.  As a committee, 
we have based our analysis and recommendations for implementation through 
utilization of both FY21 and FY22 CEC allocations. 
 
Our recommendation for use of these funds is as follows based on current Budget 
Office distribution estimates: 
 

• Although we receive some state funding for graduate student appointments 
(primarily TAs), it has been static for many years.  It has been proposed that 
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a portion of the CEC funds be allocated to GenEd-funded graduate student 
appointments.  Attracting and retaining the best and brightest graduate 
students is paramount to reaching our goal of Carnegie Highest Research 
(RI) status; we endorse using a proportional amount of CEC funds to 
advance graduate student competitiveness (est. $130,339). 

 
• When faculty successfully achieve tenure and/or advance in rank (P&T) they 

receive an increase in salary aside from any other university equity or merit 
adjustments.  These increases have not been funded by the state in recent 
years and, out of budget necessity, administration has looked to CEC funds 
as the source for P&T increases.  Staff recognize and support the use of 
CEC funds this year to celebrate these milestone achievements. (est. 
$264,716) 

 
• However, we request support for a proportional amount of funding to be 

dedicated to improving staff salary equity. Although significant progress was 
made from FY18 to FY20 to bring staff salaries up to their calculated target 
in our market-based compensation system, there is still significant progress 
to be made.  There are currently 67 staff below 80% of their calculated 
target and 189 below 85%. (See Figure 1.a.) Using FY21 rates, as of mid-
January, staff averaged 94.02% of their calculated target salaries and 
faculty averaged 97.799%.  When FY22 data is available next month, we 
expect both faculty and staff percentages of target to drop.   

 
At the start of FY20, a portion of the allocated CEC funding was used to 
bring staff up to 85% of their calculated target salaries.  While market rates 
and target salaries continue to increase, salaries have not.  Both staff and 
faculty are losing ground made in past years and, on average, staff are 
lagging farther behind target than faculty. Although the requested funding 
will not return us to the university-wide progress of 85% of target that was 
achieved in FY20, it would help close some of the growing gap. This 
recommended allocation provides funding to bring staff farthest behind up to 
83.5% of target. (See Figure 1.b.)  (est. $253,114) 

 
After the three above investments, an estimated $2,160,931 in CEC funding 
remains. We recommend proportionally allocating the remaining funds based on 
percentage of total GenEd salaries by employee type; 51% to Faculty and 49% to 
Staff. 
 

• We recognize the committee’s position is not to advise on faculty 
compensation practice and therefore, we support an allocation model based 
on Faculty Senate and Provost’s Office recommendations (est. $1,104,674). 

 
• For staff, we recommend Across the board (ATB) salary increases based on 

a percentage of target – 2020 was an extremely difficult year and staff have 
gone to extraordinary lengths to maintain business operations and support 
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our students.  We would like to see everyone receive a portion of the CEC 
funding. We support an ATB approach and, for equity within the staff 
compensation system, we strongly recommend that the allocation be based 
on target salaries versus current salaries.  (See Figure 2.)  

 
If ATB allocations are made based on salary, the farther behind target an 
employee is, the farther disadvantaged they will be when their increase is 
calculated on their already lower-than-target salary. (est. $1,056,257) 

 
Although, as a committee, we discussed and considered an investment in merit-
based increases for staff, we remain extremely concerned about institution-wide 
equity. Our conclusion was that, because everyone will receive an increase 
through an ATB distribution, we prioritized dedicating funds to raising salaries for 
those farthest behind their target salaries over merit to regain some of the ground 
lost the last two years. 
 
University of Idaho staff continue to be supportive of our market-based 
compensation system and use of target salaries as a way of defining and 
maintaining equity.  The system was implemented in December 2017 and we 
appreciate the university investment in FY18 through FY20.  We fully appreciate 
the challenges the last few years have had in terms of maintaining and advancing 
employee compensation: a budget correction, state holdbacks, added expenses 
related to COVID, and a need to invest in growth initiatives.  However, we urge 
Staff Council, Faculty Senate, and university administration to “stay the course” on 
our long-term goals to raise all employees’ salaries to their calculated target as a 
matter of institution-wide equity while working to identify funding and an allocation 
system for merit-based increases on top of equity for those who go above and 
beyond in service to the institution’s mission and goals. 
 
Attached is early modeling of the two staff salary investments we recommend 
based on Mid-January staffing and FY21 market rates.  
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All data is based on current and calculated target salaries January 14, 2021. 
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